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In December of 1837, a twenty-¤ve year-old John Forsyth Jr. pub-
lished his ¤rst editorial as co-owner of the Mobile Daily Commercial Register.
The young Forsyth, perhaps with (at least in this early stage of his career) an
exaggerated sense of his own importance, assured his readers that “the great
concerns which demand the advocacy, and should inspire the pens of Southern
editors, will not be neglected.” During the next four decades, Forsyth wrote
about, and often played an active role in, many of the most important “con-
cerns” of the emotionally and, later, politically divided nation. Described, after
his death in 1877, by the New York Times as “the leading Democratic editor of
the South,” Forsyth commanded an important platform. As the brash Georgia
native and long-time Mobilian embarked on his journalistic career, he conceded
that one could not “make proselytes by ¤re and the sword.” Nonetheless, per-
sonifying the old adage that held “the pen is mightier than the sword,” Forsyth,
through the Register, set out to “steadily pursue the maxim so strongly recom-
mended, and so admirably adapted to wordly intercourse.” This initial offering
began what would be a remarkable career in the world of both newspapers and
politics. From 1837 through 1877, during what one historian referred to as the
“age of personal journalism,” John Forsyth used his pen as his personal sword
for the Democracy.1

Investigating the career of John Forsyth sheds light on many of the most
important issues and events concerning nineteenth-century Alabama and na-
tional history. During Forsyth’s earliest (and often ignored) stint at the Register,
his major writings dealt with the emergence of a viable two-party system in
Alabama as well as in Mobile. The competition between the Whigs and the
Democrats provided reams of material. His twelve-year return to Georgia pro-
vides a ¤rsthand account of a soldier’s life in the Mexican War and later re-
veals the battles in a political war—the move to form a Southern Rights party.
During the early 1850s, the Southern reaction to the passage of the Kansas-
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Nebraska Act took center stage. His brief tenure as United States’ Minister to
Mexico demonstrates the delicate nature of foreign relations as well as internal
political party relations. Forsyth’s support of Stephen A. Douglas in the crucial
presidential election of 1860 may have been his most controversial (at least
among his fellow Alabamians) stance. After four years of loyal service to the
Confederacy, Forsyth assumed the role he is perhaps best remembered for—
that of vocal Reconstruction critic. In each of these cases, a study of Forsyth’s
writings and actions proves the validity of J. Mills Thornton’s assertion that
Alabama state politics consistently re®ected larger national issues.2

During Forsyth’s long journalistic tenure, several major themes emerged—
all of which will be examined in this book. The ¤rst theme involves his role as
a Southern editor and just what such a role encompassed. John Forsyth Jr. was
a key ¤gure in the golden age of partisan newspapers—a time when the jour-
nals were devoted to “politics and quarrels, not necessarily in that order.” As
historian Avery Craven noted, “The best product of the Southern press was
always the newspaper. Its editor, more than any other person, spoke to and for
the people of the section. Only the clergyman rivaled him in in®uence.” It is
dif¤cult today in the age of twenty-four hour electronic media to grasp the im-
portance of the nineteenth-century newspaper and its spokesman. For example,
a small community, such as Vicksburg, Mississippi (population 4,500), had six
independent newspapers in 1861. As an editor during this period, John Forsyth
was a “leader of men and . . . as prominent in shaping the politics of the South
as either Toombs, or Wise, or Rhett.” It is also dif¤cult for modern students to
understand the partisan nature of the mid nineteenth-century newspaper. Dur-
ing the presidential election of 2004, national television news ¤gure Dan
Rather had criticism heaped on him for just the suggestion that he favored one
side over the other. In the nineteenth century, just the opposite was true. As
one historian has noted, during those days, “no southern editor rose to the top
of his profession by being non-committed.” Editors could be attacked for not
taking a strong stand for their chosen and professed party. To support such
partisanship, editors often had to “manufacture facts or give coloring to those
already established.”3 The only unpardonable sin for the party editor was im-
partiality. Partisan advertisers and subscribers paid for partisan views.

A second theme involves the parallel nature of John Forsyth’s career with
that of his father. Both father and son grew up in the shadow of a notable
parent. Both were educated in the North (at Princeton) before returning home
to become active in local and state concerns. Each man faced probably the most
frustrating times of his life at a foreign diplomatic post. Perhaps most interest-
ing is that both Forsyths often found themselves at odds with the political
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establishments of their own state. Each man often had to defend himself
from charges of political “treason.” Forsyth Sr. argued against nulli¤cation in
the 1830s while his son fought against immediate secession in the 1860s. In
both instances, the men departed from what had been their earlier avowed
positions—leading to charges of political inconsistency, if not outright treach-
ery. The ¤nal similarity deals with how each man survived political storms and
emerged respected, if not completely vindicated. There were, however, two ma-
jor differences between the men. The father, famous as an orator, fought with
the spoken word while the son, gifted with the pen, attacked with the written
word. Additionally, the father was eminently successful in the political arena,
rising to some of the highest national of¤ces. The son was elected to only two
positions, both times in the lower house of the state legislature.

Another theme involves Forsyth’s changing, sometimes out-of-step views
on several important issues. In his own national Democratic party, he often
seemed to be going against the majority current. For example, in the early
1850s, he left his beloved Democracy as an advocate of the Southern Rights
movement. He eventually came back into the mainstream and actually won a
diplomatic appointment because of his party loyalty. During the debates of
1859–60, when the majority of the Southern Democracy appeared to be lean-
ing toward secession, Forsyth chose to anchor himself ¤rmly in the moderate
camp. After his strong support for Stephen A. Douglas in the election of 1860,
he baf®ed his Northern friends by becoming a secessionist and strong supporter
of the Confederacy. After being hailed by postwar Republicans as a good ex-
ample of a “reconstructed” citizen, he became one of the nation’s most rabid
(and quoted) Reconstruction critics. Forsyth also seemed to ¤nd a way to be
on the losing side of a variety of causes. From 1840 until his death in 1877, he
backed the winning presidential candidate only three times—and in one of
those three cases, he had supported another candidate to be the party’s nomi-
nee. In Mexico, he backed the losing side in a revolution. He staked his political
reputation on the losing candidacy of Douglas. He abandoned his moderate
position to back the losing side in the American Civil War. Finally, he used the
last years of his life to ¤ght in a losing effort to deny freedmen their newfound
rights.

The ¤nal theme involves Forsyth’s motivation. What prompted him to take
the often unorthodox views he championed? Was his motivation based on po-
litical or economic factors? Since politics was a consuming passion in Forsyth’s
life, this book could easily (and perhaps justi¤ably) take the form of a political
biography. However, recent scholarship has highlighted the extent to which
economic factors also affected the editor’s positions.4 It is actually dif¤cult to
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separate political and economic factors when looking at a nineteenth-century
newspaper enterprise. Party patronage was certainly a source of income that
helped defray the high cost of sustaining such a venture. The goal of the par-
tisan press was obviously political victory for the chosen party, but along with
such victory came lucrative party spoils. During Forsyth’s adult life, only five
Democrats (excluding Andrew Johnson during Reconstruction) held the na-
tion’s highest of¤ce. In each of the five terms, he reaped personal ¤nancial re-
wards through party patronage. Andrew Jackson appointed him as United
States Attorney for the Southern District of Alabama; James Polk named him
as postmaster of Columbus, Georgia; Franklin Pierce selected him as minister
to Mexico; and James Buchanan awarded him large government printing con-
tracts.

Before embarking on this exploration into the career of one of the South’s
most outstanding journalistic stalwarts, a couple of points should be made
about sources and style. To my knowledge, no large single collection of John
Forsyth’s personal papers exists. Fortunately, a large number of his personal
letters are found in various collections scattered throughout the South and
Northeast. Almost all of these records are of a political or economic nature.
Letters of a personal nature to his wife and children are practically nonexistent.
Obviously, his editorials, composed over a period of nearly forty years, are the
most abundant source of his personal writings. When using these records, one
must realize that they were intended for a public (partisan) audience and thus
must always face historical scrutiny. A second point pertains to the use of
quotes in this work. The language of the nineteenth century indeed seems
somewhat stuffy when compared with our own. However, John Forsyth took
great pride in his use of the language. Words were his weapon of choice. There-
fore, I have chosen to let his words speak for themselves in many cases where the
reader might feel he would have been better served by a paraphrased version.

Return now to Forsyth’s already mentioned maiden editorial. The novice
editor closed his ¤rst column by stating: “We trust in Providence for the dura-
tion and prosperity of our voyage—for its faithful navigation, we must rely
upon ourselves, believing that in the sunshine of peace, and in the storm of
political war, rising or sinking upon the undulations of party change, we shall
never lose sight of the true interests of our State, abandon those of our City, or
‘give up the ship of American Democracy.’ ”5 The illustration of a ship serves
as an appropriate metaphor for Forsyth’s career. For four decades, the ¤ery pen-
man steered an active, sometimes veering, often controversial, but persistent
course.
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By the time John Forsyth Jr. penned his ¤rst editorial, ¤ve generations
of his ancestors had already lived in America. Members of the Forsyth family
¤rst crossed the Atlantic in the late seventeenth century. James Forsyth, the ¤rst
of the clan to immigrate to America, arrived from Scotland in 1680. In 1688
he received a land grant in Amelia County, Virginia. Scant evidence remains of
the next two generations. However, James had at least one son (also named
James) who, in turn, had a son named Matthew. Matthew’s youngest son
Robert (the grandfather of John Forsyth Jr.) began the more “distinctive” line
of the Forsyth family. Born in Scotland in 1754, Robert came with his family
to New England and, sometime before 1774, relocated to Fredericksburg, Vir-
ginia. At the outbreak of the American Revolution, Robert joined the Conti-
nental Army, serving brie®y as a captain in Colonel Henry (“Light-Horse
Harry”) Lee’s Battalion of Light Dragoons. He eventually attained the rank of
major and assumed responsibility for purchasing food for the Revolutionary
Southern Army.1

One of the more interesting notes to Robert Forsyth’s Revolutionary War
career involved a court martial proceeding against Lee. In September of 1779,
Lee faced charges relating to his conduct during a march to Powles Hook. The
eight speci¤c counts ranged from “disorder and confusion” to “behaving in a
manner unbecoming an of¤cer and a Gentleman.” In charge four, Lee was ac-
cused of placing Robert Forsyth in charge of a column instead of another of¤ce
of senior rank. The court found that Lee acted properly as his action was “in
consequence of Captain Forsythe’s [sic] being well acquainted with the situation
of the enemy.” Forsyth soon resigned from Lee’s battalion to take his place
in the Virginia Militia. He received a personal letter from General Washington
stating that he was “always sorry to lose a good of¤cer.”2

After the war, Robert Forsyth returned to Fredericksburg. Around this time
he married Fanny Johnston Houston (an aunt of Joseph E. Johnston of later
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Civil War fame). On 22 October 1780, Mrs. Forsyth gave birth to her sec-
ond son—John, the father of John Forsyth Jr. In 1784 the family moved to
Charleston and, the following year, claiming a land grant given in appreciation
for his Revolutionary War service, Robert relocated to Augusta, Georgia. In
1786 local authorities named Robert to the board of commissioners for Au-
gusta. After the formation of the new federal government, President George
Washington, in the same communication in which he nominated John Jay as
the nation’s ¤rst chief justice, submitted Forsyth’s name to the United States
Senate for the position of marshal for the District of Georgia. Some of the
responsibilities of this position included the apprehension of criminals, the con-
duct of public sales of seized property (including slaves), the direction of the
¤rst state census in the District of Georgia, and process serving. While per-
forming the supposedly mundane latter duty, one Beverly Allen—a Methodist
minister—on 11 January 1794, murdered Robert Forsyth. Convicted of the
crime, Allen, while awaiting his punishment in jail, gained his freedom thanks
to a group of armed men. The party ®ed to Texas, with Allen escaping justice.
Congress, in another appreciative gesture, passed a bill entitled “An act to make
provision for the widow and orphan children of Robert Forsyth, who was killed
in the service of the United States.” This legislation appropriated two thousand
dollars for the education and support of the Forsyth family.3

Only thirteen years of age when his father died, John Forsyth Sr. rose to be
one of the most notable ¤gures in the early history of the state of Georgia.4 The
¤rst known schooling of the future career-politician took place at Springer
Academy in Wilkes County. Forsyth studied under John Springer, a Presbyte-
rian minister. One of his classmates was William Harris Crawford, a future
U.S. senator, secretary of the treasury under President James Monroe, and one
of the four candidates in the presidential election of 1824. In 1799 Forsyth
graduated from the College of New Jersey (now Princeton University). Forsyth
returned to Georgia, where, after being admitted to the bar in 1802, he married
Clara Meigs. Miss Meigs was the oldest daughter of Josiah Meigs, the ¤rst
president of Franklin College (now the University of Georgia). The marriage
produced eight children: Julia (1802), Mary (1807), Clara (1810), John Jr.
(1812), Virginia (1818), Rosa and Anna (twins—1823), and Robert (1826).5

John Forsyth Sr.’s ¤rst public of¤ce came in 1808 when both houses of the
state legislature elected him attorney general. By 1810, the senior Forsyth’s
ambitions led him to seek higher of¤ce. He launched an unsuccessful bid for
election to the United States House of Representatives. In the campaign, his
political opponents questioned Forsyth’s loyalty to Jeffersonian republicanism.
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Apparently, Forsyth at one time had given the impression that he supported the
Federalist policies of John Adams. This accusation, a curse in much of the an-
tebellum South, resurfaced from time to time throughout Forsyth’s career.6

When Howell Cobb resigned his seat in Congress, Forsyth tried once more
(unsuccessfully) to enter the national body. After the 1810 census increased
Georgia’s representation from four to six members, Forsyth Sr. eventually won
election to the body in October 1812. His national career actually began a few
months earlier than planned because of a special session of Congress called for
the purpose of addressing problems associated with international relations.

In 1818 the Georgia legislature promoted the young congressman to the
U.S. Senate. Forsyth’s ¤rst stint in the upper chamber lasted only a few months.
Having served as the chairman of the House Committee of Foreign Relations,
and being an unwavering supporter of the administration, President James
Monroe named Forsyth as United States minister to Spain. Under the best of
circumstances, this appointment was probably not a well-suited assignment for
the Georgian. As one diplomatic historian noted, “His temperament and preju-
dices un¤tted him for this mission.” As a member of Congress, Forsyth had
been a bitter critic of Spain and, like many Southerners, advocated military
occupation of Florida.7 The domestic situation in Spain further complicated the
nature of the mission. King Ferdinand VII faced a struggle with liberal factions
in his nation and had to deal with increasing revolutions in the Spanish colo-
nies. Obviously both sides lacked patience. On one occasion, Forsyth sent a
written rebuke to the king, lecturing the monarch regarding duty to his own
nation and to the world. This communication evoked a strong denunciation
from Spain’s foreign of¤ce and prompted demands for Forsyth’s recall. In per-
haps the senior Forsyth’s only achievement of note during this period, the U.S.
minister secured rati¤cation of the Adams-Onis Treaty, which ceded Florida to
the United States (1819). In an understatement, one historian noted that
Forsyth “had not yet developed the suavity and tact for which he was later
known.” His biographer referred to this period as the “nadir of his career.”8

John Forsyth Sr.’s foreign assignment mercifully came to a close with his
resignation—tendered after receiving the news that his state had returned him
to Congress. From 1823 through 1827, Forsyth served in the lower chamber.
In 1827, his legislative career was again interrupted—this time by his election
as governor of Georgia. When Governor George M. Troup chose not to run
for a third term in 1827, his party selected Forsyth as its candidate. His oppo-
nent in this race was Matthew Talbot, who died just days before Election Day.
Probably the most signi¤cant issue during his tenure in the state capitol con-
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cerned relations with the Native Americans of the region. Forsyth, in his 1828
message to the state legislature protested the federal government’s failure to
remove them from Georgia. He urged the legislators to extend the state’s au-
thority over the Cherokee nation. The governor also found time to work on
improvements in prisons, transportation, and education.9

After one uneventful two-year term in the statehouse, the public servant
returned to the Senate. Serving here continuously from 9 November 1829 to
27 June 1834, Forsyth played an active role in the most important debates of
the “Age of Jackson.” Much like his son years later, the senior Forsyth appeared,
to his critics, to waiver on certain important issues. He was ¤rst sent to Con-
gress as a strong champion of states’ rights. For example, he had openly de-
nounced the “tariff of abominations” in 1828 and had supported a challenge
to the federal government in connection with removal of Native Americans
from Georgia. Much to the dismay of many of his constituents, however,
Forsyth took a strong unionist stance during the nulli¤cation crisis of 1832.
One of the more notable debates in Georgia history took place at a tariff con-
vention held in Milledgeville in 1832. One hundred and thirty-one delegates
from sixty of the state’s eighty counties met to discuss the tariff and nulli¤ca-
tion. Leading the nulli¤ers were prominent Georgians such as John M. Berrien
and William H. Crawford. Fearing such a move would lead to a bloody civil
war, Forsyth led the antinulli¤cation forces. For three days the two men—both
known as ®uent debaters—locked horns. After Forsyth’s resolutions were re-
jected, he and ¤fty likeminded supporters walked out of the meeting. The re-
maining delegates passed resolutions against the tariff but stopped short of nul-
li¤cation. While Forsyth did vote against the Tariff Act of 1832—feeling that
it did not bring needed relief to the South—he led the opposition to nulli¤ca-
tion in Georgia and voted in favor of the compromise tariff of 1833 and was
one of only two Southern senators to vote aye on the subsequent Force Bill. For
these latter actions, he was denounced frequently and, on at least one occasion,
burned in ef¤gy. Forsyth defended his votes by stating, “I gave my aid to a great
evil to avert the greatest of all evils—civil war.”10

Louis McLane resigned as President Jackson’s secretary of state in 1834.
Most likely as a reward for Forsyth’s faithful support, Jackson appointed the
Georgian to ¤ll the post. Jackson’s successor, Martin Van Buren, kept Forsyth
on board for his full four-year term. Several events and issues highlighted
Forsyth’s relatively uneventful cabinet years. The ¤rst of these involved the
settlement of American claims against France. In an 1831 agreement, France
had agreed to pay ¤ve million dollars to the United States as payment for dam-
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ages sustained by American vessels during the Napoleonic wars. In return, the
United States agreed to lower the import duties on French wines. The French
leadership reneged on their obligation—feeling that the United States was too
weak to press its grievance. Forsyth was instrumental in insisting on and secur-
ing the promised payments.11

The second diplomatic issue centered on the admission of Texas into the
union. This situation proved to be among the most controversial of the elder
Forsyth’s career. After the successful revolt against Mexico, representatives of
the Lone Star Republic frequently sounded out the administration in Washing-
ton (including Secretary Forsyth) on the possibility of U.S. recognition and
annexation. Much as he did in the aforementioned nulli¤cation controversy,
Forsyth took a position contrary to the Southern mainstream. Although many
in the South saw the acquisition of Texas as a chance to spread the slave
economy, Forsyth consistently opposed both recognition and annexation. Due
in part to his objections, the annexation issue was not resolved during his ten-
ure as secretary of state.12

A third issue related to sensitive negotiations with Spain over the resolution
of the Amistad case. In June of 1839, while en route between two Cuban ports,
the Spanish schooner Amistad was commandeered by its African slave passen-
gers. The ship ended up off the shore of New York and eventually in New
London, Connecticut. A controversy over possession of the ship and, more
important, the status of the slave mutineers, soon ensued. John Forsyth Sr.
found himself in the middle of competing interests—the Spanish of¤cials who
claimed the status of the ship and its passengers had not changed versus Ameri-
can factions (such as the abolitionists) who held that the slaves should now be
freed. Forsyth, siding with the Spanish, felt that the United States had no legal
authority over the disposition of the affair. A lengthy legal battle commenced,
which would not be settled until after Forsyth left of¤ce. Forsyth had strong
views regarding the institution of slavery. As a slaveholder, he saw a sinister plot
in the abolition of the domestic slave trade. In his view, such a move would lead
to three steps. First, Congress would prohibit slave transportation by land or
sea from one state to another. The next step would involve a ban on the selling
of slaves from one man to another within the same state, and ¤nally, gradually
usher in emancipation. The federal government would purchase the slave’s
freedom using money made from the sale of public lands or the surplus tax
revenues.13

With William Henry Harrison’s defeat of Van Buren in 1840, John Forsyth’s
service in Washington came to a close. Ironically, criticisms of Forsyth helped
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the Whigs carry his native state. Forsyth’s last public duty was to serve as an
honorary pallbearer for Harrison, who died only a few weeks after his inaugu-
ration. Back home there was talk of a return to the Senate. Forsyth put out
communications expressing his interest in such a course of action. All plans
remained idle speculation as Forsyth himself became ill and died soon after on
21 October 1841—one day short of his sixty-¤rst birthday.

John Forsyth Jr. was born on 31 October 1812—only three weeks after his
father’s ¤rst election to Congress. Quite literally, from the day he was born in
Augusta, Forsyth found himself associated with public affairs—either through
his father’s or his own career. One can catch only small glimpses of his earliest
years. The young Forsyth bene¤ted from an education gained at the best
schools of his home state, the North, as well as abroad. In 1828 he was enrolled
in a prestigious boarding school in Amherst, Massachusetts. In a foretaste of
the future, Forsyth was selected to edit the school journal. After completion of
his studies, he returned to Georgia to enroll in the state university. After a
devastating ¤re in 1830 destroyed much of the small campus, Forsyth followed
his father’s path to Princeton, where he graduated (as class valedictorian) in
1832. One biographical sketch noted that Forsyth “enjoying unusual advan-
tage, socially and scholastically . . . turned them to great practical bene¤t.”14

While this account might be somewhat overly romanticized, the writer is essen-
tially correct. For example, at age eight, Forsyth joined his father in Spain,
where he remained for two years. Certainly exposure to court life at such an
impressionable age had a lasting impact on the young man.

After graduation, Forsyth returned once again to Georgia. He studied law in
the of¤ce of Augustan Henry Cumming, gaining admittance to the Georgia
bar in 1834. On 22 April of the same year, he married Margaret Hull, a native
of South Carolina. The new couple moved to Columbus, Georgia, in 1834
and, in the following year, to Mobile, Alabama—there to establish his practice.
The union produced two sons—John and Charles. Forsyth’s ¤rst public posi-
tion came in 1836 with the help of his in®uential father. Rumors circulating in
the nation’s capital held that the senior Forsyth was about to resign his post as
secretary of state in protest over President Jackson’s appointment of Amos Ken-
dall as postmaster general. Forsyth Sr. ®atly denied these reports. One Wash-
ington newspaper reported that Forsyth had been consulted before the appoint-
ment and had given his approval. Forsyth Sr.’s biographer noted that “a few
months later, Jackson publicly showed his esteem for the secretary of state by
appointing John Forsyth, Jr. to the of¤ce of United States attorney for the
Southern District of Alabama.”15
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Beginning in 1837, Forsyth spent a total of nearly thirty years associated
with the Mobile Register as owner, editor, or both. The Register traces its origin
back to the founding of the Mobile Gazette in 1813. Soon after American
troops took over the city from the Spanish, the Gazette published its ¤rst issue.
In 1821 Johnathan Battelle and John W. Townsend founded the Mobile Com-
mercial Register. The next year, the upstart Register absorbed the Gazette. In
1828, Thaddeus Sanford purchased the ®edgling journal. Born in Connecti-
cut, Sanford held many local public of¤ces, including a term as president of
the Bank of Mobile and United States collector of customs. Sanford soon
purchased the Mobile Patriot and combined his two ventures into the Mobile
Daily Commercial Register and Patriot. It was at this stage that the young For-
syth arrived in town. After two years in his U.S. attorney’s post, during which
time he contributed several letters to the paper, Forsyth, along with part-
ner Epapheas Kibby, bought the business from Sanford and his new partner
Samuel F. Wilson.16

In addition to his editorial duties, over the next several decades Forsyth
served as Mobile city alderman, mayor of the city of Mobile, state legislator,
United States minister to Mexico, Confederate peace commissioner to the Lin-
coln administration, and a ¤eld correspondent during the American Civil War.
During a twelve-year absence from Mobile (in which he returned to Colum-
bus, Georgia, after the death of his father), Forsyth was a planter, editor of the
Columbus Times, 1st lieutenant and adjutant in the 1st Georgia Regiment dur-
ing the Mexican War, local postmaster, and even president of the Columbus
Gas Light Association. Along with his political interests, Forsyth was also an
untiring proponent of economic development in the South and, more particu-
larly, Mobile. Although the record of Forsyth’s formative years is one of relative
silence, after 1837, until his death forty years later, few of his deeds or thoughts
would remain private. Seldom would anyone have to inquire as to where John
Forsyth Jr. stood on an issue.
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When John Forsyth Jr. arrived in Mobile, the port city had already
survived more than a century of history that included relocation, a period of
colonial rule, deadly disease, ¤nancial struggles, and several natural as well as
man-made disasters. Originally settled by the French at Twenty-Seven-Mile
Bluff in present-day north Mobile County, the inhabitants moved the city to
its current site in 1711. The outpost was governed successively by the French
(1702–63), British (1763–80), and Spanish (1780–1813) before falling under
United States’ jurisdiction. Mobile entered the Union as part of the new state
of Alabama in 1819. After the United States ¤nally obtained possession of the
area, the size and makeup of the city’s population went through a marked
change. By 1839, the city claimed 13,621 residents (8,594 white, 4,470 slaves,
and 557 free persons of color). As the cotton kingdom expanded into what was
then known as the Old Southwest, Mobile emerged as an important ¤nancial
and transportation center of the cotton trade. A south Alabama cotton crop of
10,000 bales in 1819 grew, by 1840, to 445,725 bales. When the young
Forsyth arrived in Mobile, the town could boast of being second in the United
States (to New Orleans) in cotton exports.1

Although certainly not as comfortable as several more established southern
cities, Mobile, in the 1830s, did offer several amenities. Guests or transient
residents of the port could choose from at least ¤ve hotels. Three banks, led by
the local branch of the State Bank of Alabama (capital $2,000,000) served the
needs of commerce and credit. Government business could be transacted at
the U.S. Custom House while foreign concerns could be mediated at the con-
sulate of¤ces of Great Britain, France, Spain, Portugal, Mexico, and Columbia.
Those in physical need turned to a “new, large, and convenient” 150-bed hos-
pital. Certainly the elite did not suffer from a lack of social and cultural dis-
tractions. Religious denominations—Methodist, Presbyterian, Baptist, Episco-
pal, Catholic, and African—®ourished. Those so inclined could participate in
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any number of civic/social organizations, including the Franklin Society, Typo-
graphical Association, St. Andrews Society, Mechanics Association, Hibernian
Benevolent Society, and various Fire Department organizations. The proprietors
of the Mobile Theatre promised six evenings per week of entertainment (at least
from November to May) featuring a “stock company capable of giving effect to
tragedy, comedy, opera, farce, and ballet.” Of the most interest to this study was
the number of newspapers in the city. By 1839, Mobile readers had access to
¤ve daily newspapers—the Register, Mercantile Advertiser, Chronicle, Merchants
and Planter’s Journal, and the Gazette and General Advertiser. Additionally, the
Mobile Monitor appeared on a weekly basis.2

Apparently the law profession did not hold Forsyth’s attention or satisfy his
ambition. Thus, when Thaddeus Sanford and Samuel F. Wilson offered the Mo-
bile Commercial Register and Patriot—a journal its proprietors claimed had “an
extensive circulation and a very lucrative patronage”—for sale in September of
1837, Forsyth abandoned the full-time law practice, never to return. The nov-
ice journalist, along with business partner Epapheas Kibby, came up with both
capital and, more important, a line of credit with Sanford and Wilson, to make
the purchase.3

It is not exactly clear why Forsyth gave up his law of¤ce to pursue a jour-
nalistic calling. Some critics felt the Register was just a gift from a distinguished
father to a pampered son. A correspondent to the Mobile Advertiser claimed that
Forsyth, the “son of the premier,” became an editor at the behest of the domi-
neering elder statesman. Instead of referring to Forsyth by name, the Advertiser
routinely labeled him “the son of Mr. Van Buren’s Secretary of State.” Forsyth
Jr. adamantly denied this charge, arguing that, on the contrary, his father had
done everything possible to discourage him from acquiring the Register. Several
decades of public service taught the senior Forsyth to “be suspicious of a pro-
fession too often degraded.” The father warned the son “never to sink the char-
acter of gentleman into that of a partisan editor.”4

Another possible explanation is simply that the youthful Forsyth needed a
steady income. Mobile in the 1830s had an ample supply of legal hirelings. One
illustration makes this point. In June of 1837 when Forsyth was still active in
the world of jurisprudence, it was common for the Register to print legal adver-
tisements (known as “cards”) on page one. In looking at the ¤rst six cards in
one issue, one notices that, in addition to Forsyth, one could ¤nd attorneys
John Bragg, a future state legislator; John A. Gayle, a future governor of Ala-
bama; and John A. Campbell, a future United States Supreme Court justice.
Indeed the competition was stiff—even for the son of the U.S. secretary of
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state. Perhaps the most plausible explanation is that the high-strung Forsyth
was bored with the mundane nature of his legal occupation. Certainly a young
man who had grown up around the trappings of power and had experienced at
various times some of the world’s most lavish settings saw little hope for fame
and advancement in—as his legal card stated—“land titles, foreign and domes-
tic, and claims before the General Land Of¤ce, or either of the Departments
of the Government at Washington.”5 Forsyth’s ¤rst stint as editor of the Register
coincided with the single presidential term of Martin Van Buren. The emer-
gence of a strong two-party political system, the Panic of 1837, the continuing
controversy over the relationship between the federal government and banks,
the presidential election of 1840, and the Alabama “general ticket” ¤asco all
provided plenty of fodder for the young journalist.

The emergence and strengthening of the Whig party provided Forsyth the
¤rst of many future chances to serve in the capacity of an opposition edi-
tor. Casual political observers tend to erroneously project the image of the
post–Civil War “solid South” backward to the antebellum period. When, for
example, in the 1980s, the citizens of Alabama elected their ¤rst Republican
governor since Reconstruction, many claimed that, at last, Alabama had a true
two-party system. This traditional view—labeled by one historian as part of
“the hoary myth of cavalier aristocracies, monolithic sectionalism, and Confed-
erate chauvinism”—placed all antebellum Southerners into a uni¤ed political
category. Charles Grier Sellers Jr. blamed such “geographical sectionalism” on
historians of the Frederick Jackson Turner School, in that they “fostered the
further myth that political strife within the Old South was con¤ned largely to
struggles over intrastate sectional issues between upcountry and low country,
hill country and black belt.”6

Quantitative studies bear out the reality of rigid political divisions in ante-
bellum Alabama and document the strong showing of an emerging Whig
party. Statistical evidence shows that the South had a vigorous (or, in Forsyth’s
mind, “menacing”) two-party system. For example, in the 1836 presidential
election, of 425,629 votes cast in the slave states, the Whigs had a total ma-
jority of only 243 popular votes. In the four presidential elections held between
(and including) 1836 and 1848, the Whigs won a total of twenty-seven South-
ern states and the Democrats twenty-six. In the ¤ve congressional elections held
between 1832 and 1842, the Southern Democrats won 234 seats while their
opponents (usually Whigs) took 263.7

The numbers for Alabama during the same period also point to active com-
petition between the two parties. Although the Whigs never carried the state
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in a presidential election, they lost by only 5 percent in 1840 and only 1 percent
in 1848. While they never won the governor’s seat, the Whigs did manage to
twice capture a majority of the state senate. The Whigs could count on consis-
tently strong support from certain areas. Much to the chagrin of Forsyth, the
Whigs considered the city of Mobile a safe stronghold. Likewise, Montgomery,
site of the future capital, usually fell in the Whig column. The 1841 state leg-
islature contained ¤fty-¤ve Democrats and forty-¤ve Whigs. In the governor’s
race of 1841, Benjamin Fitzpatrick (Democrat) won over James McClung
(Whig) with 57 percent of the vote. Since the Whigs could usually count on
40 to 45 percent of the statewide vote, both of these examples are fairly typical.
In Mobile County, although the Whigs won more often than not, the results
could never be taken for granted. In the governor’s race of August 1840, Mobile
County Whigs outvoted their Democratic counterparts by a close margin of
1,191 to 1,100.8

To ascertain the origins and nature of this political division, one must go
back to Van Buren’s predecessor—Andrew Jackson. Clement Eaton, in his mag-
isterial study A History of the Old South, stated that “Jackson’s autocratic mea-
sures as president and his violent partisanship produced a strong coalition
against him, the Whig party.” The Whigs took their name from the English
party opposed to the king. On 14 March 1834, Kentucky Senator Henry Clay
used the term in a speech. As early as 1832, however, nulli¤ers in Georgia and
South Carolina applied the moniker to their cause. In any event, by 1836, there
was no doubt that the term meant anti-Jackson. Whig cartoons portrayed Jack-
son as “King Andrew I” trampling over the United States Constitution. Jack-
son’s war against the Second Bank of the United States proved to be the de-
¤ning issue between the two parties. Van Buren’s presidency only aggravated
the political rift.9

In Mobile, John Forsyth traced a consistent political division back to the
early days of the republic. In a lengthy 1838 editorial, Forsyth stated that “un-
der all the names and types assumed by political parties in this country, since
the adoption of the Federal Constitution, there has been but one great dividing
line of principle running between them. American politicians have been either
Federalists or Republicans.” Linking the Whigs of the late 1830s with the
“schemes” of Alexander Hamilton and the Federalists of the 1790s, Forsyth
concluded that “the objects of the two parties have been the same. The Feder-
alists, nationals, or Whigs, by whatever different names called, have always dis-
trusted the people, and had no faith in Republicanism.”10 Regardless of when
the actual division occurred, one cannot disagree with Richard L. McCormick’s
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conclusion that “by the 1840s, the dual forces of commercial development and
Jackson’s personality had profoundly altered the country’s political culture from
what it had been before 1820.”11 Above all, it was now a partisan political
culture.

Although Forsyth routinely referred to the Whigs as the party of “mon-
eyed aristocracy” and “kingly government,” at least ¤ve (sometimes ill-¤tting)
groups combined to form the antebellum Whiggery. The ¤rst group consisted
of National Republicans—many of whom had voted for Henry Clay in his
1832 presidential bid. A second faction contained disgruntled Democrats.
Some hard-line nulli¤ers bolted from the party in resentment of what they
viewed as Jackson’s betrayal of the states’ rights doctrine. Advocates of federal
internal improvement—angry over such Jacksonian decisions as the Maysville
Road veto—also found a home in the Whig family. A fourth group resented
the in®uence of the New Yorker Van Buren in the party. All these factions
combined with the steady line of Federalists in the Daniel Webster mold to
form a credible Southern opposition.12

While perhaps relatively easy to identify which groups made up the Whig
Party, the task of identifying the party’s guiding philosophy is more dif¤cult.
Forsyth and most Democrats had no problem with this task. The Whigs, in the
opinion of the Democracy, was the party of “broad-cloths and silk stockings”
serving the aristocracy at the expense of the people. Whig attacks on Andrew
Jackson were, in the minds of most Democrats, an extension of the Hamil-
tonian, “moneyed interest” attacks on the Jeffersonian/Jacksonian rule of the
people. Arthur C. Cole presented this stereotypical view of the Whig Party
when he wrote that it “was from its origin, and continued to be throughout its
history, the party of the planter and the slave-holder—the aristocrat of the fer-
tile black belt.” In contrast, the Democrats “drew upon the opposite side of the
social scale—especially upon the small farmer of the back hill country who
could always be reached by the party’s appeal to the agrarian spirit.”13 Eaton
summarized (while not agreeing with) the traditional view: “There was an
aphorism concerning the black belt of the lower south to the effect that when-
ever you found rich soil, there you would ¤nd a cotton bale, and sitting on the
bale a Negro, and nearby would be a Whig in a silk hat. The great planter
joined the Whig party believing it to be the conservative party, careful of prop-
erty interests—the broad-cloth party.”14

On closer scrutiny, several factors seem to underscore the fallacy of the tra-
ditional views of the two parties—at least in Alabama. After subjecting the
membership of antebellum Alabama congressional delegations and state legis-
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latures to a quantitative analysis, Grady McWhiney concluded that “in the state
as a whole it may have indeed been true that more large planters were Whigs
than Democrats. But if the men they sent to Congress and to state legislatures
are any indication, the Whigs were no more exclusively the ‘silk stocking’ party
in Alabama than the Democracy was exclusively the party of the ‘common
man.’ ”15 Additionally, J. Mills Thornton applied simple logic when, after exam-
ining the median slaveholdings and property value of Whig and Democratic
legislators, he found that the Whigs more than doubled the Democrats in both
categories. Thornton, however, understood that the Whigs represented the
wealthier counties of the state and that “it would seem reasonable to suppose
that their Democratic opponents in those counties were not greatly poorer than
they.”16 Finally, even the perceived vision of the Whig Party appears debatable.
While many historians agree with Edward Pessen that the party emerged out
of a “mixture of hatreds, ambitions, jealousy, and a ‘modicum of principles,’ ”
others felt the Whigs “spoke to the explicit hopes of Americans as Jacksonians
addressed their diffuse fears and resentments.”17

When Martin Van Buren took of¤ce in March of 1837, he inherited an
immense political legacy—both positive and negative. On the positive side, he
was the chosen successor of General Jackson. Many Democratic editors such as
Forsyth could not fathom a break in the party ranks. This loyalty, however, did
not hold true universally. For example, Thomas Ritchie, of the Richmond En-
quirer, was slow to support many of Van Buren’s ¤nancial policies. Forsyth
often complained about a “schism” among the Democracy. In one instance,
when Democrats in Mobile gravitated toward an expressed Whig position,
Forsyth admonished them that “if there be a Democrat who has so much of an
Arnold in him as to contemplate this course of action, he should hide his head
with shame.”18

Party loyalties aside, the fallout from President Jackson’s war against Nicholas
Biddle and the Second Bank of the United States, the veto of the bank’s re-
charter, the removal of federal deposits, and the Specie Circular (which made
gold and silver the only acceptable payment for public land) made the continua-
tion of the “Era of Good Feelings” impossible.19 On 4 May 1837, Van Buren,
against the advice of many party regulars, decided to retain the Specie Circular.
Six days later, the New York Bank suspended specie payments, and within sev-
eral weeks, all but six of the nation’s eight hundred banks followed suit. Thus
arrived the Panic of 1837.

The shortage of currency, or, as Forsyth termed it, the “explosion in trade
and men’s affairs,” hit Alabama and speci¤cally Mobile particularly hard. State
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banks followed the national trend in suspending specie payments. Real estate
values fell, manufactured goods could not be sold, and commercial transactions
all but ceased. Most speculation during the ®ush times had been done on bor-
rowed money. As many Americans learned in the 1980s, when the bottom fell
out of the real estate market, the in®ated debts remained but could not be paid
by the debtor nor collected by the creditors. The shortage of currency particu-
larly hurt urban families—such as those in Mobile—since they often had no
resources with which to purchase food. Since taxes could not be collected and
assessments dropped, the city of Mobile defaulted on its bonded indebtedness.
Forsyth poetically described the collapse by writing: “From the apex of a hollow
prosperity, the fragile thread which held us over ruin snapped, and down the
world came—down, down, nobody knew how deep.” The Mobile economy,
dependent on trade, suffered greatly. On New Year’s Day 1838, Forsyth re-
ported that “the commerce between Great Britain and the United States is, at
the moment, almost entirely suspended by the calamity common to both coun-
tries.”20

More than just an abstract issue, the economic downturn greatly affected the
proprietors of the Mobile Register. People in severe economic straits do not tend
to buy newspapers or advertisements. What business came to the Register came
in the form of credit contracts. Expressing his frustration over the inability to
collect on outstanding accounts, Forsyth lamented that “publishers like lovers
are generally supposed to be able to live on air.” The Register, like most other
Mobile businesses, suffered from a lack of cash ®ow. One humorous event typi-
¤ed the problem. In April of 1841, Forsyth complained about a robbery that
took place at the Register business of¤ce. A thief had come in the night and
broken into the company’s money drawer. The irritated editor did not know if
the perpetrator was “most knave or fool.” He did conclude that the criminal
was a “superlative ass” to think that there would be any cash in the Register’s
of¤ce. The greatest loss in the burglary was the price of a new lock for the
drawer.21

The newspaper’s editors realized that they had to make a change in their
liberal credit policy or risk going out of business. In June of 1838, the publish-
ers of several Mobile newspapers, in a rare spirit of cooperation, published a
joint statement regarding a new ¤nancial policy. Basically, the new plan called
for advance payment in cash for all advertisements, subscriptions, and print-
ing orders. Soon this policy appeared on the ¤rst page of every issue of the
Register.22

Making matters even worse, the citizens of Mobile suffered an outbreak of
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both natural and man-made disasters in 1838 and 1839. Yellow fever, always a
very present seasonal fear, hit the town and the Register particularly hard. In
Mobile, most stores were closed, the post of¤ce opened only in the morning,
and banks were in operation only one or two hours per day. The local newspa-
pers struggled to put out even a weekly edition. The Register staff was deci-
mated by the plague. Epapheas Kibby died from the disease in September of
1839 while Forsyth was forced to take a two-month leave of absence. By No-
vember, the substitute editor (D. J. Dowling) noted that the bookkeeper was
af®icted with congestive fever, the pressman was out with chills and fever, the
compositors were down with “some other” disease. Only the foreman and the
temporary editor remained to try to put out a suitable product. The Register did
manage to appear three times a week. Returning to the helm on 9 November
1839, Forsyth mourned the “hundreds of new made graves in our crowded
cemeteries, the gaunt chimneys, and toppling walls in various parts of town.”23

Man-made disasters, in the form of arson ¤res, also hit especially hard in 1839.
A series of blazes, peaking in October, devastated a large portion of the city.
During this month alone, ¤res caused more than $1.5 million in damage. The
most severe inferno destroyed ¤ve hundred buildings over eleven blocks and
affected nearly one-third of the downtown area. The Register building barely
escaped the carnage.24

Although Forsyth knew the plague of the fever must be attributed to the
“overruling Providence, whose decrees are always directed to some good pur-
pose,” and that the ¤res were the work of the most vile element of society, he
was not so fatalistically serene when it came to assigning blame for the eco-
nomic problems. The economic depression had enormous political impact in at
least two areas. First, it raised questions about the overall soundness of federal
economic development policy. Second, and more speci¤cally, the downturn
prompted disagreements about the proper relationship between the federal
treasury and the banking system. Finger-pointing reached new heights. Forsyth
lamented that “as usual, nobody took the blame to themselves—their own con-
duct, their own recklessness and extravagance were not looked to; but every
peccadillo or tri®e in their neighbors, were magni¤ed into portentous causes
producing disastrous effects.” The panic probably did more to galvanize the
Whig Party than any other event of the antebellum period. The Whig leader-
ship “triumphantly announced the bankruptcy of Jackson’s ‘experiment’ on the
currency, tracing backward from the Specie Circular the alternative evils of sus-
pension, contraction, and excess to his veto in 1832 of the bill to re-charter the
Bank of the United States.” Since urban areas such as Mobile as well as plan-
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tation centers were the most adversely affected areas in Alabama, it was only
natural that these were the greatest Whig inroads. As Thornton noted, after the
panic, both the opposition politicians and a great many of their constituents
began seeking some scheme of relief.25

The Democracy, clearly on the defensive, refused to take the blame ly-
ing down. Finding dif¤culty in refuting hard economic facts, the Democrats
blamed the banks. Hostility to banks—at least for a while—became a unifying
issue. As one historian noted, “Money questions at such a moment became
moral questions.”26 Forsyth, refusing to place the blame on Jackson or Van Bu-
ren, instead attacked the banking community in general. He felt the bank lead-
ers exaggerated the strength of their institutions, causing people to engage in
risky business ventures. However, Forsyth claimed that “the truth was that no
Bank, or combination of Banks on the face of the earth, could have checked
an evil which had become distended to bursting.” According to the staunch
partisan, the blame for the crash was simple: “When the whole speculating
community had run in debt one hundred percent beyond their possible means
of paying, there was no virtue in paper magic to save them—and when ten
dollars in paper were representing the value of property which in healthier
times would have been answered by one, what wonder that the revulsion came,
and nine of the ten were lost.”27

The Panic of 1837 clearly contributed to the polarization of the two-party
system in Alabama throughout the administration of Van Buren. The role of
banks at both the federal and state level, as well as Van Buren’s “sub-treasury”
system, provided additional fuel for the political ¤res. Factions emerged in the
Democracy regarding how best to handle the nation’s ¤nancial woes. Many
wanted Van Buren to rescind or revise Jackson’s Specie Circular while others
favored an unmodi¤ed retention. Members of the latter group based their sup-
port on one of two arguments. One was pragmatic—retention would help the
deposit banks, especially in the West. A second was ideological—retention
would enlarge the amount of specie in circulation.28 Adherents to this point of
view (including John Forsyth) believed banks, not government policy, were the
root of all problems.

The national aspects of the bank question were crucial. The number of
banks in the United States had grown from 330 in 1830 to 788 in 1836. In
the same period, the aggregate debt of the nation increased from $74.9 million
to $220.3 million. As Charles Sellers noted, except for John C. Calhoun and
his (relatively few) followers, “politicians in the South were ¤ghting over the
same questions that were agitating the north—mainly questions of banking
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and ¤nancial policy.” Jacksonians, such as Forsyth, blamed the bank for “the
transgressions committed by the people of their era against the political, social,
and economic values of the old Republic.” The Whigs, on the other hand,
“generally defended the national bank until its doom was sealed, then advo-
cated a liberal chartering of commercial banks by the states, and ¤nally, after
the Panic of 1837, demanded a new national bank.”29

Forsyth, through the pages of the Register, consistently spoke out against any
form of a national bank. Since he could not argue the economic success of
Jackson’s ¤nancial policies, Forsyth chose to make the matter a constitutional
and moral crusade. The editor accused the Whigs of claiming for the banks
“power above the constitution—a power to compel both Government and
people to make do with a paper currency, when the Constitution has declared
that gold and silver shall be the only legal tender.” In contrast, the Democratic
party felt it more important to “preserve the National faith, and keep up the
character of the Government for honesty and punctuality with all the world.”
In a moralizing tone that would make any Southern minister proud, Forsyth
claimed that the Whigs wanted a bank for the sake of convenience while “the
Democrats reply, ‘Principle before Expediency’—we cannot do evil that good
may come—we will adhere to and maintain the Constitution, against all your
promises of imaginary bene¤ts, and doubtful expediency!”30

At the state level, the question of banks also took center stage. Here a clear
distinction in philosophy could be made. If one cannot say with certainty that
the Whigs were the party of the aristocracy, there is no doubt that they were
the party of banks. In the 1840 Alabama state legislature, the minority Whig
members owed almost 80 percent of the total debt due from the legislature to
the Bank of Alabama. Whig calls for a new chartered federal bank led several
middle-of-the-road Democrats (such as Dixon H. Lewis) to become more
closely aligned with the party mainstream. In the 1841 Alabama gubernatorial
race, Democrat Benjamin Fitzpatrick (the eventual winner) felt it a plus to
boast: “I have never borrowed a dollar from a bank, neither was I ever president
or director of one. I am a tiller of the earth and look to that as the only source
of prosperity and wealth.”31

To Forsyth, the problem with the Alabama banking system again went back
to philosophical concerns. He de¤ned the credit system as “an unbounded li-
cense in speculation, to tri®e with the resources of the country, deal in millions
of other people’s money, without one dollar of solid capital, sport their paper
thousands, bank upon the public revenues, the people’s money—issue the notes
of a defunct corporation, and refuse to redeem them and by a course of extrava-
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gance and pro®igacy do everything within the power of man, to destroy the
‘general con¤dence of mankind in each other’s integrity, solvency and re-
sources.’ ” Forsyth also contended that bank debtors held too much in®uence
in the state legislature. Many apparently shared this view as the state of Ala-
bama published a listing of all legislators who owed debts to the various banks.
The Register took the position that debtors “wish to go to the legislature in
order so to manage and control the appointment of directors that their interests
may be protected.”32

In one of his occasional misjudgments of the public mood, Forsyth pro-
posed what he saw as the obvious solution to the state’s debt crisis—a new tax.
Realizing the “horror that some politicians have of the word ‘taxation,’ ” Forsyth
nevertheless felt that “the people need but to be convinced that it is right and
honest to submit to the tax, and they will endure it as cheerfully as they would
indignantly spurn it, were it oppressively laid.” In 1838, the people of Alabama
faced a true debt crisis. At the time of the specie suspension, the people of the
state owed nearly $20 million to banks. After the banks gave an extension of
terms, the ¤rst repayments were to come due in March of 1838. Still facing a
currency shortage, doubt remained as to the ability of the people to remain
solvent. Forsyth con¤dently stated that he could “not for a moment imagine
that any man will propose as the remedy, a refusal to pay the loans. Honesty
and honor scout the idea. The debt must be paid. We have borrowed it, squan-
dered it, and we owe it.”33

President Van Buren faced two dif¤cult tasks—providing relief for, and pre-
venting future recurrences of, the economic situation. In a special session of
Congress, on 5 September 1837, Van Buren asked for new legislation that
would make the Treasury independent of the banks. As Van Buren’s biographer
noted, “Because suspension, for most Jacksonians, seemed to discredit the de-
posit banks, with which Jackson had replaced the national bank, the clear pre-
scription was to move on to some new arrangement. With the purpose of di-
vorce, Van Buren made his basic response to the Panic of 1837.”34 Forsyth
strongly supported the measure. In a January 1838 editorial, he called the plan
“the great leading measure of the administration. Another ‘grand experiment,’
opposition will term it—and in one sense it is an experiment worthy of the
statesman who planned it, and one which essentially differs from all its prede-
cessors in Finance—that it is an experiment to return to the Constitution, from
which we have been darkly wandering in quest of safety and stability.”35

The president signed the sub-treasury bill into law on 4 July 1840. The law,
which provided for the total divorce of the Treasury from state banks and regu-
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lated Treasury practices regarding the distribution and receipt of specie, could
not have been presented with more symbolism. Speeches hailed the measure as
the “Second Declaration of Independence.” Amos Kendall, a prominent mem-
ber of Jackson’s “Kitchen Cabinet,” compared the two documents by noting
that “the former delivered the American people from the power of the Brit-
ish throne, the latter delivered them from the power of British banks.” For
Forsyth and many other Democratic stalwarts “the issue was not divorce versus
a national bank at all: it was, rather, hard money versus the credit system of
banking—a currency that would be permanently de®ated or one that would
expand in response to the needs of recovery and enterprise.”36 These issues
would not go away easily. In fact, they resurfaced with greater strength during
the presidential election of 1840.

As early as the spring of 1838, Forsyth handicapped the Whig presidential
aspirants. He saw the nomination going to one of three choices—Daniel Web-
ster, Henry Clay, or William Henry Harrison. Forsyth incorrectly predicted the
demise of General Harrison’s political fortunes. Believing that, through the ma-
neuverings of Clay, Harrison would be “denounced as a renegade and traitor to
his party,” Forsyth felt the hero of Tippecanoe was “on the high road to politi-
cal asylum.”37 In December of 1839, however, delegates to the Whig conven-
tion in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, nominated Harrison as their candidate for
president along with John Tyler for vice president. Thus was born the famous
“Tippecanoe and Tyler too” team.

John Forsyth left Mobile on 9 March 1840, bound for the nation’s capital.
The purpose of his journey was twofold. He went to cover the Democratic
National Convention, which was to be held in Baltimore in May, as well as to
observe the dealings of the United States Congress while both houses debated
important parts of Van Buren’s proposed ¤nancial plan. A side bene¤t would
be to spend time with his father for (unbeknownst to both) one of the last
times. The national party meeting convened at noon on 5 May. Forsyth’s report
of the convention presented a glowing (and obviously slanted) tone. After being
“appropriately and solemnly opened by an address to the [no doubt Democrat-
occupied] throne of grace,” the delegates conducted themselves in such a man-
ner that the visiting editor could claim he had “never witnessed a ¤ner spirit of
harmony, good feeling, and devotion to the cause of Democratic principles.”38

The delegates to the convention renominated Van Buren. Strangely, the body
made no decision on a vice-presidential nominee. Richard M. Johnson, the in-
cumbent vice president, appeared ready to relinquish the spot on the ticket.
Many Southern partisans promoted John Forsyth Sr. for the number two posi-
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tion. However, with Harrison, a military hero, as their opponent, the Demo-
crats needed Johnson, himself a military man, all the more. The elder Forsyth
refused to let his name be seriously considered. The ¤nal item of business—the
adoption of a platform—presented little con®ict. The document condemned
internal improvements, the assumption of debts, tariffs, banks, and interference
in domestic institutions (read slavery).39

To the great annoyance of the Democrats, the national Whig Party decided
to hold a “rati¤cation” convention in Baltimore to coincide with the Demo-
cratic gathering. Forsyth went to great lengths to downplay the signi¤cance of
the Whig meeting. In the ¤rst place, he seriously questioned the attendance
¤gures put out by his rivals. Although the Whigs reported a crowd of over
twenty-¤ve thousand, Forsyth reported that “six or seven thousand people
never before took so much trouble to make themselves ridiculous since the
world began.” Second, the Mobile correspondent targeted the behavior of
the Whig delegates themselves. While the local Whig newspaper claimed, “the
people themselves had met in their legitimate attitude of sovereignty to vindi-
cate the constitution and the laws,” Forsyth reported that “the whole Sabbath
was desecrated by the shouts and revelry, the guzzling of mint-juleps, hard ci-
der, and the tumult and disorder.”40 An early twentieth-century writer de-
scribed the 1840 campaign as “undoubtedly the most bitter political battle ever
waged in Alabama, with more enthusiasm and acid partisanship displayed than
in any other contest.” Much to the dismay of Forsyth and his fellow Demo-
crats, the Whigs co-opted the popular appeal aspect from the Jacksonians. As
one historian noted, “At a time of severe de®ation in the wake of the panic, the
issue of an expansive currency and the promotion of enterprise possessed great
popular appeal. Van Buren wanted to renew Jackson’s ¤ght between democracy
and aristocracy, but Whigs began to deploy for battle on new and more demo-
cratic grounds.” Incredibly (and with a straight face), the Democrats appeared
aghast that a political party could base their campaign on little more than sym-
bols and emotional appeals. With righteous indignation, the Democrats com-
plained that by the use of “banners of cider barrels, log cabins, coonskins,
gourds, and a hundred other such fooleries,” the Whigs were “practicing the
most corrupt and unprincipled acts that ever men did, by misleading the igno-
rant portion of the people.” After Harrison’s victory, Forsyth sarcastically com-
mented that “Should ‘Old Tip’ repose his wearied limbs in one of the silk dam-
ask chairs of the White House, gourds and cider barrels will haunt him with
the ghosts of the hecatombs of murdered coons whose skins have greased his
way to such a royal state!” With perhaps greater insight or at least greater hon-
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esty, the editor of the Washington Democratic Review stated that “we have taught
them how to conquer us.”41

Many contemporary observers as well as some modern chroniclers believed
that the Whigs sold their political soul for this one chance at victory. Thomas
Ritchie, editor of the Richmond Enquirer, complained that the Whigs feared
voicing any serious position because “this motley multitude, like the monstrous
image of Nebuchadnezzar, is made up of such heterogeneous and ill-sorted ma-
terials, that they have no great principles on which they can agree.”42 Arthur M.
Schlesinger Jr., in his sympathetic treatment of Jackson, addressed the issue of
the Whig’s adoption of Jacksonian campaign practices, concluding that “the
metamorphosis of conservatism revived it politically but ruined it intellectu-
ally.” Schlesinger declared that “the Federalists had thought about society in an
intelligent and hard-boiled way. Their ideas had considerable relevance to the
con®icts and tensions of the life around them. But the Whigs, in scuttling Fed-
eralism, replaced it by a social philosophy founded not on ideas, but on subter-
fuges and sentimentalism.” While ridiculing the sentimentalism, Forsyth deeply
feared the “subterfuges”—among which he considered the Whig’s hidden posi-
tion on abolition, the tariff, and another attempt at a national bank.43

The summer and fall of 1840 found the Register ¤lled with campaign news,
warnings, and predictions. Every issue contained a copy of the Democratic
party platform, a list of endorsements, and perhaps most ominously, a standard
charge linking the Whigs with abolitionism. It was the latter item that wor-
ried Forsyth and his colleagues the most. The editor presented many cases
to try to convince doubters that “abolitionists and whiggery were one.” For
example, he claimed that twenty-nine delegates to the Harrisburg Whig con-
vention were strong abolitionists. Although Whig newspapers denied this accu-
sation, Forsyth held ¤rm. In another instance, he blatantly played the nineteenth-
century version of the race card. While attending the Democratic meeting in
Baltimore, he had observed a Whig procession consisting of “all the drays and
carts of this city with banners ®ying, horses and harness decked out with rib-
bons and ¤nery, and cider barrels to stamp the character of the procession.”
Forsyth’s main complaint was that free blacks drove the drays and carts. Thus,
he concluded, “The very ‘niggers’ have turned Whigs, so great is the enthusiasm
for Harrison.”44

As the November election drew near, Forsyth seemed to become more fatal-
istic. Although he claimed he was no “panic maker,” he believed that a Whig
victory would be a major boost for the abolitionist cause. As various states held
elections, Forsyth’s fears became more pronounced. After the September can-
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vass in Maine, he noted that “the Democratic majority in the state is neutral-
ized if not destroyed by the preponderance given to the Whig side by a full
abolition vote.” Writing of the “coming danger,” Forsyth warned Southerners
not to be deceived into thinking that the abolitionist charge was simply a
Democratic tactic to get votes. In fact, he noted, a “revelation from beyond the
grave” could not be clearer. A Whig victory would mean “abolition with or
without the union.”45

Although Van Buren carried Alabama, Harrison won the presidency. The
Whigs again carried Mobile County, this time with a total of 1,480 votes to
1,102. Harrison failed to carry any Alabama county north of the black belt.
Not one to be accused of being a good loser, Forsyth lamented that “Humbug
has lorded it over principles, and for the ¤rst time in the history of a not very
old nation, fortune has cast upon the highest round of the political ladder a
man who we may at least be permitted to say, is not the best quali¤ed for the
dizzy height of all his ‘illustrious predecessors.’ ” Forsyth tried to put on a face
of relief—relief that for now, for the ¤rst time in his young adult life, he could
freely criticize an incumbent administration. A week after the ¤nal tabulation
of the election returns, Forsyth claimed to be “never more relieved; never more
happy than at the prospect of being spared from that torrent of vindictive ha-
tred and foul injustice which have so long been poured out by unprincipled
partisans upon an administration whose every act, if not right, we believe sin-
cerely to have been founded in honesty and purity of purpose.” Anticipating
rough times ahead for the new administration, Forsyth looked forward and
noted “what rare times we new opposition editors will have!”46

One humorous incident, which nonetheless showed the nature of the hard
feelings felt after Harrison’s election, was the battle of the balls. On 24 February
1841, a group of gentlemen meeting supposedly “without regard to party” (but
attended mostly by Whigs), resolved to throw a Harrison inauguration ball.
The event was to take place on March 4 at Mobile’s Waverly Hotel. In a move
designed to demonstrate a spirit of goodwill, the organizers appointed (with-
out ¤rst asking) forty distinguished Mobilians—including John Forsyth—to
serve as “managers” of the event. Apparently aghast at seeing their names listed
in a rival newspaper as managers of a Harrison celebration, Forsyth and many
other Democratic loyalists declined the honor. Moreover, in the true spirit of
partisanship and one-upsmanship, the Democrats countered by organizing
their own ball. This event, clearly promoted as a Democratic ball (although
individual Whigs were invited), was held on March 16 at the Alhambra.
Forsyth wrote a glowing report of the gala on the morning after: “We have
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never seen an assemblage of people more inclined to be gay, amiable, and
happy.” The editor was particularly impressed with the high quality of wines (a
dig at the “hard cider” of the opposition) and noted that many of his friends
were “guzzling it freely at 2 a.m.” According to the review, “politics were ban-
ished as life, light, music, beauty, and motion ruled the night.”47

Supposedly still relishing his newfound status as an opposition editor, For-
syth, on the day of Harrison’s inauguration, wrote that the Register was “free
from the restraints of defensive warfare” and that “from enduring stripes, we
came to put the stripes on.” One galling insult was the haste with which
the new administration replaced Forsyth and the Register as the of¤cial lo-
cal printer of federal laws. Ironically (at least for a Jacksonian such as Forsyth),
he complained about the rewarding of spoils to Whig supporters. In a ¤ght-
ing mood, the editor presented a long list of things to which the “opposi-
tion” paper was now opposed: “We are anti-administration this day. Anti-
Tip—Anti-military chieftain—Anti-bank—Anti-latitudinous construction of
a plainly written constitution—anti-shinplasters—anti-all the measures which
have brought the Federal party into power, though not anti-all their profes-
sions. We are anti-Webster, anti-Badger, anti-Granger, anti-federalism in poli-
tics; anti-Whigism in all its notions of banks, credit and currency—in its ha-
tred to the hard and ‘almighty dollar’—and its affection for baseless operations
in commerce and ¤nance!” According to Forsyth and other Alabama Demo-
crats, the Whig party could no longer have the luxury of relying on symbolism
and emotionalism. It was time for Harrison to show substance as well as style—
“The old hero who has barked up every tree, rowed one way and looked an-
other, upon every public question, must now indicate by executive acts, what
tack he means to give to the government.”48

President Harrison died one month later. The Register’s ¤rst report of the
death appeared on 12 April 1841 in the form of a published letter from Daniel
Webster and others. Forsyth cautioned his readers that the information might
be a hoax. However, just in case the information was accurate, the same edi-
tion contained speculation as to the nature of the future policies of the new
president—John Tyler of Virginia. Apparently not overcome with grief, a cor-
respondent to the Register noted that “this melancholy incident to the family
and friends of the late President will probably produce a radical change in the
administration of the Government. Mr. Tyler belongs to the Southern wing of a
victorious party of allies. He has always professed to be anti-tariff—anti-bank—
anti-Internal Improvement—anti-abolitionism, and was not a little touched
with nulli¤cation.”49 The city of Mobile did plan a solemn and digni¤ed service
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in honor of the deceased president. Forsyth served as the secretary for a com-
mittee of prominent Mobilians charged with planning the occasion. A lengthy
resolution ended a day of remembrance highlighted by a “eulogy upon the
character of the deceased.”50

Partisan politics continued to survive and ®ourish in Alabama. Perhaps the
most blatant attempt at securing and retaining political power ever attempted
by a political party in the state’s history occurred in 1841. Even before the
election of Harrison, state elections of August 1840 re®ected the increasing
strength of the Whig Party organization. The Whigs gained several seats in the
state legislature primarily because of their strength in south Alabama (particu-
larly Mobile County). Even more disturbing to the Democracy was that the
Whigs controlled two of the ¤ve congressional seats—the ¤fth district (Mobile)
and the third district (Tuscaloosa). As Whig strength continued to rise after the
election of Harrison, the swing district, which included Montgomery, appeared
ripe for the Whig picking. Governor Arthur P. Bagby proposed a simple solu-
tion to this problem. Alabamians would elect their congressional delegation
through the “general ticket” system in which an entire slate of Democratic can-
didates would run against a slate of Whigs. The strategy was remarkably evi-
dent. The Democrats who could not carry the Whig districts in south Alabama
would be elected because of large Democratic majorities in the northern part
of the state.51

Shortly after the election of Harrison, John Forsyth latched on to the general
ticket idea—explaining the inherent “fairness” of such a system. Forsyth be-
lieved the plan to be “consonant with the true theory of representation of the
whole people of a state, and the fair and legitimate mode of obtaining the ex-
pression of the people’s will” and, moreover, “conformable to the spirit of the
Constitution, conductive to the perpetuity of State sovereignty, defensible upon
principle and equitable in practice.”52 In Forsyth’s mind, the justi¤cation for the
general ticket scheme rested on the simple concept of majority rule. The editor
felt that since the Democrats were clearly the majority party in the whole of
Alabama, they should have the total voice in the national Congress. William L.
Yancey, in his Wetumpka Argus, expressed the same rationale, stating: “In three
districts out of ¤ve, the Whigs have the power of electing a majority of Con-
gressional representatives, while actually in a minority in the state of 6,000
votes. Thus the state is misrepresented.”53

Governor Bagby called for the general ticket legislation. Introduced by
Nathaniel Terry into the state legislature, the scheme eventually became law in
January 1841. Although the Alabama congressional delegation’s terms expired
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in March, there was no election scheduled until the following August. When
President Harrison called for a special session of Congress to assemble in May,
Governor Bagby convened the state legislature to approve a special election
(also to be held in May) to ¤ll the congressional positions—to be conducted
under the general ticket system. Reaction from the Whig leadership was pre-
dictably and understandably hostile. This was not the ¤rst attempt by the
Democrats to dilute Whig voting strength. For example, Mobile city elections
were purposely held in the summer months when many Whig businessmen
returned to their northern homes. As Thornton noted, “The trading commu-
nity which returned each fall and remained through the season of cotton mar-
keting but ®ed to New York and the resorts with the approach of the summer
tended to be Whigs. The backbone of Democratic strength was among perma-
nent residents. For this reason the date for holding the city elections was a
matter of bitter partisan con®ict.”54

The day before the special election, Forsyth waxed philosophical about the
general ticket. Every citizen, he claimed, would have the “right of making his
suffrage perfect in character by preserving his State as an integer in the union,
and not a whole composed of ¤ve provinces.” Again with logic he obviously
believed, Forsyth felt that at last “we shall have no one section of the State
dividing the majority of the people, and representing them in parts. We shall
therefore have a more perfect embodiment of states-rights—a stronger ac-
knowledgment of state sovereignty than we ever had before at Washington.
This we consider argument enough for the propriety and justice of that law.”55

The results of the special election con¤rmed that the fears of the Democracy
were not imagined. The Whig candidates polled more votes in three of the
¤ve legislative districts—Mobile, Montgomery, and Tuscaloosa. However, large
Democratic majorities in north Alabama made the general ticket scheme plan
work just as envisioned by its proponents. The Democrats secured a majority
in the total state vote, thus electing their entire slate. Party leaders, however,
did not have long to gloat. A provision in the special election bill provided for
a statewide referendum on the general ticket system to be decided at the regu-
lar August election. Enough Democrats (Forsyth not being among them) ap-
parently listened to their consciences and voted along with the Whigs to repeal
the entire system. Not willing to give up without a ¤ght, however, the Demo-
crats tried another scheme. The party, “thwarted in their ¤rst attempt to secure
unquestioned political supremacy in Alabama,” turned to the “white basis” for
apportioning congressional districts. This plan would again have the effect of
diluting Whig voting strength.56
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On the national scene, except for his support of a higher tariff, John Tyler
frustrated the Whig leadership. Tyler had left the Democratic Party over what
he perceived to be overly aggressive action by Andrew Jackson against the
South Carolina nulli¤ers. Tyler’s veto of a bill designed to charter a new na-
tional bank earned Forsyth’s praise—“Thanks to Mr. Tyler’s manly ¤rmness,
this act of political infamy has been spared the country.” With the emergence
of Tyler, Forsyth saw the country now containing three rival political parties:
(1) the Democratic Party—“coeval with the Constitution and has neither
changed its name or principle in all the vicissitudes of time”; (2) the Clay
party—“men who are for Clay against the world, for Clay ‘right or wrong’”;
and (3) the administration party—“right at heart, but woefully perverted, on
the principle that evil communications corrupt good morals.”57

Although sometimes ignored by historians, the late 1830s were important
years for Alabama and the Democratic Party. John Forsyth typi¤ed partisan
editors in that he saw the political battle as more than just a quest for votes. To
Forsyth the struggle was more of what Ronald P. Formisano referred to as “po-
litical revivalism.” Political parties “became moralized even as issues between
the parties became less explicit. Tensions rose and never did more voters come
to believe that the political drama presented a clear con¤rmation of good and
evil, right and wrong.”58 Even as the nature of politics evolved, so too did the
issues. One historian of the Jacksonian period stated that “traditional lines of
division between the Whigs and Democrats were forged in the 1830s at a time
when the major questions—the bank, tariff, and internal improvements—were,
in the main, economic. By the 1850s, these issues, for the most part, were dead
ones. The sectional con®ict was in the process of rede¤ning the nature of po-
litical divisions and challenging traditional party loyalties.”59 Although Forsyth
would soon leave his adopted state, for the next decade this sectional con®ict
de¤ned his political philosophy.
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In the late spring of 1841, John Forsyth Sr. paid his ¤rst visit to Mo-
bile. To honor such a distinguished guest, a committee of prominent Mobilians
extended an invitation to the now ex-secretary of state to a public dinner to be
held to recognize his many accomplishments. The offer (printed in the Register),
noted that the occasion would be a “slight manifestation of the estimation in
which we hold your eminent services as a republican statesman and the regard
we entertain for your character as a citizen and a man.” The committee also
wanted the elder statesman to bring a partisan address “in regard to the star-
tling measures which the party in power are essaying to ¤x upon the country.”
Diplomatically declining the invitation, Mr. Forsyth confessed that he had no
ideas as to the action of the new administration. He, however, had no plan to
go into retirement or seclusion. As a private citizen, the old Jacksonian would
be vigilant to “enlighten the public mind, should unwise, unprincipled, or dan-
gerous propositions be made by those into whose hands the power of the fed-
eral government has been recently dropped.”1

A local Whig editor’s reaction to this simple exchange shows, in microcosm,
the political relationship between John Forsyth Jr. and his father. The Mobile
Advertiser contained a column entitled, “The Father Against the Son.” In this
piece, the writer compared the Forsyths’ evaluations of the new administration.
While the father spoke of measures not yet taken and “ominous” indications,
the son was complaining about promises and pledges already broken.2 While
this certainly was a minor distinction, it serves to illustrate the no-win political
situation in which the younger Forsyth found himself. His journalistic rivals
and political opponents (often one and the same) attributed any noteworthy
achievement to the in®uence of his famous parent. Likewise, critics magni¤ed
any personal or political stumble and contrasted such with the sterling career
of the senior.

Neither the father nor son realized this visit would be their last together.
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Forsyth Sr. returned to his home in the nation’s capital to ponder his own po-
litical future. Out of political of¤ce for the ¤rst time in over three decades, he
indeed had important decisions to make. His hometown newspaper noted,
“His friends and political admirers anticipated for himself higher honors and a
more extended ¤eld of usefulness.” Many were pushing him to make another
bid for the United States Senate. In the fall, he came down with what was
identi¤ed as “congestive fever.” He died at his Washington residence on 21 Oc-
tober. His funeral, which took place two days later, was attended by the diplo-
matic corps, the heads of the executive departments (minus the president), the
General-in-Chief of the army, and many other dignitaries. Partisan newspapers
across the nation printed ®owery tributes. One Georgia editor best summed his
long career with these words: “Few men have lived in our day who united, in
a more remarkable degree, the accomplishments both of mind and person.”3

As the oldest son, John Forsyth Jr. faced the responsibility of settling his
father’s estate. With little explanation, the Register, in December, announced the
return of the paper to Thaddeus Sanford and S. F. Wilson. Since Forsyth, in
the four years he owned the Register, had not paid off his own debt to Sanford
and Wilson, the paper was transferred back to settle their accounts. The Geor-
gia native uprooted his family—now having two sons, given the birth of
Charles in 1837—and returned to Columbus to manage the family lands.4

While this period can be viewed as the longest interruption in Forsyth’s long
career with the Mobile Register, the next decade was a crucial stage in his per-
sonal and political development.

Columbus, Georgia, in 1841 was only thirteen years old, not far removed
from a frontier outpost. In returning to his homeland, the young editor cer-
tainly could not escape his father’s fame. On the contrary, it became even more
evident. In 1825, then-Governor Forsyth had pushed a bill through the legis-
lature establishing the village of Columbus at the site of Coweta Falls on the
Chattahoochee River. Edward Lloyd Thomas surveyed and mapped out a new
city. When the younger Forsyth arrived back in town, he could travel down
two major avenues that bore the Forsyth name.

As the heirs of Thomas Jefferson had discovered ¤fteen years prior, a lifetime
of public service does not necessarily contribute to, and, in fact, is often a hin-
drance to ¤nancial solvency. Forsyth faced the daunting task of administer-
ing an estate that was tangled in debt, judgments, liens, and loans. Several
years later, a Georgia newspaper noted, “Mr. Forsyth [Sr.] died in the service
of his country, and left behind little else besides his fame as an inheritance to
his family. The responsibilities devolving upon his son have been many and
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heavy.”5 Since his father died without a will, Forsyth ¤rst had to apply for let-
ters of administration for the estate. In an interesting side note, by the time
he made application, the Ordinary Court of Muscogee County had already
granted administrative power to Alfred Iverson. Iverson, a judge, member of
the Georgia legislature, and future United States Senator, was Forsyth’s brother-
in-law, having married his older sister Julia. Judge Iverson agreed to waive his
power of administration in favor of Forsyth.6

The ¤rst administrative tasks involved securing an accurate list of debts—
owed both by and to the estate and taking an inventory of the deceased’s prop-
erty. To identify all of the debts and debtors, Forsyth placed cards in various
newspapers around the state. The Columbus Enquirer contained this announce-
ment: “Notice is hereby given to all persons having demands against the Hon.
John Forsyth, late of said county, deceased, to present them to me properly
made out, within the time prescribed by law, so as to show their character and
amount. And all persons indebted to said deceased are hereby required to make
immediate payment. John Forsyth, Administrator.”7 Forsyth was to discover
that he got a much faster response from the former category than the latter.

The inventory proved to be a more time-consuming process. The senior
Forsyth had fairly large holdings in several counties, the largest two being in
Muscogee and Twiggs. After several delays, including a court-ordered replace-
ment of a set of unreliable appraisers, the inventory was ¤nished in December
of 1842 and approved by the court the following March. Besides the land and
dwelling, the Muscogee holdings consisted mainly of domestic household fur-
nishings and utensils. The Twiggs County estate re®ected a fairly large planta-
tion operation. Included in this part of the inventory were twenty-two head of
cattle, ten hogs, twelve mules, various farm implements, and forty-nine African
slaves. A tally of the investment in human property shows a total value of
$14,125, an average of around $300 per slave.8

The second phase of Forsyth’s duty was the liquidation of property and the
settlement of accounts. The reluctant planter/businessman again placed ads in
statewide newspapers—this time announcing his intention to sell real estate
holdings in Muscogee, Hancock, Jefferson, Twiggs, Walton, Wayne, Richmond,
Irvin, Ward, and Appling counties. After waiting the required four months, the
court granted Forsyth permission to begin the liquidation. The ¤rst sale began
in August of 1843, nearly two years after his father’s death.9

The annual return records for the next few years reveal the laborious process
through which John Forsyth suffered. From 1843 to 1848, the estate transac-
tions were designed to merely break even. Debt payment or normal estate ex-
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penses offset every dollar of income. Some of the sources of revenue, in addi-
tion to the sale of lands, included net proceeds from the cotton crop (which
peaked in 1843 at $1,231.15 and bottomed out in 1848 at $436.20), the sale
of a slave taken as part payment for a tract of land ($555), and the sale of an
additional thirty slaves ($10,000). Some of the more interesting payments from
the estate included a $10,000 note to a Mr. Rothchild for a land debt, the cost
of apprehending a runaway slave ($19), and $2.50 for “a cof¤n for a Negro
child.” As late as 1850, Forsyth was still overseeing land transactions.10

By 1845, Forsyth had made two major decisions. First, he was going to stay
in Columbus longer than originally planned and, second, he was going to re-
enter the world of journalism. In January of 1845, the former Mobilian re-
turned to the port city to arrange for the sale of his Summerville home.11 Ap-
parently, he was ready to sink or swim in his native state. He knew, however,
that a successful swim required a source of income more dependable than what
he was realizing from his late father’s estate. Thus, in August of 1844, Forsyth
bought the Columbus Times. The Times was a struggling weekly journal that
had been in existence for only three years. Compared with the Register, the
Columbus paper was indeed a small-time operation. This Democratic organ,
however, gave Forsyth not only a source of income but also a platform for his
opinions and political ambitions.12

The once-again journalist quickly regained his form as a proprietor/editor,
Democratic party operative, and source of controversy. Within a few months,
he boasted that “The Times has become more valuable in our hands, and we
can retire at a moments warning, without pecuniary loss.” Although his words
sounded con¤dent, Forsyth obviously needed additional sources of income.
In December of 1845, he landed another coveted patronage job—postmaster
of Columbus. It is not clear from the surviving evidence just how earnestly
Forsyth sought this job, but the Savannah Georgian noted that he certainly
needed it. In fact, the editor of that journal claimed that the nomination (of-
fered of¤cially by President James Polk) actually came from the solicitation of
General Jackson himself.13 One can speculate that Forsyth or one of his asso-
ciates contacted Jackson or Polk, or that the former president got word of the
¤nancial plight of the son of one of his most trusted lieutenants. In any event,
the nomination passed on 15 January 1846, so John Forsyth now had the title
of editor/postmaster.

Securing this relatively lucrative assignment did not come without a bitter
struggle. Just before Forsyth received his of¤cial commission, several newspa-
pers printed a story claiming that he had been dismissed from his United States
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Attorney position while still living in Mobile. According to these reports, he
was guilty of a default while serving in his of¤cial capacity. Several editors came
to his defense. The editor of the Mobile Register stated that “his resignation was
perfectly voluntary, and during his residence here there was never suspicion or
reproach established against him in any personal or social relation whatever.”
The editor of the Mobile Herald and Tribune likewise saw the obvious mischief
in the story—“The object of it being very plainly to get the appointment of
Postmaster at Columbus for some partisan, who probably thinks abuse the best
way of diverting the of¤ce to his own hands.”14

After taking the reins, the new postal employee appeared to approach his
duties with the same passion that typi¤ed his editorial endeavors. Forsyth de-
fended his new employer with what appeared to be heartfelt conviction. This
defense falls somewhere between irony, hypocrisy, and near comedy. Editors
were generally the most voracious critics of the antebellum mail service. A good
part of their product depended on correspondence and materials copied from
other newspapers. The editor of the rival Columbus Enquirer, for example, sub-
scribed to ¤fty different newspapers. Unreliable mail service was not only an
inconvenience but also threatened an editor’s livelihood. During his ¤rst stint
at the Register, there was no more hostile critic of the mail service than John
Forsyth. The new postmaster, however, ponti¤cated, “It is much easier for edi-
tors to complain, than it is for the head of a vast and complicated department
to carry on its machinery with perfect precision.” Any interruption in the ser-
vice was due to railroad schedules, boats which were un¤t for duty, and the fact
that “the state laws of Georgia endure mud holes for public roads and high-
ways.” Thus, he concluded, “No mortal Postmaster General can ensure regu-
lar mails.” Forsyth did at least apologize for a case where a postal contractor—
seeing a chance to make a few extra dollars—dumped his mail sack in Atlanta
and instead took on a load of passengers.15

One distressing similarity that Forsyth found in the post of¤ce and the
newspaper business was the dif¤culty in persuading people to settle their past-
due accounts. In his ¤rst month on the job, the editor and postmaster position
seemed to merge, as he used the Times to lash out at unpaid postal and news-
paper accounts. He insisted on enforcing the law that forbade extending credit
for postage. Anyone with a regular account would henceforth be required to
make a cash deposit in advance. When the sum of the deposit was exhausted,
the patron would be noti¤ed.16

Forsyth found other ways to combine the postmaster/editor roles—several
of which today would certainly be considered con®icts of interest. For example,
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a back room of the post of¤ce building served as the of¤ce of the Times.
Forsyth would, at times, be quite liberal in his interpretation of the franking
privilege and “post of¤ce business” when it came to the use of the mark for
newspapers. He urged local postmasters (of which he was one) to frank letters
to publishers of newspapers (of which he was also one), notifying them of the
refusal of a subscriber to take a paper out of their of¤ces, or of the death,
removal, or “G.T.T.” (a common abbreviation for “Gone to Texas”) of a sub-
scriber. The fact that such an arrangement could be used to partisan advantage
did not go unnoticed in Whig journals. On more than one occasion, Forsyth
was forced to go on the defensive and state, “The editor and the postmaster are
two distinct characters, each ready and able in his vocation to defend his posi-
tion and conduct.”17

Even though the post of¤ce occupied much of his energy, there was little
chance Forsyth could stay out of Democratic Party politics for long. By July of
1845, he was a delegate to a Democratic convention at Milledgeville, where he
was appointed to serve on the executive committee for the 2nd Congressional
District.18 Since Columbus, like Mobile, was a Whig stronghold, he often
found himself on the losing side of political battles. Just as he was becoming
more and more involved in local and statewide partisan affairs, the promise of
another battle loomed—the Mexican War.

While previously encouraging Anglo settlement, the leaders of Mexico, in
1830, sealed the borders. Enforcing such an edict, however, proved dif¤cult, if
not impossible. By 1835, over one thousand Americans per month crossed the
border. Relations between Mexico and the United States deteriorated even fur-
ther when, in March of 1836, Texas declared independence. In July, citizens of
the Republic of Texas elected Sam Houston as their ¤rst president. Almost from
the moment of independence, moves were underway to annex the “Lone Star
Republic” into the Union. Early attempts during the Jackson and Van Buren
administrations failed. As has been noted, Secretary of State Forsyth fought
annexation during both tenures.19

With the election of James Polk in 1844, the pro-annexation forces in the
nation had a sympathetic ear in the White House. On 29 December 1845,
Texas became the twenty-ninth state. A furious Mexican administration broke
diplomatic relations with the United States. President Polk, in what was de-
scribed as a “desire to establish peace with Mexico on liberal and honorable
terms,” sent John Slidell to make the necessary moves to reopen formal com-
munications.20 Slidell was refused an audience as tensions increased. The pro-
verbial straw that broke the camel’s back was an incident precipitated by a bor-
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der dispute. The Americans claimed that the southern border of Texas was the
Rio Grande River while the Mexicans held to the more northern Nueces. To
dramatize the American claim, Polk ordered General Zachary Taylor to move
U.S. troops to the Rio Grande. A clash with Mexican forces resulted in eleven
American deaths. Polk, in his war message of 11 May 1846, claimed that
Mexico had “passed the boundary of the United States, has invaded our terri-
tory, and shed American blood on American soil.”21 Congress, buoyed by (for the
most part) favorable public opinion, enthusiastically supported the president.
Back in Columbus, Forsyth noted that the Mexicans “must be taught the more
common virtues of justice, honesty, and good neighborhood—that our title to
Texas is a perfectly, legal, moral, and defensible title.” To drive the point home,
he raged that the “Mexican invasion is an outrage upon the honor and rights
of this country.”22

In preparation for military action, Secretary of War William L. Marcy sent
requisitions for volunteers to the governors of eleven states (including Georgia).
Even before the of¤cial request, Forsyth was sounding the trumpet call: “We
have among us many young and ardent spirits, ready and willing to give their
services to the country, whenever they may be needed.” The eleven states re-
sponded overwhelmingly to the call. In Tennessee, thirty thousand respondents
met a request for three thousand volunteers. Since none would go home, a
lottery was used to select the “fortunate.” The governor of Kentucky stopped
his volunteer program after the state met its quota in only ten days. Even Ohio,
where many leaders saw the war as merely an excuse to extend slavery, ¤lled the
ranks quickly and headed south.23

Georgia governor George W. Crawford instructed newspapers to print a call
for volunteers. Columbus would be the rendezvous point, with June 10 sched-
uled as the target meeting date. Since the governor expected a surplus of vol-
unteers, he decided that the ¤rst ten volunteer companies meeting war depart-
ment regulations to show up in Columbus would be allowed to go. Among the
ten that actually made it was the Columbus Guards, a local volunteer company
of which John Forsyth was a long-time member. Forsyth had actually served in
the Guards during his ¤rst sojourn in Columbus. The state legislature issued a
charter of incorporation for the company in 1835 in response to the deteriora-
tion of relations between the state and the Creek nation. Forsyth was a 2nd
lieutenant in the original organization but had departed for Mobile before the
group was activated in the Creek War.24

When he returned to Georgia a decade later, he rejoined his old militia com-
pany. The peacetime activities of the Guards were often wonderful adventures
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which, as Forsyth noted, “to the young men, who are con¤ned closely to mer-
cantile duties, from year end to year end and, with few opportunities for rec-
reation and exercise, a tramp through the woods and weeks inhaling of pure
air . . . will be particularly grateful.” One particular 1845 muster, in which
Forsyth participated, may have been the social event of the year. This excur-
sion, from Columbus to Meriwether, included a military ball (where “the merry
hours ®ew away in music, light, and dancing”), a public barbecue attended by
“an immense crowd of the citizens and ladies,” political rallies on the Fourth of
July, and even a stop at the local spa resort. After the several days of “drill,” the
men returned, “everyone pleased with the trip, bronzed in complexion, but
strengthened and invigorated in constitution, improved in disposition, and de-
lighted with the toils and pleasures of a mimic-soldier life.”25

The 1846 “tramp” would not be nearly as pleasing. After heavy rains de-
layed the initial rendezvous date, the full regiment (910 men) assembled on
June 20. The force was divided into two battalions of ¤ve companies each. As
per instructions from Governor Crawford, the men elected their own of¤cers.
Henry R. Jackson was elected colonel, Thomas Y. Reid as lieutenant colonel,
Charles T. Williams as major, and John Forsyth as adjutant. Forsyth had to
secure written permission from the Post Of¤ce Department in Washington to
leave his job and go with the regiment. With permission granted, he became a
full-time soldier—however, a full-time soldier who realized he still would have
a newspaper back home with readers craving information about the war. In his
last editorial before he marched away, the soldier/editor promised to take along
his “ink-horn” to furnish his subscribers a “description of the Mexicans, their
country, and their rulers.”26 His frequent reports give a ¤rsthand account of the
soldier’s experience throughout the ordeal.

Governor Crawford arrived in Columbus to personally give the regiment a
rousing sendoff. He closed his brief, but stirring, address with a dramatic ges-
ture to the road leading out of town. “Soldiers, there is the road to Mexico,”
he shouted. The plan called for the Georgians to march from Columbus to
Chehaw, Alabama, there to board a train for Montgomery. A steamer would
then transport the regiment down the Alabama River to Mobile. From Mobile,
the group would board ships bound for Brazos Island near the mouth of the
Rio Grande. Finally, the men would follow the river to join up with the main
American army and certain glory. It did not take Forsyth and his fellows long
to realize that the road they were taking now would not be just another “plea-
surable” jaunt they had experienced many times before. Many of the volunteers
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became ill even before they left Columbus. The ¤rst death occurred on the
second day of the march, before the troops had reached Opelika, Alabama
(about twenty-¤ve miles from Columbus). As promised, Forsyth sent reports
back home for the duration of his active duty period. His ¤rst such letter de-
scribed “an extremely hot and fatiguing march.” He lamented the fact that the
regiment’s ¤rst victim was “cut off in the career of glory and pleasure,” which
obviously awaited the troops in Mexico. His early reports were, for the most
part, optimistic. He, like most of his comrades, was convinced that the First
Georgia Regiment would reach Mexico in time to advance with General Taylor
and play a decisive role in the coming victory.27

Forsyth and the ¤rst battalion reached Montgomery on July 2. There he
found a city more concerned with making plans for a ceremony in which dis-
tinguished citizens were going to lay the cornerstone for the new capitol build-
ing than with the visitors from Georgia. Forsyth appeared offended that the
city did not put out a more elaborate welcome for the transient warriors. With
a slight amount of sarcasm, he noted that “the citizens did not annoy us with
the least civility, or demonstration of welcome.” The good people of Selma did,
however, rise to the occasion. Passing the tall riverside bluffs on the Fourth of
July, the regiment was delighted to see the banks lined with citizens who offered
“three thunderous cheers.”28

Several odd incidents marred the trip down the river. In one case, a sleep-
walking soldier fell overboard. He was saved and sincerely apologized to the
vessel’s captain for causing a delay in the journey. Somewhere along the way,
the pilot gave a loud blast of the boat’s whistle. Some of the volunteers, having
never heard such a horrendous sound, thought the boiler had exploded. In
panic, they jumped overboard and several drowned. During the lulls in such
excitement, Forsyth complained that no brass band had accompanied the expe-
dition.29

The group arrived in Mobile in decent shape on July 9. The most exciting
news in the port city was the arrival of the regiment paymaster. Each man
received $42 in gold—an amount that was supposed to cover one years’ allow-
ance of clothes. The army wisely held back a portion of the soldier’s pay.
Forsyth agreed with the policy because “money poured out into the men’s pock-
ets in this city would prove an element of disorganization far too potent for
good discipline to restrain.” Even with this policy of ¤scal restraint, the pay
was soon spent on new jackets, red shirts, and boots. Just outside the camp, a
carnival-like atmosphere prevailed. Forsyth reported that “extemporaneous
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confectionaries” had set up stands that tempted the volunteers with melons,
peaches, pies, and ice cream. Such temptation, in so near a proximity, “light-
ened the boys’ pockets of many a sovereign.”30

The “happiest set of fellows you ever saw” left Mobile on the steamer Fash-
ion on the evening of July 14. Four days later, after a stormy voyage, the regi-
ment made land at Brazos Island. Before they could disembark, the men had
to wait out a torrential rain that lasted upward of thirty-six hours. When at last
they came ashore, they were disappointed to ¤nd that about three thousand
other volunteers already occupied the only suitable campsites. As the rain con-
tinued to fall, the Georgians at last found a place to pitch their tents and
“crawled into them like drowned rats.” At this early stage, Forsyth still appeared
con¤dent that his men would soon see action. Rumors of a massive push by
Taylor’s army ¤lled the camp and perked the ears of the new arrivals. Adju-
tant Forsyth hoped his troops would “follow from this detestable island this
week.” Their (hopefully) temporary home reeked of brackish water pockets and
ineffective sanitation. The weather ®uctuated between “drought and storm.”
When it rained, the camp ®ooded and when it was dry, the “sand drift gives us
a sample of the terrible sand storms of [sic] Zahara.”31

Four days later, Forsyth was still convinced the Georgia Regiment would be
among the ¤rst to see action. Certainly he had visions of marching with his
men alongside General Taylor into Monterrey. Forsyth took a trip to Port Isa-
bel, near the site where “American blood had been shed on American soil.”
Some of the men from both sides that had been wounded in battle were still
there in makeshift hospitals. He appeared impressed with two Mexican soldiers
who both bore serious injuries. One of the men had lost a leg, the other soldier
crushed by artillery shot. Forsyth’s observations concerning the men give a
good insight toward his attitude regarding the Mexican people in general—an
attitude that would resurface a decade later while serving as United States min-
ister to Mexico. Although he was complimentary of the bravery shown by in-
dividual soldiers such as these, he did, however, note, “This courage can avail
them nothing in the con®ict with the white race. They must yield to the prow-
ess of the equal courage, and the superior blood and energy of a superior race.”
Forsyth concluded that Port Isabel was a “miserable little point of black prairie
soil, surrounded by a ditch and a few palisades.”32

After the ¤rst week at Brazos, the men seemed fairly content. Their time was
spent in drill and other mundane tasks. In a letter dated July 24, however, one
can see a few complaints start to bubble up. Forsyth noticed that, when com-
pared with volunteer regiments of other states, the Georgia band of brothers
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was indeed a shabby bunch. He criticized Governor Crawford for not “opening
his heart and the public purse.” Another gripe involved the lack of basic ser-
vices. The regiment seldom saw a quartermaster or commissary. Also, for the
¤rst time, Forsyth began to give unfavorable reports about the health of the
troops. On one morning, nearly one hundred men answered the sick call—
mostly for dysentery, colds, and fever. Perhaps the biggest complaint was what
the men saw as unnecessary delays. They had not come two thousand miles
from home to drill. Forsyth made an observation that military men throughout
history have known: “Inaction in camp is the worst thing for troops.”33

As the days at Brazos turned into weeks, the leaders of the Georgia Regiment
took matters into their own hands. Colonel Jackson decided to visit General
Taylor’s headquarters to “get a position” for his men with the advancing col-
umns. Forsyth tagged along to “see the country.” The journey to Matamoras
was about one hundred miles up the river. Forsyth wrote an interesting travel
journal. The two men mingled with the local population as they stopped at
several small towns along the way. At one point, the editor got to use the Span-
ish he had learned as a child living with his father in Spain. He gave stereotypi-
cal descriptions of the locals. The women’s clothes re®ected “exceeding scanti-
ness” and adaptation to a hot climate. The men wore high crowned and broad
brimmed hats with bright shirts and pants. The children, up to ten years old,
were almost always naked. Invited into a local home, a kind hostess made
Forsyth his ¤rst tortilla (“did not taste like cornbread”). The traveler concluded
the women were “amiable and kind-hearted people,” but the men were “treach-
erous and false.”34

Colonel Jackson and his young aide arrived in Matamoras on July 30.
Pleased to ¤nd French, American, and Italian “eating houses,” the pair enjoyed
their ¤rst “Christian meal” since leaving Mobile. Their dining was helped by
bottles of good St. Julian, “which was not wanting in the feast.” After this
respite, they went to the local theater, run, coincidentally, by a Mr. Hart, who
had once lived in Columbus. On the walk back to their room, the men took
the advice of a citizen and stayed in the middle of the street to avoid an
attack—not from Mexicans, but from their own countrymen. Apparently, since
the United States army took the ancient city, “gambling, drinking, knocking
down, and robbing” were “fashionable amusements.” Jackson and Forsyth
made it back safely to their cots. Before going to sleep, they both loaded their
pistols (also at the advice of a local) and placed them nearby.35

The following morning, the well-rested duo put on their best military garb
and proceeded to Taylor’s camp. When they ¤nally got to meet with the gen-
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eral, they were convinced that the moniker “Old Rough and Ready” was ap-
propriate. Coming upon a collection of ragged tents, they “approached one of
the shabbiest we saw, and were told that was General Taylor’s.” Sitting under a
tree on a block bench, the “old gentleman” received them “politely, but without
the least ceremony or fuss.” Apparently, Taylor told Jackson what he wanted to
hear. The regulars would soon be moved to Camargo with the volunteers to
follow. Forsyth sent back a mixed impression of Taylor. The general was “as he
has been described, a plain—very plain looking man. He looks like an old
planter, who had never seen a uniform, much less had one on.” He did like the
old soldier’s “manners and appearance.” The Georgian confessed that Taylor’s
appearance challenged his “anticipation of the halo of chivalric glory to be dis-
covered in the atmosphere surrounding a military hero’s head.” In other words,
Taylor was no Andrew Jackson. It is also apparent that Taylor did not convince
Forsyth about the coming movement. He closed his report by noting, “We
return to camp tomorrow and I fear shall be detained there a month.”36

Forsyth was also beginning to realize the degree to which politics affected
military campaigns. He noticed the obvious discrepancy in the treatment of
regular troops and volunteers. While wagonloads of water and other basic sup-
plies passed the volunteer encampment, not a “wagon or a hoof of transporta-
tion” attended to the citizen soldiers. The men were exhausted from the back-
breaking task of carrying water from the river to the camp when the chore
could have been much more easily accomplished. Said the adjutant: “Two or
three wagons would supply all the troops here with water and save an immense
waste of strength and breath by the soldiers.” He could only surmise that “regu-
lar soldiers would not be treated so.” Even the long awaited plan to break camp
caused controversy. On August 5, Colonel Jackson ¤nally got orders to proceed
to Camargo. The Georgia regiment was listed as the eighth of ten regiments
scheduled to move out. The standard procedure had been to move in the order
in which you arrived at Brazos. However, the Mississippi Regiment, which was
a late arrival, had jumped past Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia. Forsyth
claimed that the only possible reason for this injustice was that the Mississip-
pian’s colonel—one Jefferson Davis—was General Taylor’s son-in-law. Actually,
Davis was Taylor’s former son-in-law. He had married Sarah Taylor on 17 June
1835, but his bride succumbed to malaria less than three months later.37

The euphoria of the anticipated move died down as two more weeks went
by with no action. The remainder of Forsyth’s letters from Mexico took on a
more somber tone. Running out of topics on which to opine, he wrote a blis-
tering account of the “myriads of crawling, ®ying, stinging, and biting things”
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of the camp. One morning while eating breakfast (standing up, since there
was nowhere to sit), Forsyth felt something crawling up his leg. Grabbing the
“mystery creature” while disrobing, he “beheld a villainous looking creature of
black and yellow with a long, bony tail.” He took the creature to the regiment
doctor where it was identi¤ed as a Mexican scorpion, “as poisonous as a rattle-
snake.” In addition to scorpions, the area was infested with spiders, centipedes,
“hordes of ®ies,” and a “gang of locusts.” At night, these plagues were joined
by “the music of frogs,” the barking of prairie dogs, and at least one panther.
These annoyances could certainly bring “death to one’s patriotic emotions.” In
his ¤rst reference to going home, Forsyth noted that he longed to “get back
from the land of half-bred Indians and full-bred bugs.”38

Adding to the increasing feelings of melancholy was a greater frequency of
death among the volunteers. On August 14, Forsyth reported, “Three of our
poor fellows have gone to their long home.” Three days later, two more were
added to the list of those “who have died in this far off country and whose
bones repose upon the banks of the Rio Grande.” He also sadly commented
that one could never get used to the “almost hourly funeral corteges” from some
of the regiments that passed by the camp.”39 The command discharged several
sick and/or disabled men, who promptly forsook “glory” and went home. As
these men returned to Georgia, Forsyth warned the homefront population to
be on guard against the “doleful accounts” of the regiment’s condition. Trying
to put a bright side to a gloomy situation—a skill that would come in handy
during the early 1860s—he (falsely) claimed the health of the men was im-
proving.

Only a day or two after the glowing communication, Forsyth himself fell ill.
No report from him reached Georgia for two weeks. On August 24, he let the
hometown people know that he was himself again and would soon report back
for duty. During the two-week period, several more men had died and Colonel
Jackson endured a bout with the measles. Perhaps owing to the lingering effect
of his illness, Forsyth appeared particularly grumpy in late August. The preci-
sion drill, once a source of great pride, now became drudgery. “We are becom-
ing extremely tired of the monotony and inaction of the camp and anxious to
go forward.” He even blasted his Columbus newspaper staff for a misspelled
word in an issue of the Times. The fault was obviously with the typesetter since,
he roared, “I never write a word unless I know how to spell it.” He was also
beginning to realize that the war might end before the Georgia Regiment even
got close to any action. He had mixed emotions over such a prospect. “While
our boys look with dutiful eyes towards friends and home behind them, and
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will be rejoiced at the signal to return; I believe there are but a few, who would
not be more pleased to return after a good bout with the enemy.”40

On August 29, more than two months after Governor Crawford pointed out
the “road to Mexico,” companies of the Georgia regiment began to deploy up
the river toward Camargo and Taylor’s main force. Forsyth found a double joy
in the event in that the hoped-for glory might at last arrive, and he needed new
material for his subscribers as he had “exhausted” every possible angle of camp
life. Even two thousand miles from Georgia, the editor could not escape con-
troversy. The editor of the Macon Messenger attacked Forsyth for his criticisms
of Crawford (over the funding issue) and for what appeared to be slanted cov-
erage in favor of the Columbus Guards. Never one to ignore a slight, Forsyth
devoted an entire letter to his rebuttal. In both cases, he felt the facts backed
up whatever he had written—Crawford had been tight with the purse strings
and the Columbus militia did deserve extra praise.41

By September 1, the regiment was ¤nally steaming up the Rio Grande to-
ward Camargo. Forsyth traveled on a boat with 250 of the regiment’s men. The
party stopped at Matamoras to drop off seventy-two sick men so they could
recuperate in “clean, comfortable, and well-ventilated quarters.” Twenty-seven
of seventy-two died in the next two weeks. Now that the Georgians were in
route to a “healthy country,” and he thought the worst was over, Forsyth ad-
mitted he had been holding back some of the more depressing news from his
readers. Now he could “without fear of alarming the friends of our men at
home, speak more freely of the sickness through which we have passed.”42 The
actual numbers were indeed alarming. The regiment left Columbus with 910
men. On a recent morning, they could only muster 340. The effective force had
been about 400 for the past few weeks.

The trip to Camargo took six days. The journey was not uneventful as the
men got to tour Reynosa during a stop. Here they saw their ¤rst performance
of the fandango (although Forsyth slept through it). One member barely es-
caped drowning when he fell overboard. What was left of the regiment reached
Camargo on September 4. According to the weary editor, “Everything looked
warlike in the extreme.” What he saw upon arrival hit him with a cold dose of
reality. There were dozens of other volunteer regiments already stacked along-
side the banks of the river. Of over fourteen thousand volunteers, only about
two thousand had actually been sent forward. He ¤nally wrote what had prob-
ably been on his mind for weeks: The volunteers “are marched out here a thou-
sand to two miles from home—we are stuck down in a hot plain, drinking
tepid water, and eating bad bread and pork in a manner that seems to say your
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services are not wanted—you are only in the way.” In one of the biggest under-
statements of his career, Forsyth concluded, “We are in a ¤t of disquiet.”43

Two weeks later, his personal “disquiet” was coming to an end. Sickness
again caused Forsyth to skip a couple of weeks in his reliable correspondence.
When he got somewhat better, he was ordered to take a detachment of sick
(himself included) back down the river to Matamoras. Realizing that the regi-
ment was probably never going to be involved in any decisive campaign, he
agreed to leave without a fuss. He was now convinced that the regiment was
“permanently encamped” at Camargo and that “the next movement will be
homeward.” Forsyth left Camargo for good on September 16. He deposited
thirty-two sick men (one man died in route) at Matamoras two days later. In
his last report from Mexico, he waxed philosophically about the “sufferings of
the poor fellows.” He observed that one’s blanket became a valuable possession.
When a soldier was sick, the cloth became his bed on the ground. When he
died, it became his cof¤n. When the group reached the hospital, they found
the facility crowded with over seven hundred sick and dying men.44

Nearly three weeks elapsed before the people of Columbus heard any news
from their citizen soldiers. Imagine their surprise when a letter dated October
8 arrived from Pensacola, Florida. Forsyth left the Rio Grande on September
20, bound for New Orleans aboard the schooner Gen. Worth. The adjutant,
who had not yet had a pleasant experience on water during his brief military
career, reported, “our passage was most unfortunate.” The voyage took eighteen
days, during most of which time the ship was “buffeted about the gulf, a prey
to headwinds and storm.” When they were six days out, the captain “lost
his time” and therefore could not determine his exact longitude. The already-
weakened passengers were running low on water and food. Four of the men
died in route and were buried in the “deep blue water of the boisterous gulf.”
Not knowing where they were, they made a run to the nearest land they could
¤nd. The party ended up at Cape St. Blas, the entrance to Apalachicola Bay
(three hundred miles east of New Orleans). The crew and passengers (literally)
limped into Pensacola. When they ¤nally landed, they were “without a pint of
water or a pound of bread or meat on board.” Forsyth reported his weight to
be 114 lbs. He went to Mobile to reunite with his family and, from there,
thankfully back to Georgia.45

Forsyth of¤cially resigned his commission on November 30. Back in the
¤eld, the Georgia Regiment eventually left Camargo and went to Monterrey.
Their only duty there was guarding money trains and supplies. They did enter
Tampico and Vera Cruz but never once came within shooting distance of the
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Mexican army. The service time of the men who remained did not expire until
June of 1847. The lack of hostile engagements notwithstanding, the regiment
paid a tremendous price in human suffering. Only 450 volunteers mustered out
in 1847, of which 315 (including Forsyth) had resigned before the one-year
enlistment ended. Incredibly, 145 had “gone to their long home.”46 While the
regiment unfairly received some criticisms for its “inglorious” record, most (at
least in Georgia) understood. The editor of the Milledgeville Southern Recorder
stated, “Although they have been prevented by circumstances beyond their con-
trol from participation in the brilliant battles of the day, they endured so much
and have as ardently desired to be in the midst of the con®ict as the soldiers of
any other state.”47

After his tour of duty, Forsyth returned to Columbus and his dual role
as editor and postmaster. The proposed attempts to settle the disputes that
emerged over the new territories acquired at the expense of the United States’
southern neighbor prompted a second “¤t of disquiet” and led to a realignment
of Georgia’s political parties. The Mexican War victory and the one-sided pro-
visions of the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo actually led to John Forsyth’s only
break with the national Democratic Party.

Georgia’s antebellum political structure was similar to what Forsyth experi-
enced in Mobile. The Whigs and Democrats matched up very evenly. It was
not uncommon for the state’s congressional delegation to be made up of four
Whigs and four Democrats. In the 1846 congressional races, Georgia’s voters
cast 30,300 votes for the Democrats and 29,526 for the Whigs. Both state
parties saw themselves as a vital part of national organizations, with each side
trying to align itself with a Northern faction. The Democratic leaders believed
the interests of the planters could best be served by an alliance with Northern
labor. The conservative tendencies of one would serve as a check on the other.
The Whigs, on the other hand, wanted an alliance between the planter class
and the bourgeois capitalists of the North. Thus, they were champions of Clay’s
American system. This so-called fusion system had both good and bad points.
It was good in that it kept the North divided. It was bad in that it also kept
the South divided.48

Each side was championed by some of the more notable ¤gures in antebel-
lum Georgia history. The Whig leaders included John M. Berrien, George
Crawford, Alexander H. Stephens, and Robert Toombs. For this study, the two
latter men are the most important. Born a month before Forsyth, Stephens had
a distinguished career in the Georgia legislature and the national Congress. He
would later serve as the vice-president of the Confederate States of America.
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Toombs, likewise, rose through the Whig Party ranks, serving as a state legis-
lator and in both houses of Congress. He eventually served in the U.S. Senate
as a Democrat and secretary of the treasury for the Confederacy.

The Jacksonian Party was ably led by the likes of Howell Cobb, Henry L.
Benning, Charles J. McDonald, and Herschel V. Johnson. Cobb was elected six
times to Congress, served as speaker of the United States House of Represen-
tatives, governor of Georgia, secretary of the treasury (under President Bucha-
nan), and a major general in the Confederacy. Benning, a Columbus resident,
would later serve as the vice president of the 1860 Baltimore Democratic con-
vention and became a brigadier general in the Confederacy. McDonald was the
governor of Georgia when Forsyth returned to the state. Johnson served in
positions ranging from governor to United States Senator and Stephen A.
Douglas’s running mate in the election of 1860.

The debate between the Whigs and Democrats found expression in partisan
newspapers across the state. Nearly every important city claimed a journal de-
voted to one of the parties. In Athens, one could read the (Democratic) South-
ern Banner or the Southern Whig. In Milledgeville, the Whig Southern Recorder
took aim at the Democratic Federal Union. The Savannah Republican (Whig)
competed with the Georgian. Forsyth’s Columbus Times exchanged blows with
the Whig Enquirer.49

Even before the end of the Mexican War, the existing party structures came
under pressure. The very issue of the war itself caused many Southern Whigs
to abandon their national party loyalty in order to support President Polk. The
major point of contention, however, came as a result of the Wilmot Proviso.
On 8 August 1846, David Wilmot of Pennsylvania offered an amendment to
an appropriations bill that stated: “As an express and fundamental condition of
the acquisition of any territory from the Republic of Mexico . . . Neither slav-
ery nor involuntary servitude shall exist in any part of said territory, except for
crime, whereof the party shall ¤rst be duly convicted.”50 The full impact of the
proviso did not become evident until after the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo.
Southerners began to feel that the national congress was out to destroy their
sacred institutions. An often-heard complaint was that the Mexican lands had
been conquered by the “blood and treasure” of the entire nation. Why then,
was the South to be excluded from its bene¤ts?51 The Wilmot Proviso had two
important effects. First, many Southern Democrats became less hesitant to
speak openly of secession. One Georgia penman advised that the South should
start making plans “in case we should be driven out of the Union.”52 Even
Toombs called the debate a “struggle to secure equality and avoid degradation.”
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The proviso, although never passed, had a galvanizing effect. One historian
noted: “The view that the southern states must secede if the Proviso should be
enacted was probably more widespread in the South than the view in 1860 that
the election of Lincoln would make secession necessary.”53

The second major effect of the proposed legislation was the shift in, and
ultimate collapse of, the old Jacksonian party system in Georgia. Both sides had
to determine which loyalty was more important—to the national party or to
the South. Some Whigs (such as Berrien) moved to the Southern position,
whereas others (Stephens and Toombs) remained in the Whig mainstream. On
the Democratic side, Cobb stands out as an important leader who kept his
national allegiance. Forsyth himself was at ¤rst reluctant to abandon the na-
tional Democratic Party. In July of 1848, he criticized William L. Yancey’s ad-
vocacy of the so-called “Alabama Platform.” Yancey wanted not only a repu-
diation of measures such as the proviso but also a congressional guarantee of
the protection of slavery in the territories. The Alabama ¤re-eater was on the
front line pushing for the formation of a Southern Rights Party. Forsyth ac-
cused Yancey of trying to “break up the organization of the great Democratic
party throughout the union.” Yancey was, according to Forsyth, wasting his
time because “Whoever throws his pigmy weight against the rock of the De-
mocracy, courts his own destruction, and will be crushed like an egg-shell in
the encounter.”54 The loyal Jacksonian was not yet comfortable with the idea
of abandoning the party of his father in favor of a new, Southern organization.
Simple political reality kept Forsyth from jumping ship. The proviso was most
likely not going to pass in Congress and, even if it did, a Democratic president
would veto it.

The presidential election of 1848 sent Forsyth over the side. Even though
the Whigs had been against the Mexican War, they knew the value of having
a war hero as their candidate. People were unsure about where General Taylor
stood on political issues. The fact that Taylor was a Southern slaveholder did
not dampen the enthusiasm of even the Northern Whigs, which caused a blur-
ring of traditional party lines. Many Southern Democrats were drawn to the
general over the Northerner Lewis Cass. Although some Northern Whigs felt
uneasy about voting for the “Hero of Buena Vista,” nothing eased their con-
sciences like the prospect of victory. The manner in which the Whigs promoted
Taylor helped lead to the sectional nature of the campaign. They presented
Taylor as the “Southern Candidate” or a man with “no-party” appeal.

Forsyth and the Times came out in favor of Cass. The editor’s biggest con-
cern was that Taylor had pledged not to interfere with Congress. He saw this
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promise as meaning that, if elected, the general would not stand up against the
Wilmot Proviso. That the so-far unacceptable piece of legislation still had a
pulse sent Forsyth into the waiting arms of the Southern Rights movement.
After Taylor’s victory, Forsyth complained that “The people have not acted
wisely to elect a ruler without accurate principles.” He warned his readers of
both political parties that “a day of fearful struggle or deep humiliation is at
hand.” He was particularly upset about the number of Southern Democrats
who had voted for Taylor. This act, he felt, would lead to the passage of the
proviso, since the bill “heretofore defeated by the aid of Northern Democratic
votes will be defeated no longer.”55 Now the Democrats would vote along sec-
tional lines for the proviso. In his ¤rst public commitment to the Southern
Rights movement, Forsyth wrote words that would show up a decade later
during another states’ rights debate: “The hour is at hand when Mr. Calhoun’s
long cherished idea of a Southern Rights party will be realized, or the Southern
states are the degraded satellites and vassals of the North.” He now felt that the
only hope left for the South was an “undivided union, in the merging of all
party lines, distinctions and issues in the great cause of Southern rights.”56

Not only did the lifelong Democrat want to organize a new party, but he
also, for the ¤rst time, became an open advocate of secession. In a letter written
to Howell Cobb just a few days after Taylor’s election, Forsyth complained that
“We are beaten at all points and have truly lost all but our honor. I foresee that
the South has to submit to the degradation by exclusion from a joint domain,
or push resistance to the verge, if not over the verge, of revolution of the gov-
ernment.”57 In an editorial appearing at about the same time, he wrote, “Better
disunion with our honor bright and our rights secure than union without
either.” Sounding more and more like Calhoun, the son of the man who
staunchly supported Jackson during the nulli¤cation crisis noted, “We trust
when the hour comes there will be, for once, union in the Southern councils;
that the whole energy of its spirit of resistance and defense will be around,
that party prejudices will be swallowed up in the paramount duty of self-
preservation and the North will be told, the hour that the deed of our degra-
dation is consummated, is the hour that will make us two people.”58 In simple
terms, if the proviso became law, the South should take steps to leave the
Union.

A month of postelection re®ection only served to harden Forsyth’s stance.
He now tried to use arguments of principle and logic along with the appeals to
emotion. The basic issue involved was that of equality. Forsyth compared the
current situation to the one faced by the American colonists before the Revo-
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lution. Critics of the Southern Rights movement said that slavery probably
would not ®ourish in the territories anyway. While this claim might be true,
Forsyth pointed out that the colonists who complained about taxation were not
really overburdened by taxes. At stake was the “principle of perfect equality and
communion of rights, interests, privileges, and burdens between all the states.”
Moreover, if the South submitted to the proviso, what future “degradation”
could they expect? The abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, the
prohibition of the slave trade between states, and, ¤nally, the abolition of slav-
ery within the states all loomed in the future. Now was the time to take a stand.
For the only time in his career, Forsyth called for a new political organization
outside of the national Democratic Party. He appealed to “all Southern men
without distinction of Party” to come together. Sooner or later, the South would
have to “meet the alternative of resistance, even to disunion, or a surrender of
the institution.” It was time to forget past party differences and “unite the
South in a vigorous effort to stay Northern madness and injustice, and thus to
save the Union.”59

Once in of¤ce, Taylor did nothing to alleviate the fears of the Southern
Rights men. Several actions actually hardened the new party alignment. First,
Taylor appointed several Free-Soilers (such as William Seward) to key positions
in his administration. Second, he promoted immediate statehood for California
and New Mexico. The third action affected Forsyth directly—Taylor took ad-
vantage of the spoils system. During the campaign, the general claimed that he
“loathed proscription for mere opinions sake.” In other words, he would not
replace men who held patronage jobs simply because they were on the other
political side. Postmaster Forsyth was both shocked and furious when, in June
of 1849, he was removed from his job and replaced by Columbus Whig Joseph
Lee. Georgia’s Democratic and Southern Rights newspapers soundly criticized
this “act of sheer black-hearted proscription.” The postmaster was removed,
they noted, “because he took a part in the last canvass and advocated the prin-
ciples of the Democratic party with his pen.”60

By the time the Thirty-¤rst Congress convened in December of 1849,
Forsyth and many of his fellow Democrats were in an apprehensive mood. Al-
though the Wilmot Proviso had been (twice) defeated, the territorial issue
would not go away. The California statehood question now dominated the halls
of Congress. In late 1849, the people of California held a state convention
during which they adopted an antislavery constitution, elected a governor and
a legislature, and formally applied for admission to the Union. Southerners re-
alized that if California entered as a free state, the Missouri Compromise was
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a dead issue and slavery might be banned from any future states carved from
the Southwest. Forsyth saw California’s admission as a “preconcerted plan to
defraud the South of her property.” The scheme was “nothing more or less than
the Wilmot Proviso in disguise.”61

As passions on both sides of the slavery issue grew, threats of secession be-
came more commonplace. On 29 January 1850, Henry Clay presented the
Senate with a series of resolutions he hoped would settle this sectional contro-
versy. The package, known in history as the Compromise of 1850, contained
¤ve major provisions: (1) California would be admitted as a free state; (2) the
Utah and New Mexico territories would decide the slavery question for them-
selves; (3) the Texas-Mexico boundary dispute was resolved, and Texas would
receive $10 million from the U.S. treasury; (4) the slave trade would be banned
in the nation’s capital; and (5) a more stringent fugitive slave law would be
enforced. Since Southerners saw little bene¤t for themselves in the “compro-
mise,” reaction was swift and, predictably, hostile. Politically, the Clay plan ex-
acerbated the already-occurring party realignment. Georgia’s political lead-
ers were forced to take a stand on the compromise measures. Toombs and
Stephens, believing the compromise was the best hope for a solution, remained
in the national Whig camp. John Berrien, on the other hand, broke with Clay
and gravitated toward the states rights fold. On the Democratic side, Howell
Cobb, who owed his speakership to a national appeal, came out in support of
the bills. Forsyth’s group, including Benning, Johnson, Iverson, and McDonald,
became more staunch in their sectional leanings.

After the introduction of the compromise, Forsyth’s feelings became crystal
clear. Calling the proposals an example of “Northern aggression,” the partisan
editor felt that the time had come to sever the Union—“Peaceably if possible,
forcibly if necessary.” Not impressed with the “theatrical displays” of Clay, he
called for “justice and not compromise.” Wearied of what he saw as Northern
intervention, he wanted to be “let alone or to be alone as an independent South-
ern Confederacy.” The editor of the Augusta Constitutionalist, realizing the
watershed nature of the Compromise of 1850, noted that “Future struggles in
Georgia would be between ‘Clay’s Compromise party’ and the supporters of
the Nashville Convention.”62 In the summer of 1849, a gathering of Mississip-
pians called for a general Southern convention to be held in Nashville to discuss
Calhoun’s plan for Southern unity. As the compromise worked its way through
Congress in the winter and spring of 1850, the upcoming convention gained a
new importance. Critics of the proposed convention claimed it was designed to
promote disunion by unconstitutional means. Southern Rights men were quick
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to respond. Forsyth reminded his readers that the Congress of 1776 was also
“unconstitutional.” How could a protest against Clay’s violation of the Consti-
tution be unconstitutional? Forsyth’s friend Benning wrote Cobb a letter in
which he gave his opinion of the slavery question. Forsyth would echo his main
points many times in the future. First, the North already had the will to abolish
slavery; second, the North was rapidly acquiring the power to execute this will;
and third, these two positions being true, abolition was inevitable unless some-
thing “should be done to change the will of the North, or stop the acquisition
of power.”63

Forsyth was strongly in favor of Georgia’s participation in the Nashville
Convention. While the debate on the omnibus bill continued, he supported the
decision of the Georgia legislature to elect two delegates from each of the eight
congressional districts to attend the meeting. The Times endorsed Benning and
Martin J. Crawford to go to Nashville. It appeared that Calhoun’s dream of
Southern unity would at last be realized. This dream, if it did come to pass,
would do so without Calhoun. The weekly issue of the Times that carried
Forsyth’s endorsement of both the convention and the selected delegates also
had its columns draped in black as a sign of mourning over the death of the
South Carolina statesman. The passing of Calhoun, along with the adjourn-
ment of the state legislature, seemed to cool the partisan passions before the
elections for the convention delegates. In the April canvass, an embarrassingly
low turnout did not bode well for the Southern Rights cause. Only 3,700 votes
were cast in the ¤fty-four counties that bothered to open the polls.64

Called to order on June 3, the Nashville Convention itself was somewhat
anticlimactic. Since the compromise bill was still languishing in the Senate, the
focal point of the gathering was uncertain. Forsyth allies Benning, McDonald,
and Crawford, among others, represented the Empire State. While Forsyth
praised the actions and resolutions of the gathering, he was not pleased with
the lukewarm participation. Six slave states had not even bothered to show up
while several came without full representation. Texas and Arkansas had only
one delegate each.65 The effort to unify the South had, at least at this moment,
failed once again. An obviously disappointed Forsyth could not help but won-
der, “Have the people of the South fallen so low already, that we are driven to
the alternative of taking the best terms our masters choose to give us? Are we
already defeated?”66

In July, despite the best efforts of Clay and Daniel Webster, the Senate re-
jected the compromise. Two events resuscitated the package. The ¤rst was the
death of President Taylor. His successor, Millard Fillmore, was an avid propo-
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nent of the plan. The ¤nal passage of the bill, however, can be credited to a
man with whom Forsyth would one day form a strong political alliance—
Stephen A. Douglas. Senator Douglas took Clay’s omnibus package and intro-
duced each section successively. Through clever legislative maneuvering, he was
able to secure passage of each part. The bills were passed and signed into law
in September. The Georgia Southern Rights movement was about to make a
brief comeback.

Before the ¤nal passage of the Compromise of 1850, Forsyth and his fellow
Southern Rights men called for a convention to meet in Macon on August 21.
It was at this meeting that the Southern Rights Party of Georgia was of¤-
cially born. The Whig press was quick to label this gathering a collection of
“disunionists.”67 The Macon delegates (including Forsyth) loudly condemned
the “omnibus surrender.” The assembly went on record as favoring an extension
of the Missouri Compromise line to California and in strong support of the
Nashville Convention resolutions.68 The gathering heard lighting-rod speeches
from Yancey of Alabama as well as Rhett of South Carolina. As was typical,
crowd estimates varied, depending on the reporting source. Various printed re-
ports placed the crowd in a wide range anywhere between eight hundred and
¤ve thousand.69

Within the Southern Rights Party itself, two factions emerged. The “Ultra-
ists” (including Forsyth) openly advocated secession while the moderates—of
the Cobb, Stephens, and Toombs mold—favored preservation of the Union.
Members of the party had to tone down their appeal from “union or disunion”
to “resistance or submission.” Forsyth himself had no problem with the disunion
aspect of the new party. In route to one of their meetings, he wrote: “To preach
‘the Union’ when the Union should be tied and brought to a halt in its career
of Constitution breaking; to preach party, when party has been the Delilah that
has shorn the South of her strengths, and placed her the hapless victim of the
North—this may be loyalty to the Union, and ¤delity to party, but it is deep
and barefaced treachery to the South.”70

After the ¤nal passage of the Compromise, Georgia’s Governor Towns called
for a convention to decide how the state should respond. The make-up of the
elected delegates to this statewide assembly would have a dramatic effect on the
future course of the state, if not the Union itself. A headline in the Times left
little doubt where Forsyth stood: “The Georgia Convention—Secession the
Remedy.”71 Although some in the Southern Rights Party tried to downplay the
disunion appeal, Forsyth became bolder. Rather than being a struggle between
“union and disunion,” the upcoming convention would decide between “dis-
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union and abolition.” Moderates were naive in clinging to “our glorious Union”
when “Congress has entered on the crusade in league with abolition, to crush
down the rights and liberties and destroy the property, prosperity, and wages of
every man who lives in the excommunicated region of the South.”72

On October 15, the Muscogee County “Southern Rights Resistance Party”
met to select their delegates to run for the state convention. Forsyth was pres-
ent, representing the Columbus upper town district. After a “free and un-
reserved interchange of opinions,” the meeting nominated Alfred Iverson,
John H. Howard, Martin Crawford, and William Yarder to run. Delegates cho-
sen by a “Constitutional Unionist Party” would oppose these men. This party
was made up of a mixture of some moderate Democrats (such as Cobb) and
the overwhelming majority of the state’s Whigs.73

The delegate vote took place on November 25. The election turned out to
be a disaster for the Southern Rights movement. Forty-two thousand votes
were cast for “acceptance” candidates, while only twenty-four thousand went
to the Southern Rights men. Less than twenty of ninety-three counties chose
the “disunionists.” At the December convention, the 264 delegates adopted the
“Georgia Platform.” This document pledged the state to accept the Compro-
mise and remain loyal to the Union. One of the resolutions adopted at the
meeting did state that Georgia would “resist, even to a disruption of the very
tie which binds her to the Union,” any act which threatened slavery in the
District of Columbia or the fugitive slave law.74

After this stinging rebuke, the Southern Rights Party leaders looked toward
the 1851 governor’s race. The convention had signaled the completion of Geor-
gia’s political realignment. The Union and Southern Rights Parties took the
place of the Jacksonian Democrats and Whigs. The Southern Rights Party con-
tained men, who, like John Forsyth, agreed with the late Calhoun that a geo-
graphic party offered the best hope of protecting the Southern institutions. The
Union men, on the other hand, still clung to the balance of national power
system of politics.75

In the weeks leading up to the gubernatorial contest, Forsyth wrote perhaps
his best manifestos on his Southern Rights philosophy. These writings go a long
way in understanding Forsyth’s future role in the presidential election of 1860.
De®ecting criticism that his stance was disrupting the national Democratic
Party, he replied that “it is not only a high duty but a ¤xed necessity on the
part of the friends of Southern Rights to maintain a separate and distinct
Southern organization.” Forsyth felt that no other party—including his be-
loved Democracy—could protect Southern rights without “lowering its stan-
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dards, abandoning its cause, and sacri¤cing its principles.” In espousing such a
philosophy, Forsyth had come full circle since his 1848 criticism of Yancey. In
1851, Forsyth heaped praise on Yancey as a model Southern Rights man. Ironi-
cally, the man who would be one of Yancey’s most outspoken adversaries in
1860 now noted “His [Yancey’s] career has been a success of magni¤cent tri-
umphs, won by a commanding eloquence and powerful intellect in a just
cause.”76

The Southern Rights Party met in convention in May of 1851. Forsyth was
an of¤cial delegate from Muscogee County. The delegates (“A ¤ner looking
body of men we have never seen assembled on a similar occasion”) took a “re-
solved stand against Northern encroachments and the craven spirit of Southern
submission.” They nominated former governor Charles J. McDonald to be
their standard bearer. The group also adopted a platform consisting of twelve
resolutions that spelled out the now-familiar positions of the party.77 In the
meantime, the Constitutional Union Party nominated Howell Cobb as its can-
didate. As has been noted, the 1850 crisis had separated Cobb and his national
brand of Democracy from the Southern Rights branch. Forsyth was openly
hostile to his old friend. One of his Times editorials stated, “Mr. Cobb’s own
course separated him from the Democratic party.” Cobb’s sin was that he “vol-
untarily abandoned the Democratic party of the South to enter into a broader,
and as he hoped, stronger National Union organization.” Forsyth tried to con-
vince the voters that a vote for Cobb was another indication that Southerners
were afraid to do anything that might offend the North.78

The October election brought yet another crushing defeat to the Southern
Rights Party. Cobb captured 59.7 percent of the vote, getting a popular ma-
jority of more than eighteen thousand. The Union candidate carried all but
twenty-one of ninety-¤ve Georgia counties. Cobb’s victory came with coattails.
Unionist candidates won six of the eight congressional seats and secured large
majorities in both houses of the state legislature. This second defeat took the
steam out of the Southern Rights engine. Many of the Southern Rights men—
including a reluctant John Forsyth—began to trickle back into the national
party organization. By March of 1852, a Southern Rights version of a Demo-
cratic convention adopted the 1848 National Democratic Convention’s plat-
form as its own. At the 1852 Baltimore national convention, the credentials
committee admitted States Rights and Union delegates jointly. Cobb and his
Union faction also moved back to the mainstream. In 1852, the reunited
Democrats won back the Georgia statehouse and control of the legislature.79

The Southern Rights Party and Forsyth’s stay in Georgia came to an end at
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about the same time. By the end of 1852, he had “retired” from the Times. He
planned to return to Mobile, not as an editor, but to start a business that was
“more remunerative in its character.”80 A decade later, Forsyth would still be
explaining the political stand he had taken in Georgia. In 1850, Forsyth was a
states rights secessionist at odds with the national Democratic Party. Ten years
later, he was a national Democrat at odds with Alabama’s states’ rights party.
Certainly the twelve years back in his native state were among the most event-
ful of his life. Although he left Georgia with no intention of returning to jour-
nalism and politics, local and national events would force him back into both.
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John Forsyth returned to Mobile in 1853 with no intention of return-
ing to the Register. The once-again Mobilian poured whatever capital he had
amassed into a lumber mill project to be constructed on an island across the
river from the city. Before the mill turned out its ¤rst product, ¤re completely
destroyed the entire venture. Falling back on his most notable skill, Forsyth
returned to the Register in September of 1854, there to remain (except for his
two-year assignment to Mexico) for the next twenty-three years. He joined
with John Y. Thompson and Jacob Harris to purchase the Register. In November
of 1854, Thompson, suffering bad health, sold his interest to Lewis A. Middle-
ton, formerly of the Mobile Herald. By August of 1855, only Forsyth and Har-
ris remained. In June of 1859, Forsyth became sole owner and editor.1

By the time Forsyth returned to Alabama, a dramatic change was underway
in the nature of state politics. As late as 1848, Southern Rights issues were not
the dominant part of the political dialogue in the state. With the exception of
presidential elections, “Southern” issues did not ¤gure prominently into the
state and local political equation. By the early 1850s, however, campaigns
turned almost exclusively on Southern Rights issues, with competing parties
“hurling the epithet of traitor at each other.” According to J. Mills Thornton,
perhaps the central event of the 1850s was the exclusive association of the
Southern Rights disputes with the presidential canvass and their integration
into the general politics of the states. The Kansas-Nebraska Act, the political
realignment (featuring the death of the Whig Party, the emergence and collapse
of the American/Know-Nothing Party, and the emergence of the Republican
Party), and the election of 1856 ensured that this period received great editorial
attention.2

Forsyth reentered the world of journalism during the ¤rst year of the ad-
ministration of Franklin Pierce. Pierce, who won a truly national (as opposed
to sectional) victory, entered of¤ce on 4 March 1853, apparently with the sup-
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port of a uni¤ed Democracy.3 Forsyth praised Pierce as a man who “sacri¤ced
himself politically in his own section of the Union by a bold and consistent
maintenance of sound constitutional opinions” and “the loyal and eloquent ad-
vocate of the just rights of the slave states to immunity from anti-slavery dis-
turbance and interference.”4 Alabamians were additionally pleased with the
choice of their own William Rufus King as Pierce’s vice president (King died
in April of 1853, having never presided over the Senate). To add to the tran-
quility, many naively believed the Compromise of 1850 settled the slavery
question once and for all. By the time Congress assembled in December of
1853, a growing number in the Democratic Party expressed dissatisfaction
with, or hostility toward, the administration. No single issue of the 1850s dis-
rupted the Pierce administration, the Democracy, and the Union more than the
controversy over the Nebraska Territory.

The failure of the Compromise of 1850 to bring closure to the slavery ques-
tion soon became painfully evident. Holman Hamilton, in a book aptly entitled
Prologue to Con®ict, noted that the compromise did nothing that its backers had
promised to either side: California’s senators in the 1850s were generally South-
ern sympathizers; slavery existed to some extent in Utah and New Mexico dur-
ing all or part of the 1850s; slaves were still bought and sold in the nation’s
capital; and the fugitive slave law caused more problems than it solved.5 As had
been the case in Georgia, the compromise was a major issue in Alabama’s state
elections of 1851, with radicals pushing secession and moderates favoring the
agreement. With the tenuous compromise precariously serving as the of¤cial
arbitrator of the slavery question, the nation soon erupted over the proposed
organization of the Nebraska Territory. A detailed study of the background,
evolution, and results of this plan goes a long way toward understanding the
connection between Stephen A. Douglas and the State of Alabama, and more
important for this book, the bond between Douglas and John Forsyth.

Many national statesmen realized the potential problems associated with
the acquisition of the large amount of territory resulting from the Mexican
War. The South was in no hurry to organize the Nebraska Territory. Because
of the Missouri Compromise of 1820 and the fact that the territory lay above
the 36°30′ parallel, the area would be legally unavailable for slavery. After the
Gadsden Purchase of 1853, Southern leaders looked forward to exploiting
the most easily accessible land route to the West Coast. Although many stan-
dard histories of the Nebraska Territory properly emphasize the role of slavery
in the debates over the new territory, a much more practical matter deserves
attention—the sectional competition over Paci¤c railroad routes. In his detailed
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study of the impact of railroads on the Kansas-Nebraska Act, Frank Hodder
noted that while the Eastern and Southern newspapers quarreled over slavery,
the “practical men” were working for federal land grants and state subsidies.
David M. Potter likewise claimed that there was little ideological division over
the question of slavery or the black (although, as Potter stated, one side did
want to bring their Negro slaves to the territory while the other side did not
want them to enter, slave or free).6 The organization of New Mexico as a part
of the Compromise of 1850 gave a Southern route a great advantage. Unless
the Northern territories (Nebraska) could also be organized, an equal opportu-
nity would be lost. Here begins the seldom-mentioned connection between
Douglas and Mobile.

Douglas’s interest in railroad construction began in 1836, when he served in
the Illinois state legislature. He helped secure passage of grants for the construc-
tion of the ¤rst rails in that state. Once in Congress, he tried to secure federal
land grants for the Illinois Central and complete a “northern cross” route. Po-
litical realities soon set in. Southern opposition to federally ¤nanced internal
improvements placed Douglas’s ambitions in jeopardy. To ensure support for his
Illinois Central project, Douglas needed the support of powerful Southern
senators, such as William Rufus King and Jefferson Davis. Although King and
Davis opposed the improvements, the two senators believed in the principle of
legislative instructions.

In November of 1849, Douglas quietly came to Mobile and the headquar-
ters of the Mobile Railroad Company. As early as the 1830s, local promoters
envisioned a railroad line that would connect the port city with the upper Mis-
sissippi, Missouri, and Ohio River basins. The line would run from Mobile to
a point just south of Cairo, Illinois, near the con®ux of the major river systems.
The idea was to take a (large, it was hoped) part of the trade that was controlled
exclusively by New Orleans. By 1847, public interest in the venture was such
that public shares were being sold. Eventually, the city of Mobile fathers voted
a special property tax to bring additional capital to the project. Despite these
efforts, the company was nearly bankrupt when Douglas hatched his scheme.
The senator proposed to attach his Illinois Central project to those of the Mo-
bile and Ohio companies. The line would link the Gulf of Mexico with the
Great Lakes. Local of¤cials jumped at the chance and began to secure support
in the state legislature. When Douglas returned to the Thirty-¤rst Congress he
attached the Mobile to Ohio grant to his Illinois Central Act. In so doing he
not only secured the passage of his own bill but also secured railroad construc-
tion between Chicago (where his own landholdings increased in value) and the
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Gulf of Mexico, in the process diverting the Mobile and Ohio route from
St. Louis, its original destination. By the time Forsyth (always a supporter of
any venture that would improve the port city’s commercial prospects) returned
to Mobile, he already admired Douglas, the “gallant statesman and orator.”7

Douglas now turned his attention to a transcontinental route to the Paci¤c
with its terminus in Chicago. Since Forsyth’s support for Douglas in the elec-
tion of 1860 stemmed largely from his agreement with the “Little Giant” on
the Nebraska question, a careful analysis of the Kansas-Nebraska Act is war-
ranted. To facilitate Douglas’s plan to span the continent, the region west of
Iowa would have to be organized and settled. One exasperated Missouri con-
gressman exclaimed, “In the name of God, how is the railroad to be made if
you will never let people live on the lands through which the road passes?”8

The controversial life of the Kansas-Nebraska Act began in February of
1853 when the House passed a territorial bill.9 Since the land was clearly above
the Missouri Compromise line, slavery was banned. In the Senate, Southern
opposition killed the bill. Senators such as David Atchison worried that if the
new territory indeed came into the Union as free, then slave-state Missouri
would be besieged on three sides by abolitionist forces. Many miles from the
land in question, Forsyth wrote that “if Kansas is a Free State, Missouri is then
girt on three sides by abolition neighbors. The consequence must be to drive
slavery from the borders to the heart, and ¤nally southward into Arkansas. If
the South loses Kansas, it loses Missouri.”10 On 4 January 1854, Douglas, by
now chairman of the Committee on Territories, reported a new bill to organize
the territory. Basically copying the language of the Compromise, Douglas sug-
gested that “popular sovereignty” (a term which Forsyth would defend count-
less times in 1860) be used to determine the status of the territory when it
became a state. This reasoning was not good enough for Southerners, who felt
that since slavery would be barred during the territorial phase, it was highly
unlikely that enough proslavery voters would be present for the eventual state
elections. A revised version of the bill speci¤ed that popular sovereignty would
also apply during the territorial phase—a clear repudiation of the Missouri
Compromise. A ¤nal version of¤cially called for the repeal of the 1820 agree-
ment and split the territory into two separate pieces—Kansas and Nebraska.
This bill passed the Senate on 3 March 1854, while the House gave its approval
on May 22. President Pierce signed the bill into law on May 30.

When Douglas had reported his bill to the Senate in March of 1854, he
noted that it might cause a “little controversy.” The truth of this classic under-
statement became evident immediately. Douglas explained the rationale for
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proposing the measure by stating in his own Senate report that the new law
advanced “certain great principles, which would not only furnish adequate
remedies for existing evils, but, in all time to come, avoid the perils of similar
agitation, by withdrawing the question of slavery from the halls of Congress
and the political arena, committing it to the arbitration of those who were
immediately interested in, and alone responsible for, its consequences.”11 In a
letter to Howell Cobb, Douglas explained that “the great principle of self-
government is at stake, and surely the people of this country are never going to
decide that the principle upon which the whole republican system rests is vi-
cious and wrong.”12 Supporters such as Forsyth saw a simple logic in Douglas’s
plan. In their minds the concept of popular sovereignty represented the truest
of democratic principles. The Kansas-Nebraska Act simply replicated the logic
behind the Compromise of 1850. In Forsyth’s opinion, the “honest intention
of the law was to leave the question of the institutions of the embryo state to
be determined by the bona¤de emigrants to the territory who were to be its
future and permanent citizens.” Anyone who could not understand this con-
cept was guilty of “ignoring the Democratic principle of the capacity of men
and communities of States to govern themselves.”13

Obviously, many were indeed “guilty.” The most scathing attack came from
Senators Salmon P. Chase of Ohio, Charles Sumner of Massachusetts, and oth-
ers in the form of a document entitled an “Appeal of Independent Democrats.”
These senators saw the bill as a “gross violation of a sacred pledge, as a criminal
betrayal of precious rights, as part and parcel of an atrocious plot.” Taking their
hostilities to new levels, the Northern partisans attacked the defenders of slav-
ery “not on the merits or demerits of their position, but on the grounds that
they were vicious, dishonest, and evil.” The appeal closed with the promise that
the authors would “go home to our constituents, erect anew the standard of
freedom, and call upon the people to come to the rescue of the country from
the domination of slavery. We will not despair; for the cause of human freedom
is the cause of God.”14 Ironically, whereas in 1854 through 1856 the debate
over the Kansas-Nebraska Act was mainly a North versus South contest, when
Forsyth defended the Act and its author in 1860, he defended it from attacks
by fellow Southerners.

In the two years between the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act and the
election campaign of 1856, national politics clearly attracted the attention of
Forsyth and his readers. In Alabama, as in most of the South, there had been
no demand for the extension of popular sovereignty into the territories acquired
from the Louisiana Purchase. Until the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the western re-
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gion received very little attention. In the contested region itself, the issue ap-
peared to be almost a fabrication. As Potter noted, the majority of the inhabi-
tants apparently did not care very much one way or the other about the slave
issue. By 1855, however, Forsyth pointed out to Mobilians that “the abstrac-
tions of the slavery debate have become momentously practical.” In the North,
many people came to believe what the abolitionists and Free-Soilers had been
warning all along—a slave-section conspiracy existed to dominate the nation.
In the South, editors such as Forsyth protested the blatant abuse of “natural”
government by such forces as the Northern emigrant societies.15

A trip to New York City in the late summer of 1855 seemed to harden
Forsyth’s perception of the sectional rift. The northern excursion served several
purposes. The ¤rst and most practical reason was to escape the brutal seasonal
heat of Mobile. Second, Forsyth appeared to be toying with the idea of leaving
the Register for a more lucrative market. While in New York he toured the
of¤ces of the Herald, the Times, and the Tribune. Observing the lack of a true
southern Democratic paper, and perhaps with himself in mind, Forsyth re-
ported: “To a man of proper character and parts, and backed by the necessary
capital to make a successful start, a true States Rights and Southern newspaper
in this city opens the most splendid of modern enterprises.” Finally, the month-
long visit allowed the perceptive editor a chance to gauge for himself the pre-
vailing sentiments of his Northern brethren regarding the territorial issues. The
sentiments he observed were indeed disturbing. He felt the Northern press was
guilty of promoting a “spirit of unrestrained violence.” By the time he was
ready to return to Alabama, he concluded: “If the Democratic principle of faith
does not save the Union, it will not be saved.”16

The ideological debate (or what Forsyth had previously referred to as the “ab-
straction”) over the Kansas-Nebraska Act soon gave way to a physical struggle
to control the anticipated vote on slavery. Having lost the battle in Congress,
the antislavery forces determined not to lose the literal war. In May of 1854,
Senator William H. Seward threw down the gauntlet: “Come on then gentle-
men of the slave states—since there is no escaping your challenge, I accept it
on behalf of the cause of freedom. We will engage in a competition for the
virgin soil of Kansas, and God give the victory to the side which is stronger in
numbers as it is in might.”17 Placing the blame squarely on Northerners deter-
mined to “precipitate an abolition population from New England upon the
territory with a view to shape future destinies,” Forsyth and his fellow editors
answered the challenge. Claiming that they were occupying the high ground,
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the Register announced that “while the South is not disposed to push its insti-
tutions on a people that do not want it, it will not be satis¤ed to be cheated out
of a virgin country, admirably adapted to slave labor, by the affective of¤cious-
ness of intermeddling abolitionists. It has therefore to choose between losing its
vast stake in this new region of settlement, or meet the movements of its ene-
mies by counteracting action.”18

As the competing factions poured in and proslavery and antislavery groups
formed rival governments, the South, becoming increasingly paranoid regard-
ing its position in the Union, decided to ¤ght ¤re with ¤re. Although Forsyth
piously complained of the “daring outlaws of Kansas who have brought their
treason” and the “fanatics and traitors who have been hoping to convulse the
society and obtain a triumph for the villainous cause,” he realized that only
Southern intervention would balance the scales. Forsyth concluded that the
only way to accomplish a just solution was to “raise money and send Southern
men who desire to emigrate in whose strong arms and ¤rm hearts, our rights,
interests, and power will ¤nd protection.”19

To answer what the South perceived as clearly a one-sided Northern provo-
cation, appeals soon appeared for aid to the rightful inhabitants of Kansas.
An 1855 correspondent wrote the Register, saying: “Men of the South! Would
you preserve your equality in the Union! Would you protect your property
from the reckless rapacity of agrarian legislation? Would you defend your fami-
lies from outrage—Your ¤resides from pollution—your beautiful country from
the bloodshed and horrors of servile war? To Arms!” This writer concluded that
“if [Kansas] is surrendered to our enemies, the Nebraska bill is worthless; our
equality in the U.S. Senate gone; and the doom of the South unalterably
¤xed.”20

One of the more daring efforts to transport Alabama men and money into
the troubled area came under the leadership of one Colonel Jefferson Buford.
Buford came through Mobile seeking support in March of 1856. Forsyth
heartily endorsed this “patriotic undertaking” to lead a band of Southern emi-
grants to Kansas. Colonel Buford pitched his plan to a group of leading Mobile
citizens (including Forsyth) at the Battle House Hotel. Convinced that the ef-
fort needed cash more than ready men, Forsyth issued an appeal to civic pride:
“We hope the contributions of Mobile will be generous and large in proportion
to the interest which the community has in this great question.” Noting the
sizable donations already committed by Georgia and South Carolina, Forsyth
admonished Mobilians to “imitate the example and back up the ¤rm determi-
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nation of Missouri, that the nefarious plottings of the Northern abolitionist
societies, Sharps ri®es to the contrary, notwithstanding, shall be defeated at all
hazards in Kansas.”21

The passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act was very signi¤cant for the nation
as well as Alabama speci¤cally. Neither Douglas’s objective of railway exten-
sion nor the South’s objective of slavery extension came to fruition. However,
at least four major results had long-term implications for the nation, state, and
Forsyth’s future. First, because of the passage of the act, positions both for and
against slavery became more ¤rmly entrenched. Although the South won the
legislative victory, the act, combined with the Fugitive Slave Law, the Ostend
Manifesto (which advocated the purchase or seizure of Cuba by the United
States), and the proslavery territorial government of Kansas, was a major defeat
in the propaganda war. Forsyth employed deadly serious (and prophetic) prose
when he noted that “if it be distinctly ascertained that the people of the North
deliberately resolved not to respond to the guarantee of slavery, then should the
South organize an independent government, and protect its rights by force.”22

Second, the debate over the act forever corrupted the concept of popular
sovereignty. Partisans both North and South would come to criticize Douglas
(and, in Alabama, Forsyth) for his doctrine of “squatter sovereignty.” The third
and perhaps most signi¤cant result of the act was the effect it had on the
Democratic Party. The act seriously damaged the power of the Democracy in
the free states and also upset the bisectional balance of power within the party.
After the act, the Northern wing of the party experienced fantastic losses. The
results of the 1854 congressional elections document the carnage. Sixty-six of
the ninety-one free-state Democrat incumbents went down to defeat. Only
seven of the forty-¤ve Northern representatives who voted for the act returned
to Congress. Whereas in 1852 the Democrats controlled all but two Northern
states, in 1854, the party lost all but two.23 Finally, Douglas’s legislative “tri-
umph” caused Democrats such as Forsyth to call for strict unity among what
was left of the national organization against the rise of new political factions.
In October of 1855, Forsyth warned that “the South has but to stand ¤rm and
be united to triumph over the most persevering and impassioned enemy that a
peaceful country was ever subjected to.” He also hoped that “the crisis coming
upon the country would lift true men of all parties above the miasmic vapor
of prejudice and partyism into the clear and upper atmosphere of principle.”24

In retrospect, Forsyth was overly optimistic, as the most drastic legacy of the
Kansas-Nebraska Act was the coming political realignment.

In December of 1855, Forsyth identi¤ed four parties among the “masses of
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the people”—the Democrats, the “Seward or Black Republicans,” the Free-Soil
Know-Nothings and the Southern Know-Nothings. For better or worse, each
of these parties faced signi¤cant change in 1855 and 1856. Forsyth did not
even include the Whig Party in his roster, stating that the Whigs were “so
poorly represented as hardly to be worth considering as an element of any
power.”25 After the demise of the Whigs, the Democrats looked forward to a
virtual free reign in the South. Competition between the Whigs and Democrats
had basically been between Southern partisans trying to outdo each other as
protectors of slavery and champions of the South. Democrats believed that the
victory in the Kansas-Nebraska ordeal proved the soundness of the national
Democracy regarding slavery and should eliminate all Southern opposition to
the Democratic Party. Although historians have produced many volumes con-
cerning the 1854–60 rise of the Republican Party, the fastest growing political
force in many parts of the nation (and particularly in Alabama) was actu-
ally not the antislavery Republicans but the antiforeign American or Know-
Nothing Party.26

Although antislavery rhetoric and actions reached fever pitch after the
Kansas-Nebraska Act, many in the nation saw a bigger threat in the form of
increasing (particularly Roman Catholic) immigration. Even though Ameri-
cans liked to imagine themselves as a “sanctuary for the world’s victims of
poverty and oppression,” anti-immigrant movements enjoyed great success
throughout early American history. Several secret fraternal organizations of na-
tivists emerged in the 1840s. One of these was the Order of the Star Spangled
Banner, a New York group, founded in 1849. When questioned about their
order, members replied, “I know nothing.” By 1854–55, the Know-Nothings
achieved national prominence, electing eight governors, more than one hundred
congressmen, the mayors of Boston, Philadelphia, and Chicago, as well as thou-
sands of local of¤cials.27

Since Mobile was one of the few Alabama Know-Nothing strongholds in the
1850s, a few details about the organization are in order. Economic dislocation
as well as religious prejudice brought many members streaming into the party.
Nationwide, immigration reached new heights in the 1840s and 1850s. Be-
tween 1846 and 1855 more than three million immigrants arrived in the
United States. This ¤gure represented 15 percent of the 1845 population—the
highest percentage increase in U.S. history. To put these numbers in perspec-
tive, consider that although immigration had never reached an annual rate of
one hundred thousand before 1842 nor two hundred thousand before 1847, it
exceeded four hundred thousand three times between 1851 and 1855. In 1850,
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the city of Mobile contained 4,086 foreign-born citizens. By 1860, the foreign-
born total reached 7,061—an increase of 72.81 percent.28 Each immigrant rep-
resented a potential competitor in the workplace and, as such, stirred much
resentment.

Economic dislocation was certainly a major fear that led people into the
nativist fold. However, since 87 percent of all immigrants went to free states,
numbers alone cannot explain the party’s Southern drawing power. In the
South, with few crowded cities, Forsyth could rhapsodically condemn nativ-
ism, stating: “nothing more sel¤sh, contracted or bigoted, can be conceived in
morals or politics, and nothing more shortsighted and unpatriotic when viewed
in relation to the best interest of the country, with its boundless territorial waste
and wilderness awaiting development, and eager to wave with yellow grain and
blossom like the rose under the toiling hands of labor.”29 Religious prejudice
also played a role in the party’s brief Southern success. Southerners, like their
Northern Protestant counterparts, harbored much animosity toward Roman
Catholics. Since, after the 1840s, more than half of the immigrants were Ro-
man Catholic, the Know-Nothing Party appealed to many Southerners, espe-
cially in Mobile. Mobile had a larger than usual Roman Catholic population,
going back to its founding as a French settlement. By the end of the 1850s,
membership in the Roman Catholic Church ran a close second to the Method-
ist, and the value of Roman Catholic Church property more than doubled its
closest rival denomination.30

At least three factors led to the Know-Nothing hatred of Roman Catho-
lics. First, the perception existed that the Catholics, blindly loyal to the Pope,
forced their religion on others. Catholic Archbishop John Hughes of New York
once wrote: “The object we hope to accomplish is to convert all pagan nations,
and all Protestant nations. Protestantism is effete, powerless, dying out . . . and
conscious that its last moment is come when it is ¤nally set, face to face,
with Catholic truth.”31 A second perception was the notion of the Catholic as
drunkard. As one contemporary noted, “It is liquor which ¤lls so many Catho-
lic homes with discord and violence, darkens newspaper columns with so many
accounts of Irish rows, brawls, and faction-¤ghts, ¤lls our prisons with Irish
culprits, and makes the gallows hideous with so many Catholic murderers.”32

Finally, the Catholics, attacking the godlessness of public schools, sought tax
support for Catholic schools or tax relief for parents who sent their children to
such schools.

Although sheer immigration numbers did not excessively affect Alabama,
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and, outside of Mobile, there was no large Roman Catholic concentration in
the state, the Know-Nothing party did brie®y become a powerful force in Ala-
bama politics and a major concern for Forsyth. In Alabama, the rise of the
Know-Nothing Party had far greater political than ideological implications.33

Although the decline of the Whig Party in Alabama and the rise of the Know-
Nothing Party were obviously related, the question is, which caused the other?
Already weakened by the Compromise of 1850 and its subsequent secession
movement, the Whigs did not survive the Kansas-Nebraska ¤ght. In Alabama,
redrawn legislative districts, the national Democratic nomination of Alabamian
William Rufus King for vice president in 1852, the appointment of Mobile
Democrat John Archibald Campbell to the United States Supreme Court, and
most important, the abolitionist sentiment of many Northern Whigs, ¤nished
off the statewide organization.34 Traditional scholarship held that the Know-
Nothing movement emerged in the vacuum created by the disappearance of the
Whig Party. The party gained as much strength from its availability to political
refugees as from its anti-Catholicism. Newer research seems to indicate that
intensi¤ed prejudice against Catholics, hostility to politicians, and impatience
with the established parties caused the formation of the Know-Nothing Party,
which, in turn, led to, rather than bene¤ted from, the collapse of the Whigs.35

Regardless of how they came into existence, the Know-Nothings presented
a very real threat. In 1854, the party experienced great success at the national,
state, and local levels. In Massachusetts, the entire state senate and 376 out
of 378 state representatives came from the American Party. In the 1854 Ala-
bama elections, the party furnished the mayors of both Montgomery and Mo-
bile. The American Party held a state convention in 1855 and also set up the
Montgomery Mail as its statewide organ. Nativism temporarily became an issue
almost as important as slavery. By the spring of 1855, Democrats across Ala-
bama began to plan for the upcoming state elections and for the 1856 presi-
dential race.36

Forsyth and the state Democratic organization began a calculated assault on
the Know-Nothing Party. The goal of Forsyth and his colleagues was to paint
the American Party as a danger equal with Republicanism. This attack centered
on three issues. First, Forsyth claimed that, American Party propaganda not-
withstanding, the Know-Nothings were not a “Southern” party. After the 1855
state elections, Forsyth failed to comprehend “how a secret order, imported
from the North with all its paraphernalia, signs, oaths, grips, etc., could reason-
ably be an invention got up especially for the bene¤t of the South.” Perhaps
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overly paranoid, Forsyth saw the “obtrusion of the Know-Nothing question
into Southern politics as an event calculated and certain to divide and weaken
the South in its vital struggle with the powers of Abolitionism.”37

Second, Forsyth blamed the Know-Nothing Party for Republican victories
in the North and feared that the party’s continued existence could jeopardize
the Democratic chances in the 1856 presidential race. In Forsyth’s mind, the
nation only needed two political parties. The Democratic Party—“defending
the Constitution and the rights of the states, standing un®inchingly on the
Nebraska legislation and maintaining the right and the justice of the repeal of
the Missouri Compromise”—countered the Republican Party—“warring upon
the Constitution, the Bible, the Union and the Nebraska legislation, as all so
many monuments of the Southern institution of Slavery, upon which they have
declared a deadly and Carthaginian warfare.” If the Know-Nothings were in-
deed sympathetic to the Southern cause as they claimed, then Forsyth won-
dered: “Where is the necessity of this separate and distinctive organization in
this State or in any State in the South? Where the need of two parties aiming
at one end and animated by the same purpose?” Having seen the Republicans
elect a Speaker of the United States House of Representatives owing to bicker-
ing between rival Democratic factions, Forsyth feared similar results in the
coming presidential race, stating, “The American Party cannot by any possi-
bility elect its candidate before the people. The best and worst it can do is to
defeat the Democratic nominee and elect the abolition candidate.”38

Finally, Forsyth saw Know-Nothingism as dangerous because it distracted
the attention of the electorate from the more important issue of slavery and
abolitionism. As 1855 came to a close and the national election year ap-
proached, Forsyth wrote: “As the slavery question is to be the great issue that
will loom up and absorb all others, in the presidential election, it is perfectly
obvious that all minor and collateral issues will be ignored and forgotten as
the combat on the main point thickens.” According to Forsyth, the Know-
Nothings represented just such a “minor and collateral issue.” The American
Party organization was “beating its party drums, blowing its party whistles and
looking after its party interests, while the Republic is in danger and serious men
are pondering the means of defense.” Likewise, “The foreign and religious fea-
tures of Know Nothingism, taken in their largest signi¤cance, were of small
moment to this section of the Union when compared with the overshadowing
issue which every man saw had to be settled with the enemies of our domestic
peace and safety.”39

William J. Cooper Jr. compared the Know-Nothing Party to a meteor. Like
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the celestial object, the party appeared initially as a bright ®ame, then, just
as rapidly, burned out. The party could not survive a plunge into the politics
of slavery. Much like the Whigs, the Know-Nothing Party had to take a stand
on the Kansas-Nebraska Act. At their national convention of 1856, Know-
Nothing delegates split over the slavery issue. The defeat of a platform plank
calling for the restoration of the Missouri Compromise and the adoption of a
vague, proslavery platform drove many delegates out of the meeting. After the
defeat in 1856, the party died. The “Northern Americans” gave up their dream
of a separate party and fused into the Republican Party.40 John Forsyth pro-
nounced both a eulogy for the Northern wing of the party as well as an invi-
tation for the Southern: “They will ¤nd that ‘Americanism’ is dead at the North
and has become swallowed up, with rare individual exceptions, in the voracious
jaws of Black Republicanism. It is to the Democratic Party alone that the South
and the country can look for salvation and championship in the struggle with
Seward fanaticism.”41

The rise of “Seward fanaticism” posed a de¤nite threat to Forsyth’s Demo-
cratic Party. Described by its enemies as a “rag-tag group of Free-Soilers, abo-
litionists, disgruntled Whigs, unhappy Democrats, Know-Nothings, and oppo-
nents of the Kansas-Nebraska Act,” the Republicans had a vision of attaining
majority party status among antislavery groups. The demise of the Whig Party,
coupled with the emergence of the Know-Nothings, led to a competition in the
North for the right to be the main opponent of the Democrats. The Republican
Party traced its origin back to 1854 when these various groups organized pro-
test meetings against the “Nebraska outrage.” Calling their organization (suc-
cessively) Anti-Nebraska, Fusion, People’s, and Independent party, the name
Republican caught on.42

With the national Whigs no longer a factor, the Republicans had to compete
with the Know-Nothings for the loyalty of a block of voters both anti-Catholic
and antislavery. The problem the Republicans faced was convincing the voters
that slavery was more of a threat to American values, rights, and liberties than
was Roman Catholicism. Although on the surface it appeared that the Repub-
licans and Know-Nothings could simply blend into one party, two problems
prevented this merger. The ¤rst centered on basic ideological differences. While
the antislavery movement did grow out of the same evangelical Protestant mi-
lieu as nativism, the abolitionists, Free-Soilers, antislavery Whigs, and later the
Republicans denounced the antiforeigner movement as a form of bigotry, not
so unlike slavery.43 Second, the Republicans, much like Forsyth (but from a
different angle) felt the nativist cause distracted from the real issues. Charles A.
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Dana of the New York Tribune stated that “neither the Pope nor the foreigner
can ever govern the country or endanger its liberties, but the slave breeders and
slave traders do govern it.”44

Escalating their antislavery rhetoric, the Republican Party condemned not
just the sin but the sinner. The 1850s marked a de¤nite change in the philoso-
phies of political parties. Majority rule came to be seen as the elimination of
the minority. A political opponent was not just one who held a differing opin-
ion but one who sought to destroy a way of life. Thus, Forsyth stated that the
contest between the Republicans and the Democrats was a “war of extermina-
tion” waged against social institutions. The election became the “holy work of
putting down the treasonable, insane conspiracy against the peace of the South-
ern States and the Constitution of the Union.”45

This abstract battle between the opposing forces took concrete form in May
of 1856. South Carolina Representative Preston Brooks physically assaulted
(with a cane) Massachusetts Senator Charles Sumner in retaliation for Sumner’s
“Crime Against Kansas” speech. In the speech, Sumner pushed for the admis-
sion of Kansas as a free state, exposed the “inherent evil nature” of Southerners,
and insulted Brook’s relative, Andrew P. Butler. Brooks’s violent response did
wonders for the Republican Party. Sumner broke new ideological ground by
attacking the morality of slaveholders themselves. The caning of Sumner served
to focus attention on the divisive nature of slavery to the exclusion of other
issues. Although Forsyth questioned the wisdom of the choice of location for
the assault, he did feel that “Sumner has been well whipped” and “got no more
than he deserved.” As Sumner’s biographer noted, when violence of this nature
took place in the halls of Congress, could the Union long endure? Ralph Waldo
Emerson (a friend of Sumner) lamented: “I do not see how a barbarous com-
munity and a civilized community can constitute one state. I think we must
get rid of slavery, or we must get rid of freedom.”46

For Forsyth and the Register, the ¤rst half of 1856 was consumed with com-
ments on the coming presidential election. As the Alabama State Democratic
Convention prepared to convene in January, Forsyth warned that “a new period
in our history is at hand, when the power of the Democratic people is again to
be severely tested.” When the year started, each daily edition of the Register
carried a banner endorsing President Pierce for reelection. Forsyth believed
Pierce had ful¤lled all expectations of Southerners. The president had tried to
obtain Cuba, he opened the remainder of the Louisiana Purchase to the possi-
bility of slavery, and he had vigorously attempted to enforce the Fugitive Slave
Law. Forsyth approvingly exclaimed that Pierce’s record was “as pure and spot-
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less as any man who was born and lives South of the Potomac,” and he was the
“loyal and eloquent advocate of the just rights of the slave States to immunity
from anti-slavery disturbance and interference.” Forsyth also worried that if the
South rejected Pierce, it would be dif¤cult to ever get another Northern man
to stand up for Southern Rights. Most importantly, Forsyth believed that any
attempt to replace Pierce as the party’s nominee could lead to a disruption that
might, in turn, hand the election to the Republicans. This campaign was not
the time to allow internal party politics to explode. Forsyth, trying to be a
moderate voice, wrote, “in our party bickerings and controversies, cannot we
of the South disagree and dispute without doing injustice to the true friends of
our common cause, and without putting the union in jeopardy by an act which
tends immediately to sectionalize and abolitionize the entire North. In other
words, in our hot pursuit of party triumphs, cannot we pause a moment to
think of our country?”47 Taking a stand opposite of that which he had taken in
1850–52 (but one to which he would return in 1860), Forsyth pushed for a
national ticket/platform as opposed to a more Southern position.

Pierce was, however, not without his critics. Many Northern Democrats
complained that the Pierce administration’s acquiescence to the slavery faction
had upset domestic tranquility, hurt the Democratic Party, and subsequently
weakened the Union. On the other hand, his appointment of some antislavery
men to patronage positions and his alleged sponsorship of antislavery resolu-
tions while in the New Hampshire legislature pushed some Southern Demo-
crats forever away from the Pierce wing of the party. By the mid-1850s, the
president found himself assaulted from both sides. It was impossible to con-
vince Northern Democratic voters to accept a program of slave extension, and
it was equally dif¤cult to persuade the South to relinquish the disproportionate
power that resulted from slavery.48

Forsyth saw the upcoming campaign as a “war to the knife” and a “life and
death struggle.” Even before the nominee was known, he was (at least out-
wardly) con¤dent of a Democratic Party victory. His optimism was based on
several factors. First, he felt the Democracy was ¤ghting for a “sacred cause.”
The struggle was one of self-defense and clearly backed by the Constitution.
Second, the issues were crystal clear and could not be hidden or evaded. Ac-
cording to Forsyth, there was “no alternative but resistance.” Finally, victory
was certain because the Democrats were still the only national party. It was
crucial that the Democratic partisans not let distractions take their focus off of
the ultimate goal. He suggested a new motto for the party: “Everything for the
cause and nothing for men.”49
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By late spring of 1856, Forsyth began hedging his bets. Under the bold
printed endorsement of Pierce, he began to add the words “subject to the deci-
sion of the National Convention.” Selected from the state of Alabama at large
as a delegate to the convention, Forsyth realized that the nomination could go
to Pierce, Douglas, or Pennsylvania’s James Buchanan. Unlike ¤ve years earlier,
Forsyth was now acting like an unwavering party man. He wrote that “it is
fortunate that in such a choice the Republic can suffer no detriment, and that
upon whichsoever of them it falls, the Democratic Party will be satis¤ed, and
support him with a cordial enthusiasm, and the whole people will ¤nd a sure
presage of a wise and patriotic administration, in the integrity, honor, and
statesmanship of the candidate.”50

The 1856 Democratic National Convention opened in Cincinnati on the
¤rst Monday of June. Forsyth and the Alabama delegation cast their votes for
President Pierce on each of the ¤rst ¤fteen ballots. No candidate could get the
needed vote total. After much discussion and back-room negotiations, on the
seventeenth ballot Buchanan received the (unanimous) nomination. James
Buchanan had a long and distinguished record of public service. Ten years of
service in the House, ten more in the Senate, and ¤ve years in the diplomatic
corps as minister to Russia and Britain, all gave credence to his candidacy.
However, perhaps Buchanan’s most desirable quality was the fact that, unlike
both Pierce and Douglas, he had been out of the country during the Kansas-
Nebraska controversy and thus had no “taint of responsibility.”51 Forsyth was a
part of the of¤cial delegation that conveyed the wishes of the convention to
Buchanan on his farm in Lancaster.52 Soon after the nomination, the Register
(quickly changing its headline endorsement) referred to “old Buck” as “the man
whom we would point at among all others, as the one best calculated to
con¤rm the wavering, and unite those already strong, in the Democratic faith.”
Forsyth was likewise pleased with the party platform. In a letter written from
Cincinnati, he stated it was “sound as a nut.” He had nothing but praise for the
Northern delegates for their willingness to stand up for Southern principles. In
fact, he reported, they “would have made it stronger if language could have
done it, and the South had desired it.”53

When John Forsyth returned home from the Democratic Convention, he
still realized an important struggle lay ahead. In his (somewhat partisan) opin-
ion, the convention was “the most important political assemblage in the annals
of American History since the convention that debated and framed the Con-
stitution of the United States.” The Register chief saw the “Black Republicans”
as preparing to ¤ght a war to the death against the social institutions of the
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South. The coming political season had “consequences so momentous as to
defy description.” The editor warned his readers that the presidential canvass
would determine “whether the power of the federal government shall pass into
the hands of the abolitionists and be wielded for Southern destruction or
whether the Constitution which guarantees Southern safety shall be maintained
as the permanent law of the Union.” According to Forsyth, a simple compre-
hension of political mathematics should be enough to alarm any Southerner. If
no more slave states entered the Union, the South would soon lose its power in
the U.S. Senate. He envisioned a scenario whereby the Congress would in rapid
succession repeal the Fugitive Slave Law, amend the Three-Fifths Compromise,
and with the resulting legislative majorities, pass an amendment to abolish slav-
ery in the entire nation.54

Forsyth’s involvement in the campaign of 1856 was just beginning when the
Register, on July 24, abruptly issued this notice: “John Forsyth, Esq., the Editor
of this paper left this city, yesterday, for Washington City, whither he has been
called by his recent appointment as Minister to Mexico.”55 President Pierce,
now in a virtual “lame-duck” status, apparently rewarded Forsyth’s support
with the appointment to replace the recently resigned James Gadsden. The of¤-
cial noti¤cation came from Secretary of State William L. Marcy in a commu-
nication dated 4 August 1856. When news of the appointment became public,
a distinguished group of Mobile citizens, “without reference to party,” sent
Forsyth a letter requesting the privilege of hosting a dinner in his honor. The
Register printed Forsyth’s reply—one of his most heartfelt and perceptive writ-
ings ever. After the obligatory thanks (yet declining the offer), Forsyth became
re®ective, “as a Southern Man speaking to Southern Men.” Expressing long-
held fears, the editor, now in his mid-forties, wrote of the Union “in imminent
danger from a wild spirit of revolution which has demented the Northern
Mind.” If that “revolutionary party” won the election, Forsyth concluded,
“questions of the utmost gravity that can be presented to a people, will imme-
diately demand solution.” While not exactly sure what the solutions were,
Forsyth knew that, ¤rst, “we cannot with safety and honor submit to a govern-
ment based upon Black Republican principles,” and, second, “the crisis de-
mands a thorough union of hearts, hands, and votes at the South.”56

A second such “valedictory” provoked a hostile rejoinder on the pages of the
New York Times. On 6 October 1856, the Times reprinted a lengthy writing in
which Forsyth bid farewell to his Register readers. In the address, Forsyth noted:
“The integrity of the Federal Union depends on the election, by the popular
vote, of James Buchanan.” A “Black Republican” victory would be tantamount
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to a “revolution” that would be just cause for leaving the Union. The new min-
ister concluded that while he would not take action against the Union, disunion
held no fear, “as a Southern man,” if forced upon him. The Times blasted
Forsyth as the “newly appointed Minister to Mexico, who with his commission
and out¤t in his pocket, and a sworn servant of the Union, preaches up treason
to his employer.” The Northern journal also suspected sinister motives behind
Forsyth’s proclamations. His fear over the coming election could stem from the
fact that he needed a Democratic victory to keep his newly acquired position.57

By 1856, Northern and Southern editors were hurling blame and the labels
of revolutionaries and traitors at each other. The sectional issues—once naively
thought solved by the Compromise of 1850—became more pronounced in the
¤rst years of the “critical decade.” Thus was the state of the Union as John
Forsyth sailed for Mexico.
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At the 1856 Democratic National Convention, John Forsyth had led
an unsuccessful effort to renominate President Franklin Pierce. Forsyth, the
head of the Alabama delegation, remained stubbornly loyal to Pierce long after
most of the party regulars had abandoned the cause. Apparently appreciative of
such allegiance, Pierce, two months later, appointed the Mobile editor to re-
place General James Gadsden as United States Minister to Mexico. Gadsden,
best remembered for the successful negotiations that resulted in the last cession
of territory needed to complete the current boundaries of the continental
United States, had faced recall after repeated complaints by the Mexican gov-
ernment. This was not the ¤rst time Forsyth’s name had come up for a diplo-
matic post. In 1854 he was touted as a possible appointment to the consulate
at Havana, Cuba. One letter, endorsed by twenty-¤ve members of Congress,
noted his “high order of talents, undoubted patriotism, and a devotion to the
best interest of the country.” Another, sent by Alabama Senators Clement C.
Clay and Benjamin Fitzpatrick, praised his “attainments as a scholar and a law-
yer.” Forsyth’s Mexican tenure as “Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary” was, without doubt, the most frustrating period of his life. Having to
deal with what he believed to be an inferior society, coupled with what he felt
was a treacherous betrayal by the Buchanan administration, Forsyth ended his
two-year diplomatic stint with the bitter conviction that he had been “sacri¤ced
on the altar of duty.”1 Between 1856 and 1858, Forsyth experienced a humili-
ating rejection of personally conceived and negotiated treaties, received pressure
from his own administration to pursue schemes he believed to be ill-advised
and possibly illegal, prematurely recognized a revolutionary government on his
own authority, broke off relations with his host country over a questionable
cause, and left the foreign post under duress from both the Mexican and
American administrations.

William L. Marcy, United States secretary of state under Pierce, wrote to
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Forsyth that, “owing to the past disturbed state of Mexico and to other causes,
our relations with that republic require particular attention at this time.” For-
syth arrived in Mexico during the period of Mexican history known as the
Reforma. The process that led to the disenchantment of the Liberal Mexican
Reforma leaders can be traced back at least to Mexico’s independence from
Spain (1821). President Buchanan did not exaggerate when, in his Second An-
nual Message to Congress, he stated that, “Mexico has been in a state of con-
stant revolution almost since it achieved its independence. One military leader
after another has usurped the government in rapid succession; and the various
constitutions from time to time adopted have been set at naught almost as soon
as they were proclaimed.” The facts certainly bear him out. From independence
to the Ayutla Revolt (the initial event of the Reforma), Mexico experienced
forty-¤ve government changes. The average life span of a government during
this period was nine months. Five successive constitutions served as the law of
the land during the three decades of tumult. Accompanying the political chaos
was a marked physical decimation of the proud nation. Before the Treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo, Mexico claimed 1,725,000 square miles of land. After
the treaty and the subsequent Gadsden Purchase, the total area dropped to
767,000 square miles.2

Mexico in the ¤rst half of the nineteenth century faced many important and
divisive issues. Most prominent were the ideas of political legitimacy, constitu-
tional government, relations between the center (Mexico City) and regions, the
impact of Liberalism, types of social arrangements and land ownership, prob-
lems of the political economy, and above all, the relationship between church
and state. Complicating these issues was the competition between various
groups within the nation that claimed exclusive responsibility for their solution.
Prior to the Reforma, several groups “shared” power. The Roman Catholic
Church, army, private militias, landed gentry, guilds, commercial corporations,
and even Indian communal villages, all vied for regional or national authority.
While most likely oversimplifying the situation, the Liberals and Conservatives
formed the two basic political divisions in Mexico, and as such, competed for
Forsyth’s attention and support. To the Liberals, the process between indepen-
dence and Ayutla was “a continuing liberal and democratic struggle against the
forces of political and clerical oppression, social injustice, and economic exploi-
tation.” The Liberals gained their support from a wide cross-section of society.
The progressive element of the metropolitan Creole elite and urban intelligent-
sia as well as provincial lawyers, landowners, professionals, and some army of¤-
cers could be numbered in the Liberal camp. A surprising number of peasants
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and industrial workers were also of the Liberal persuasion. Many in the former
group saw the Liberal program as a way to end social and ethnic injustices while
members of the latter—growing in number owing to the rise of the urban fac-
tory workers—found little comfort in the status quo. Both groups saw the Lib-
eral movement as an outlet for basic discontent.3

Regardless of their background, Liberals held certain principles dear. They
were in favor of individualism, were antimonarchy, felt the Indian communal
properties (ejido) system hindered loyalty to the state, and, most important, felt
the Roman Catholic Church was too powerful. Richard Sinkin stated that
the “tap-root of radicalism in Mexico was then detestation of the Catholic
Church.”4 The church was an all-encompassing power that affected almost
every aspect of Mexican life, literally from birth to death. Roman Catholicism
had dominated the Mexican power structure since colonial days because of its
great economic wealth and legal privilege. The tremendous wealth came from
both real estate and invested capital—both of which Liberals believed ensured
the status of the church and obstructed the country’s development. The privi-
leges ( fueros) of the church ranged from tax exemptions to jurisdiction in crimi-
nal cases.5

The Conservatives, on the other hand, viewed the process of the same period
as “a succession of senseless efforts to destroy Hispanic traditions, to substanti-
ate alien ideals and values, and by so doing, to condemn the country to per-
petual anarchy, dictatorship, and moral corruption.” Conservative support
came from absentee communal landowners, large merchants, army of¤cers, pro-
monarchists, and high clergy, as well as a great number of the impoverished
laity. The church’s view of government was indeed simple. The best that one
could expect from any civil government was for that institution to support and
defend the Roman Catholic Church. Centralism was therefore the most effec-
tive way to run the nation. Man, because of his sinful nature, could not be
expected to govern himself wisely. God instituted the church to basically pro-
tect himself from man. Long before the days of Iturbide, Roman Catholicism
was the of¤cial, protected religion of the nation. Religious toleration was a
doctrine of the devil himself. Any Liberal attempt at reform faced clerical op-
position.6

The initial event of the Reforma came during the ¤nal act of General
Antonio López de Santa Anna’s many performances as Mexico’s ruler. When
Santa Anna took of¤ce in April of 1853, the rules of his regime included reli-
gious intolerance, strong central government, the abolition of the federal system
and popular voting, a strong army, and no congresses. These affronts to Liber-
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alism, coupled with what its leaders viewed as the disgraceful loss of land to the
United States by the Gadsden Purchase, solidi¤ed the opposition of both the
Liberals and some moderate conservatives. Mexico appeared ripe for a Liberal
uprising comparable to those underway in the United States and Europe in the
mid-nineteenth century.7

Opposition to Santa Anna was most pronounced in the southern state of
Guerrero. General Juan Álvarez ruled this isolated area as his feudal domain.
Seeing his local autonomy threatened, Álvarez protested Santa Anna’s demand
for central authority. Objection turned to mutiny, and mutiny evolved into in-
surrection. Led by Álvarez, along with General Thomas Moreno, Colonel
Florencio Villareal, and Colonel Ignacio Comonfort, the rebels withdrew rec-
ognition of the Santa Anna regime. The 1854 “Plan of Ayutla” (named for
the town from which it was proclaimed) called for the removal of Santa Anna,
the election of a provisional president by representatives appointed by the
commander-in-chief of the revolutionary army, and an “extraordinary” con-
gress to produce a new constitution.8

Important Liberal leaders such as Benito Juárez, Melchor Ocampo, Ponciano
Arriaga, and Ignacio Ramiréz saw the overthrow of the old regime as the “re-
newal of the liberal struggle to complete the work of independence by remov-
ing the last vestiges of Mexico’s colonial heritage.” However, as Forsyth soon
discovered, the word “complete” was obviously inaccurate. The Liberals entered
a grave period. James C. Scott described this revolutionary moment as an “in-
terregnum.” As is true in most revolutions, the critical moment occurred be-
tween the moment when a previous regime disintegrated and the moment when
the new regime was ¤nally in place. As events unfolded, it became painfully
clear that the Ayutla revolt failed to secure internal tranquility. The Conserva-
tive forces had not been decisively defeated. Although the abdication of Santa
Anna deprived the Conservatives of a charismatic leader, they still held a for-
midable social and economic stranglehold on the populace. This Conservative
remnant played a crucial role in the other two major events of the Reforma
period—the civil war and the (post-Forsyth tenure) French intervention.9

After Ayutla, the Liberals formed a new government with Alvarez as presi-
dent. Comonfort served as minister of war, Ocampo was the minister of for-
eign affairs, while Juárez headed the ministry of justice. The leadership repre-
sented a new generation of reformers untainted by failures of previous Liberal
governments. The progressive leadership did not have the luxury of a honey-
moon period. Swift and extreme opposition awaited their earliest attempts at
reform. Initial efforts to eliminate military and ecclesiastical privilege created
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such an uproar, that, in December of 1855, Álvarez willingly resigned the presi-
dency in favor of Comonfort. Comonfort’s relatively moderate stance was per-
haps the only way to preserve what little gains the Liberals realized.10

It was into this chaotic environment that Forsyth, who confessed to Marcy
that diplomacy was a ¤eld “entirely new to me and in which I have no other
guide than the instructions of the Department and my own inexperienced
judgments,” cautiously entered. After a “pleasant run” of ¤ve and a half days
on the cutter McLeland, Forsyth arrived in the Mexican capital on 15 Octo-
ber 1856. A few days later, he sent word to his diplomatic counterpart, Juan
Antonio de la Fuente of a desire to arrange a formal meeting with the presi-
dent of the Mexican Republic.11 Forsyth presented his credentials to President
Comonfort on October 23. In an address prepared for the occasion, he pledged
that his mission would “bind our two countries together in the enduring bonds
of a cordial good-will, amity and peace.” In his response, Comonfort like-
wise vowed “every day more and more to cement the mutual friendly relations
which happily bind the two nations, which from the historical antecedents of
the two countries, the similarity in their forms of governments, their well-
comprehended interests and their destinies, should be cultivated with diligent
anxiety.”12 Unfortunately, this warm (albeit hypocritical) personal exchange
represented the high-water mark for both Forsyth and Comonfort in regards to
United States–Mexico relations.

President Pierce speci¤cally de¤ned Forsyth’s Mexican mission as having ¤ve
goals. The lame-duck president instructed Forsyth to negotiate a reduction in
certain Mexican trade tariffs, promote improved commercial relations between
the two nations, settle outstanding American claims against the new republic,
establish a postal treaty, and secure transit rights across the Tehuantepec isth-
mus. Forsyth’s ¤rst major diplomatic snafu came as a result of his attempt to
go beyond this charge. Less than three weeks after lamenting his lack of diplo-
matic experience, Forsyth went to great lengths to explain to Secretary Marcy
the inadequacy of United States’ policy toward its southern neighbor. Forsyth
felt that a conventional diplomatic approach would not secure lasting advantage
for the United States. Writing to Marcy in November of 1856, he noted the
“prevalent and growing sentiment among intelligent Mexicans, is that without
the intervention, aid, or guarantee of the United States in some form or other,
a stable Government can never be secured to this people.” Unlike many South-
erners in the United States who favored a policy of land acquisition, Forsyth
promoted a plan whereby the United States could “enjoy all the fruits of an-
nexation without its responsibilities and evils.” Lest one think that Forsyth har-
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bored an enlightened view of diplomacy, consider that one of the main bene¤ts
he saw in his protectorate scheme was that it would “secure for our countrymen
the enjoyment of the rich resources of the Mexican country, without the dan-
ger of introducing, into our social and political system, the ignorant masses of
the Mexican people.”13

In fairness to Forsyth, one must note that the protectorate idea also had
support among some of the Liberal leaders in Mexico. Mexican Minister of
Foreign Affairs Miguel Lerdo de Tejada (who had replaced Antonio) broached
the subject with Forsyth in a meeting held on 16 December 1856. Still smart-
ing from the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo and the Gadsden Purchase, many
Liberal leaders saw the investment of U.S. dollars as a defensive maneuver—the
only way to avoid future annexations.14 Lerdo boasted to Forsyth that the cur-
rent Mexican government was the best and most liberal in the nation’s history.
However, the Mexican diplomat was also convinced that the regime “could not
sustain itself against the disorganizing element now unhappily rife throughout
the country, without the pecuniary aid of some friendly power.” Lerdo felt out
Forsyth as to the possibilities of large loans from the United States in exchange
for commercial and/or transit privileges. Along with a transcript of this meet-
ing, forwarded by Forsyth to the State Department, the American minister
stated his opinion that the time was right to take advantage of Mexico’s dire
¤nancial straits. Forsyth admitted the plan would be expensive but, in his judg-
ment, “it is not easy to perceive how a few millions can be disbursed from our
plethoric Treasury with superior results and pro¤t and advantage.”15

Lerdo’s resignation a few days after his interview with Forsyth did not deter
the novice diplomat’s optimism regarding the protectorate idea. Con¤dent that
President Comonfort was willing to make a deal, Forsyth believed the new
Mexican Minister of Foreign Relations, Ezequiel Montes, shared views similar
to Lerdo. Correct in his assumption, Forsyth, on 2 February 1856, submitted
drafts of the Montes-Forsyth treaties—three treaties and one convention. The
¤rst treaty was a trade reciprocity arrangement, which provided for free trade
on mutual land and river frontiers. The second was a postal treaty while the
third dealt with speci¤c commercial provisions. The convention provided for a
joint commission to adjust private claims. The most signi¤cant part of the
treaty, however, was a loan provision—surpassing any authority given to For-
syth from Washington. Forsyth’s proposed treaty called for a loan to Mexico in
the amount of ¤fteen million dollars. Seven million dollars of the loan was to
remain in the treasury of the United States. Three million dollars of this total
would be used to settle American claims against Mexico while four million
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dollars would retire the English Convention Debt. The remaining eight million
dollars was to be paid to the Republic of Mexico upon rati¤cation of the treaty.
The intertwined duty and trade provisions in the Montes-Forsyth agreements
meant that rati¤cation guaranteed protectorate status.16 The language of the
treaty made clear that, without the loan, the entire deal was off. Inexcusably,
Forsyth held the expressed goals of the administration hostage to his own un-
authorized policy.

The Mexican Liberals considered the Montes-Forsyth treaties to be a great
diplomatic victory and lobbied for U.S. rati¤cation. The agreements would
minimize British in®uence by ending Mexican indebtedness and diverting most
Mexican foreign trade into U.S. sources. These provisions essentially repre-
sented what Lerdo had requested back in the previous December. Increased
trade with the United States resulting from frontier reciprocity, rebates on du-
ties, and regular steamer service promised to bind the economies of the na-
tions and attract a ®ood of Yankee capital and technology.17 Certainly Forsyth
could not also have helped but understand the importance of this deal for the
economy of Mobile, which, as a major Gulf of Mexico port, stood to pro¤t
tremendously from expanded Mexican trade.

Unfortunately for Forsyth, the President of the United States did not sup-
port his diplomatic effort. Before receiving any of¤cial notice, Forsyth attained
copies of the New York Herald, which contained news of Pierce’s rejection. Of¤-
cial news ¤nally arrived. In the last correspondence sent from the Pierce ad-
ministration to Forsyth, Secretary Marcy conveyed the president’s displeasure.
Marcy noted that Forsyth clearly overstepped his authority, stating, “As your
instructions had no reference to the subject of . . . a large loan by this Govern-
ment to Mexico—it required most deliberate consideration on his [Pierce’s]
part before taking any de¤nitive action upon it.”18 Even though Pierce did not
approve of the treaties and refused to submit them to the Senate for its advice,
being in the last days of his term, he did not speci¤cally reject the proposals—
leaving the fate of Forsyth’s handiwork to the new president, James Buchanan.

If Forsyth was discouraged by Pierce’s rebuke, he surely could not have been
optimistic over the chances of his treaties under Buchanan. The glowing, al-
beit late endorsement of the new president notwithstanding, the late Demo-
cratic convention was not the ¤rst time a Forsyth had clashed with Buchanan.
Some twenty years earlier, Buchanan unsuccessfully tried to convince President
Martin Van Buren to dump Forsyth’s father as his secretary of state. The senior
Forsyth repaid Buchanan’s hostility by rejecting the Pennsylvanian’s ¤rst report
as the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee (ironically dealing with
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Mexico). In a stinging memorandum, Forsyth Sr. had sarcastically remarked
that “the Committee seems to have had an imperfect knowledge of the facts in
relation to our affairs with Mexico.” The two men never again missed an op-
portunity to try to derail the career of the other. As late as 1840, Buchanan
worked feverishly behind the scenes to ensure that Forsyth Sr. did not become
the Democratic Party’s vice-presidential nominee.19 Forsyth Jr. was seen as a
leftover appointee who would have to be retained in order not to ruf®e the
feathers of the already-fragile Democratic Party family.

The younger Forsyth’s fears were realized when he received his ¤rst commu-
nication from the new administration. Lewis Cass, Marcy’s replacement as sec-
retary of state, informed Forsyth that Buchanan agreed with Pierce’s evaluation
of the treaties and, like his predecessor, refused to submit them to the Senate
for consideration. Cass conveyed instructions for Forsyth to communicate this
decision to the Mexican government as conclusive.20 Forsyth, perceiving the
rejection of his work as a personal affront, refused to give up without a ¤ght.

After receiving the bad news from both Marcy and Cass (in the same mail),
Forsyth composed a lengthy defense. His arguments centered on at least three
main points. First, he claimed that, while true enough his instructions did not
mention anything about loans, a door had opened, which he felt could not be
ignored. Comparing his unforeseen opportunity to that which befell negotia-
tors of the Louisiana Purchase, Forsyth justi¤ed his actions. Second, a policy of
direct land acquisition (especially popular with Buchanan) was not practical.
Forsyth noted that “in the Plan of Ayutla which brought the Comonfort gov-
ernment into power, the alienation of the national territory is deprecated as an
act little short of treasonable, and the President himself is pledged on the record
in the strongest terms, against ever consenting to it.” Finally, perhaps realizing
that his second argument would not dampen the administration’s appetite for
Mexican land, Forsyth demonstrated how his plan would eventually result in
land acquisition anyway. Forsyth stated that he “regarded a loan to Mexico as
a species of ®oating mortgage upon the territory of a poor neighbor, useless to
her, of great value to us, which in the end would be paid, could be paid with
honor, and could only be paid by a peaceable foreclosure with her consent.”
The minister believed that since it was impossible to acquire territory immedi-
ately, he “did the next best thing, which was to pave the way for the acquisition
hereafter.”21

Even after of¤cial communications from successive administrations, Forsyth
stubbornly pressed ahead. His diplomatic mistakes began to evolve from merely
“inexperienced judgments” to possible deception and insubordination. During
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a routine interview with Montes, the subject of the treaties came up. Forsyth
told Montes that the American government was on the verge of ratifying
the treaties. Encouraged by this report, Montes conveyed the information to
Comonfort. Forsyth even had the audacity to ask the American administra-
tion to speed up its approval of his treaties, as Comonfort would leave power
in a few months. Apparently trying to explain to Forsyth the meaning of “no,”
the administration reiterated its rejection of Forsyth’s work. Buchanan in-
formed Forsyth that the minister was mistaken in harboring any hope that the
Montes-Forsyth Treaty would ever see the light of the U.S. Senate. In words
strangely similar to the aforementioned used by John Forsyth Sr., President
Buchanan criticized the younger Forsyth’s “misapprehension which you obvi-
ously entertain respecting [Buchanan’s] views on the subject of further negotia-
tions.”22

In what was thought to be his ¤nal word on the Montes-Forsyth Treaty,
President Buchanan served notice that he would send his own drafts of treaties
for Forsyth to negotiate. The promised manuscripts arrived in July of 1857.
Apparently not wanting to leave anything to chance, the Buchanan administra-
tion clearly spelled out exactly what it desired—sending drafts (reported to be
in Buchanan’s own handwriting) of two treaties for Forsyth to present. One of
the treaties involved an attempt to adjust the Mexican-United States border to
acquire more Mexican territory. Buchanan had long dreamed of expanding the
borders of the United States at the expense of its weaker neighbor. The ad-
ministration instructed Forsyth to attempt to purchase the province of Lower
California, nearly all of Sonora, and the part of Chihuahua north of the thirty-
eighth parallel. The total sum to be offered was twelve million dollars with an
option to go as high as ¤fteen million. Recent historical events such as the
Gadsden Purchase convinced Buchanan that the Mexican leadership—public
professions to the contrary notwithstanding—would eventually be forced to
dispose of these remote holdings. Buchanan tried to convince Forsyth of the
potential impact of these negotiations, claiming that, if he succeeded, “This
will be productive of great and enduring bene¤ts to your country and entitle
your name to be enrolled in the list of her most distinguished Diplomatists.”23

It was at this point that Forsyth made a mistake all too common among
diplomats—he forgot that he was merely a conveyor of American policy, not a
formulator. Responding to Buchanan’s instructions in September 1857, Forsyth
claimed the proposals placed him in an “untenable” position. In a lengthy letter,
Forsyth elaborated on the inadequacies of Buchanan’s policy. He offered his
personal misgivings regarding both treaties. The purchase of Mexican territory
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was, according to Forsyth, “hopeless from the beginning.” The minister to
Mexico accepted Comonfort’s sincerity in his pledge that he would “sooner
throw himself from the Palace window” than surrender any more Mexican soil.
Comonfort con¤ded personally to Forsyth that “each President has his system.
The system of Don Antonio [Santa Anna] was to sell his country; mine is to
preserve it.”24

While lecturing the president of the United States on the shortcomings of
his orders obviously entails a lack of judgment, Forsyth’s next move bordered
on insubordination. Convinced that the boundary treaty was ill-advised, he
refused to submit it (much as Buchanan had refused to submit the Montes-
Forsyth Treaty to the U.S. Senate) to the Mexican minister of relations. For-
syth, who wrote that he was “thoroughly persuaded of the facts and unwilling
to jeopardize the in®uence I have been able, with great care and attention to
acquire with the government; unwilling to subject my own government to the
certainty of an of¤cial rebuff of its overtures,” requested an interview with
Comonfort to try to work out some other sort of agreement.25

The second document concerned access rights across the Isthmus of Tehuan-
tepec. As Cass noted, “the value and importance to Mexico of a Rail Road
across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec can scarcely be overestimated. In this the
United States are, also, deeply interested. The proximity of the Isthmus to our
shores, the salubrity of the climate, the adaptedness of the ground for the con-
struction of the Rail Road, and the great diminution of the distance in com-
parison with other more southern routes between our Atlantic and Paci¤c
possessions—all conspire to point it out as preferable to any other route of our
own territory.”26

Although Buchanan believed that an 1853 treaty (part of the Gadsden Pur-
chase agreement) guaranteed the United States the right of transit, he felt the
agreement should be “con¤rmed, extended and rendered more speci¤c.” In the
confused state of Mexican politics, several competing factions claimed to pos-
sess a legitimate grant allowing them to develop the transit route. In 1857
Colonel A. G. Sloo of New York organized the Tehuantepec Company for the
purpose of ful¤lling a contract to construct a rail passage across the isthmus.
Unable to raise enough money to pay the Mexican government for the con-
struction rights, he had borrowed a large sum from Francis P. Falconet, a British
citizen living in Mexico. After Sloo failed to pay his debt, Falconet took pos-
session of the contract. Sloo’s group, however, still felt they had the legal right
to pursue the project. To complicate matters even more, the Mexican govern-
ment had already sold the grant to a Mexican, Jose de Goray, in 1842.
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Also in 1857, the Louisiana Tehuantepec Company was formed with Emile
la Sére as president. Among the prominent backers of this venture were Louisi-
ana Senators Judah P. Benjamin and John Slidell. The new company’s charter
authorized Benjamin and la Sére to travel to Mexico to try to negotiate new
concessions from the Mexican government. Several weeks before this trip,
Slidell had visited President Buchanan to seek the administration’s support for
the Louisiana Company’s aspirations. The president was more than happy to
oblige. As la Sére and Benjamin prepared to depart for Mexico, Buchanan or-
dered Forsyth to “make known to the Mexican Government the object of their
missions and to give them such aid in its accomplishment as you may deem
advisable and effectual.”27

In the same correspondence in which Forsyth expressed disapproval of the
expansionist land purchase scheme, he likewise voiced reservations about the
proposed deal concerning the Tehuantepec transit rights. Forsyth’s objections
centered on two concerns. In the ¤rst place, the United States offered no mone-
tary compensation in exchange for the grant of such a right. Forsyth reminded
Buchanan that, ten years prior (when the Pennsylvanian was the secretary
of state), the United States offered Mexico ¤fteen million dollars for basically
the same right-of-way deal. This was most likely a not-so-subtle reminder of
Forsyth’s earlier failed diplomatic effort because, under his rejected treaties,
U.S. loans would have secured trade and transit preferences.

The second objection was much more personal in nature. Forsyth clearly
resented Buchanan’s sending of Benjamin and la Sére to conduct negotiations.
Forsyth reported that “my assistance has not been requested, nor have I been
consulted in any steps of the negotiations. Indeed from the attitude in which
the public credence and the public press have placed these gentlemen, my aid
was not at all needed. They have ¤gured in the papers of the capital as the
‘American negotiators.’ ” He went on to note that “report has taken the form of
open remark that Mr. Benjamin was possessed of secret and ample powers from
the Government and that, for the time being, the functions of the U.S. legation
in Mexico were in abeyance.” Even more wounding to Forsyth’s already injured
pride were the reports that he no longer had the con¤dence of the administra-
tion and that “a treaty would only be made after his recall.”28

Hurt feelings aside, the intrigue behind the Tehuantepec affair went much
deeper. Signi¤cantly, the major players in the drama all had connections to
major factions in the Democratic Party. Benjamin (whom Robert Toombs pro-
moted to replace Forsyth as minister to Mexico) and la Sére were both strong
Buchanan supporters. La Sére, reported in one contemporary source to have
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survived eighteen duels in his lifetime, co-owned a Louisiana newspaper with
Slidell, another strong Buchanan stalwart. Pierre Soulé, former U.S. minister to
Spain and, like Forsyth, a supporter of Stephen A. Douglas (Buchanan’s main
party rival), represented Sloo’s interest. Soulé, also a personal friend of Forsyth,
ironically was on the same steamer that transported Benjamin and la Sére to
Mexico. Soulé came to Mexico to try to regain the transit grant for the Sloo
faction. With Forsyth backing the Soulé mission, the Tehuantepec affair be-
came a microcosm of the United States’ Democratic Party squabbles.29

Two weeks after Forsyth submitted his objections to Washington, he pro-
ceeded to make a bad situation even worse by offering unsolicited views of what
he felt to be a more suitable course of action. Once again, he directed the ad-
ministration’s attention back to his rejected treaties of the previous February.
He still believed he could secure a deal based on what he had already negoti-
ated, with only minor adjustments. The impertinent minister even sent detailed
maps and diagrams to get his points across. Forsyth still insisted that any suc-
cessful transit negotiation (both through the isthmus and a northern province
route) could only become reality as a result of pecuniary considerations. He
even had a price in mind: “I am of the opinion that twelve millions of dollars
will be required for the whole, and this may be divided at pleasure between the
equivalents. That is to say, six millions for commerce, and three millions for
each of the transits; or eight millions for the former and four millions for the
two latters.” This “project” (as Forsyth termed it) perhaps sounded reasonable
until one remembers that Forsyth’s speci¤c instructions ordered him to negoti-
ate the same deal with no monetary considerations whatsoever. The Minister
Extraordinary concluded his plan by stating, “I have thus, in the discharge of
what I consider my duty, indicated to the Department, the policy which in my
opinion can be embodied in the form of a treaty with Mexico.”30

A fascinating scenario began to unfold even before Forsyth received an of¤-
cial reply to this communication. Benjamin and la Sére concluded a private
deal with the Mexican government—however at far less advantage than they
had expected. They placed the blame for these shortcomings squarely on For-
syth. On 3 October 1857, Buchanan received a lengthy letter from the two
gentlemen in which they strongly condemned the “treacherous conduct” of
Forsyth. Cass forwarded a copy of the letter back to Forsyth, commenting that
the charges were “of so grave a character that it seems due to you that you
should have an opportunity to reply to them.” Benjamin and la Sére brought
at least three major charges against Forsyth. Benjamin apparently kept a de-
tailed diary of what he termed the “disgusting details.” The ¤rst charge con-
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cerned the way in which Forsyth represented the Benjamin and la Sére mission
to President Comonfort. As of Saturday, August 29, the two gentlemen felt
certain they had secured a very fair and lucrative deal with the Mexican leader.
However, on the following Monday, they were perplexed to learn that the terms
to which both parties had agreed had been signi¤cantly altered—to their dis-
advantage. They claimed that Forsyth, sometime during the weekend, met with
Comonfort and convinced the ruler that the United States government had
removed its “protection” from the Tehuantepec Company. The Louisianans
complained that, “after stating in our presence to the President of Mexico that
our mission met the cordial approbation of Mr. Buchanan and that he was
instructed to aid us, Mr. Forsyth went secretly to the Mexican President at the
most critical point of our negotiations to contradict what he had said in our
presence.”31

The second complaint had to do with Forsyth’s relationship with Soulé and
the rival Sloo grant. Although ordered to give any needed assistance to Ben-
jamin and la Sére, Forsyth appeared to promote the rival company. Benjamin
and la Sére bitterly complained: “Mr. Forsyth, with a full knowledge that
Mr. Soulé had come to Mexico for the purpose of defeating us in a measure
which our Government desired to aid, introduced Mr. Soulé to the President
of Mexico with a high eulogium on his character, position and in®uence in the
U.S. and listened to a long discourse made by Mr. Soulé to the President in
opposition to the measures which Mr. Buchanan wished to accomplish . . .
lending by his expressive silence the weight of his of¤cial in®uences to a gentle-
man whose avowed purpose was to thwart measures which Mr. Forsyth was
instructed to favor.”32 Soulé’s own correspondence seems to sustain this charge.
In a series of letters to Needler R. Jennings, a New Orleans businessman with
ties to the Sloo claim, Soulé revealed some of the behind the scenes maneuver-
ing involving himself and Minister Forsyth. On at least one evening during his
stay, Soulé dined with Forsyth and discussed his mission in great detail. With
Forsyth’s help, Soulé arranged to make sure his meeting with President Comon-
fort took place only after la Sére and Benjamin’s. The implication of such action
was clear—Forsyth, who sat in on the ¤rst meeting, could supply information
that might be bene¤cial to Soulé before the second meeting. Indeed, after
Soulé’s audience with the president, Forsyth carefully compared and critiqued
Comonfort’s reaction to the rival arguments.33

Finally, Benjamin and la Sére alleged that Forsyth made “slanderous” re-
marks regarding their operation. Referring to the pair as mere “speculators,”
Forsyth warned the Mexican government of potential legal complications if the
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Tehuantepec Company received of¤cial grants. Forsyth also allegedly accused
the two of paying bribes of up to one million dollars in exchange for their
concessions. Benjamin and la Sére felt that, because of Forsyth’s actions, the
deal was far less lucrative than it should have been—and most certainly would
have been with the cooperation of the legation. Not only did the Tehuantepec
Company have to assume claims (totaling over one million dollars) against the
Mexican government brought by rival companies, but also, the length of the
grant was reduced from seventy-¤ve years to sixty.34

Within a week of receiving a copy of this “extraordinary indictment,” For-
syth angrily penned an elaborate defense. The minister felt the charges were not
just against his of¤cial performance but also an attack on his integrity and
honor as a gentleman. Attributing most of the report to misrepresentation, gos-
sip, innuendoes, and “unmitigated falsehood,” Forsyth concluded that Benja-
min and la Sére were simply trying to ¤nd a scapegoat for their own ineptness.
According to Forsyth, the charges rested “upon no ¤rmer foundation than
those apprehensions, suspicions, and prejudices, which are easily traceable as
the parents of their dif¤culties, losses and blunders throughout this business.”
In his own mind, Forsyth’s only crime was that he had not permitted himself
to become the “pliant tool of a clique of Tehuantepec speculators which for ten
years past have constantly kept this legation in hot water.”35

Becoming increasingly defensive, Forsyth commented that he was “fully
aware that some persons with ulterior objects [an obvious reference to Ben-
jamin and la Sére] have been active in their efforts to obtain my recall, and that
the telegraph and the press have been but in requisition by kindred agencies to
misrepresent my conduct and to affect that end.” Appearing to come very close
to offering his resignation, Forsyth requested a vote of con¤dence: “There is a
question that admits the toleration of no ambiguities or doubt. In the judgment
of the Government, I have done wrong or right—Which? I ask. In the con¤-
dence of the Government I am or I am not—Which? I ask. Honored with the
mission without solicitation by myself or my friends, I came here no of¤ce-
beggar, and I certainly shall not stoop to ask to return here upon any other
terms than those of con¤dence in my integrity and patriotism, which prompted
the voluntary tender of this mission to me.”36

Although Forsyth feigned indifference regarding the status of his foreign
mission, he was working behind the scenes to save his reputation, if not his job.
He dispatched a letter to Stephen A. Douglas explaining the entire situation
and asking for the senator’s support. Forsyth explained to Douglas that the
entire controversy stemmed from the fact that Benjamin himself wanted the
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Mexican post and that Slidell was determined to force a recall. He hoped the Il-
linois statesman would speak up for him against certain criticism from the ad-
ministration. It is interesting to note that Forsyth also sent Douglas copies of
his rejected treaties. He hoped Douglas would examine them and lend his
“valuable encouragement.” He con¤ded to his friend that if he could success-
fully complete the treaty negotiations, he would “go home and leave this mis-
sion for somebody else—even Benjamin, an eleventh hour Democrat.” How-
ever, he continued, “to be recalled to make way for such a Democratic novice,
after my life of devotion to the cause, would be a pill that I could hardly di-
gest.”37

Before he had time to further ponder his future plans, a salvo came in the
form of yet another communication from Cass. By November 1857 (after he
had already reviewed the complaints of Benjamin and la Sére), Cass had read
Forsyth’s correspondence concerning the Tehuantepec and boundary treaties.
Secretary Cass (and by implication, President Buchanan) could not conceal his
frustration with the headstrong minister. Cass, himself a former diplomat, pro-
ceeded to give Forsyth a primer on the proper conduct of a United States min-
ister: “Your position is that of an agent . . . it was your duty to carry into effect
the instructions of your principal, both in the letter and the spirit whether you
fully approve them or not.” The seventy-year-old Cass had obviously forgotten
that he himself once resigned from a diplomatic post rather than carry out
orders sent from then Secretary of State Daniel Webster. Cass continued this
“lesson” by noting that Forsyth’s impertinent style of diplomacy “would make
the foreign policy of the Government dependent on the individual opinions
of the respective ministers, and would compel the President, instead of control-
ling the action of our public agents, himself to receive their instructions, and
regulate his conduct by their views.” Cass hoped that Forsyth would eventually
agree with Buchanan’s Mexican policies, but the old general explained, “it will
none the less be your duty, I need hardly say, to make your of¤cial action con-
form to it, and to endeavor to secure its success with the Government of
Mexico.”38

Events in Mexico soon forced all parties to turn their attention away from
this diplomatic stalemate. On 17 December 1857, Forsyth reported that “a
complete revolution has just occurred in this city, the result of which is the
overthrow of the constitution . . . the dispersion of Congress, and the invest-
ment of Gen. Comonfort, as the sole organ of the Government, with dictatorial
powers.”39 Conservative forces under the leadership of General Félix Zuloaga
began to purge the capital of Liberal in®uences. Zuloaga temporary propped
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up the moderate Comonfort perhaps to retain some semblance of legitimacy.
The “Plan of Tacubaya” was the ¤rst stage of what became the War of the
Reform, a civil war pitting the Conservatives against the Liberals.40

Presiding over a nearly bankrupt nation, the weakened Comonfort began to
soften his opposition to the disposition of Mexican territory. As early as the
prior November, the general had sounded out Forsyth on the possibility of such
a deal. Forsyth, stung by the harsh criticism received directly from the adminis-
tration, as well as indirectly from the Mexican and American newspapers, be-
gan to sound more and more like Buchanan. During the ¤rst week of 1858,
Comonfort sent word that he desperately needed $600,000 in order to raise six
thousand troops to “paci¤cate” the country. Forsyth replied to the besieged
general that he could “promise pecuniary succor in but one way, and that was
in consideration of a cession of territory.” Forsyth was now convinced that the
desperate times would force Comonfort to follow the earlier course of Santa
Anna. In typical condescending tones, the minister noted that “in money mat-
ters, these people exhibit a puerility and lack of common sense and prudence,
which is incredible to all but eye-witnesses.”41

On 9 January 1858, Zuloaga abandoned Comonfort, and the civil war re-
sumed in earnest. Soon three contending armies marched in the streets of
Mexico City—Liberals, Conservatives, and a small force that remained loyal to
Comonfort. On January 21, Comonfort ®ed the capital and escaped to Vera
Cruz. Here began the events that led to Forsyth’s most controversial act of his
two-year diplomatic tenure. Benito Juárez formed a Liberal government at
Guanajuato on January 19. Four days later, in the capital the Conservative
faction, boosted particularly by the army, declared Zuloaga president. Forsyth
had to decide which government to recognize. Surprisingly, on his own au-
thority, he decided to recognize the Zuloaga regime only four days after its
formation.42

On January 25, Forsyth received a communication from Luis Cuevas, the
new minister of foreign relations under the Zuloaga administration. His of¤cial
response (thus extending United States de facto recognition) came only two
days later. Forsyth sent word to Cass of his action. In this important correspon-
dence, he spelled out several reasons for his “hasty” action. First, the Zuloaga
government held the capital, and thus, had to be considered the “de facto”
government. Forsyth noted that it had always been the custom of the diplo-
matic body to recognize the government in a capital. Second, reports of a
constitutional government in exile were, at the time, based only on “hear-
say and newspaper reports.” Third, he argued that since Comonfort (the then-
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constitutional president) had agreed to the Plan of Tacubaya (which overturned
the Constitution of 1857), no constitutional government could legally exist.
Fourth, no Liberal forces under Juárez had contested the recent proceedings in
the capital. Fifth, there was little chance a Liberal government would win, even
if one did exist. Finally, no of¤cial communication had come from a Liberal
government.43 In a bizarre twist of fate, just as Forsyth ¤nished the above cor-
respondence, a communication did arrive from the Juárez government. In a
brief note, Melchor Ocampo, minister of relations under the Liberal regime,
requested that Forsyth deal only with representatives of the Juárez faction. Al-
though Forsyth outwardly expressed sympathy for the Liberal cause, he replied
to Ocampo that “had your communication been received two days earlier, it
would have been in my power to have replied to it in a manner and form from
which I am now disbarred.”44 Forsyth proceeded to recite the same reasons to
Ocampo that he had just penned for Cass. Ironically (considering his recent
indiscretions regarding the boundary and Tehuantepec negotiations), he stated
that no matter his personal feelings of sympathy, he must follow of¤cial diplo-
matic procedures.

Forsyth’s decision to recognize the Zuloaga government haunted him for
many years. One does not have to be cynical to seriously question each of
Forsyth’s stated reasons for the action. For example, his claim that control of
the capital required the recognition of the government ignored historical prece-
dent. After the Ayutla revolt, General Gadsden extended recognition to the
Alvarez government at Cuernavaca. Likewise, the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe-
Hidalgo was signed with a government located in Querétaro. Forsyth’s claim
that he did not have information about a rival, Liberal government except
through “hearsay and newspaper reports” also appears weak. Surely a man
of Forsyth’s background and local contacts could discern which newspapers
published reliable information. Mexico City’s El Heraldo carried complete cov-
erage of Juárez’s establishment of the Liberal government, including a list
of cabinet members.45 The constitutional argument is equally puzzling since
Comonfort, before his departure, recognized Juárez (who as minister of justice
was next in line for the presidency) as the constitutional president. The com-
plaint that no Liberal force came forward to combat Zuloaga in the capital
failed to disclose that Juárez was arrested in the ¤rst hours of the coup. Only
the last argument—that no of¤cial communication arrived from the Liberals—
appears valid, if true.

In later years, President Buchanan criticized the “indecent haste” shown by
Forsyth in his recognition. Mexican historian José Fuentes Mares went even
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farther, charging that Forsyth lied about the dates on which he received the suc-
cessive communications from Ocampo and Cuevas. According to this scholar,
the purpose of the alleged deception was the belief that the Zuloaga govern-
ment would be more receptive to a land cession. Indeed, in the same letter in
which he explained his decision to recognize the Conservative regime, Forsyth
reported that he was “feeling the pulse” of the Zuloaga government on the
subject of territory.46

Forsyth began to exert increasing pressure on Cuevas to get the Mexican
minister to relinquish the desired territory. In March 1858, the American en-
voy presented another proposed treaty (again forwarded by the U.S. adminis-
tration). Knowing that the United States Senate would soon adjourn, and that
he was planning on taking a leave of absence from his post, Forsyth urged
deliberate haste in acceptance. The treaty basically contained the same provi-
sions that Forsyth found “untenable” a year prior. This time Forsyth, perhaps
wiser if not humbler, accepted the administration’s logic that the northern land
served no purpose to Mexico and could only be developed by the United States,
whose population would eventually “expel these savages and replace them by a
thrifty and intelligent population, which would not only render the Mexican
frontier entirely secure, but would enrich it by the productive industry and
lucrative trade which everywhere follow the footsteps of American emigra-
tion and settlement.” American expansion into the coveted territory was inevi-
table since the “great author” of the laws ordained it. Expressing Darwinian
logic concerning the encroachment of the “thrifty and intelligent” United
States’ population, the American envoy noted that it was an act of “provident
statesmanship” to conduct foreign policy according to natural laws. Forsyth
also suggested to his Mexican counterpart that the United States was being
generous since “if it were actuated by a policy purely sel¤sh, might fold its arms
and quietly await the operation of their cause with absolute con¤dence that
this would give the regions as harvest ¤elds and homes to those who speak
the tongue of its rapidly augmenting population.”47 In simpler terms, if Mexico
did not accept the offer of payment, it should be prepared for another Texas
scenario.

Apparently not convinced that the “great author of the laws” wanted Mexico
to liquidate its national possessions, Cuevas replied that the boundary change
was “neither conductive to its true interests, nor its good name, whatever ad-
vantage it might realize as just compensation.” Cuevas understood, much as did
Comonfort (at least in the earliest months of his administration) that “a new
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loss of territory would entail grave internal disorders and postpone more and
more the restoration of peace.”48

At this critical impasse, one can see the beginnings of a plan to either force
the Mexican government to accept the deal or precipitate a change in that gov-
ernment in favor of one that would. Forsyth’s diplomatic correspondence be-
came increasingly in®ammatory in tone. Upon receiving Cuevas’s of¤cial rejec-
tion of his offer, Forsyth, in a thinly veiled threat, replied that “when in the
fullness of time, the consequences obeying unchangeable and universal laws
shall have ripened into realities, the forecast and the generosity of the U.S. will
have been vindicated in the proposals which Mexico has just rejected.” Cuevas
took the last remark as a personal threat from Forsyth and not as an of¤cial
statement of United States policy.49

Forced for the second time to report to the American administration the
failure of a treaty negotiation, Forsyth, this time, appeared genuinely remorse-
ful. Remembering his past rebukes, Forsyth assured his superiors that he had
“left no stone unturned” to insure the success of the negotiations with the
Zuloaga government. Even though Zuloaga remained in®exible, he harbored
cautious optimism, noting that “Mexican administrations are short-lived, and
the present one already exhibits unmistakable signs of decay.” In a subsequent
communication, Forsyth smugly noted: “I can see no ray of hope for this coun-
try. It appears to me to be irretrievably lost, as every nation must be that pos-
sesses neither honesty nor common sense in its rulers.”50

The treaty that Forsyth had presented to Cuevas contained stipulations that
Mexico and the United States would themselves settle claims by their respective
citizens against the other nation. Since the Mexican government rejected the
treaty, all claims were back on the table. Thwarted by the current Mexican
regime in his boundary objectives, Forsyth decided to use Mexican “outrages”
as the pretext for future concessions. Just such an “outrage” presented itself
when, on 15 May 1858, the Zuloaga government, strapped for ¤nances, issued
a new tax policy. The decree levied a 1 percent tax on all real or personal prop-
erty valued in excess of ¤ve thousand dollars. Forsyth believed the “tax” to be
a forced loan—from which United States citizens should be exempt. Forsyth
complained that the measure did not “come at all within the purview of the
theory or laws of taxation, as they are understood and exist among civilized
nations, but that, on the contrary, stripped of its ®imsy veil, it is a simple and
naked forced loan.” Any U.S. citizen who paid the tax, according to For-
syth, would be “exposed to subsequent extractions without excuse and without
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limit.” His objections to the so-called tax centered on three concerns. First, it
was “irregular and unusual in its inception.” The measure did not come from
any customary legislative process but rather from a “sudden and unexpected
decree.” Second, the “tax” had a very strange exemption policy. A fairly large
group was either above or below the range of people who would be subject
to the tax. Those who were affected, however, faced excessive collection poli-
cies. Finally, Forsyth complained about the means of appropriations of the col-
lected funds. Most of the money was earmarked for troops engaged in the on-
going civil war. Cuevas, once again refusing to be intimidated, denied these
accusations and countered that “the decree shall be punctually and exactly exe-
cuted.”51 For once Forsyth received the full, if only temporary, backing of
the Buchanan administration. Relations between the two nations approached
low ebb.

The incident that precipitated a break in relations involved one Salomen
Migel—a United States citizen living in Mexico. Having resisted the tax de-
cree of May 15, Migel was ordered banished form the republic. Apparently
trying to turn this incident into an issue between the two governments instead
of one between the Mexican government and a private citizen, Forsyth in-
formed Cuevas that Migel simply did what “was counseled and advised by him
[Forsyth] as the representative of the United States.” Escalating the rhetoric to
new levels, Forsyth claimed it was his solemn duty to “warn the Mexican Gov-
ernment that if any American citizen is subject to an arbitrary expulsion from
the Republic for this cause, that that Government will take the step upon the
peril of its responsibility to the sovereignty of the United States.” Although
Cuevas felt Forsyth’s note was so “vehement and offensive” as to not deserve a
reply, he nonetheless informed Forsyth that the banishment of Migel would
be enforced. Employing a comment that probably cut Forsyth like a dagger,
Cuevas noted that since the Buchanan administration had not supported For-
syth’s mission in the past, the present case would probably be no exception. As
it turned out, Cuevas was correct. President Buchanan, in a later message to
Congress, concurred that this tax was not a “forced loan.” Three days later,
Forsyth informed Cuevas that he was suspending relations between the two
nations pending further instructions from his government.52

Forsyth hoped his decision to break off relations would be endorsed in
Washington, and he would soon be authorized to recognize the Liberal govern-
ment of Juárez. Incredibly, he still steadfastly held on to the belief that Bucha-
nan would realize the folly of territorial expansion. Forsyth reported that there
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was little hope of concessions even if the Liberals did come into power.53 The
only feasible alternative would then be his never-abandoned idea of a United
States economic protectorate over its southern neighbor. Forsyth badly over-
estimated Buchanan on both counts. The president saw, in the break in rela-
tions, an excuse to remove a minister who had been a political opponent and
who had consistently argued over policy matters. Buchanan sanctioned the ac-
tion taken by Forsyth and ordered him to withdraw the legation. The minister
was to request his passport and immediately proceed to Vera Cruz for a return
to the United States. Cass wrote to Forsyth: “Your action upon the occasion
and the circumstances attending it, have led the President to consider the con-
dition of Mexico and the state of our own relations with that country. Both are
equally unsatisfactory.”54

Even the timing of Forsyth’s withdrawal prompted a controversy. Forsyth
knew that the Mexican government had of¤cially requested his recall. He was,
however, not sure if Buchanan had agreed. His ¤rst knowledge that his govern-
ment was sending a ship to transport him home was read in a Mexican news-
paper. Another paper in the Mexican capital wrote that “the order to withdraw
the legation of the U.S. from the Republic is simply an order of recall . . . and
is an act of complaisance to the Mexican Government, done in obedience to
Zuloaga’s request.” To prove to the Mexicans that he was not being forced out
and, quite possibly, to antagonize Buchanan, Forsyth sent word to Cass that he
would not be ready to leave for another two months.55

Conditions in the capital continued to deteriorate as Forsyth prepared to
withdraw. One of his last dispatches noted that “even in the unhappy history
of Mexico, the past has been a month of dark and disgraceful record. Evil and
only evil ¤lls the land.”56 On August 26 the beleaguered minister of¤cially re-
quested passports for himself and the rest of the legation. He also made an
of¤cial request to José de Castillo Lanzas (the ¤fth Mexican minister of foreign
relations with which Forsyth dealt during his two-year tenure) for a military
escort to accompany his group from the capital to the coast. It was not until
October 14 that Forsyth informed his host country that he would be leaving
six days later. On October 18 he complained that the escort offered by the
Mexican government was insuf¤cient for the “present condition of the roads
disturbed by civil revolution and infected . . . with robbers.” When the Mexi-
can government still would not increase their offered escort, Forsyth threatened
to take matters into his own hand. He implied that he would call for United
States’ troops to provide the protection “be¤tting the dignity of the occasion.”
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Lanzas continued to insist that the escort he had offered—consisting of little
more than a couple of soldiers riding on top of the of¤cial carriage—was suf-
¤cient.57

It was not until October 19, the day before the scheduled departure, that
the Mexican minister confessed as to the real problem. In a letter that could
not have made Forsyth feel very con¤dent, Lanzas admitted that he did not
want to send a large contingent of soldiers with the American legation because
they “would be destroyed by the constitutionalist bands or the robbers that
infest the roads.” In his last of¤cial communication with the Mexican govern-
ment, Forsyth dropped all pretensions of diplomatic courtesy and unloaded
much of his pent-up frustration. He noted that he could just wait in the capital
city until an adequate escort was provided but he was anxious to leave, “prefer-
ring to brave the chances of robbers and assassination on the road to remaining
in Mexico, subject to the insults and slanders of the servile newspaper organs
of the Government; to expose my friends to the vengeance and prisons of the
Government because they are my friends; to have my house surrounded by
Government spies as if I were a malefactor; and my own servants converted into
spies within my dwelling.”58

In one last parting shot, Forsyth penned a comment that he probably felt
could apply not only to his Mexican hosts, but also equally to President Bucha-
nan, Secretaries Marcy and Cass, as well as Benjamin and la Sere. Forsyth
stated that he preferred to deal with the robbers on the highway because “These
at least will assail me openly and with arms in their hands and I can, in the
same manner, resist them.”59 Finally, on October 21 the American Legation
made its way to Vera Cruz. In route, the party encountered and actually de-
feated a band of armed robbers. The entourage recovered thirteen stolen mules
from the thieves. This was John Forsyth’s only triumph in Mexico.
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John Forsyth returned to Alabama in November 1858 with every in-
tention of returning to his diplomatic post. After the Juárez forces gained the
upper hand in the Mexican War of the Reform, the beleaguered minister hoped
to be able to extend recognition to the Liberal regime and continue his policy
of economic and territorial expansion. President Buchanan, however, had other
ideas. Buchanan realized that Forsyth’s return to the United States presented a
chance to be rid of the impertinent diplomat once and for all. In December,
Forsyth traveled from Mobile to Washington at the request of the president. He
soon learned that the administration had no intention of sending him back to
Mexico. In his Second Annual Message to Congress, Buchanan referred to
Forsyth as the “late minister to Mexico.”1 Taking this affront as a personal in-
sult to his honor as a gentleman, he asked Buchanan to allow him to brie®y
return to Mexico where he would then resign. The president refused to consider
Forsyth’s request so the fuming minister submitted his resignation on 7 Febru-
ary 1859—to be effective on March 2.

During the ¤rst few months of 1859, a bitter war of words between the
supporters and critics of Forsyth took place in several of the nation’s most
prominent (and partisan) newspapers. On 10 May 1859 the New York Times
published a “Letter from the Hon. John Forsyth, late Minister to Mexico con-
cerning the Administration.” In this lengthy discourse, Forsyth told his side of
the Mexican controversy. The editor included personal letters written to Presi-
dent Buchanan along with responses. Buchanan returned one particularly hos-
tile letter with only the words, “Disrespectful, ungrateful, and absurdly un-
founded.” Just after his resignation, Forsyth wrote to Stephen A. Douglas,
stating that “Mr. Buchanan has put a gulf betwixt himself and me by the most
shameful treatment, forfeiting all my respect for him as a gentleman as well as
con¤dence in him as a just and upright magistrate.”2

As Forsyth accepted that his diplomatic career was over, he once again
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turned his attention to state and national issues. In June, the Register noted
Forsyth’s return to full-time management of the paper as sole owner and editor.
Forsyth wrote: “I come back to take the undivided responsibility of the conduct
of this journal with political principles not only unchanged, but indurated by
the re®ections which two and a half years of separation from the press have
afforded me to make upon my past political career.” As for the administration,
Forsyth claimed his falling out with Buchanan would in no way affect his loy-
alty to the Democratic Party. As a crucial presidential election approached, it
was time to “let bye gones be bye gones.”3

The months leading up to the election of 1860 were among the most event-
ful and controversial of Forsyth’s entire career. During the nomination and
platform adoption processes of the national Democratic Party, several impor-
tant themes either came to light or resurfaced. First, the territorial problem,
far from being solved, became more explosive than ever. Second, Forsyth left
the majority of his own state party to support the presidential aspirations of
Stephen A. Douglas. Third, the campaign gave perhaps the best example of the
in®uence of national arguments on local concerns. Finally, Forsyth played an
important role in the Charleston and Baltimore national Democratic conven-
tions and the resulting disruption of the national party.

Understanding the continuing uproar over the territories requires a brief re-
view of the situation. The nation’s leaders had debated the dilemma over slavery
in the territories, and the question of congressional authority over it, since the
Ordinance of 1787. As we have seen, the acquisition of the New Mexico Ter-
ritory and California after the Mexican War, the Wilmot Proviso, the Compro-
mise of 1850, and the Kansas-Nebraska Act each, in turn, brought the question
to the national forefront. The furor that developed over the ill-fated Wilmot
Proviso led Southerners to close ranks on the issue of states’ rights. William L.
Yancey’s Alabama Platform went in the opposite direction. Yancey believed the
federal government had a duty to protect slavery in the territories and that
slaveowners had the right to take their slave property into the territories with-
out interference. The debate of 1850–51, in which Forsyth (then editor of the
Columbus [Georgia] Times) sounded like an avid secessionist, resulted in a
patchwork compromise. Stephen A. Douglas, while serving as the chairman of
the Congressional Committee on Territories, emerged as a key national ¤gure
in 1854 as the author of the Kansas-Nebraska Act. This bill brought the phrase
“popular” or “squatter” sovereignty to the forefront of political debate.4

The territorial question remained unanswered as the presidential election of
1856 drew near. Cincinnati was the site of the Democratic National Conven-
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tion. Prior to this gathering, the Alabama Democracy met in Montgomery.
Two future foes—Forsyth, elected chairman of the instructed delegation, and
Yancey, in charge of the Committee on Resolutions—worked in relative har-
mony. Yancey pushed for the Alabama Platform provisions with Forsyth’s ac-
quiescence.5 At Cincinnati, the debate concerning the nominee and the adop-
tion of a platform took on a sectional tone. The quest for the nomination was
between Douglas and the Pennsylvanian, James Buchanan. Buchanan was
openly friendly to the South and sympathetic to her institutions while Douglas
was already notorious among many Southerners for his popular (“squatter”)
sovereignty position. With his eyes on 1860, the ambitious Douglas reluctantly
conceded the nomination to Buchanan, who pledged to serve only one term.

The adoption of a platform was somewhat more complicated. Facing in-
creased pressure at home while at the same time trying to win a national elec-
tion, delegates from both the North and South, including Forsyth, sought
words that would please their constituents. As a result, the ¤nal platform was
intentionally vague. While the document forcefully stated the principle of
“non-interference by Congress with slavery in state or territory or in the District
of Columbia,” it did not clearly spell out if a territorial government could or
could not exclude the institution. Thus, in 1856 the Democratic Party had
sustained the principles of nonintervention and popular sovereignty. The ambi-
guity satis¤ed political leaders in both the North and South since they could
interpret the document as they pleased.6

With the election of Buchanan, Southerners had a president who was sym-
pathetic to their cause. A favorable ruling in the 1857 Dred Scott case (which
rendered the Missouri Compromise as well as the Kansas-Nebraska Act invalid)
also solidi¤ed the Southern position regarding the territories. Why then was the
South in such a political uproar before the election of 1860? One must ¤rst
determine how Stephen A. Douglas, a man jeered in Northern cities for his
pro-Southern views, became the epitome of abolitionist-like evil in the South-
ern mind. This vili¤cation of Douglas mysti¤ed Forsyth. In a series of letters
between Forsyth and William F. Samford, a candidate for governor of Alabama
in 1859, the Mobilian stated: “When in the autumn of 1856, I sailed from this
port, I left Judge Douglas the most popular northern statesman in the South.
When I returned, in the fall of 1858, he was the best abused man in it.”7

At least three actions by the Illinois senator in the late 1850s contributed to
his fall from grace. His rejection of the proslavery Kansas Lecompton constitu-
tion, his Freeport Doctrine (in which he stated that the people of a territory
could effectively exclude slavery from a territory by refraining from the adop-
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tion of positive legislation) and a lengthy article he wrote for Harpers Weekly, in
which he attempted to show that the relation of the territories to the union
paralleled that of the American colonies to Britain, all helped fuel Southern
animosity. The two latter issues rankled many Southern tempers. For example,
at the Charleston Convention of 1860, the Mississippi delegates carried copies
of the Freeport speech to use as ammunition. However, the Lecompton situa-
tion convinced Yancey and the other ¤rebrand Southern partisans that the
South could no longer rely on the national Democratic Party for the protection
of slavery rights and that the safety of the South demanded the formation of a
Southern party.8 Douglas was in the delicate position of having to hang on to
his Illinois Senate seat while at the same time not damaging his national ambi-
tions, which depended on Southern support. He soon fell out of favor with
both the administration and a majority of the Southern leaders. By casting
his vote against the Buchanan-supported, proslavery Lecompton constitution,
whether on principle—as Forsyth claimed—or because of political reasons,
Douglas never gained the support of a solid South.

The second issue—Forsyth’s support of Douglas—requires an investigation
into why Forsyth chose to buck the Southern mainstream, prompting the
Montgomery Advertiser to characterize him as “the solitary Douglas traitor in the
legislature.” John Forsyth, a man whose editorial writings in the early 1850s
re®ected the Southern Ultra (a term used here to designate a ¤rebrand seces-
sionist) position, supported a man routinely referred to in the South as “Traitor
Douglas.” Forsyth’s contemporaries, puzzled by his “rebellion,” offered many
cynical explanations. Among the speculations were Forsyth’s hopes for another
ministerial appointment, a contract for the United States printing operations,
or payback for Douglas’s role in securing the Illinois Central Railroad for
Mobile.9

Forsyth himself claimed, “It is so much more simple and convenient to sum
up one’s political position by ‘D——n Douglas,’ than enter into a knotty ex-
planation.”10 For much of 1859 and 1860, the Register was Forsyth’s means of
offering his explanation. The editor’s reasons for supporting Douglas fell into
three main categories—ideological, political, and personal. Forsyth often ex-
pressed an ideological divergence from many of his Southern brethren regard-
ing the territorial issue. The most divisive issue regarding the territories was the
controversial policy of “popular sovereignty” as espoused by Douglas. Critics
of this concept felt that Douglas had corrupted what many saw as popular
sovereignty in its truest form—congressional control. When Congress exerted
authority over a territory, the “voice of the Nation at large was heard on the
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subject, and every interest was consulted and debated.” Conversely, if a rela-
tively small group of settlers (“squatters”) in a territory had control over issues
such as slavery, than the will of the entire people—the Nation, to whom the
territory belonged, would be muted. One outspoken opponent believed that the
idea of popular sovereignty was in direct opposition to the principles estab-
lished by the founding fathers in the Constitution. This particular writer ended
a lengthy pamphlet against popular sovereignty by noting that he “would rather
seem wrong with Mr. Jefferson than be right with Mr. Douglas.”11

Forsyth took the position that there was no such thing as “squatter” sover-
eignty. This term could only apply to an unorganized public territory. The
“squatter” in this sense was merely an occupant with no power of self-government.
However, once a territory became more formally organized, the term “popular”
sovereignty was accurate since the settler was now a citizen of the United States.
Forsyth agreed with Douglas that the Lecompton constitution was a good ex-
ample of unabashed squatter fraud and, as such, deserved rejection. Forsyth
wrote to Samford: “The Constitution by that [Lecompton] name came to Con-
gress, the most atrocious and bare-faced emanation of ‘Squatter Sovereignty’
that has ever been presented to the public eye.” He placed the blame for the
Lecompton disaster squarely on the administration. The proslavery document
was one which, according to the editor, “Mr. Buchanan in an evil hour, thrust
upon Congress, and to which he recklessly committed the Democratic Party.”12

Just as the transformation of Douglas in the Southern mind amazed Forsyth,
so too was he baf®ed by the metamorphosis that prompted avowed advocates
of states’ rights to push for congressional supervision of the territories. How
could men, many of whom were willing to dissolve the Union over any per-
ceived threat to their rights, not concede to the citizens of an organized terri-
tory the sovereignty over their own affairs? In a lengthy speech before the Ala-
bama House of Representatives, Forsyth explored the irony of the notion that
an “extreme southern rights friend claims jurisdiction for Congress over the ques-
tion of slavery in the Territories.”13 Benjamin Fitzpatrick was one of those men
to whom Forsyth referred. In an 1859 letter, the Alabama senator explained his
views on the subject of “squatter sovereignty.” In his opinion, since Congress
did not have the power to exclude slavery from the territories, then there was
no way that body could delegate such a power to a territorial legislative body.
However, since Congress did have the obligation to protect property, it had the
right to intervene if a territorial body tried to exclude slavery. Therefore, the
majority of the residents of a particular territory really had little say as to what
laws governed the institution of slavery.14
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While an ideological kinship no doubt existed between Forsyth and Doug-
las, certainly political considerations also played a role. In March of 1859,
Forsyth, who had of¤cially resigned his diplomatic post a month earlier, wrote
to Douglas to explore his position on popular sovereignty and slavery in the
territories. Even before being assured of an ideological compatibility, Forsyth
in essence promised his unconditional support. Apparently, political and prac-
tical concerns also weighed heavily on the editor’s mind. On the practical side,
Forsyth felt protective legislation had little chance of passage and, even if
passed, would serve little purpose in a territory where the people were against
slavery or where climate or other geographical factors made the institution un-
feasible. He knew a split in the Democratic Party would most likely turn the
federal government over to the “Black Republicans.” In pledging his support,
Forsyth con¤ded to Douglas his opinion that no Southerner could get more
than the slave-state vote and possibly could not even unite the entire South.
According to the editor, the South “must have a sound Free State man to keep
the issue from being purely sectional.” A full year before the presidential elec-
tion, Douglas told a friend that Forsyth and the Register were “making a glori-
ous ¤ght on the right line.” At about the same time, the (Washington, D.C.)
National Era noted that “There is one gentleman in Alabama, so far as we can
learn, who openly and boldly avows himself to Douglas, and it is John Forsyth
of Mobile.”15

The Register staff hammered out editorials warning against letting “abstract”
issues such as states’ rights lead to a victory for the abolitionists. When the
Montgomery Advertiser accused Forsyth and the Register of putting Douglas’s
interests ahead of the South, the terse reply was, “Which of the two is the
better friend, he who helps another to commit a gross injustice, or he who
warns against, and seeks to prevent it?” As editorial tempers ®ared, Forsyth
wrote to the Advertiser and argued prophetically: “You have sworn for the
South that it will not tolerate a Black Republican government. Then set your
house for it, because if you do not throw down your ¤rebrand tests and close
up the Democratic ranks, as sure as the hand on the dial will travel on to the
appointed time, so sure will you have that Black Republican Administration.
And then, gentlemen, what becomes of your claim for protection in the Terri-
tories?”16

A third, and perhaps most important factor behind Forsyth’s loyalty to the
Little Giant, was a common personal animosity both felt toward President
Buchanan and his administration. If Forsyth was in the mainstream of South-
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ern thought during the early 1850s, as well as immediately after the election of
Lincoln, something made him turn against the current in the interim. One
common denominator between the journalist-politician and Douglas was a fall-
ing out with Buchanan. The Buchanan-Douglas relationship never mended af-
ter the Lecompton folly, while what Forsyth saw as the deliberate sabotage of
his Mexican mission led him to remark that “of all men living he [Forsyth]
liked Mr. Buchanan the least.”17 The respective breaks with the Buchanan ad-
ministration occurred at about the same time, driving the two casual acquain-
tances into a solid alliance. Douglas would be the sword through which Forsyth
could attack Buchanan and his allies. Many anti-Douglas Southern papers
noted Forsyth’s bitterness. Opposition editorials blasted Forsyth and his news-
paper as traitors to the Southern cause. They felt he supported Douglas only to
grind a personal ax against Buchanan, who “turned him out of of¤ce.” In one
letter, Forsyth summarized his two main political positions as “defense of
Douglas and opposition to Buchanan.”18

The third concern centers on the relationship between national and state
issues. Three separate 1859 state or local races demonstrated the interest of the
Alabama electorate with the territorial issue and Douglas. In the Alabama gu-
bernatorial election, William F. Samford ran against Andrew B. Moore. Sam-
ford was a devoted states’ rights Ultra who routinely referred to Douglas,
Forsyth, and others of like persuasion as “semi-abolitionists.” The east Alabama
penman was also an un®inching supporter of Yancey’s ambitions, as well as a
proponent of the Alabama Platform. Samford attacked Moore, another conser-
vative states’ rights Democrat, for refusing to call a state secession convention
after Congress had passed the Kansas-Conference Bill. A second race—the con-
test for the Mobile District seat in the United States Congress—was no less
divisive. This race pitted James A. Stallworth, a friend of Forsyth, against F. B.
Shepard. Stallworth, the incumbent, faced criticism for his vote on the “Kansas
matter.” In June of 1859, Stallworth and Shepard met in a debate at Bladen
Springs. The questions centered on the Douglas dilemma. Shepard spent much
of his debate time in a verbal assault on John Forsyth. Forsyth reported to
Douglas that he and Shepard narrowly escaped a duel. Stallworth used equal
efforts to defend his editor-friend. The third canvas, which directly involved
Forsyth, was the selection of four representatives from Mobile County to serve
in the Alabama house. On July 9 the Mobile Democracy met in the city
amphitheater to nominate their ticket. The assembly selected Forsyth (who re-
portedly declined a nomination to run for the United States House of Repre-
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sentatives), Percy Walker, Alexander B. Meek, and G. Y. Overall to run for
the four spots. A rival Democratic group in Mobile, billing themselves as the
“Democratic States’ Rights Party,” also met to select an opposing slate.19

With the voters of Mobile scheduled to go to the polls on the ¤rst Monday
of August, the contest was limited to only four weeks. The campaign’s intensity
more than compensated for its brevity. Nightly speeches, culminating with
boisterous demonstrations and ¤reworks, pierced the usually placid port city
evenings. As the rival tickets polarized opinions, the attacks became more vi-
cious and sometimes even physical. The Register contained reports of threatened
duels between Forsyth and several of his critics. Forsyth and his staff used the
same logic in the campaign that had originally helped convince the editor to
support Douglas. To his legion of antagonists, Forsyth reasoned: “You charge
me with Douglasism, we charge you with Sewardism” (a commonly used syno-
nym for Republicanism). In one speech before a crowd reported (by Forsyth)
to contain “at least one thousand upturned faces,” the partisan editor defended
Douglas’s views of the territorial issues at great length.20

The election results seemed to bode well for both Forsyth and Douglas.
An overwhelming statewide majority reelected Governor Moore. In Mobile
County, the total was 2,047 to 1,290 in favor of Moore. Likewise, Stallworth
turned in a strong performance, outpolling his Ultra opponent 1,925 to 1,578.
The legislative races also produced impressive tallies. With Forsyth receiving
the highest individual vote total, the four men of his ticket swept the at-large
race. With 2,075 votes, Forsyth outpolled the best of the opposition ticket by
394 votes.21 Although too much inference from this data may be a bit presump-
tuous, one can generalize that, at least before the Democratic state convention,
the majority of the people of Mobile County and the state at large appeared to
be content with the traditional Democratic Party. In particular, the dismal
showing of Samford gave Forsyth much ammunition for future editorials. The
newly elected legislator credited his “anti-Buchanan” and “nonintervention”
messages as being important factors in his victory.22

In his ¤rst elected of¤ce, John Forsyth took his seat in Montgomery. Several
statewide political groups were trying to consolidate their power as the legisla-
tive term began. The old Whig remnant now called themselves Constitutional
Unionists. Coming primarily from west and central Alabama, they wanted a
break with Forsyth’s wing of the traditional party. Next were the moderate
Southern Rights men. They supported John Breckinridge for president but
wanted to remain in the union. Forsyth led the statewide Douglas organization.
A small, but distinguished, group of Douglas leaders was centered in Huntsville
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and Montgomery as well. Yancey led the ¤nal faction—the extreme Southern
Rights group. The traditional Democrats feared this group wanted a break
with the national Democratic Party coupled with the formation of a Southern
counterpart. In the eyes of the Yanceyites, Douglas was an evil to be avoided
on a level only slightly below the abolitionist and the plague.23

Two issues dwarfed all others in the 1859 biennial legislative session. The
¤rst was the election of a United States senator. The term of the incumbent,
Benjamin Fitzpatrick, was to expire in March of 1861. Yancey hoped to replace
Fitzpatrick in Washington. Although the selection was still over a year away,
the political maneuvering began early. The Montgomery Advertiser, in an edito-
rial entitled “The Treachery of Douglas,” ¤red the ¤rst volley. The secessionist
paper lambasted Fitzpatrick for his support of the Illinois statesman on the
Kansas and Minnesota territorial questions.24 Yancey, who realized his chance
to grasp the reins of the Alabama Democratic Party could be slipping away,
pulled out all stops to drive a wedge between the conservative Democracy of
Forsyth and the upstart Southern Rights group.

As the senatorial vote drew near, the Montgomery Mail wrote a blistering
editorial condemning John Forsyth speci¤cally. The journal questioned the loy-
alties of anyone who would dare support Fitzpatrick. Calling Forsyth the “lead-
ing Douglas man in the state,” the paper referred to the upcoming senatorial
vote as a roll call of the true states’ rights men, asking, “Who will choose to
record himself once and forever opposed to the States Rights party of the
South?” The implication that only supporters of Yancey could wear the robes
of loyal Southerners clearly offended Forsyth. He challenged the Mail ’s edi-
tor ( Johnson Jones Hooper, a Yancey loyalist) to compare credentials. “He
[Hooper] must compare records with me, and show that while the richest years
of my manhood have been devoted to the cause of States Rights Democracy,
while for twenty years I have sacri¤ced fortune, lived precariously, and more
than once risked my life for it, he was not during that whole period, a steady
soldier in the ranks of its enemies.”25 The ultimate rejection of Yancey in the
contest seemed to again indicate that the Forsyth/Douglas cause was gaining
momentum. This victory, however, would prove to be the last one Forsyth
would enjoy in a united Democratic Party.

The second key legislative issue involved contingency plans in the event of
a Republican victory in the presidential election. In October of 1859 the in®u-
ential Charleston Mercury published several “principles” for Southern Demo-
crats. The main thrust of the article was that state legislatures should make
provisional plans in the event of a victory by a Republican or (in an unmistak-
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able reference to Douglas) an unacceptable Northern candidate.26 The Alabama
Legislature considered a resolution authorizing the governor to call a state con-
vention to determine the course of action in the event of an unfavorable elec-
tion result. While practically all the legislature, Forsyth included, agreed on the
unacceptability of a “Black Republican” administration, opinions differed con-
cerning what to do if Douglas was the Democratic nominee. Forsyth delivered
a speech from the ®oor of the house in which he staunchly defended his friend
from Illinois. Satis¤ed with his effort, he wrote Douglas that only one of the
legislators would admit that he would not vote for Douglas if nominated.27

State business soon took a backseat to preparations for the Alabama State
Democratic Convention scheduled to meet in the capital city in January of
1860. Before this assembly, the various counties selected delegates. The heated
discussions that took place in many of these usually routine meetings suggest
the gravity of the national con®ict. Perry County, for example, passed resolu-
tions stating that their delegates should not support Douglas or any other man
who did not advocate congressional protection for slavery. The people of Mo-
bile County selected two competing delegations. While some men, including
Forsyth, were named to both delegations, each overall group was markedly dif-
ferent in its respective resolutions.28

Forsyth, along with John J. Seibels of the Montgomery Confederation and
former governor John A. Winston, led the Douglas forces in the state conven-
tion. While never more than a small minority in Montgomery, the Forsyth
group drew much attention and ¤re. The Advertiser criticized the preconvention
stance of the Mobile editor by asking, “Will he [Forsyth] not rise above the
level of partyism, and look to his country? Will he not cease to disorganize the
people of Alabama in his wild crusade in favor of Douglas, and unite with us
in the endeavor to prepare the State for the crisis that seems inevitable?”29

With the echo of the opening gavel barely subsiding, the ¤rst controversy
erupted. After the convention selected Francis S. Lyon as chairman, the rival
Mobile delegations faced a credentials challenge. In question was the nature of
the call that had advertised the delegate selection. After a spirited debate, the
body voted to admit Forsyth and the pro-Douglas delegation. While Forsyth’s
group most likely gained admission because the overall body knew they were a
“harmless minority” and as such could do no damage, Forsyth claimed a great
victory.30 The selection of the members for the committee on resolutions was
the next point of disagreement the state convention faced. The composition of
this group, in retrospect, sealed Alabama’s fate and ensured the split of the
Democratic Party. The fourteen-member committee contained at least seven
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devoted Yanceyites. The great orator could easily in®uence the other men.
Forsyth bitterly complained about being left off of this important group. He
felt his years of loyal party service in the trenches certainly more than justi¤ed
his selection. With Yancey and his gang now controlling these proceedings, the
report of the resolutions committee af¤rmed the 1856 Cincinnati Platform—
with the important addition of the main components of the 1848 Alabama
Platform. The most signi¤cant resolution instructed the Alabama delegation to
immediately withdraw if the Charleston National Democratic Convention re-
fused to uphold the stated principles of the Alabama Platform. This time no
ambiguity existed.31

Forsyth led the feeble opposition to the committee’s action. He offered his
own set of conciliatory resolutions as an alternative. The Mobilian felt the state
delegation should go to Charleston with a spirit of cooperation in order to
defeat the “Vandal hordes of Black Republicans.” Like the committee, he fa-
vored the readoption of the Cincinnati Platform, but with the insertion of the
principles of the Dred Scott ruling (as opposed to the Alabama Platform) as a
guide for the territorial question. In the ¤nal vote, Forsyth was one of only
three members who voted against the majority resolutions dealing speci¤cally
with the issue of slavery in the territories and the threatened withdrawal from
Charleston. He then stubbornly insisted that the of¤cial proceedings record his
name as a negative vote. The convention adjourned with Alabama committed
to a platform that, according to Forsyth, would hasten the disruption of the
Democratic Party and, ultimately, the Union.32

I now turn to the primary concern here—Forsyth’s role in the national elec-
tion process. Forsyth spent much of the next three months relentlessly criticiz-
ing the actions of the state convention. He also devoted many hours to ponder-
ing an alternative strategy he hoped might secure the nomination of Stephen
A. Douglas. The hostile reaction he faced led Forsyth to compare himself to a
captain who, on pointing out dangers ahead, faces a mutiny from the crew. In
this case, however, feelings were so strong the “captain” appeared to be serving
in a foreign navy. Day after day, the Register commented on the folly of the late
state meeting. Forsyth continued to insist that winning the election should be
the ultimate goal of the party. This objective, he felt, should supersede all de-
sires to make a statement on “abstract” issues such as protectionism and states’
rights. At one point, he warned that if the Alabama delegates insisted on going
to Charleston with their strict anti-Douglas resolutions, the state might as well
go ahead and leave the Union beforehand. In the longest and most emotional
speech of his brief legislative career, Forsyth warned his house colleagues that
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if they divided the Democracy on “barren and abstract issues,” they would
make the “million of abolitionists two millions, and enable them to ravish the
Federal government from our hands.”33

As the ominous gathering in South Carolina drew near, the attacks became
more personal. Forsyth printed a letter written by Yancey to James Slaughter,
in which the Ultra leader stated: “But if we could do as our fathers did, orga-
nize ‘committees of safety’ all over the cotton states (as it is only in them that
we can hope for any effective movement), we shall ¤re the Southern heart,
instruct the Southern mind, give courage to each other, and at the moment, by
one organized, concerted action, we can precipitate the cotton states into a revo-
lution.”34 The Register seized on this admission as a springboard for several ar-
ticles that pointed out what its editor saw as a not so hidden agenda of Yancey
and his cohorts. Forsyth and many of his fellow writers believed the Yancey-led
state convention deliberately adopted an unacceptable platform with the obvi-
ous intention of disrupting the party and, ultimately, forming a separate South-
ern nation.

Never content with the prospect of seeing himself relegated to the sidelines,
Forsyth contemplated an alternative strategy. Although not selected as a dele-
gate, he worked behind the scenes in order to have a say in the outcome of the
Charleston convention. In late January, he wrote Douglas: “We mean therefore
to call meetings in various parts of the state—not to take ground against or
denounce the action of a Democratic Convention (for that would be to contra-
dict our own advice and policy to abide by the action of the national Democ-
racy) but to unite all Democrats and others who are willing to unite with us in
a last effort to save the country from a Black Republican administration.”35

Some saw in Forsyth’s call a desire to unite with the ®edging Constitutional
Union movement in an effort to thwart the radical Democratic wing.

Forsyth tried to convey a favorable impression about the situation. He con-
¤ded his belief to Douglas that Yancey and his delegation would remain in the
Charleston convention and conform to its actions. He envisioned a situation in
which the instructed delegation would split into internal factions. He calcu-
lated that the group contained eighteen Ultras and eighteen moderates. In a
best-case scenario, Yancey’s group would walk out of the convention, at which
time the moderates would resign and ask for readmission as uncommitted
(hence potential Douglas) delegates from their respective districts. He also said
that the Alabama state convention had not been a true sampling of the people
of the state. The disruptive spirit, just witnessed in Montgomery, was the ex-
ception rather than the rule. Either Forsyth was extremely (and naively) opti-
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mistic or, more likely, he offered Douglas false hopes. Surely Forsyth realized
the three members who had voted against the withdrawal resolutions at the
convention were not the only men who represented the true sentiments of the
people.36

Even nonparticipating observers recognized the impossibility of a uni¤ed
national convention as long as Douglas was a factor. Murat Halstead, a news-
paper correspondent from Cincinnati, observed “the only possible way to keep
the Convention together from the start was for the Douglas men to withdraw
his name; and then the South, with another man, would have been willing to
mitigate the asperities of the slave code platform.”37 Forsyth continued to pump
Douglas with glowing reports. In January he wrote: “If you are nominated at
Charleston, I believe Alabama will give you [a] 20,000 majority.” The next
month, responding to continued reports that the senator was receiving advice
to withdraw, Forsyth insisted that Douglas stay the course and, “tell your
friends that you must be nominated—It will be the very best thing for the
Democracy of the South.” Through March and into April of 1860, Forsyth
regularly corresponded with Douglas, consistently imploring the champion of
popular sovereignty to “stand ¤rm,” even if advised otherwise by his associates.
The optimistic editor claimed Douglas was “stronger, a thousand times, with
the Southern people, than the super¤cial currents set in motion by the Politi-
cians, would indicate.”38 Certainly a man involved in Democratic Party politics
his entire life knew the implausibility of such statements. Even as Forsyth out-
wardly exhibited a wall of con¤dence, he, for the ¤rst time, pondered what to
do if Douglas did not receive the nomination. He assumed Douglas could still
in®uence the platform and nomination even if he himself was not the nominee.

Gaveled to order on 23 April 1860, the National Democratic Convention
met at Institute Hall of Charleston College. The building, designed to hold
eighteen hundred delegates, uncomfortably accommodated upward of three
thousand. An early spring heat wave (that pushed the South Carolina tempera-
tures near the 100-degree mark) made matters more uncomfortable for the
delegates, ®oor leaders, and gallery spectators. The of¤cial delegates belonged
to one of three groups, each on its own mission. Douglas supporters composed
a slight majority but knew they could not produce a two-thirds majority nec-
essary for nomination. Their only hope of success depended on a Southern
walkout and a favorable two-thirds vote of those who remained. They did,
however, have a strong enough voice to control the crucial platform vote.
William A. Richardson, a United States representative from Illinois, was their
®oor leader.39
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Yancey reigned supreme over the second group—a sizeable faction of the
Southerners, particularly the “¤re-eaters.” Determined to secure the main pro-
visions of the Alabama Platform, they were willing to withdraw to prove their
resolve. Numerically, they were a minority of the total body with only about
forty votes. Yancey hoped his actions could “nudge the party a bit further along
the road to an open acceptance of southern equality.” After the walkout oc-
curred, one Southern leader noted that the Yanceyites believed that “re®ection
would induce the majority to retrace their steps and to present to the retiring
states a platform which they could accept with honor.”40

A third group, sometimes ignored by historians, was the forces loyal to Presi-
dent Buchanan. Known by some as “Old Buck’s Boys,” they operated behind
the scenes to ensure a Douglas defeat. Their leader was Senator John Slidell (the
man who had been indirectly responsible for one of Forsyth’s Mexican prob-
lems with Buchanan) and Jesse Bright. One local Charleston paper reported a
rumor that Slidell, Bright, and a banker named W. W. Corcoran had planned
to “invest” a large sum of money between them to defeat Douglas. Buchanan’s
forces hoped the election would end up in the United States House of Repre-
sentatives, where they could control its outcome. Some still believed a nomina-
tion as a “dark horse” candidate would cause Buchanan to back away from his
one-term pledge.41

Regardless of the personal loyalties or agendas, Stephen A. Douglas was the
concern of every delegate. Halstead reported that the senator was “the pivot
individual of the Charleston Convention. Every delegate was for or against
him; every motion meant to nominate or not to nominate him.”42 After the
election of Caleb Cushing of Massachusetts as chairman of the proceedings and
a few minor credentials squabbles, the Charleston convention settled down to
business. On the second day, the convention made a fateful decision to adopt
the platform before agreeing on a candidate. This action made a harmonious
convention impossible. As long as the nominee was unknown, neither side was
willing to give ground on what Forsyth had consistently dismissed as the “ab-
stract” issue of slavery in the territories.

The platform committee presented the convention one majority and two
minority reports. The full body rejected the majority report, which offered the
Cincinnati Platform along with the rejection of popular sovereignty and an
endorsement of a federal slave code. The convention delegates also rejected
the second minority report, which endorsed the Cincinnati Platform as writ-
ten. The committee then substituted the primary minority report, pushed by
Forsyth and the Douglas delegates. It also reaf¤rmed the Cincinnati document
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but, in addition, pledged that “the Democratic Party will abide by the decisions
of the Supreme Court of the United States (i.e., Dred Scott) on the questions
of constitutional law.”43

The body voted separately on each section of the primary minority report.
The ¤rst section (Cincinnati Platform) carried overwhelmingly. On April 30,
after the adoption of the popular sovereignty plank, the walkout occurred. The
Alabama delegation, followed by those from Mississippi, Louisiana, South
Carolina, Florida, Texas, and Arkansas retired from the convention. The “Bolt-
ers” reassembled in another hall in Charleston and adopted their own platform.
They then adjourned with instructions to reconvene in Richmond on June 11.
Meanwhile, the nomination scenario Forsyth had envisioned failed to material-
ize (because of an interpretation of the convention rules that required a two-
thirds vote of the total number of delegates—not just the remaining number).
After the remaining delegates conducted ¤fty-seven ballots, Douglas still could
not muster a two-thirds majority. Without a nominee, the regular Charleston
convention likewise adjourned, to meet again in Baltimore on June 18.44

Although the ¤nal disruption of the party was still a few weeks away, in
Alabama the rush was on to claim the vacated seats for the upcoming Baltimore
convention. In Mobile County, the Yancey wing of the party met and selected
delegates to a new state convention scheduled to meet on June 4, in Montgom-
ery. Forsyth, through the Register, advertised a competing convention that
would meet in Selma (later moved to Montgomery) on the same day, for the
same purpose. Forsyth wrote to Douglas—clearly de¤ning his in®exible plans.
Sending the senator a copy of his printed convention “call,” the editor stated:
“We have just begun the ¤ght [and] mean yet to drive the Yanceyites to the
wall—They are very uneasy [and] we shall not spare them. We treat them as
aliens, Bolters separated from the Democracy and refuse to join them in the
same convention.”45

No action in Forsyth’s life ever drew so much political and personal hostility.
The Advertiser referred to Forsyth and his associates as “reckless and ambitious
third rate politicians” and “puny braggarts.” The editor was singled out as a
“vainglorious boaster.” Many old party regulars viewed Forsyth as a “disturber”
of the Alabama Democracy. The Yanceyites could not fathom why the idea of
congressional protection of slavery in the territories, once generally accepted,
was now deemed revolutionary. The leading Yancey journal mocked Forsyth
when it noted that all true Democrats in Alabama held to protection of slavery
except the editor of the Mobile Register: “He—‘wrapt in the solitude of his own
originality’—he alone had ‘Squatter’ imprinted on his brow, as, ‘gloomy and
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peculiar,’ if not ‘grand,’ he mournfully gazed across the peaceful waters of
Mobile Bay towards Mexico, and querulously wrote of ‘Old Buck.’ ” Yancey’s
nineteenth-century biographer claimed that Forsyth’s “self-conceit led him to
attempt to overthrow the Democratic Party.”46

The competing state conventions met and selected their delegates. The
“Bolters” convention sent their members to Richmond, where they planned to
regroup and then present themselves for admission at Baltimore. The “squatter”
convention sent Forsyth, Seibels, and others directly to Baltimore as replace-
ments for the delegates, who they felt, had resigned at Charleston. Regardless
of their open disgust with Forsyth and the other Douglas men, the Yanceyites
understood the odds that awaited them at the upcoming convention. The Ad-
vertiser (correctly) predicted that “Forsyth will carry his delegation from Selma
to Baltimore, and mark the prediction that if the Montgomery Convention
sends a delegation to Baltimore, it will be ruled out by the Baltimore Douglas
Convention (for it is nothing more, nor nothing less) and the Forsyth bogus
Douglas delegates under the false name of Democrats will be accepted.”47

An air of tension settled over Baltimore as the meeting opened on 18 June
1860 at the Front Street Theatre. One delegate brought a prize¤ghter along to
serve as a personal bodyguard while he was on the convention ®oor. Reports of
numerous duels and several ¤st¤ghts made the newspapers even before the
opening session. Murat Halstead noted that the Douglas forces, which now
smelled victory, assumed a tone of arrogance. He reported that they were “en-
couraged by the presence and support of Pierre Soule of Louisiana, John
Forsyth of Alabama, and other strong Southern men.” After taking care of
minor business, the convention selected the crucial Committee on Credentials.
Of the delegations that retired from the Charleston meeting, only Alabama and
Louisiana now returned with competing delegations. The pro-Douglas delega-
tions from the two states argued that they had ful¤lled the request of the
Charleston Convention by selecting a new delegation for Baltimore. They also
claimed that since the Yancey group was selected for a convention in Rich-
mond, they had no legitimacy in Baltimore.48

As the committee deliberated, the convention and the city ¤lled with wild
speculations and quarrels. By now, word had leaked out that Douglas was seri-
ously considering dropping out of the contest. Before the ¤nal report of the
committee became known, Douglas sent a letter to Richardson authorizing
him to withdraw his name if the situation warranted. The senator knew the
stakes involved in this political drama. He realized that a split Democratic Party
“would inevitably expose the country to the perils of sectional strife between
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the Northern and Southern party.” Such a division would cripple his long-held
view of “nonintervention” by Congress in the territories. Douglas was willing
to “cheerfully and joyfully” sacri¤ce his goal of the presidency to protect that
principle. Rumors were also rampant that the New York delegation, with their
thirty-¤ve votes, was about to sell out the Illinois senator. Forsyth worked fu-
riously behind the scenes to make sure Douglas held his ground and cast aside
any thought of withdrawal. The credentials committee presented its report on
June 21. With symbolism perhaps divinely inspired, the ®oor of the convention
hall literally fell out shortly after the morning call to order. After hasty repairs,
John Krum of Missouri presented the majority credentials report. The commit-
tee voted sixteen to nine to admit the Soulé (pro-Douglas) delegation from
Louisiana, and by a fourteen to eleven tally, accepted the Forsyth group from
Alabama.49

Isaac Stevens of Oregon presented the committee’s minority report. He ve-
hemently denounced the majority decision and insisted on the legitimacy of the
Yancey delegation from Alabama. The minority protested that the delegates
who left Charleston merely withdrew; therefore, they did not resign. The mi-
nority’s second complaint took aim directly at Forsyth. Stevens pointed out
that, unlike the regular Democratic meeting that was well advertised and at-
tended, Forsyth’s call only appeared in three newspapers and was answered by
representatives from only twenty-eight of ¤fty-two counties. Even the nature
of the call came under ¤re. Instead of being a speci¤c address to “the Democ-
racy,” the Register advertisement issued a general plea to the people of Alabama
to hold county meetings, and then send delegates to a state convention. Stevens
and the minority read this statement as an appeal to people outside the tradi-
tional Democratic Party to form a new political organization. When the full
assembly took the ¤nal credentials vote, the majority concurred with the ma-
jority report. By a vote of 148 to 101, the convention accepted John Forsyth
and his pro-Douglas delegation. This repudiation of Yancey led to the resigna-
tion of Caleb Cushing as chairman and the second “bolt” of the Southern
states. With the convention now packed in his favor, Douglas ¤nally received
the nomination on the second ballot. In retrospect, John Forsyth and the other
Douglas managers achieved a pyrrhic victory.50

The remaining choice of a vice-presidential candidate was also somewhat
complicated. Forsyth and Seibels promoted Benjamin Fitzpatrick as a man who
could take away votes from the Yanceyites in Alabama. Forsyth ignored the fact
that Senator Fitzpatrick was not totally committed to the Douglas platform and
had actually voted for the Davis slave-code resolution in the Senate.51 After the
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nomination was made, Fitzpatrick was torn over whether to accept. He received
a ®ood of advice from Douglas supporters and opponents alike. Seibels in-
formed the senator that “To refuse [the nomination] now would be to cower
before your enemies, disgrace your best friends, and place yourself in a most
unenviable position.” A fellow Alabamian telegraphed Fitzgerald with an in-
junction to “accept no nomination from the Douglas Convention. Success
would not compensate the loss of friends.” In his of¤cial reply to the nomina-
tion, Senator Fitzpatrick declined, noting: “The distracting differences at pres-
ent existing in the ranks of the Democratic Party were strikingly exempli¤ed
both at Charleston and at Baltimore, and, in my humble opinion, distinctly
admonish me that I should in no way contribute to these unfortunate divi-
sions.”52 With Fitzpatrick out of the picture, the nomination fell to one of
Forsyth’s old Georgia associates, Hershel V. Johnson. The “Bolters,” with Cush-
ing again serving as their chairman, reassembled and nominated John C. Breck-
inridge for president and Joseph Lane for vice-president. They also adopted the
same platform previously rejected by the majority at Charleston. While the
Democrats were between conventions, the Republicans met in Chicago and
made somewhat of a surprise nomination of Abraham Lincoln of Illinois for
president. Likewise, the Constitutional Union Party chose John Bell of Tennes-
see to be its standard bearer. Thus, the campaign commenced.

After the grueling nomination and platform-adoption process, the subse-
quent summer and fall campaign had the potential to be somewhat anticlimatic
for Forsyth. A ¤erce war of words carried on between the Montgomery Adver-
tiser and the Register quickly dispelled any quietude. As the Democratic Party
went in separate directions, the Yancey journal ¤red away, claiming that “we
have no hesitancy in saying that the Mobile Register had been more unscrupu-
lous in its abuses and misrepresentations of those who would not bow to the
wishes of its demagogical chief than any journal that has ever been published
in the State of Alabama.” These critics dismissed Forsyth’s support for Douglas
as blatant opportunism since he, they claimed, hoped for a future appoint-
ment in the new administration. Another chance at a ministry, perhaps to Brit-
ain, was the carrot, they felt, that Douglas dangled in front of Forsyth’s eyes.
Yancey, in a Memphis campaign speech for the Breckinridge ticket, asked the
assembled crowd: “Will you put those broken down politicians, Soule, Forsyth,
[ Jere] Clemens, and your [Henry] Footes against this mighty array of genius?”
The Douglas men were almost universally labeled traitors to the Southern cause
and to the principle of states’ rights.53

By October, Douglas, aware of Republican victories in several state elections
(most notably Pennsylvania), knew he could not win the presidency. He now
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devoted his energies to the preservation of the Union. Forsyth, however, was
not yet ready to give up. The editor implored Douglas to make a campaign
swing through Alabama. He promised a warm welcome in Mobile and two
thousand Douglas votes on Election Day. Douglas agreed and made plans to
arrive in Mobile on 5 November 1860. Even the choice of which steamer
Douglas would take from Montgomery to the port city involved political cal-
culations. Forsyth advised the senator to take the Duke since its captain was a
known Douglas supporter. A delegation, led by the editor himself, met Douglas
upriver and accompanied him on a triumphant entry into the city.54

On the evening of November 5, Forsyth introduced Senator Douglas from
the courthouse steps. The Little Giant, exhausted and only a few months away
from death, delivered a two-hour speech to an enthusiastic crowd of around (as
so reported) ¤ve thousand people. A ¤reworks display of¤cially ended the 1860
campaign for Douglas and Forsyth as they retired to the Battle House Hotel
(Forsyth was living here as his residence was undergoing a renovation). The two
men spent Election Day receiving supporters and discussing the national situa-
tion.55 That evening, the pair huddled in the of¤ces of the Register to await any
election news that might come by wire. Knowing the battle was lost, the two
warriors turned their thoughts to the future—how would the South react to the
election of Lincoln? Forsyth showed Douglas an editorial he had already writ-
ten and planned to run in the event of Lincoln’s victory. The article urged the
immediate calling of a state secession convention to discuss the grave situation.
Over Douglas’s strong objections, the editor made preparations to insert the
message into a coming issue of the Register. Douglas left Mobile the following
day, bound for New Orleans.56 He and Forsyth met only once more physically
(while Forsyth was in Washington, serving as a Confederate peace commis-
sioner), and never again philosophically.

Over the next several days, the election results con¤rmed Forsyth’s fears. The
split Democratic Party handed Lincoln and the Republicans a solid electoral
majority. In Alabama, Douglas ¤nished a distant third, behind Breckinridge
and Bell. Mobile was one of only ¤ve Alabama counties (and the only one not
in the Unionist Tennessee Valley) that produced at least a plurality for the Illi-
nois senator. The ¤nal tally in the county was 1,823 for Douglas, 1,629 for
Bell, and 1,541 for Breckinridge.57 Although Forsyth boasted of the local tri-
umph, the poll in Mobile County could be attributed to the large number of
temporary Northern residents. Almost immediately, plans began to take shape
for the calling for a state secession convention. Forsyth closed ranks with the
Southern secessionists and served the Confederate cause with distinction.

What then, in conclusion, was the signi¤cance of John Forsyth and the
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other Douglas managers in the disruption of the Democratic Party, the election
of 1860, and the ultimate secession of the Southern states? To fully answer this
important question, one must investigate the motivations of both the Yancey
and Douglas forces in the nomination and platform adoption processes as well
as the legality of the Forsyth “replacement” delegation at Baltimore. We turn
¤rst to Yancey. It is certainly no secret that the great orator longed (prayed?) for
a separate Southern nation. Historians must note, however, that a desire for
something that eventually happens does not necessarily constitute a cause of the
happening. Although Yancey was obviously ready for secession, and wanted
Alabama to likewise be ready, he did not expect the event to happen in 1860,
nor can it be proven that he even desired such an event at that moment.
Yancey’s stand on the withdrawal resolution at the Alabama State Democratic
Convention was not an effort at disunion, but an attempt to prepare the state
should such an event become likely in the future. Likewise, Yancey did not go
to the Charleston Convention to “precipitate” a revolution but, rather, to per-
suade the national party leadership to openly accept the concept of Southern
equality. There is no reason to believe that Yancey might not have eventually
compromised as he had done in 1856.58

The role of the Douglas men also requires a brief review. At the ¤rst sign of
controversy at Charleston—the adoption of the platform—the Yanceyites were
perhaps ready to compromise. The majority report, which clari¤ed the Cincin-
nati platform, might have been acceptable to Yancey, but the Douglas support-
ers refused to seek common ground. Several weeks before the convention,
Forsyth sent a private letter to Douglas in which he told the senator that their
side should “refuse to accept any material interpolations” in the platform as it
stood in 1856. In fact, many Douglas supporters wanted to force Yancey to
make good on his threatened walkout. Such a withdrawal would achieve two
of the national party’s objectives—brand Yancey as the disrupter of the party
and secure the nomination for Douglas. If Douglas was sincere in his offer
to withdraw his name at Baltimore, the protest of his managers (including
Forsyth) ended such a possibility and guaranteed there would be no compro-
mise for Yancey.59

Finally, one must examine the nature of the Forsyth “replacement” delega-
tion that appeared at Baltimore. There can be little doubt that the Yancey
group had the legitimate claim for the seats vacated at Charleston. This delega-
tion followed the speci¤c instructions given to them by the of¤cial state Demo-
cratic convention in January. The Forsyth group, on the other hand, was acting
on its own authority without the of¤cial sanction of any statewide organization.
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The Baltimore credentials committee accepted the Forsyth group because they
knew the Mobile editor and his colleagues would make no trouble regarding
the platform and also such an action served to punish Yancey for what the
committee saw as a plan to destroy the national party and promote secession.60

Many contemporary newspapers assigned blame for the party split to the
Douglas forces and the “bogus” Forsyth delegation. One noted that, rather
than a useful Baltimore convention, “The Douglas Managers determined to
carry things with a heavy hand, and they did so. Their tone had become reck-
less, de¤ant, domineering. They were evidently determined to exclude the regu-
larly appointed delegates from the Southern states and ¤ll these places with
creations of their own.”61

Speculation can be a dangerous practice for the historian—however, one can
only surmise the outcome had the Yancey delegation been seated at Baltimore.
Certainly, the overall body could have still failed to present an acceptable plat-
form in which case the second walkout would have occurred anyway. However,
it would have most likely been to Yancey’s advantage to work out some type of
compromise—thus being able to claim that he had molded the national party
to his own image.62 The seating of the Forsyth delegation ended any chance for
a solution to the Democratic nomination and platform dilemma. Had Forsyth
not led a move after the Charleston breakup to select a pro-Douglas replace-
ment delegation, the Baltimore seats would not have been in question. Without
the second “bolt,” Douglas still would not have had the numbers necessary for
a two-thirds majority. The senator may have then withdrawn his name, which
would have pressured Yancey to compromise on the platform. A united Demo-
cratic Party—while certainly not assured of a victory—would have offered Lin-
coln a more formidable challenge.

In his masterful study of antebellum Alabama politics, J. Mills Thornton
concluded that while Yancey and the ¤re-eaters usually receive the scorn for the
breakup of the Democratic Party and, ultimately, the Union, Senator Douglas
and his managers must assume their share of the blame. Likewise, Roy Franklin
Nichols noted that when the Southern Democrats encouraged Douglas to step
aside, he was willing, but his followers were not. Such managers, he concluded,
“forced Douglas to permit the destruction of the Democratic Party.”63 Cer-
tainly few managers were more instrumental in that “disturbance” than John
Forsyth of Mobile.
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John Forsyth Jr. as a young Mobile
editor, ca 1837. (Museum of Mobile)

John Forsyth Sr. One of the most
notable ¤gures in the early history
of Georgia, Forsyth Sr. served as
governor, U.S. senator, and
secretary of state under Presidents
Jackson and Van Buren. (Library
of Congress)
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John Forsyth served as an adjutant for the
Columbus (Georgia) Guards during the
Mexican War. (Historic Mobile Preservation
Society)

James Buchanan. Forsyth once stated
that “Of all the men living, he liked
Mr. Buchanan the least.” (Library of
Congress)
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John Forsyth in 1861. (Library
of Congress)

Stephen A. Douglas. Forsyth’s
unwavering support of the 
Little Giant in the presidential
election of 1860 was the most
controversial position of his
career. (Library of Congress)
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General Braxton Bragg. Forsyth
served on Bragg’s staff during the
1862 Kentucky Campaign.
(Library of Congress)

John Forsyth in his Mobile Register of¤ce during
Reconstruction. (University of South Alabama
Archives)
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John Forsyth’s Grave. Magnolia Cemetery, Mobile, Alabama. (Photo by Lynne Burnett)
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Several weeks after Abraham Lincoln’s election, John Forsyth wrote a
somewhat somber letter to Stephen A. Douglas. He correctly surmised that
with Douglas’s defeat, “the cause of the Union was lost.” More prophetically,
he noted that he never for a moment believed that “a giant nation could die
without a giant struggle.”1 Many political observers, particularly his former
Northern allies, believed Forsyth would “remain” a strong unionist. They soon
began to quiz their Southern friend about what they perceived as a change in
his attitude regarding secession. In December of 1860, the New York Times
printed a letter from August Belmont (chairman of the Democratic National
Committee) to Forsyth in which he pleaded with the editor to use his in®uence
to resist an emotional response to the recent national election. Wrote Belmont:
“Upon the leading national men of the South devolves now the sacred duty to
stem the torrent of terrorism, conjured up by rash politicians.” Belmont went
on to pose two troubling questions. First, he wondered, “Is Mr. Yancey’s pro-
gramme to precipitate the South into a revolution to be carried out by those
patriots who, with you, have thus far nobly fought against him and his nefari-
ous doctrine?” Second, “How can our friends in the cotton states reconcile their
actions of today with their professions only a few months back?”2

In a subsequent letter, Belmont accused Forsyth of being a traitor to the
Douglas cause. The New Yorker wrote, “When we Douglas men of the North
stood by our colors against the combined onslaught of Black Republicans and
the administration, we were upheld in our struggle by the consciousness that
we were ¤ghting the battle of the Union and the Constitution against fanati-
cism, North and South.” After Douglas’s death, John Forney, in the of¤cial
eulogy, mentioned Forsyth, as one of several Southern political managers, who
at one time were “professing to be his warmest friends.” Some prominent South-
erners were disturbed by Forsyth’s apparent shift. No less than Herschel V.
Johnson expressed his disappointment with the Mobile editor. Johnson, who
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did not want to see his Georgia cohorts rush to secession, complained openly
about the stance that Forsyth and other former moderates took on the issue.3

In raising such questions, Belmont, Forney, Johnson, and many others ex-
hibited the same misunderstanding of Forsyth’s views as had been repeatedly
expressed by leading secessionist newspapers during the late campaign. Many
equated Forsyth’s support of Douglas with a disavowal of states’ rights and an
unconditional pledge of loyalty to the Union—even under a Republican ad-
ministration.4 Neither idea could be further from the truth. As we have seen,
throughout the 1850s, Forsyth presented a consistent stance on the issue of
disunion. In 1850, commenting on the resistance movement in South Carolina,
Forsyth (while serving as editor of the Columbus Times) wrote: “Carolina must
draw the line boldly and distinctly between the enemies and friends of States’
Rights sovereignty and equality. It were better to be conquered in a manly
struggle for freedom, and die free, than live the victims of power and the slaves
of despotism consolidated of fanaticism and cupidity.” Before the presidential
canvas of 1856, he had stated that “if Frémont’s election should occur, the
South ought not to submit, and will not submit.” More speci¤cally, the edi-
tor had declared, “If it be distinctly ascertained that the people of the North
are deliberately resolved not to respect the guarantee of slavery, then should the
South organize an independent government, and protect its right by force.”
Even after the Alabama State Democratic Convention of 1860, Forsyth, while
championing Douglas and the Union, still wrote that if a “Black Republican”
was elected, he would be of the same opinion as the Ultras. To his old neme-
sis William F. Samford, he wrote: “If a Black Republican president should
be elected by a purely sectional vote, the South resisting and the Northerners
uniting against us, this is no Union for the slaveholders to live in. I should go
with Mr. Yancey, halter or no halter.” Forsyth’s expressed goal—one from which
he never departed—was to prevent such a victory. His differences with the
Yancey faction of the Democratic Party had been over how to accomplish that
goal—not what to do if the goal was not achieved. Thus, when Forsyth wrote
Douglas that “it seems to me we must part,” he typi¤ed many Southern Doug-
las supporters in that he supported the Little Giant in earnest but, when the
“cause of the Union was lost,” closed ranks with the Southern secessionists.5

As the fallout of Lincoln’s election settled, Alabama’s political attention
turned to Montgomery and secession. Forsyth noted the seriousness of the
times in an editorial which stated, “No man who has intelligently re®ected on
the political condition of the country, especially as developed in the presidential
canvass just closed, can resist the conclusion that the incompatibility of inter-
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ests and views between the slaveholding and the non-slaveholding states, or to
adapt the phrase of the master spirit of abolitionism, the ‘irrepressible con®ict,’
has at last come to a crisis which leaves but little, if any, hope of those who look
upon the Federal Union as the master piece of human wisdom in the science
of government.”6

As discussed in the previous chapter, the Alabama state legislature, in Feb-
ruary of 1860, passed a resolution stating that, in the event of a Republican
presidential victory, “It shall be the duty of the governor, and he is hereby re-
quired, forthwith to issue his proclamation, calling upon the quali¤ed voters of
the state to assemble on Monday, not more than forty days after the date of
said proclamation . . . to consider, determine, and do whatever in the opinion
of said Convention, the right, interest, and honor of the State of Alabama re-
quired to be done for their protection.” One week after Lincoln’s election, Gov-
ernor Moore ful¤lled his obligation. He announced that December 24 would
be the election day for delegates to a January 7 convention. Two schools of
thought regarding the secession issue quickly materialized prior to the Christ-
mas Eve election. One group—the immediate secessionists (sometimes referred
to as “straight-outs”)—favored unilateral action by Alabama in withdrawing
from the Union. The second group—the cooperationists—ranged from condi-
tional unionists to those who favored secession in concert with the other South-
ern states. Forsyth now favored the secession convention, but, he wrote, “If the
convention should determine to withdraw separately and without cooperation
with the other Southern states, then such action shall be referred to a vote of
the people at the ballot box.”7

Since most people believed the ¤nal decision of the secession convention
would not go before the voters of Alabama, many viewed the election of dele-
gates as a referendum on secession. Conservative cooperationists had trouble
mounting a campaign. The Mobile Advertiser announced a slate of four con-
servative candidates (none of which had been publicly nominated). Of these
four, two—including a surprised Forsyth—declined to run. The election results
ensured Alabama’s secession from the Union. The secessionists won twenty-
nine counties (¤fty-four delegates) while the cooperationists won twenty-three
counties (forty-six delegates). Statewide, the popular vote was 35,693 to 28,181
in favor of the secessionist candidates. The breakdown of the vote demonstrated
the typical geographical split of Alabama politics. Generally speaking, north
Alabama elected cooperationist candidates while south Alabama chose seces-
sionists. Even Mobile County, certainly not a center of secessionist fervor, sup-
ported the secessionist ticket. Although the city of Mobile gave Breckinridge
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only 29 percent of its vote in the 1860 election, the secessionist candidates for
the state convention swept all seven city wards and garnered a two-to-one mar-
gin of victory.8

Little suspense remained as the secession convention convened in Montgom-
ery on the appointed day. Forsyth wrote Douglas that the state would “without
doubt” adopt an ordinance of secession. He also noted that many conservatives
did not even bother going to the polls—“looking upon secession as a foregone
conclusion.” The opening prayer of the convention set the tone for the gather-
ing. The Reverend Basil Manly (a former president of the University of Ala-
bama) left little doubt as to which side Providence favored, stating: “We thank
Thee for all the hallowed memories connected with the establishment of the
independence of the colonies, and their sovereignty as states, and with the for-
mation and maintenance of our government, which we had devoutly hoped
might last, unperverted and incorruptible, as long as the sun and moon en-
dure.” After unanimously passing a resolution stating that Alabama could not
and would not submit to the Republican administration, the debate began on
a proper course of action. On January 10, Mr. Yancey, chairman of a commit-
tee of thirteen (stacked seven to six in favor of the secessionists) reported an
ordinance of secession to the full body. On the next day, the convention voted
sixty-one to thirty-nine in favor of the ordinance.9

A leading Alabama history textbook concluded that there were basically
three general reasons many Alabamians were in favor of secession: (1) a per-
ceived loss of freedom; (2) the potential economic devastation resulting from
the loss of slave property; and (3) racial fears and prejudices. It is interesting to
note that Forsyth addressed all three of these concerns in one of his many
letters to Senator Douglas. Forsyth con¤ded to Douglas that “a quiet submis-
sion to Lincoln’s administration would be taken and treated by the North as an
unconditional surrender for all times to come.” Furthermore, it was better to
¤ght a “long and bloody war” than remain in the Union and “be stripped of
25 hundred millions of slave property.” Finally, submission would result in the
unthinkable prospect of having “turned loose among us 4,000,000 of free
blacks.”10

Delegates from Alabama joined ¤ve other Southern states (Texas did not
arrive until a month later) in another convention held in Montgomery, which
opened on 4 February 1861. This unique gathering actually had three func-
tions. First, it was to draw up a provisional and, later, permanent constitution.
Second, the body would serve as an electoral college to name a president and
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vice president. Finally, the convention would act as a provisional Congress of
the Confederate States of America.11

Exactly one year prior, during the heat of the presidential nomination
struggle, Forsyth had written a sarcastic rejoinder to the Montgomery Advertiser,
in which he stated that, should the secessionists cause the election of a Repub-
lican and thus disrupt the Union, he would “quietly stay at home and mind
[his] private business, and leave it to you and your friends to get the country
out of the ugly scrape in which you had placed it.”12 Events in Charleston,
South Carolina, and the call of the new Confederate government forced For-
syth to abandon any such thought and returned him to the center of national
affairs. Immediately after secession, Southern state authorities began con¤scat-
ing federal property on their now-independent soil. By the time of the forma-
tion of the Confederate States, Fort Sumter in Charleston and Fort Pickens in
Pensacola were the most notable exceptions. Fort Sumter stood on a man-made
granite island in the entrance to Charleston Bay. More of a political symbol
than a military necessity, Fort Sumter nevertheless became a great concern for
Confederate of¤cials when the new government assumed responsibility (previ-
ously borne by South Carolina) for the military situation in Charleston.13

On 15 February 1861, the Confederate Congress passed a resolution autho-
rizing President Jefferson Davis to appoint a three-man commission to be sent
to Washington for the purpose of “negotiating friendly relations” between the
United States and the Confederate States of America. This commission was also
instructed to settle “all questions of disagreements between the two govern-
ments, upon principles of right, justice, equity, and good faith.” On Febru-
ary 27, Davis sent word to the Confederate Congress of his appointment of
Martin J. Crawford, Andre B. Roman, and John Forsyth for the task. Davis
explained the political considerations involved in the composition of the com-
mission. Roman, a former governor of Louisiana, had been a Whig and later
a Constitutional Unionist supporter of John Bell. Crawford, a United States
congressman, was a states’ rights Democrat who had supported Breckinridge.
Forsyth, in Davis’s words, “had been a zealous advocate of the claims of Mr.
Douglas.” Davis believed that “the composition of the commission was there-
fore such as should have conciliated the sympathy and cooperation of every
element of conservatism with which they might have occasion to deal.”14 The
successful accomplishment of the mission to which the commissioners were dis-
patched would require, in the words of one historian, “sheer magic.” According
to President Davis’s appointment letter, the commissioners were to attempt to
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accomplish the following: (1) secure Fort Sumter by negotiations; (2) negotiate
the transfer of Fort Pickens; (3) ask for the Federal government’s blessings for
all property already seized; (4) secure recognition of Confederate indepen-
dence; and (5) conclude treaties of amity and goodwill between the two na-
tions.15

Crawford arrived in Washington on 3 March 1861. He called on President
Buchanan, who was in his last full day of of¤ce. Buchanan refused Crawford
an audience. When Forsyth arrived two days later, the situation regarding Fort
Sumter was indeed tense. The previous December, Major Robert Anderson had
moved his command from a weak Fort Moultrie to the stronger Sumter. An-
derson’s action set off patriotic outbursts of approval in the North and howls
of protest in the South. Robert Barnwell Rhett Jr.’s Charleston Mercury termed
Anderson’s action as an “outrageous breach of faith” and advised patriotic
women to begin rolling bandages. South Carolina artillery turned back an at-
tempt to reinforce the fort in January of 1861. A fragile truce ensued whereby
the Carolinians left Sumter alone as long as the Federal government did not try
to bring reinforcements.16 Such was the status when, on the day before Forsyth
reached the federal capital, Abraham Lincoln delivered his ¤rst inaugural ad-
dress. Most Southern newspapers reported the speech as a virtual declaration
of war. Lincoln’s assurances that “the power con¤ded to me will be used to
hold, occupy and possess the property and places belonging to the government”
prompted the Richmond Dispatch to insist “the sword is drawn and the scabbard
thrown away.”17

By March 6, Forsyth and Crawford (not yet joined by Roman) made over-
tures through a third party to William Seward, the new secretary of state. Not
wishing to recognize the Confederate government, Seward began a calculated
strategy of delay. The Confederate commissioners wanted a signed pledge from
Seward that no change would occur in the military situation at Fort Sumter
during any period of delay. In turn, Forsyth and Crawford would not demand
immediate recognition. Forsyth and Crawford obviously believed reports circu-
lating that Fort Sumter would be evacuated in ten days. When several days
passed without Seward’s signature on the prepared pledge, the Confederate gov-
ernment, as well as its commissioners, began to smell a rat. On March 13,
Forsyth and Crawford sent a formal letter (dated March 12) to Seward—via
John T. Pickett, the commissioner’s secretary—forcing the recognition issue. In
this letter, the two commissioners explained that “the Confederate States con-
stitute an independent nation, de facto and de jure” and, as such, requested
Seward to “appoint as early a day possible, in order that they may present to
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the President of the United States the credentials which they bear and the ob-
jects of the mission with which they are charged.”18

While awaiting a reply, Forsyth wrote to Confederate Secretary of War
Leroy Pope Walker that the commissioners were “playing a game in which time
is our best advocate.” He believed that Lincoln’s cabinet was torn over how best
to respond to the commission’s request. Wrote Forsyth: “There is a terri¤c ¤ght
in the cabinet. Our policy is to encourage the peace element in the ¤ght, and
at least blow up the cabinet on the question. The outside pressure in favor of
peace grows stronger every hour.” The commissioner con¤dently predicted that
any delay would work in favor of the Confederate mission. On the next day, he
communicated to South Carolina Governor Francis W. Pickens his belief that
Fort Sumter would soon be evacuated. Regardless of Forsyth’s optimism, the
Confederate of¤cials in Montgomery continued to grow restless. In a major
change of policy, Toombs instructed the commission to relay to Seward an
agreement to delay pressing for recognition in exchange for the surrender of the
fort or at least an agreeable arrangement for a future surrender.19 The Confed-
erate policy thus shifted from retention of the status quo to a demand for full
evacuation. The Confederates also wanted an answer to their March 13 letter
by the 15th.

On March 15, two members of the United States Supreme Court—Samuel
Nelson and John Archibald Campbell—became involved in the negotiations.
Seward informed the two that Fort Sumter would indeed be evacuated within
¤ve days. Campbell relayed this information to the commissioners and asked
them to hold off their demand for recognition for a few more days—a request
to which they agreed. Again, on March 22, Forsyth expressed a con¤dent air
to Governor Pickens. In a telegram, the commissioner stated, “In spite of ap-
pearances, I believe I am not mistaken about Sumter. It will be evacuated if
there is faith in Man.”20 On April 1, the fort had still not been vacated. Gov-
ernor Pickens, apparently lacking “faith in man,” telegraphed Campbell to ¤nd
out the cause of the delay. Campbell went directly to Seward and found out
that Lincoln, much like his Confederate counterparts, could change the terms
of an agreement. Seward informed the commissioners that Lincoln would not
resupply the fort without ¤rst notifying Governor Pickens.

After April 1, diplomatic conditions rapidly deteriorated. Forsyth and his
colleagues began to function more as spies and purchasing agents than diplo-
mats. The three sent reports of military activity in the Federal capital including
troop and ship movements. Forsyth even communicated with Walker regarding
the purchase of military supplies for the Confederacy. In a series of exchanges,
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Forsyth and Walker argued over what was a fair price for ri®es, Colt pistols, and
three hundred tons of powder.21

Forsyth did manage to enjoy at least one pleasurable evening during his time
in Washington. On April 4, he dined with Stephen A. Douglas, Salmon Chase
(Lincoln’s secretary of the treasury), Caleb Smith (secretary of the interior), and
William H. Russell, a visiting correspondent of the London Times. In his diary
(published two years later), Russell described Forsyth as a man “fanatical in his
opposition to any suggestion of compromise or reconciliation.” Russell, how-
ever, later referred to Forsyth as being “the most astute, and perhaps most ca-
pable of the gentlemen whose mission to Washington seems likely to be so
abortive.”22 One can only speculate as to the conversation between Forsyth and
Douglas. The Little Giant died less than nine weeks later.

By the ¤rst week of April, outside pressure was mounting on the Confed-
erate government to insist that its commissioners press the recognition and
evacuation issues. Politicians in the lower South grew increasingly impatient
with what they saw as the feeble effort of Forsyth, Crawford, and Roman. On
April 2, the Savannah Republican stated that “these men [Forsyth et al.] should
require to know within ¤ve days whether the forts on our soil and justly be-
longing to us, are to be given up or whether we shall be compelled to take them
by force of arms.” On April 8, Seward ¤nally answered the commissioner’s
March 12 letter. He disagreed with Forsyth and Crawford’s contention that the
Confederacy represented a “rightful and accomplished revolution.” To the sec-
retary of state, the Confederacy was a “perversion of a temporary and partisan
excitement to the inconsiderate purposes of an unjusti¤able and unconstitu-
tional aggression upon the rights and authority vested in the Federal Govern-
ment.”23 Seward concluded his reply with the assertion that he had no authority
to recognize them as diplomatic agents or hold any other communications or
correspondence with them.

Forsyth, Crawford, and Roman could not resist answering Seward’s rejec-
tion. In a lengthy letter dated 9 April 1861, the commissioners accused Seward
of bad faith, if not outright treachery, during the course of the negotiations.
The commissioners expressed their belief that Seward, as secretary of state, had
been speaking with some authority when he promised the evacuation of Fort
Sumter. They concluded their bitter discourse with a prophetic statement:
“Your refusal to entertain these overtures for a peaceful solution, the active na-
val and military preparations of the Government, and a formal notice to the
commanding General of the Confederate forces in the harbor of Charleston
that the President intends to provision Fort Sumter by forcible means if neces-
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sary, are viewed by the undersigned, and can only be received by the world, as
a declaration of war against the Confederate States; for the President of the
United States knows that Fort Sumter cannot be provisioned without the effu-
sion of blood.”24

Although the events of the ¤nal hours leading up to the actual ¤ring on Fort
Sumter need not be reexamined here, one question does deserve an answer—
Were Forsyth and his fellow commissioners “duped” by Seward and the Lincoln
administration? Historians such as Richard N. Current, who place the blame
for the outbreak of the Civil War squarely on Jefferson Davis and the Confed-
erate leadership, believe the commissioners knew all along that Seward was
playing a devious game. On 2 April 1861, Secretary Walker wrote to General
Pierre G. T. Beauregard that “the government [at Montgomery] has at no time
placed any reliance on assurances by the government at Washington in respect
to Fort Sumter.”25 According to proponents of this position, the commissioners
thought they were using Seward, rather than he them. Indeed ten years after
the fact, Forsyth himself told an author that the commissioners were willing “to
play with Seward, to delay and gain time until the South was ready.”26

Obviously, most Southerners did not share this view. Beginning with John
A. Campbell, many Southern leaders claimed that, through their deception,
Lincoln and Seward brought on the tragic war. On the day after the bombard-
ment of Sumter began, Campbell wrote to Seward that no candid man “but
will agree that the equivocating conduct of the administration . . . is the proxi-
mate cause of the great calamity.”27 Writing his memoirs years later, Jefferson
Davis bitterly complained about the “absence of good faith” exhibited by the
Lincoln administration. In the days just before and after the outbreak of hos-
tilities, some Southerners were writing about the treacherous spirit of the Union
government. One penman felt that the Lincoln administration had been “act-
ing with duplicity, and whilst professing peace, has been secretly preparing for
war.” When Forsyth returned to Mobile, he made a speech from the balcony of
the Battle House Hotel in which he blasted the conduct of the Federal adminis-
tration and its agents. It is interesting to note that Forsyth (and many other
Southerners) also accused Campbell of duplicity in his role as a mediator.28

Forsyth returned to a city worked into war preparation frenzy. Given the
importance of Mobile as a major Southern port, its citizens were certain they
faced imminent invasion. As part of a three-man “Committee for Defense,”
Forsyth appealed to Walker for arms and munitions. In a letter to Montgom-
ery, Forsyth protested the removal of the state artillery from the city, since in
so doing the only available ¤eld artillery pieces were lost. Forsyth’s protest was
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“in the name of a defenseless community and millions of property at the mercy
of the enemy.” On 13 May 1861, he accepted the nomination of the Mo-
bile Board of Alderman and the Common Council to ¤ll the vacancy in the
Mayor’s of¤ce occasioned by the resignation of Jones M. Withers.29 Withers, a
West Point graduate and Mexican War veteran, accepted a commission in the
Confederate army. As mayor of Mobile for the next six months, Forsyth found
himself involved in problems common to all major Confederate communities.
These problems can best be broken down into three categories: (1) city ¤-
nances; (2) welfare of the citizenry; and (3) defense of the city.

Soon after Forsyth took of¤ce, a joint ¤nance committee informed him that
the ¤nancial condition of the city—“the revenues of which during times of
peace and plenty is barely suf¤cient”—was now, in time of war, seriously lack-
ing. The committee estimated that the immediate defense needs of the town
would require at least ¤fty thousand dollars. Furthermore, the committee op-
timistically (but mistakenly) informed Forsyth that “the patriotism of our
citizens will at once induce them to come forward cheerfully in support of a
tax to raise the amount proposed for the defense of our beautiful city.” The
Board of Aldermen also authorized Forsyth to borrow from county funds, seize
monies in accounts owned by citizens of the United States, and come up with
his own revenue-producing and revenue-regulating measures. One measure
that Forsyth submitted was a directive to local ¤nancial institutions to with-
hold payment of coupons on the city bonds issued in 1843 and due to mature
on 1 July 1861.30

A major concern for Forsyth and the city of Mobile involved the use of
Confederate treasury notes as payment for city taxes and fees. In June of 1861,
the Register printed several letters and editorials concerning this issue. In one
letter, an irate citizen complained that the Confederate government paid its
obligations in Confederate treasury notes; however, since local banking institu-
tions redeemed the notes at discounts ranging from 7 to 15 percent, local mer-
chants were reluctant to accept them as payment for goods or services. Forsyth
found himself involved in this ¤nancial dilemma in three different ways—as
editor, mayor, and businessman. Editor Forsyth encouraged people to accept
the treasury notes as they were backed by Southern cotton—“our grand staple
which has as substantial a value as coin or bullion.” Ironically, in the column
next to this editorial, businessman Forsyth insisted that subscriptions to the
Register be remitted in Mobile Bank bills or in gold. Mayor Forsyth, in Septem-
ber, asked the Board of Aldermen to pass a resolution or ordinance authorizing
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the receipt of Confederate treasury notes (at par value) for all taxes, licenses,
and dues. Likewise, the city would use the same for all expenditures.31

Forsyth prepared a list of ¤nancial proposals for consideration by the Ala-
bama house and senate. First, he wanted the lawmakers to repeal the act ex-
empting goods imported from foreign countries from taxation. He believed the
reason for the passage of the act (in February of 1861) no longer applied, and
the city could gain much-needed revenue from its repeal. The mayor’s second
request involved the city’s bonded debt. An act of 1843 required that certain
tax revenues be deposited into a designated banking institution to pay bonds
as they matured. Since Forsyth believed citizens of the United States held at
least one quarter of this debt, he wanted the legislature to pass an act suspend-
ing the obligation to earmark this tax money during the continuance of the war.
The third proposal asked the legislature to increase the rate of taxation on prop-
erty within the city. This proposal was the only one of Forsyth’s measures that
did not pass the vote of the aldermen. Another scheme called for the issuance
of checks (notes) in the denomination of ¤ve, ten, twenty-¤ve, and ¤fty cents
as well as one, two, and three dollars. These notes would be payable to the
Mobile Savings Bank. Forsyth hoped this system would alleviate the inconve-
nience and “embarrassment” caused by the lack of coin in circulation. The ¤fth
plan called for the suspension of the tax paid by the city to the state for the
improvement of the Mobile harbor. Finally, should the war extend into 1863—
when another major local bond issue was to mature—Forsyth wanted an act to
allow the city to extend the maturity date to some period after the end of
hostilities.32

Although ¤nances were of critical importance, two other areas (themselves
obviously related to ¤nances) occupied the days of “His Honor the Mayor”—
the welfare of the citizens and defense measures. Even during the earliest days
of the war, many Mobile citizens found themselves facing economic hardships.
One of Forsyth’s ¤rst (unpopular) moves as mayor was to trim back the number
of workers employed by the city. The laid-off laborers petitioned Forsyth and
the aldermen to be rehired at lower wages. Forsyth later reported to the alder-
men that “instances are not wanting, of women prostrate with disease and lying
with hungry children around them in squalled apportionments, not only desti-
tute of medical assistance, but of bread.” In one case a white woman who was
“indebted to some negroes in whose house she lies for the food that stands
between her and starvation,” asked him “if a human being can be left to starve
in a Christian community.” The mayor proposed a “free market for the poor,”
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modeled after one he had recently seen in New Orleans. He also wanted to
organize a “Mobile Relief Association” to address the plight of the needy.33

Another pressing concern was the defense of the vulnerable port city. On
4 January 1861, Governor Moore had ordered the occupation of Forts Morgan
and Gaines on either side of the entrance to Mobile Bay. Most of the Confed-
erate energy was spent increasing the capabilities of these installations to pre-
vent the anticipated Union invasion. For the city itself, Major Danville Lead-
better, an engineer under Colonel William J. Hardee, planned ¤eld works at
about a two and one-quarter mile curve from the courthouse. Leadbetter’s plan
included redoubts placed about a mile apart with intervening redans—the lat-
ter ®anked by musketry and ¤eld guns. Mayor Forsyth’s role in the early de-
fense planning centered primarily on using his government connections to pro-
cure arms and supplies. In June 1861, the Register reported that Forsyth had
obtained enough muskets, ri®es, and percussion caps to equip a force of four
thousand volunteers. In September, he expressed his concerns to Secretary
Walker over the fact that there were less than ¤fty rounds of powder at the forts
at the mouth of the bay. Forsyth wrote that “two hours of active ¤ghting will
exhaust the supply and then . . . Mobile is at the mercy of a naval power hold-
ing these forts and commanding the bay.” He soon received a reply from acting
Secretary of War Judah P. Benjamin (probably still angry over the Tehuantepec
affair), assuring him that additional supplies were forthcoming. A year later,
Governor John Gill Shorter was still complaining about the lack of men and
materials available for Mobile’s defense. Shorter felt the situation so grave that
he sent word to President Davis that he hoped in the event of the fall of Mobile,
the “order will be given that not one stone be left upon another.” As far as the
governor was concerned, the invading enemy should ¤nd “nothing but smok-
ing and smoldering ruins to gloat over.”34

Forsyth’s brief term as mayor ended in December of 1861. During the early
months of 1862, military affairs commanded the attention of the entire Forsyth
clan. In March, editor Forsyth helped organize the Alabama 3rd Infantry Regi-
ment Militia. In his public appeal for men, he opined, “Our homes, property,
and liberties are all in danger—Nothing can save them but the prompt valor
of the Sons of the South.” Forsyth himself was named the commanding of¤cer
and given the rank of colonel. This group, more useful as a ceremonial out¤t
than an actual ¤ghting force, was mustered out of service after only a few
weeks in existence. Forsyth’s oldest son John—by now sometimes referred to as
“John Jr.”—also attempted to serve. He enlisted as a private in the 3rd Regi-
ment of Alabama Volunteers on April 16 for a three-year term. However, his
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health was such that he was forced to take a medical discharge after only a few
weeks of service. His of¤cial medical record noted that the young man suffered
from “original delicacy of constitution conjoined with exceedingly nervous dis-
position.”35

It was the younger son Charles who had the most notable (and sometimes
controversial) military career. The youngest Forsyth enlisted in April 1861
when the 3rd Alabama Infantry Regiment was organized in Montgomery. The
3rd Alabama, eventually under the command of Cullen A. Battle, became at-
tached to the Army of Northern Virginia in April of 1862. Charles Forsyth was
involved in many of the most famous battles of the war, including Antietam,
Fredericksburg, Chancellorsville, Gettysburg, and Cold Harbor.36

After his short time as a military recruiter, Forsyth planned to help the war
effort in a more familiar role as editor and commentator. Events in September
1862, however, pushed Forsyth once again away from the Register of¤ce and
back into the national spotlight. This next opportunity came at the request of
Forsyth’s personal friend, General Braxton Bragg. During the ¤rst months of
the war, Bragg held commands at both Pensacola and Mobile. By the summer
of 1862, Union armies threatened Richmond in the east and held New Or-
leans, most of Tennessee and much of the Mississippi River. Two widely sepa-
rated armies appeared to hold the fate of the Confederacy. The less famous of
the two armies (Robert E. Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia being the more
famous) was badly disorganized in northern Mississippi. President Davis re-
placed its commander (General Pierre G. T. Beauregard) with Bragg on 20 June
1862.37 In July, Bragg left a small force in Mississippi and moved the bulk of
his army to Chattanooga to help defend eastern Tennessee from the advancing
Union General Don Carlos Buell and the Army of the Ohio.

Stern, authoritative, and somewhat tyrannical, Bragg’s sense of strict disci-
pline was legendary. Perhaps more important, Bragg was also a favorite of Presi-
dent Davis. The Southern press, however, found little use for the arrogant gen-
eral. Upset over the removal of the more personable Beauregard, members of
the press reported that Bragg received the command only because of his in-
sider status with the Confederate administration. On August 20, Bragg, tired
of such media abuse, issued an order stating that “no person not properly con-
nected with the army will be permitted to accompany it—whenever found
within the lines, they will be arrested and con¤ned.” After one of his correspon-
dents tested the new policy and was subsequently arrested, Samuel G. Reid of
the Montgomery Advertiser wrote Bragg: “Allow me to say the arrest of our cor-
respondent on the pretense of giving information to the enemy can only be
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regarded by all free-thinking men as another exhibition of that petty tyranny
and vindictiveness for which you have gained an unenviable notoriety.”38

With his army in Chattanooga, Bragg received new orders. Davis wanted
him to invade Kentucky, thus drawing Buell out of Tennessee and, Davis
hoped, “liberating” the Bluegrass State from its “Yankee oppression.” Here
Forsyth entered the story. By now, Bragg, realizing the importance of having
his own side of a story in the newspapers, summoned Forsyth to help him
engage in “psychological warfare” against the enemy. Bending his own rules,
Bragg agreed to allow Forsyth to report the Kentucky campaign for four lead-
ing newspapers—the Register, the Atlanta Confederacy, the Augusta Constitution-
alist, and the Charlotte Courier. Certainly Bragg intended to use his editor
friend to enhance his own military reputation.39

Forsyth reached Atlanta on September 5 and Chattanooga three days later.
Along with a dozen of¤cers and commissary and quartermaster’s clerks, Forsyth
left to overtake Bragg’s army, which now had a ten-day head start. So sick when
he left Chattanooga that he could hardly ride, Forsyth’s journey got steadily
worse. Near Glasgow, Kentucky, a courier informed Forsyth’s party of Union
army activity in the area. The group took a detour but fell among a company
of the 7th Regiment of Pennsylvania Calvary. Forsyth and his companions were
taken prisoner. He was soon paroled but lost a “valuable” servant, two horses,
his side-arms, and most of his clothes. Once Forsyth ¤nally caught up with
Bragg’s army, he organized a corps of printers and obtained presses, types, and
transports for a traveling newspaper of¤ce. He saw his work as important be-
cause “the soldiers want news and Kentucky, plunged in Yankee darkness, needs
enlightenment.”40

Forsyth’s ¤rst major assignment was to compose a “Proclamation to the
People of the Northwest.” Although published (on September 26) under
Bragg’s name, historians agree Forsyth was most certainly the ghostwriter. The
proclamation explained to the people of Kentucky the purpose of Bragg’s pres-
ence. It began thus: “The Confederate Government is waging this war solely
for self-defense—it has no designs of conquest, nor any other purpose than to
secure peace and the abandonment by the United States of its pretensions
to govern a people who have never been their subjects and who prefer self-
government to a union with them.” Bragg hoped that thousands of Ken-
tuckians would rush to the support of the liberating army. Indeed, the army
carried ¤fteen thousand extra ri®es to arm any such converts. Forsyth reported
that “Kentucky spirit is with us, but it halts in the ®esh.”41

From mid-September through the ¤rst of October, a stalemate situation ex-
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isted in Kentucky. On September 30, from Bardstown, Forsyth wrote: “This
army has been in quiet possession of this pretty Kentucky village for one week.
The people, especially the fairer part of it, have been kind and hospitable, and
the enemy has not ventured to appear in force to disturb us.” General Buell
held Louisville while Confederate General Kirby Smith seized the state capital
at Frankfort (where Bragg planned to inaugurate Richard Hawes as Confeder-
ate governor). Northern criticism of Buell forced him to ¤nally move against
the rebels. Buell’s and Bragg’s forces met at Perryville on October 8. Although
heavily outnumbered, Bragg’s army made a strong showing—at one point push-
ing the Union left two miles off of the ¤eld and killing two generals in the
process.42 After heavy casualties to his forces (3,400 to his force of about
15,000), Bragg declined to ¤ght the following day. Instead, the general ordered
a retreat from Perryville and a withdrawal from the state of Kentucky. Buell
pursued timidly but failed to attack the weakened, retreating Confederates.

This retreat from what seemed to many like a chance for a decisive victory
produced a ¤restorm of controversy. In his of¤cial report that explained his
decision, Bragg stated: “Ascertaining that the enemy was heavily re-enforced
during the night, I withdrew my forces early the next morning to Harrodsburg
and then to this point” (Bryantsville, Kentucky, from where the report origi-
nated). Never one to readily accept blame for a personal shortcoming, Bragg
further stated that “the campaign here was predicated on a belief and the most
positive assurances that the people of this country would rise in mass to assert
their independence. No people ever had so favorable an opportunity, but I am
distressed to add there is little or no disposition to avail of it.” Several months
after the incident, Bragg sent a private letter to President Davis. In this com-
munication, he claimed that, although he did not want to rehash the results of
the Kentucky campaign, nonetheless, he “knowing my position to be impreg-
nable and failing to receive a burial of the whole matter,” he was forced to
“enter it with deep regret.” He placed the blame for the bluegrass debacle
squarely on his subordinates (particularly Generals Polk and Hardee) for not
following his explicit orders.43 This explanation notwithstanding, the Southern
press savaged the controversial general for his withdrawal. Many of Forsyth’s
journalism colleagues refused to accept Bragg’s claim of a successful campaign.
The Richmond Whig complained that Bragg’s grand invasion “has turned out to
be simply a ¤zzle.” The Memphis Appeal described Bragg’s retreat as a “sad
¤nale” to the movement that was promised to bring the redemption of Ken-
tucky.44

It should be noted that Buell’s actions received no less harsh condemnation
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in the North. A month after the Union general’s failure to pursue Bragg’s army,
the United States War Department convened a military commission to investi-
gate Buell’s entire operation in Tennessee and Kentucky. During these proceed-
ings, John Forsyth’s name continued to come up. The military adjutant wanted
to know why Buell’s men paroled Forsyth, letting him return to Bragg’s army
in the service of the Confederacy. Buell was also asked if he had read and
believed Forsyth’s (in®ated) reports of Bragg’s troop strength. In one report, he
commented that Bragg had in excess of forty thousand troops. The commission
thought Buell failed to pursue because he believed these numbers.45

By the end of October 1862, Forsyth returned to Mobile determined to
publish the “true policy and history” of Bragg’s Kentucky campaign. His ¤rst
installment, dated 30 October 1862, appeared in the Register on November 9.
Forsyth opened his defense by stating that he had “a higher duty to the course
of justice and truth to correct the multitudinous errors and misstatements
which abound in the newspapers, and which give vent to the disappointment
of those who are in a rage with a general because he did not realize their ab-
surdly exaggerated expectations and perform impossibilities.” He went on to
demonstrate that sheer numbers dictated Bragg’s strategy. Even a “succession
of victories would have culminated in General Bragg’s ruin.” According to
Forsyth, the aim of the campaign was to recruit loyal Kentuckians to the Con-
federate cause; however, “the 50,000 armed men did not come, and after a
march of nearly 800 miles, General Bragg found the keystone of his entire plan
of campaign dropped out. Abandoning all hope of aid, and disgusted with the
failure of the Kentucky spirit, he turned his attention to Buell, who was ad-
vancing upon him in two heavy columns.” Incredibly, Forsyth concluded his
lengthy defense with several reasons he considered the campaign—even after
the retreat—a resounding success: (1) Buell was forced to evacuate east Tennes-
see; (2) north Alabama was relieved of Federal occupation; (3) the Confederacy
gained control of the Cumberland Gap; (4) Bragg took from eighteen to twenty
thousand prisoners; (5) the army left Kentucky with more supplies than when
they entered; and (6) the army won major battles at Richmond (Kentucky),
Munfordsville, and Perryville. Like Bragg, Forsyth also sent a letter to Jefferson
Davis trying to explain what had gone wrong. He informed the president that,
“The people of Kentucky are subjugated and dared not take the arms we of-
fered them to ¤ght for their own liberty.46

Forsyth’s explanation soothed the anger much like a spark soothes a cask of
gunpowder. Bragg’s (and now Forsyth’s) most severe criticism now came from
Kentuckians—incensed by what they perceived as Forsyth’s implication that
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they were cowards. Governor-in-exile Hawes blasted Forsyth in the columns of
the Richmond Enquirer. Hawes claimed Forsyth’s account of the campaign was
“written with singular power and adroitness and so replete with erroneous state-
ments of assumed facts and distortions of many of the essential features of that
movement, as to demand a reply.” Governor Hawes felt that Bragg’s mistakes
(which he listed in great detail) outweighed any refusal of some Kentuckians to
take up arms. According to Hawes, if Bragg had not retreated so rapidly, more
Kentuckians would have soon come to his aid. In fact, there were moves
underway to “raise companies, squadrons, and regiments, and that nearly the
whole efforts were defeated by Bragg’s sudden retreat.” The withdrawal “came
like a clap of thunder in a clear day and confusion and dismay was the result.”
Although the governor did admit “our rich men of Southern af¤nities loved
their estates more than their liberties,” he protested that Forsyth had ignored
many “shining exceptions.”47

Hawes’s most serious charge directly questioned Forsyth’s credibility. Forsyth
had claimed in his report that Bragg’s decision to pull out of Kentucky had near
unanimous support from the general of¤cers. According to the governor, this
was simply not the case. He seemed to feel that Forsyth was going out of the
way to defend his friend, regardless of the facts. Refusing to let this personal
affront go unanswered, Forsyth responded that he “did not know what Gover-
nor Hawes saw or what he heard among the Kentuckians where he was, but
there is no earthly doubt that in the tracks of the army’s march, it met, save in
the glorious women of the state, and except in the [few] brave men who came
to its ranks, only frowning Unionists and timid friends.” Although many in the
press and Confederate government continued to hound Bragg, Forsyth stead-
fastly encouraged and defended his friend for the duration of the war.48

After two eventful war years, Forsyth spent the remainder of the con®ict in
a more traditional role for a Southern wartime editor. Probably his most impor-
tant function during 1863–65 was his attempt to lift public spirits. In lieu of
a well-organized propaganda effort on the part of the Confederate government,
the maintenance of public morale devolved on a number of public and private
agencies. The Confederate press played an important part in this effort. Editors
such as Forsyth exerted a positive in®uence on the war effort in several ways:
they praised heroic efforts of Confederate soldiers and civilians; rejoiced over
Confederate victories (or at least minimized defeats); stressed the unanimity of
war sentiment; glori¤ed war in general and this war in particular; warned the
public against overcon¤dence and apathy; inspired hatred and contempt for the
enemy; spotlighted every enemy failure; and (especially as the war lingered)
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enlarged on the consequences of a Confederate defeat.49 The pages of the
Register show that Forsyth, at one time or another ¤lled all these roles.

The peak of public morale in the Confederacy came at the beginning of the
war. After the Confederate victory at Bull Run in July 1861, Forsyth had joined
many of his fellow editors in extolling the glory and virtue of the effort. Com-
paring the defeated Union forces to the Spanish Armada, he believed that “the
defeat at the Stone Bridge breaks the backbone on Lincoln’s war power, for it
overthrows the con¤dence of the people to whom he looks for support.” Dur-
ing that heady summer, Forsyth had paused to re®ect on the struggle. War,
according to the editor, was a “great blessing to our people, morally and physi-
cally.” It would “purify the nation, and it will come forth from it with a healthy
and invigorated condition of the public mind.”50 Indeed, a musical number
performed at the Mobile Theatre in 1861 by S. B. Duf¤eld seemed to illustrate
the typical feeling of the populace. The piece, entitled “Trust to Luck Ala-
bama,” featured the following verse:

Trust to Luck Alabama, prolong the loud shout,
Three cheers for our State, boys, she is out, she is out.
We have cut ourselves loose from the huckstering knaves
Who whine about negroes and of white men make slaves
Though enriched by the South, ranked traitors they stand
While sworn to befriend us, basest foes to our land.
Trust to Luck Alabama, prolong the loud shout
Three cheers for our State Boys, she is out, she is out.51

Sustaining this level of enthusiasm became much more dif¤cult as the war
dragged on, particularly after the disastrous summer of 1863—marred by the
Confederate losses at both Vicksburg and Gettysburg. Although Forsyth and
the Register still tried to put a positive spin on local and national events, the
rapidly deteriorating conditions of the port city could no longer be glossed
over. The city of Mobile faced several major problems during the ¤nal two
years of the war. The ¤rst concerned the reluctance of the local population to
assist in maintaining the city’s defenses. When calls went out for volunteers to
work on the extensive line of forti¤cations that the Confederate military of¤-
cials deemed necessary, white citizens responded with apathy or outright indig-
nation.52 Even tougher was getting Mobilians to submit to new taxes to help
pay for the forti¤cations. One innovative source was an occupation tax on pro-
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fessions ranging from physicians to jugglers. The Register warned that failure to
respond to the defensive needs of the city would be “penny wise and pound
foolish.”53

Another problem was the shortage of basic staple items in the city. The fed-
eral blockade of Mobile—in effect since 25 November 1861—began to take a
noticeable toll by 1863. Forsyth constantly railed against “extortioners” and
pro¤teers who would undermine the Confederate cause for the sake of pro¤t.
In September of 1863 a bread riot, in which the women of Mobile marched
down Dauphin Street breaking windows and taking what food they could ¤nd,
made the pages of the New York Times. According to this account, the ladies,
“rendered desolate by the sufferings,” carried signs that read “Bread or Blood”
and armed themselves with knives and hatchets. What ensued was “a most for-
midable riot by a long-suffering and desperate population.” One eyewitness
downplayed the incident, describing the group as a “motley crowd” of mostly
barefooted women. This person only saw one store broken into with little dam-
age or loss. He concluded that the women “are not well cared for, but many of
them could care for themselves if they would, but are too lazy to work.” Along
with the serious shortages, the citizenry of, as well as the soldiers stationed
near, Mobile increasingly began to face nuisance rules and regulations ranging
from the rationing of sugar and molasses to a ban on “intoxicating liquors”
to a prohibition of bathing in Mobile Bay. In the early fall of 1864, Mayor
Robert H. Slough warned the Board of Aldermen and Common Council that
many Mobilians would not be able to afford to purchase ¤rewood for the
winter.54

A ¤nal issue dealt with the manpower available to continue the war effort.
As the war limped into its third year, citizens of Mobile, as well as much of the
South, began to lose heart. In a letter to General Bragg, Dabury H. Maurey, a
Confederate of¤cer stationed in Mobile, complained at length about the able-
bodied men in the city who were unwilling to support the cause. According to
Maurey, if these men “had it in them the honest purpose of the militias of
Petersburg, Richmond, and Stauton Bridge,” the city could be easily defended
from attack. He went on to claim that many Mobile men were already in con-
tact with New Orleans cotton dealers and had “already made the arrangements
to speculate largely in cotton on the arrival of the enemy.” Along with a busi-
ness class which was sometimes reluctant to serve, the Confederates had trouble
hanging on to those already in service. The Register ran copies of “An Act to
Aid the Confederate Government in Arresting Deserters and Others.” In addi-
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tion to the number of deserters and men absent from their units for various
other reasons, Mobile’s large foreign-born population required special legisla-
tion to determine their military status.55

During the fall of 1863, a personal matter distracted Forsyth from his edi-
torial duties. By now, his son Charles had been promoted to full colonel and
commanded a regiment in Rodes’s Brigade of Hill’s Division of the Army of
Northern Virginia. The younger Forsyth had apparently served the Confederacy
with valor and distinction. However, after Gettysburg, what editor Forsyth
later described as “false and injurious reports” began to surface. A whispering
campaign concerning Charles’s leadership ability, and, in some cases, his brav-
ery, turned into public gossip. Serious charges came out a year later, after a
battle at Cedar Creek, Virginia. During this skirmish (on 19 October 1863),
his regiment allegedly retreated in utter panic and confusion. Charles faced a
military court martial for his conduct on that day. John Forsyth made a hasty
trip to Richmond to be present for the trial. It is not known if he tried to use
his in®uence in his son’s favor. Interestingly, Charles was found guilty, only to
have the sentence quickly reversed by President Davis. In the of¤cial letter of
remittance, the Confederate secretary of war praised Charles Forsyth’s “gal-
lantry and ef¤ciency displayed on many ¤elds of battle.” When he returned to
Mobile, Forsyth, writing more as a father than an editor, penned a long, impas-
sioned defense of his son’s conduct.56

As the war wound to its close and the Confederacy neared collapse, Forsyth
wrote to General Bragg that “we cannot win unless we keep up the popular
heart.” Trying to convey optimism, Forsyth nonetheless knew the dif¤culty of
the times. Mobile’s “hour of trial” came in August of 1864. On the morning
of August 3, the Register reported that twenty-three federal warships lay an-
chored off the Mobile harbor. Expressing classic false hope, Forsyth wrote:
“Were it not known that the enemy has no land force disposable for a com-
bined land and naval attack on Mobile, we should conclude naturally that the
city’s time of trial was at hand.” In case of attack, Forsyth con¤dently predicted
that the Union ®eet “will be checked and Mobile Bay will be strewed with
the wreckage of many a Yankee man-of-war.” On August 6, Union Admiral
David G. Farragut (obviously not a Register subscriber) damned the torpedoes
and entered Mobile Bay with his ®eet. Forsyth had to admit that “the crisis
which is to test the strength and earnestness of our people has at length ar-
rived.” The Register printed a proclamation from the mayor that stated that
Mobilians must “defend the city to the last point of resistance. Let it not be
said that Mobile is craven when we have the illustrious examples of Richmond,
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Petersburg, and Charleston looking us in the face.”57 On August 21, Fort Mor-
gan surrendered. The Union forces did not follow up the successful operation
in Mobile Bay with an outright assault on the city. However, Farragut’s control
of the bay only exacerbated the hardships of the blockade.

Forsyth’s last editorial of 1864 may have been his most controversial of the
entire war. At last realizing the hopelessness of the Confederate cause, he wrote:
“Today, after all our sacri¤ce, we ¤nd ourselves still sorely beset and hard
pressed by our enemies, and the crisis of war, to all intelligent observers, near
its culminating point.”58 However, realizing that defeat was at hand, and ac-
cepting it, was two different matters. Forsyth endorsed a ¤nal plan which, he
felt, might turn the tide back in favor of the Confederacy. To the editor, the
most pressing need of the South was plain—“We want more men with muskets
in their hands to equalize the struggle with our enemies.” Forsyth joined a small
minority that favored enlisting slaves in the Confederate military. He obviously
knew many disagreed with this idea, but, he rationalized, “Who can deny if we
do not use our servants to ¤ght for their masters, with a guarantee of their
freedom, our enemies will so use them against us with the same guarantee?” In
perhaps his most pessimistic statement of the entire war, Forsyth sadly noted
that “if we are conquered, slavery is dead, and to secure our freedom and inde-
pendence, we ought and must, whenever it becomes necessary, to lay the insti-
tution itself on the altar of sacri¤ce.” Forsyth sent a copy of this editorial to
Jefferson Davis. The president responded that the opinions contained therein
were substantially his also. Davis wrote Forsyth that “it is now becoming daily
more evident to all re®ective persons that we are reduced to choosing whether
the negroes shall ¤ght for or against us, and that all arguments as to the positive
advantages or disadvantages of employing them are beside the question, which
is simply one of relative advantages between having their ¤ghting element in
our ranks or in those of our enemies.”59

One way in which the Confederate press adversely affected public morale
was in its creation of false hopes of a military success, whose failure to materi-
alize led to disillusionment. Even though he understood the gravity of the
situation, Forsyth continued to convey such false hopes until the very end. Af-
ter returning to Mobile from Richmond in December of 1864, Forsyth claimed
that General Lee was “the master of the city’s defenses.” He also boasted that
“Grant is powerless beyond the Confederate entrenchments. His army is not so
great as the public believes.” In route to Mobile, he literally crossed the path of
Sherman’s “March to the Sea.” Apparently not impressed, he noted, “We saw
fewer signs of devastation than we expected.” A few months later, Forsyth
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wrote, “Sherman’s campaign has certainly been defeated by the unexpected en-
ergy and vigor with which the Confederate army was moved to the front.”
Likewise, “everything tends to con¤rm our prediction that General Lee will
begin the spring campaign with a larger army by many thousands than has ever
been marshaled under his banner.”60

In April of 1865, with the sound of Union artillery ¤re on the eastern shore
of Mobile Bay audible in the city, Forsyth wrote that “there is nothing in it that
ought to disturb the nerves or ruf®e the composure of any true Confederate.”
Looking forward to a “splendid victory to be achieved by the heroic generals
and troops now assembled for the ¤nal blow,” Forsyth predicted that “a few
weeks of endurance and valor will save us.”61 One week later—exactly four
years to the day from the ¤ring on Fort Sumter—Mobile surrendered to Union
forces. The long period of Reconstruction would determine if the giant struggle
had indeed killed the giant nation.
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Only a few weeks after the surrender of Mobile, John Forsyth trav-
eled to Montgomery. Walking along the streets of the defeated Confederacy’s
birthplace, the editor could not help but pause and re®ect. Most likely thinking
back on the Yanceyites, he wrote that “the doctrine of precipitation, which
originally had the most prurient hot-bed in this capital, is quite abandoned as
a political theory and would be expunged as a memory.” Realizing that the
postwar South would never be as it was before the great con®ict, he waxed
philosophically: “How times change, and men with them, in the world of tran-
sitory events and opinions. The zenith of today is the nadir of tomorrow.”1

Devastated by what Forsyth consistently claimed was an unnecessary war, the
South entered into ten years of what he viewed as its nadir—Reconstruction.

The historiography of Southern Reconstruction centers on the actual moti-
vation behind and response to the era’s political programs. William Dunning,
in his landmark Reconstruction: Political and Economic, tended to agree with
Forsyth’s assertion that Reconstruction represented a basic struggle of good ver-
sus evil (with the Republican regime personifying the latter). Walter Fleming,
the author of the standard work on Alabama’s Reconstruction experience, fol-
lowed this same line of reasoning. Fleming (a student of Dunning at Columbia
University) viewed the South as ready to return to the Union, only to succumb
to the vindictive evils and lasting damage brought on by the Radical Republi-
cans. In the 1950s and 1960s, revisions by scholars such as Kenneth Stampp,
John Hope Franklin, and C. Vann Woodward appeared. To one degree or an-
other, each of these writers saw some positive features in Reconstruction, which
were sadly overturned by an unrepentant South. All of these works primarily
examined the congressional (Radical) phase of Reconstruction.2

Newer works on Reconstruction tend to expand the focus back to the pe-
riod of presidential Reconstruction. Eric L. McKitrick formulated what he
termed the “shock of defeat” theory. According to McKitrick, the Southern-
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ers, overwhelmed with the loss, displayed an apathetic indifference. The ex-
Confederates would have done anything President Johnson demanded, had the
chief executive exhibited the needed leadership. Michael Perman disagreed.
This historian felt that any sort of moderate Reconstruction policy faced cer-
tain doom due to the inherent opposition of former Confederates still in posi-
tions of leadership. In what may be considered the de¤nitive work on the Re-
construction period, Eric Foner seemed to agree more with McKitrick. Foner
noted that once it became clear to Southerners that Johnson favored a “white
man’s government,” compromise and cooperation became increasingly rare.3

John Forsyth typi¤ed the view of the Southerner as held by both McKitrick
and Foner. Through the presidential and congressional phases of Reconstruc-
tion, one can see the transition of Forsyth’s attitude—from optimistic coopera-
tionist to bitter antagonist—re®ected in his writings and actions.

Early on the morning of 12 April 1865, Union gunboats moved 8,000 men
under the command of Major General Gordon Granger to the west bank of
the Mobile River. These men were instructed to get into position to attack the
city. Granger sent a message to Mayor Slough demanding the unconditional
surrender of the city. By this time the Confederate military authorities and
some of the leading Confederate sympathizers had ®ed the city, heading north
on the Mobile and Ohio Railroad line. The Union conquerors placed “a suf¤-
cient number of gunboats directly in front of the city to give ef¤cient protec-
tion to the loyal inhabitants.” Fearing for the safety of the citizens, the mayor
requested of General Granger that “for the sake of humanity, all the safeguards
which you can throw around our people will be secured to them.” At about
noon, the mayor and a small delegation rode in a carriage under a white ®ag to
formally turn over the port city. By 12:30 p.m., the Union ®ag once again ®ew
over the courthouse.4

Forsyth was among the group that had ®ed the city in advance of the Union
Army’s arrival. Apparently with the idea of printing a paper behind the Con-
federate lines, and not wishing to leave anything of value for the detestable
Yankees, he took along four power presses, all the ink and paper that could be
transported, and nine employees. This effort was pretty much in vain for on
May 4 General Richard Taylor (son of former President Zachary Taylor) sur-
rendered the last active Confederate Army east of the Mississippi to General
Edward R. S. Canby at Citronelle. An uncertain future replaced the hostility
of war. Since the North insisted that there had been no Southern nation, there
was no treaty to give guidance for a transitory period. The white citizens of
the state, divided in the best of times, broke into more factions than ever be-
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fore. In addition, some 439,000 of the state’s former slaves became wards of the
Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands. Estimates of Alabama’s
war dead ranged as high as 40,000. Additionally, much of the state’s farmland,
®edgling industry, and social structure lay in ruins. In Forsyth’s words, “The
land has been scared and furrowed by the iron plowshares of war.” Many in-
deed gave themselves over to “sullen despair because of the present gloom.”5

As early as 1863, President Lincoln had presented a plan of Reconstruction.
Lincoln’s plan assumed the future loyalty of the Confederates. The president
offered pardons to Confederate supporters who would swear an oath to support
the Constitution and the Union. When 10 percent of those eligible in a state
did so, the state could form a new government (which would abolish slavery)
and apply for readmission to the Union. When tragic events forced Andrew
Johnson into the presidency, many in the South expressed outward anxiety. In
1864, Johnson had made a harsh proclamation: “Treason must be made odious
and traitors must be punished and impoverished.” At ¤rst, the Radical Repub-
licans expressed con¤dence in Johnson. One such ¤gure con¤dently testi¤ed,
“I believe that the almighty continued Mr. Lincoln in of¤ce as long as he was
useful and then substituted a better man to ¤nish the job.”6

Andrew Johnson came from the most humble of backgrounds—much more
so than even Lincoln. Critical throughout his career of the “slaveocracy,” he
had risen through the political ranks as a spokesman for the common man.
A strong unionist, Johnson had served as the military governor of Tennessee
during the war. His conservative policies as well as his racist personal beliefs
eventually put him in serious con®ict with the Republican-controlled Con-
gress. Although a strong believer in states’ rights, Johnson felt the South had
never legally left the Union, therefore, Congress had no authority over its
“restoration”—Johnson disliked the phrase “Reconstruction.”

When, on 29 May 1865, Johnson issued his version of a Reconstruction
plan, most Southerners breathed a sigh of relief at the mildness of its terms.
Southern states had only to repudiate secession and ratify the Thirteenth
Amendment. The state leaders could then call for conventions for the purpose
of setting up restored governments. The new president offered amnesty and
pardon to participants in the late rebellion who would take a loyalty oath.
Johnson did make exclusions for several classes of people—for example, major
Confederate of¤cials and owners of taxable property valued at more than
$20,000. These special categories of people had to apply individually for am-
nesty. By the end of August, Forsyth had signed his loyalty oath that stated he
would “faithfully defend the Constitution of the United States” and, further-
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more, would “abide by and support all laws and proclamations which have
been made during the existing rebellion with reference to the emancipation of
slaves.” On 21 June 1865, President Johnson appointed Lewis E. Parsons as
provisional governor of Alabama. Johnson instructed Parsons to begin the voter
registration process for a state convention, which would then complete the
readmission process.7

After President Johnson’s amnesty and restoration plans were underway,
Forsyth’s most pressing concern was to return to Mobile to reestablish his busi-
ness. This was no easy task as, by this time, another person was publishing
another newspaper out of his old of¤ce. One of General Granger’s ¤rst orders
after the occupation of Mobile granted E. O. Haile, a former Union of¤cer,
permission to print a “loyal” newspaper from 12 South Royal Street—the con-
¤scated property of John Forsyth. The journal, named the Mobile Daily News,
appeared on April 13, the day after the surrender. One can only imagine how
Forsyth must have felt when he saw an issue of the Daily News (printed on the
one press he had left behind) with the subtitle “Late Advertiser and Register”
printed under its masthead. His anger must have grown only progressively
worse as he perused the April 17 issue with bold headlines stating: “Glorious
News . . . Surrender of Gen. Lee.” After he complied with the amnesty process,
Forsyth applied to General Canby to have his personal property returned. On
June 9, Canby agreed, stating: “Unless the property is required for military
purposes, its occupation by military authorities will be relinquished.” After a
few more weeks of legal wrangling, Forsyth and the Register returned to the
Royal Street of¤ce in July.8

The bad feelings between Forsyth and Haile only intensi¤ed after an inci-
dent that involved the always-impetuous Charles Forsyth. Rumors were swirl-
ing around town that while Charles was serving the Confederacy on the battle-
¤eld, a young Cuban named De Viega was involved in less than patriotic
activities with his young wife. Upon his return to Mobile, Charles got into a
¤ght with De Viega in which he reportedly stabbed the Cuban suitor several
times. Once again through the intervention of his notable father, Charles es-
caped prosecution. In the meantime, Mr. Haile had gone to New Orleans
where he wrote a full account of the incident and had it placed in the New
Orleans Daily True Delta. In his juicy (and somewhat embellished) report, Haile
included many disparaging remarks about the Forsyth family in general. This,
of course, evoked another response from Charles. The youngest Forsyth placed
a card in the Mobile Evening News calling Haile a “Black Guard, a liar, and a
coward.” Naturally, this led to the obligatory duel—conducted in Magnolia
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Park. Neither man was injured but Haile soon left the port city never to return.
The entire chain of events made the front page of the New York Times, which
used the story as an example of what was mockingly portrayed as the nature of
“high-toned Southern gentlemen.”9

Forsyth accepted the twin results of the war—defeat and the end of slavery.
He began to use his in®uence to urge the speedy organization of an elected state
government to replace the “quasi-military civilian regime.” He wanted his fel-
low Mobilians to cooperate with Johnson’s plan. Forsyth insisted “there is noth-
ing in these [ Johnson’s] requirements of the government which any Southern
man who means to remain in the United States should hesitate to accept.”
Certainly he did not mean that one necessarily had to like the results of the
war. However, “The government of the United States, which is the conqueror
in the war, has chosen to ¤x the terms by which Southern men shall be restored
to the rights and privileges of citizenship. It is bootless for us to inquire into
the reasonableness or justice of the terms.”10

Forsyth also actively supported the call by Parsons for a state convention.
Many diehard Confederates advocated a boycott of such a meeting as a protest
against Reconstruction in general. Forsyth tried to squelch this movement,
holding that “there has never been a period in the history of Alabama when it
was more important than now for every good citizen to bear his part well and
manfully in the business of government.” It must be noted, however, that
even at this early date, Forsyth betrayed his ulterior motive in advocating
cooperation—a motive that seems to give credence to the McKitrick and Foner
thesis. Cooperation offered the quickest return to white domination. Getting
the “right” kind of man registered to vote determined “whether the government
they [the convention delegates] institute shall be liberal, wise and conservative,
or whether it shall be narrow, radical and burdensome.”11 By “narrow, radical,
and burdensome,” Forsyth meant a government that actively sought to elevate
the freedmen to equal status with the whites.

Editor Forsyth appeared to be a model Reconstruction citizen during the
summer of 1865. Perhaps no situation better typi¤ed this stance than his early
relationship with the Freedman’s Bureau. Congress had created the bureau on
3 March 1865 with General Oliver Otis Howard as its commissioner. In May,
Howard appointed assistant commissioners to serve over each of the former
Confederate states. The man chosen to lead the agency in Alabama was General
Wager T. Swayne. Swayne was a native Ohioan with an excellent war record.
At the Battle of Corinth, he received a ¤eld promotion for gallantry (later re-
ceiving the Congressional Medal of Honor). Swayne, the son of a United States
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Supreme Court justice, lost a leg during later action in South Carolina. By
March of 1865, his service to the Union won him a general’s star. He was not
yet thirty years old when he assumed command in Alabama.12

Although Swayne was later to be generally despised throughout the state,
Forsyth, in the earliest days of Reconstruction, offered only praise. The editor
described the general as “a just and sensible man, a gentleman and a soldier,
who never understood that the duties of his of¤ce required him to harass and
oppress the White citizens of the state and to set up the Black man as an idol
of worship at the expense of the dignity and rights of the man of his own
color.” Although Swayne certainly instituted policies that many Mobilians
found distasteful, Forsyth held that the general “performed his duty with the
frankness of a soldier and the sensibility of a gentleman who respects life-long
prejudices and who scorns to add to the humiliation of a people who have
unreservedly succumbed to the decrees of the sword.”13

One of Swayne’s actions that directly linked him with John Forsyth involved
the issue of black testimony in Mobile’s city courts. Mayor Slough, in open
de¤ance of Freeman Bureau directives, persisted in denying civil liberties to
Mobile’s black population. On several occasions, Slough ordered Mobile police
to arrest all vagrants and announced that if “troublesome” blacks did not leave
the city, they would be forced to labor on the streets. More disturbing to
Swayne was Slough’s refusal to allow black testimony in the mayor’s court. In
July 1865, Swayne received complaints that Slough dismissed several cases
rather than hear the testimony of black men.14 Swayne met with Provisional
Governor Parsons to encourage the establishment of equal justice in Alabama’s
court system. Parsons rejected Swayne’s proposal as “politically inexpedient.”
Within hours of receiving the governor’s reply, Swayne moved on his own. He
ordered state courts to admit black testimony. Refusal to comply would result
in the dismissal of the offending court of¤cial.15

Mayor Slough stubbornly refused to be bullied by the bureau. Swayne wrote
to Parsons regarding the need to replace Slough with “an honest man.” Parsons
this time agreed and gave Swayne a commission to be presented to the general’s
chosen replacement—John Forsyth. Swayne reported to General Howard that
he chose Forsyth because the ex-Minister to Mexico was “more beloved by the
colored people of Mobile than any other man in the city.”16 Swayne soon found
out that securing the commission and delivering it were two different things.
When Swayne reached Mobile, he discovered that Forsyth was at a pleasure
resort on Mobile Bay. The assistant commissioner commandeered a “tug” and
began to travel south on the bay where he encountered Forsyth and a party
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steaming north on another vessel. Swayne managed to get his boat turned and
in pursuit of Forsyth. Forsyth’s group, thinking the editor was about to be
arrested, refused to stop. Swayne chased Forsyth for several miles before over-
taking the slower craft and delivering the mayoral appointment.17 In forty years
of public service, Forsyth pursued many political objectives. This, however, was
the only time one (literally) pursued him.

Forsyth now found himself in a delicate position. Although he wanted to
cooperate with the bureau authorities, he did not want to appear to be disloyal
to the Southern cause. In a lengthy letter to the Mobile Board of Aldermen and
Common Council, the second-time mayor spelled out his reasons for accepting
Swayne’s commission. Forsyth felt that Mayor Slough’s refusal to follow General
Swayne’s orders left Governor Parsons with a choice of replacing the wayward
city of¤cial or placing Mobile under a Freedman’s Bureau military court. Re-
garding Swayne’s offer, Forsyth stated, “I did not feel at liberty, as a good citi-
zen, to decline it. General Swayne’s presence in Mobile whither he had come
with the design of immediately establishing a military court, should I de-
cline, made my duty clear and imperative in the matter.”18 Forsyth served as
provisional mayor from August until December of 1865. In accordance with
Swayne’s wishes, he allowed the testimony of blacks in the mayor’s court.

Governor Parsons set 31 August 1865, as election day for delegates to a state
convention. The call, printed in the Register, stated that the election would be
held “in the manner provided in the laws of Alabama on the 11th day of Janu-
ary, 1861; but no person can vote in said election, or be a candidate for elec-
tion, who is not a legal voter as the law was on that day; and if he is excepted
from the bene¤t of amnesty under the Presidential proclamation of the 28th of
May, 1865, he must have obtained a pardon.”19 Thus, Alabama’s new constitu-
tion would be written without any of the freedmen or many ex-Confederates.

President Johnson knew that until Northern public opinion became con-
vinced that the South accepted the results of the war, Congress would not
approve his restoration program. As several state conventions neared, the presi-
dent urged governors to use their in®uence to secure the repudiation of ordi-
nances of secession and the rati¤cation of the Thirteenth Amendment. When
the Alabama state convention convened in September of 1865, Forsyth used his
newspaper for the same objectives. The editor urged the delegates to “declare
the system of involuntary servitude at an end in this state, pronounce the ordi-
nance of secession null and void, and abrogate all changes in the constitution,
and all acts of the legislature made in Confederates times, which are contrary
to the letter or spirit of the Constitution of the United States.”20
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Satis¤ed with the results of the Alabama gathering, President Johnson com-
mented, “The proceedings of the convention have met the highest expectation
of all who desire the restoration of the Union. All seems to be working well,
and will result, as I believe, in a decided success.”21 The new state constitution
went into effect without a vote of the people at large; the state held elections in
early November; and the Alabama legislature convened on 20 November 1865.
The ¤rst order of business for the new lawmaking body was the rati¤cation of
the Thirteenth Amendment. Forsyth and other Alabama editors made it clear
that, in their opinion, this action did not grant Congress the power to legislate
on the future state of Alabama’s freedmen. The state legislature then selected
Governor Parsons to serve the long term in the United States Senate and
George S. Houston for the short term (Forsyth came in second to Houston for
the latter position).22

John Forsyth must have looked back on the last eight months of 1865 with
at least a little satisfaction. In an editorial that appeared just after the November
state elections, he noted that “the whole world, including even our deadly po-
litical enemies, the Radicals of the North, have bared witness to the readiness
and completeness of the submission of the South to the political decrees uttered
by the sword in the late war. Indeed mankind has been surprised at the prompt-
ness with which the people have resumed their allegiance to a government they
had sacri¤ced so much to throw off.” Certainly events in the summer and fall
of 1865 encouraged Southerners to look upon President Johnson as their ally
and protector. Forsyth believed that the South should “gratefully acknowledge
that the conditions and requirements he [ Johnson] has put upon the South are
not in the main unreasonable.”23 Forsyth’s positive disposition soon faced a
challenge, however, when the Republican-dominated Congress, which had not
been in session since the end of the war, returned to the nation’s capital.

In the eight months between his ascension to the presidency in April of
1865 and the opening of the Thirty-ninth Congress in December, Andrew
Johnson attempted to revive state governments in the rebel states and to con-
vince Northerners that these governments were worthy of restoration. The state
elections of 1865—which Forsyth found so gratifying—actually guaranteed
the failure of the presidential phase of Reconstruction. Johnson himself sensed
that something had indeed gone awry: “There seems in many of the elections
something like de¤ance, which is out of place at this time.”24 Northerners
found it dif¤cult to accept the hasty return of high-ranking ex-Confederates
(such as former Confederate Vice President Alexander H. Stevens—elected to
the U.S. Senate from Georgia) to the halls of government. This apparent lack
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of remorse ¤ltered down to the local level. For example, when Forsyth’s brief
term as mayor ended, Mobilians elected former Confederate general Jones M.
Withers as his replacement.

Even before the elections, Forsyth reported that many of his Northern
friends had warned him about the type of people the South should elect as
national representatives. Forsyth rejected such advice, insisting that “either the
South is to be represented in the legislative counsels of the Union or it is not.”
He went so far as to theorize that if the South sent men to Congress who agreed
with the Radical plan, they could not be true representatives. The “true course”
was to “send men to Washington who actually represented the interests and
sentiments of the Southern people, and then leave it to time and the good sense
and good feeling of the North to determine whether or not it was in earnest
when it took up arms and waged dire war to preserve the Union.” From the
opening gavel of the Thirty-ninth Congress, it was abundantly clear that the
Republican majority (three to one in both houses) had serious misgivings about
President Johnson’s accomplishments and the suitability of the new Southern
representatives. Clerk of the House Edward McPherson omitted the names of
the newly elected Southern congressmen as he called the roll. The Congress
proceeded to establish a Joint Committee on Reconstruction to investigate ac-
tual conditions in the Southern states and decide if they deserved immediate
representation.25

A brief examination of the makeup of the Republican Party in the Thirty-
Ninth Congress is in order here. Although the Dunning school saw radical
leaders such as Charles Sumner and Thaddeus Stevens as vindictive opportun-
ists, each had a long record of championing civil rights issues dating back
before the war. The radicals had a clear ideological position, which in 1865
featured the call for black suffrage. They also had de¤nite views on Reconstruc-
tion. Stevens, for example, believed the South was no more than a conquered
territory that Congress could govern as it saw ¤t. Sumner claimed the rebels
had committed “state suicide” and had thus reverted to territorial status. It
must be noted that the majority of Congressional Republicans were moderates,
led by men such as Lyman Trumbull and John Bingham.26 While often blamed
by critics of Reconstruction for the perceived evils that befell the South, the
Radicals never controlled either house of the national legislature.

During the ¤rst few months of 1866, the South did little to convince the
Radicals of any sincere repentance. The Alabama state legislature, having abol-
ished slavery, nevertheless passed legislation designed to keep the freedmen in
virtual servitude. These laws collectively became the basis of Alabama’s future
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black codes. A vagrancy law serves as a representative example. De¤ning a va-
grant as a runaway, common drunkard, “stubborn servant,” or “any person who
habitually neglects his employment,” the law called for an unusually large ¤ne
of ¤fty dollars. If unable to pay, the offender could be sentenced to jail or hired
out for as long as six months until settling the debt. Regardless of his profes-
sions of a changed heart, Forsyth did not hesitate to write that “the Caucasian
is bound to be, as heretofore, the ruling race in the land. This it will be, in spite
of fanaticism, civil rights, or even ‘political equality.’ ”27

Forsyth and his fellow Southerners began to realize that Reconstruction was
about to take a decided turn for the worse. On 9 April 1866, Congress passed
(over a presidential veto) a civil rights act. The act designated all persons born
in the United States (except Native Americans) as natural citizens and spelled
out the rights to which they were entitled, regardless of race. Forsyth com-
plained that the action of the Radicals indicated a “wreckless determination to
push the war upon the Constitution and upon the cause of justice humanity
and fraternity to the very knife.” As offensive as the act might have seemed,
Forsyth lamented that he and other Southerners—unrepresented in Congress—
were “yet only spectators of the great struggle between the powers of good and
evil.”28 Unsure of the constitutionality of their act, and annoyed with presiden-
tial vetoes, the Republicans began work on the Fourteenth Amendment to the
Constitution. Passed by Congress on 13 July 1866, this amendment prohibited
states from abridging equality before the law, called for a reduction in repre-
sentation in proportion to the number of male citizens denied suffrage, pre-
vented former Confederate of¤cials who, before the war, had taken an oath of
allegiance to the United States and then supported the Confederacy, from hold-
ing state or national of¤ce, and repudiated the Confederate debt.

One year after the end of the war, Forsyth reevaluated the Reconstruction
process to date: “Looking back twelve months to the close of the late war, we
can imagine what will occur to the common sense of posterity—the Confed-
erate States were overwhelmed, subdued, exhausted, prostrate at the feet of the
conquerors. State sovereignty—the great question of the war—was gone—lost
beyond recovery. African slavery was abolished. All, absolutely all, the North
had contended for was in its grasp.” The editor, who only a few months earlier
had praised the speedy and just process of Reconstruction, now complained
that, owing to the ill-will of the Radical-dominated Congress, “a few hun-
dred years hence it will be a marvel that men should have been so blind or so
stupid as not to perceive at once that this [ Johnson’s plan] was the course de-
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manded, not only by magnanimity, but by every consideration of consistency
and of true policy.”29

The congressional elections of 1866 became a referendum on the Radical
program. As Eric Foner noted, “For the ¤rst time in American history, civil
rights for Blacks played a central part in a major party’s national campaign.”
Just before the election, Forsyth embarked on a trip to New York City. While
there, he sent letters back to the Register in which he reported on what he
felt was the political pulse of the nation. At ¤rst, he got the impression that
the North, tired of Reconstruction, would soon cast out the Radical element
of Congress. Forsyth believed that “the popular sentiment of the North is un-
mistakably in favor of the admission to Congress of the Southern represen-
tatives” and that “the Radicals must yield that question, or suffer defeat in the
coming election.” As he journeyed in the North, Forsyth apparently liked what
he encountered. At one point he noted: “I came here doubting if the Northern
mind was yet ready to perform this great duty of patriotism and generous fra-
ternity, and whether suf¤cient time had yet elapsed to restore the moral tone
and clear away the mists of passions engendered by the war. My doubts are now
yielding to what I see and hear.”30

Forsyth’s original plan called for him to go to Chicago to be present at the
unveiling of the new tomb of Stephen A. Douglas. Sickness, however, pre-
vented this leg of the journey. Remaining in New York, he began to realize that
his earlier optimistic perceptions were perhaps premature. On 4 September
1866, Forsyth wrote that “the Radical party is unscrupulous and desperate, and
will halt at nothing to retain their ill-used power.” The Mobile editor believed
civil war once again threatened the nation. He solemnly concluded, “I am not
sure that the hot fever that bounds in the pulse of the body politic can be cured
without much blood letting. The death of the president, freely talked of, would
be the signal for civil war in the North.” Forsyth clearly distinguished the com-
ing civil war from the recently ended con®ict, stating, “We have had our sec-
tional war; the next one will be a civil war, with the North for its ¤eld, and the
government divided and the people arrayed against each other.”31

Forsyth saw the Fourteenth Amendment as the de¤ning issue in the ap-
proaching elections. He carefully noted that the New York newspapers all re-
ported that a Republican Congress would insist on the congressional plan of
Reconstruction, including the notorious amendment. Particularly galling in the
proposed amendment was the provision that barred certain former Confeder-
ates (including himself ) from holding of¤ce. According to Forsyth, acquies-
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cence to such a scheme meant “we of the South are to sell out Lee and Johnston
and our best and truest citizens to disenfranchisement as the price of the rec-
ognition of our claims.” Back in Mobile, he continued his opposition: “It is one
thing to be oppressed, wronged and outraged by overwhelming force. It is quite
another to submit to voluntary debasement.” According to Forsyth, a line must
be drawn as to just how far the South could be counted on to cooperate. In a
challenging tone, the editor stated “if the Radicals insist on disunion, let them
have it in this way.” As far as his personal support for the amendment, he made
it clear that “my hand shall wither before casting any vote in that direction.”32

Between October of 1866 and the following January, all ten Southern state
legislatures that considered the amendment rejected it by overwhelming majori-
ties. Alabama’s ¤nal vote was seventy-one to nine against rati¤cation.

After the congressional elections strengthened the Radical majorities in both
houses of the Congress, Forsyth realized that presidential Reconstruction was
only a fading hope. One week after the November election, he bitterly lamented
that “on the 6th of the present month, ten states out of twelve proclaimed at
the polls that their prostrate enemy, who laid down his arms eighteen months
ago, is not suf¤ciently punished or adequately humiliated to satisfy their mag-
nanimous souls.” The simple message of the election was that “the perils of a
continued disruption are to be encountered for the purpose of giving the Radi-
cals the control of the government.” The forlorn editor concluded, “We of the
South can do no more than to pray for our country. We have no voice in
shaping its destinies.”33

On 2 March 1867, the Republican Congress—now with a mandate in favor
of its radical policy—passed the ¤rst of four major Reconstruction acts. This
act divided the ten “unreconstructed” states into ¤ve military districts, each
commanded by an army general. Alabama was placed (along with Florida and
Georgia) in the Third District, under the command of Major General John
Pope. The act also laid out steps by which the former Confederate states might
reenter the Union. Each state would hold elections (with black participation)
for a state constitutional convention. A new constitution would have to provide
for black suffrage. The completed document would then have to be rati¤ed by
a majority of registered voters. The state legislature would also have to ratify
the Fourteenth Amendment.

To Forsyth and his colleagues, the “Military Act” was “a blow at the honor
of the people who have gone down with the conquered banner, and who
have nothing left in their desolation but their honor to console themselves
withal.” Self-pity aside, Forsyth understood the rami¤cations of the congres-
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sional action—white Republicans and freedmen would soon choose delegates
to a crucial state convention. This reality forced a temporary change in strategy.
Forsyth and other state leaders tried to court the black vote by convincing them
that it was in their best interest to vote with their former masters. To this end,
the Democracy of Mobile held a meeting on 19 April 1867—attended by both
blacks and whites. According to Forsyth’s glowing report in the next morning’s
edition of the Register, the “moral” taught by the gathering was that “the citizens
of Mobile, without distinction of race, are prepared to meet squarely in the
face, the dispensations of Providence, and the decree of war and political ne-
cessity in the present emergency.” Rather than be led astray by the Radicals,
Forsyth felt it was time to “let Southern men, Black and White, take care of
themselves and spit in scorn and contempt upon all intermeddlers who seek
their own vile advancement by traf¤cking in bad blood between them.”34

Forsyth’s new-found philosophy obviously centered more on a spirit of pa-
ternalism and manipulation than any sincere concern for the freedmen. The
editor wanted the black populace to know their proper place in society. Thus, a
few days after the unity meeting, he reminded his readers that “while the labor
of the colored man is useful to the White, and the country needs it to develop
its prosperity, it is still not absolutely indispensable. However, the dependence
of the colored man upon the White is immovable and absolute. It is a question
of bread with him, for he cannot live without employment.”35 Regardless of the
ulterior motives, the short-lived policy of race reconciliation failed to provide
fruitful results. In Mobile, blacks ®ocked to the Republican Party and even
formed Union Leagues in the port city. Relations between the races reached low
ebb in May of 1867 with the infamous “Pig Iron” Kelley Riot.

After the passage of the Reconstruction Act, several Northern politicians
embarked on Southern tours to promote the Radical cause and enlist freedmen
into the Republican Party. One such pilgrim was Congressman William D.
Kelley of Pennsylvania. Nicknamed “Pig Iron” due to his support for protection
of the Northern iron and steel industry, Kelley arrived in Mobile on May 14,
having already addressed groups in Memphis and New Orleans. Kelley deliv-
ered a speech at 8:00 p.m. at the corner of Royal and Government Streets in
downtown Mobile—literally just outside of John Forsyth’s residence. In the
speech, delivered to a mostly black crowd estimated by one paper to be as large
as four thousand, Kelley emphasized the need for unity among the sections of
the country. According to Kelley, the nation had to forget past differences that
had so recently provoked the tragic war. Then, as one historian noted, “hav-
ing urged his audiences to bury evil memories of the past, he began to re-
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count them.” The Register described the speech as “injudicious, insulting, and
incendiary.” During the speech, white hecklers from the back of the crowd
tried to shout down the guest from the North. Kelley, perhaps a bit over-
con¤dent roared back: “Fellow citizens, I wish it to be understood that I have
the Fifteenth United States Infantry at my back [he actually had the Fifteenth
Infantry band at his back]; and if they are not enough to protect a citizen in
the right of free speech, the United States Army can do it.”36

Accounts of what happened next vary, depending on the source. As the Mo-
bile police (conspicuously absent during most of the speech) attempted to arrest
the troublemakers, shots rang out. The Register reported that “of the ¤ring we
know very little except for the general testimony that it was done chie®y by
Negroes, who appeared to have provided themselves with arms for the occa-
sion.” The local Republican newspaper, the Nationalist reported that “a dense
crowd of White men rushed toward the spot. In a minute or two ¤ring com-
menced about simultaneously from the windows of Hon. John Forsyth’s house and
the windows above Brooks auction store, and the n.e. corner of Government
and Royal. The ¤ring soon became general, and quite a number of men were
killed or wounded.” The New York Times printed an account of the riot on its
front page: “A large majority of the shots were ¤red by Negroes, as but very
few of the White people were armed.”37

The charge that shots came from Forsyth’s house received serious scrutiny.
Two days after the riot, the Register reported that “it is very generally reported
on the streets among the colored population that our Mr. Forsyth ¤red at Judge
Kelley from the east window of his house, which overlooked the speaker’s
platform and the general scene of the meeting.” Five black men gave sworn
testimony that shots came from the window in question. A sketch of the inci-
dent in Harper’s Weekly showed men ¤ring from nearby windows toward the
speaker’s stand. Authorities later determined that Forsyth was in another part
of town attending a concert during the entire incident. The Register and, later,
probably with great disappointment, the Nationalist both reported this fact.
Rumors persisted that shots indeed came from the residence but, if true, they
came from someone other than John Forsyth. Forsyth’s son Charles ultimately
became a suspect.38

Mobilians realized that the riot played into the hands of the Radical propa-
gandists. National attention and condemnation might precipitate a military
crackdown. The city leadership quickly moved to repudiate the violence. Two
days after the riot, another biracial meeting took place, which adopted the fol-
lowing resolution: “We deeply deplore the unfortunate occurrences which took
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place at said [Kelley] meeting, and desire to express in strongest terms our dis-
approbation of them; second, we are of the opinion that the disturbances at said
meeting were wholly unpremeditated and the result of accidental excitement,
to which all assemblages are subject; third, in our opinion, our people are not
disposed to impede in any manner the free exercise of speech to all and every
class of persons.” Forsyth himself felt that violence should be rejected—by
blacks. Placing the blame on “a few turbulent and disorderly colored men who
had gone to the meeting prepared for violence,” he also issued a thinly veiled
warning: “The Freedmen are occupying a position of great risk. They are in
danger of being held responsible, as a class, for the atrocious outrages commit-
ted by some bad men among them. It is for their own sake that we advise them
promptly and boldly to repudiate all sympathy with the mischief makers.”39

The military authorities responsible for keeping the peace in Mobile did not
accept the late proclamations of unity and peaceful intentions. On 23 May
1867, General Swayne removed Mayor Withers and the Mobile Chief of Police.
A few days later, he also removed the entire Board of Aldermen and Common
Council, as well as several other local of¤cials. Swayne replaced Withers with
Gustavus Horton. Horton (who had introduced Kelley at the recent meeting/
riot) was one of only about a dozen Mobile men who had remained openly
loyal to the Union through the secession crisis, formation of the Confederacy,
and unsuccessful war. Reaction to the dismissals was predictably mixed. The
Register termed the events a “revolution, but unlike ordinary revolutions, it had
its source in the exercise of arbitrary power and not in the popular voice.” The
Nationalist expressed jubilation over “the removal of our disloyal city of¤cials
and the appointment of loyal men,” which was “the ¤rst serious blow struck at
disloyalty in our midst.”40

John Forsyth, one of the aldermen who lost his position, could not quite
understand the logic of the move. After all, the last time General Swayne de-
posed a Mobile mayor, he personally requested Forsyth as the replacement.
Since that time, the editor had received the presidential pardon and, in his own
opinion, had been “a better loyalist to my country and bore a truer and holier
allegiance to the spirit of constitutional liberty than any Radical is or can bear.”
He asked a simple question: “If I was ¤t to be Mayor in a moment of crisis and
responsibility in General Swayne’s opinion, and afterward was pardoned and
swore fealty to the government, how does it happen that I am not ¤t now to
hold the humble of¤ce of a city alderman?”41

Forsyth spent the rest of 1867 trying to muster opposition to the calling of
a new state constitutional convention. General Pope set October 1–4 as the date
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for the people of Alabama to decide the question. Forsyth warned, “The worst
thing that could happen to these states is the election of a convention under
the Radical plan—for these conventions are the designed instruments for the
overthrow of our state constitutions and the framing of others to fasten the
yoke of political slavery upon the Whites, and to make renegades, adventurers,
and Negroes the masters of State Governments.” Despite the best efforts of
Forsyth and his fellow Democrats, the enfranchised people of the state voted
in favor of holding a convention. The results of the election (in which blacks
went to the polls in Alabama for the ¤rst time) showed 90,283 votes in favor
of a convention and 5,583 against; 71,730 of the winning votes belonged to
the freedmen.42

Beginning a trend that carried on through the end of Reconstruction, For-
syth and his Register staff became more blatantly racist in their attacks on the
freedmen. Forsyth claimed that in siding with the Republicans, the freedmen
had “sold themselves to strangers, separated from the Whites of their own
country, and paved the way for a train of fearful evils to themselves in the
future.” The former cooperationist saved his most harsh criticism for his old
friend General Swayne. In one lengthy editorial, Forsyth recounted his early
faith in Swayne, only to ¤nd out that the Ohioan “carried the heart of a Black
Republican of the blackest hue.” Furthermore, Swayne had “set himself up as
the nigger king of Alabama, and has drilled and trained, banded, and leagued
his subjects together, under his orders and the direction of his miserable tools,
to the end of Negro supremacy.”43

General Pope set 5 November 1867, as the opening day of the state conven-
tion. The Register refused to print the call. One hundred delegates (ninety-
six Republican, of which eighteen were black) met to change the nature of
Alabama’s government. The debates in the convention brought a not-so-well-
hidden secret out into the open. Most native-born white Republicans, while
radical on political and economic issues, remained very conservative on matters
of racial equality. The convention leaders received word from Northern Radi-
cals (backed by Generals Pope and Swayne) to avoid any “extremist” measures
that might alienate Northern public opinion. Thus the proposed Republican
constitution did not include such “extreme” measures as disenfranchisement,
debt relief, land distribution, or a call for social equality.44

The next step on the road to reunion was the rati¤cation of the new consti-
tution by the people of the state at large. This election was to take place on 4–7
February 1868. According to the rules set up in the Reconstruction Act, the
constitution had to be approved by a majority of registered voters in the state.
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Realizing that his side did not have the power to numerically defeat the “me-
nagerie constitution,” Forsyth promoted a new strategy—register but do not
vote. The old party stalwart explained: “Unless a majority of all the registered
voters is polled, the constitution will be defeated and we shall have escaped a
great danger and calamity. The object, therefore, is to keep a majority out of
the ballot boxes, so that if a man deposits his vote against the Constitution, he
virtually votes for it, because his vote will be counted in making up the neces-
sary majority of the registered voters which must go in the box to secure the
rati¤cation.”45

A more serious aspect of Forsyth’s plan involved threats and intimidation
directed at potential black voters. Calling the canvass “the most important elec-
tion ever held in Alabama,” he stated that it was time for the colored man to
“choose between carpet bag speculators and unknown strangers, and their own
Southern White people.” In strikingly plain language, the Register warned that
“every colored man who votes in the election for the thing they call a constitu-
tion makes his record as an enemy of his white fellow citizens.” In another
issue, Forsyth threatened that “the colored man will know too, that an election
is not a thing done in a corner or in the secrecy of a league meeting, but in
open day and before the eyes of all men. Every vote cast will be known and
noted down on paper. The watchful eye of the White people will be upon the
election as it transpires, and every colored voter will make his mark by his
ballot, whether he is a friend or an enemy of his White neighbors.”46

By 1 February 1868, voter registration in the state stood at 75,000 whites
and 95,000 blacks. The people who voted were overwhelmingly in favor of the
new constitution—the ¤nal tally was 70,812 for, 1,005 against. Statewide, only
6,702 whites voted in the election. Since adoption of the constitution required
85,000 votes (a majority of the registered voters), the Radical document failed.
Apparently, intimidation affected the black turnout, as only 62,194 of the reg-
istered blacks went to the polls.47 Even though his side won, Forsyth, true to
his word, published a list of blacks (and a few whites) who voted in the elec-
tion. For several days the Register contained the following warning: “We reprint
and mean to keep it standing until the whole community becomes familiar with
it, the names of the White men who sanctioned by their vote the infamous
scheme to place the White people of the state under the political domination
of Negroes.” One Northern newspaper, reporting on Forsyth’s list, blasted the
editor in the strongest possible terms. In its view, the Register was the “most
infamous of all papers edited by the most infamous of all scoundrels.” As for
Forsyth himself, the writer noted that “During the war, no man in the South
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gloated with more ¤endish satisfaction over the fall of the Constitution, and
with it the country.” The Republicans, however, won in the long run as Con-
gress, on 11 March 1868, passed a new Reconstruction Act that stipulated that
constitutions could be (retroactively) rati¤ed by a majority of votes cast.48

National issues once more prompted Forsyth to leave Alabama. In March of
1868, the well-traveled editor again became a ¤eld correspondent—this time
from the halls of the United States Senate. On 24 February 1868, the United
States House of Representatives impeached President Johnson. Forsyth sat in
the visitor’s gallery and sometimes walked on the Senate ®oor during most
of Johnson’s Senate trial. Beginning on 27 March 1868, Forsyth sent almost
daily reports of the proceedings back to the Register. At ¤rst, he appeared con-
¤dent of a Johnson victory: “Those nearest the President, and in the best con-
dition to be well advised, are still con¤dent of acquittal. They say that they
have counted votes, and know they can rely upon the necessary seven Repub-
licans to stand for justice and law in their Senatorial oaths and consciences.”
Still in Washington a month later, his mood appeared much more somber. On
April 22, with rumors of a possible Republican coup circulating through the
capital streets, Forsyth noted the “all but universal feeling that the revolution
now in progress will culminate in another domestic war—this time not a sec-
tional, but a civil war.” On May 11, with the trial nearing an end, the observer
from Mobile thought in terms of military action. He actually turned to handi-
capping the chances of a successful Republican military takeover: “In the event
of a coup d’etat to seize and hold the government by force, I do not believe the
Radicals would have the active sympathy of the army, especially the rank and
¤le. Anti-Negro is a powerful sentiment in the ranks of the army.” Due to a
postponement of the ¤nal vote, Forsyth left Washington three days before the
Senate failed to get the necessary two-thirds vote for conviction.49

While in Washington, Forsyth got to observe two other signi¤cant proceed-
ings. The ¤rst was the congressional debate over the readmission of Alabama
into the Union. Congress ¤nally passed the readmission act on 25 June 1868.
The second event was a ceremony marking the third anniversary of the assas-
sination of Abraham Lincoln. This latter event touched off one of his lengthy
re®ections. Regarding Lincoln, Forsyth correctly stated that “probably no man
ever lived who is so idolized by one, and so execrated by another party by his
countrymen.” Lincoln’s death, the editor continued, could have certainly been
avoided “had he been able to grasp the political problem as it stood in the
spring of 1861.” Managing to put himself in the political equation, Forsyth,
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for the ¤rst time, hinted that had Lincoln played his cards right, the South
would have come back into the Union by their own choosing. He theorized: “If
when the Confederate Commissioners [of which he was one] were in this city
in March and April of that year, the administration had said, through them, to
the wayward sisters, depart in peace, the experiment of secession would have
broken down, and a truce, with guarantees to the South then deemed satisfac-
tory, would have been the result—the restoring of the Union without blood.”
Stopping just short of commending John Wilkes Booth (referred to by Forsyth
as a “patriotic monomaniac”), Forsyth opined that “political assassinations can
never be justi¤ed in the code of morals, but they are an inseparable accompa-
niment of revolution and the tyrannical use of usurped power in certain of
their stages.”50

To John Forsyth and other long-time Democrats, Alabama’s new govern-
ment must have seemed very foreign. Both of the state’s new United States
senators were Union Army veterans. The new state senate contained thirty-two
Republicans and only one Democrat. The house had ninety-four Republicans
(of whom twenty-six were black) and three Democrats. Forsyth referred to Ala-
bama’s Republican governor, William Hugh Smith, as one who “writes himself
Governor of Alabama, but is no more governor than the King of Dahomey.”51

As the summer of 1868 approached, Forsyth, for the ¤rst time in eight years,
geared up his press for a national campaign. In May, the Register contained a
call for a “convention of the representatives of the Democratic and Conserva-
tive people of Alabama, who are opposed to radicalism in all its shapes.” The
purpose of this convention was to select delegates for the Democratic National
Convention scheduled for July 4 in New York. Forsyth served as a delegate from
Mobile County to the state meeting and then traveled to New York for the
national gathering. According to this veteran of countless party assemblies, it
was “no exaggeration to say that no political assemblage was ever convened in
the country upon which interest more vast and enduring depended.” These
were strong words from a man who had also been at Charleston and Baltimore
in 1860. He continued: “The constitutional conservatism of the nation meets
at New York to enter its solemn protest against the vandalism which for seven
years past has been battering down the free institutions under which this coun-
try has prospered for nearly a century.” Although Forsyth earlier voiced support
for General Win¤eld Scott Hancock as the party’s nominee, once the conven-
tion selected Horatio Seymour as its standard-bearer, the party loyalist con-
cluded that the former New York governor was “the strongest and best nominee
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that could have been made.” Before going their separate ways, the convention
delegates rewarded Forsyth’s long service to the party with an appointment to
the nine-man executive committee of the national Democratic Party.52

The Northern press recognized the feelings of the Southern delegates that
had come to Tammany Hall. Under the headline “The Line Drawn,” a writer
in Harpers Weekly noted that “the late rebels and their friends” were “engaged
in devising some method by which to persuade the country to renounce the
victory it won in the war, and to entrust the government to those who had done
the utmost to destroy it.” The author went on to comment that “John Forsyth,
one of the most malignant of rebels, and now one of the chief Democratic
leaders of Alabama, spoke of the late rebel state governments as ‘overturned by
revolution, tyranny, and the sword.’ ”53

The Republicans, in the meantime, held their convention in Chicago on
May 20–21. To the surprise of no one, the assembly chose General Ulysses S.
Grant as its nominee. During the early days of Reconstruction, Forsyth surpris-
ingly had printed nothing but praise for the victorious Union commander. In
December 1865, Forsyth noted that “from the moment that he overwhelmed
Gen. Lee with the irresistible force of numbers, wielded by his indomitable will
and untiring perseverance, he dropped the character of military conqueror and
all his utterances have been those of a patriot and statesman, who saw that the
sword had ¤nished its appointed work, and the policy of conciliation was the
duty of the hour.” In fact, Forsyth hoped Grant—“a Democrat in political faith
and education, and a conservative in sentiment and principles”—might one day
lead the Democratic national ticket. In 1865, Forsyth asked an interesting
question regarding Grant: “Where could the Democratic conservatives of the
nation ¤nd a worthier leader, or the restored United States a more honest Presi-
dent?”54

Both of the major party nominees ended their acceptance letters with an
appeal for peace and unity. On 29 May 1868, Grant pleaded, “Let us have
peace,” while Seymour, in August, believed a Democratic victory would “re-
store our Union” and “bring back peace and prosperity to our land.” Amidst
this talk of future peaceful harmony, Forsyth wrote one of the most reprinted
and attacked editorials of his entire career. Under the heading “The Cam-
paign,” Forsyth (after an obligatory attack on the Radical Congress) laid out
his views on the future course of the South should the Radicals win in 1868.
According to the Register editor, “The people of the South do not intend to
submit to that permanent [Radical] rule, result as the Presidential election
may.” He went on to claim that the South had “only submitted to its indignities
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and insults so far because they have been waiting for the good sense and justice
of the American people to relieve them from it and restore them to their civil
rights in the November election.” Was Forsyth predicting, and even supporting,
another civil war—much as he had done in 1856 and 1860? Many North-
erners apparently thought so. Harper’s Weekly quoted at length from the above-
mentioned editorial to demonstrate the violent nature of the unreconstructed
Southerners. Forsyth, facing a strong national backlash, quickly retreated. In a
printed rebuttal to the Harper’s Weekly accusations, the Mobile editor claimed
he had been quoted out of context. Forsyth claimed he had been speaking only
of a scenario in which the Radicals might fraudulently steal the election away
from the Democrats. Many in the North refused to accept this explanation, so
Forsyth spent much of the fall campaign responding to his national critics.55

Despite the war of words and a campaign of violence and intimidation in
the South (particularly from a newly active Ku Klux Klan), General Grant
handily won the national contest. Referring to the late election, a despondent
Forsyth lamented that “the whole system of barbarities and cruelties embodied
in the Reconstruction program for the Southern states was invented for a simple
object, and that object was accomplished on Tuesday last. It was to retain the
power of the federal government in the Radical hands.” In the same editorial,
he made what turned out to be a prophetic statement: “God’s ways are wiser
than men’s ways. Who knows but the apparent success may not be the very
rock upon which the infamous party of Radicalism will be wrecked.”56 Al-
though the party would win more national elections, Grant’s terms in of¤ce
indeed provided the foundation for the collapse of the Republicans in the
South.

After Grant’s election, a noticeable change took place in the nature of
the editorial positions taken by Forsyth and the Register. More and more, the
politically minded editor began to focus on economic concerns. Historian
Michael Fitzgerald has pointed out the degree to which Reconstruction policy
on the local level was affected by economic concerns. Fitzgerald has also dem-
onstrated how economic matters divided the political alliance system among
both the freedmen and the whites. The Democratic leadership of Mobile ap-
peared to be treading water when it came to ¤nancial matters—hoping that the
Reconstruction program would soon run its course and go away, at which time
they would reenter the fray. When President Johnson left of¤ce, the reality that
the Republicans would be around, at least for the near future, set in. After the
election, a Union soldier stationed in Mobile wrote to his wife that the citizens
“have arrived at the conclusion that they had better begin attending to their
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business [rather] than spending their time and money on torch light proces-
sions.”57

Certainly John Forsyth did not all of a sudden become a champion of eco-
nomic causes. On the contrary, he had promoted economic endeavors his entire
career. Since the early 1840s he had advocated the diversi¤cation of the South-
ern economy, internal improvements such as government funding for railroads,
and a more equitable tax system. He consistently called on Southerners to
throw off their dependence on foreign (including United States’ Northern) im-
ports through a better system of education and, ultimately, manufacturing. In
the 1850s, he was a lonely voice calling for Mobilians to raise their property
tax rates to support the infant public school system. For years he had pushed
for the improvement of Mobile’s port as a method of bene¤ting from the lucra-
tive trade opportunities with Cuba and Mexico.58 The 1868 shift was not an
awakening to economic concerns but rather a change from promoting such
concerns for the good of the community to a pursuit of personal ¤nancial gain.

Two factors most likely led to this new emphasis. First was the general eco-
nomic condition of the region. Financial depression gripped large parts of the
state. As one correspondent noted about Mobile, “Times are mighty hard
here—no money and very little business doing. The merchants all look bland.”
Those “bland-looking” merchants certainly could not afford to spend part of
their limited cash on Register subscriptions or advertisements. Having lost a
good part of his prewar business, Forsyth was forced to branch out in his busi-
ness ventures. The second, and more noticeable, factor was his association with
William D. Mann. Mann, a former Union Army of¤cer, arrived in Mobile in
1866 as an Internal Revenue assessor. Many Mobilians saw him as the proto-
typical carpetbagger. Mann was determined to use his position, combined with
newly acquired political and social contacts, to bolster his already sizeable per-
sonal wealth. One of his business ventures involved newspapers. He bought the
Mobile Times and actually loaned money to Forsyth to help keep the Register
a®oat. This ¤nancial association soon led to the merger of the Times and the
Register with Mann as owner/publisher and Forsyth retained as editor. Here
began several years of unbridled economic promotions. The only problem was
that many of these promotions involved ventures in which Mann and Forsyth
stood to make a tidy pro¤t. The Register began to promote city subsidies for a
variety of projects ranging from railroads to harbor improvements, from new
wharves to gaslights.59 One project was particularly illustrative of the degree
to which Mann, Forsyth, and the Register could be accused of a con®ict of
interest—the ill-fated Nicholson Pavement project.
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In June of 1870, Mann and Forsyth advocated a plan by which the city of
Mobile would invest a half-million dollars to pave some of the major city
streets. A technique patented as “Nicholson Pavement,” whereby treated wood
was placed on the street and covered with tar, was to be employed. The con®ict
in this project stemmed from the fact that there was only one company in Mo-
bile that was equipped to undertake such a project—the Mobile Paving Com-
pany. The paving company had been incorporated in March of 1868 and
granted permission to use the Nicholson method. Mann was one of the major
stockholders, having invested ten thousand dollars, while John Forsyth had
been elected as a company of¤cer.60

Opponents of the project presented many arguments against what they saw
as a special interest boondoggle. First, many wondered if the city, already com-
mitted to the Grand Trunk Railroad, the New Orleans and Mobile Railroad,
and harbor improvements (all backed by Forsyth and Mann), could afford any
more bonded indebtedness. Second, the quality of the Nicholson paving came
into question. Reports from several other cities questioned the long-term dura-
bility of such a method. The ¤nal argument struck directly at Forsyth. One
critic wondered why the editor, who for his entire career had opposed taxing
people in one part of the country for the bene¤t of the other part (i.e., protec-
tive tariffs), did not hold to the same principle when it came to local govern-
ment. The question was thus raised: “In what respect does unequal taxation by
the federal government differ from unequal taxation by a city government?”
The implication in this question was clear—Forsyth had changed his tune be-
cause he stood to reap a ¤nancial windfall if the project progressed. Forsyth, of
course, could not let these charges go unanswered. He argued that the city
could not afford to pick one of the projects over another. In fact, expenditures
such as the one for the harbor improvements made other improvements even
more necessary. Regarding the increased taxes, he claimed, “Everyman will be
willing to pay when he understands what he would gain by it as a citizen of
Mobile.” As to the con®ict of interest insinuation, the editor stated that he had
actually refrained from writing as much as he desired about the project just for
that reason.61

The city set June 11 as the date for a referendum on the paving project.
During the two weeks before the vote, Forsyth more than made up for his
“silence” on the subject. In one editorial, he gave a long list of all who should
vote for the paving venture and why. The young men of the city were urged to
support it because after the “present generation of barnacles” died out they did
not want to live “an oyster shell existence in a dead city.” Firemen, draymen,
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workingmen, real estate owners, and even members of the various Mardi Gras
societies were likewise implored to vote in favor of the paving. He went on to
ask the citizenry to “shun the examples of the old fogies, and stand up for the
improvements, enterprise, and public spirit.” Perhaps the height of irony came
in his claim that the paving project would “help everybody and hurt nobody
except those who want to stop the spigot of city public expenditures except
when it is allowed to run into their pockets.”62

Apparently enough “barnacles” did want to stop the spigot because the
referendum failed by a vote of 3,960 to 1,370 (74 percent opposed). Bitter
over the defeat, Forsyth lashed out, furious over the fact that “improvements,
progress, and civilization have suffered another defeat at the hands of the do-
nothings.” One can almost feel the frustrations of a tired warrior who noted
that he had “wasted his life in a city held down and back in the race of prog-
ress.” In a hint of the aggressive vindictiveness to come, Forsyth also com-
plained that the referendum had gone down in a humiliating defeat largely
because of the mobilization of the freedmen vote.63

While continuing to be involved in a number of business ventures, Forsyth
once again centered his main efforts on political matters. His main focus now
centered on restoring white rule to the South. As early as the summer of 1869,
cracks had begun to appear in the Radical armor. Two distinct events seemed
to threaten both the rights of blacks and the dominance of the Radical Repub-
licans in the South. First was the growth of the amnesty/reconciliation senti-
ment in the North and, second, was the capture of two Southern state govern-
ments (Virginia and Tennessee) by a coalition of conservative Republicans and
Democrats. By 1870, Alabama had elected a Democratic governor and, in
1871, the Democrats regained control of Mobile’s city government. In the local
election, the Republicans did not even enter an opposition ticket. After the
victory by default, Forsyth crowed: “We have not met the enemy, yet they are
ours.”64

The year of 1872 appeared to hold great promise for Forsyth and the South.
The Republican regime found itself besieged from all sides. The party, once on
the outside, now experienced the problems of a ruling faction long in power—
ambitions, jealousies, and fractional divisions. Additionally, the sense of a com-
mon danger, so prevalent during and just after the war, began to subside. The
wartime idealism faded as new issues demanded attention. Newer party mem-
bers, more pragmatic and opportunistic, did not share in the basic Radical phi-
losophy. Finally, President Grant himself proved to be a tremendous weight on
the Radicals. Americans had expected greatness from Grant as president be-
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cause they had found greatness in him as a general. Repeated scandals and
policy failures left many Republicans disillusioned with the great war leader.65

Despite what appeared to be a promising scenario, the year 1872 may have
been Forsyth’s lowest point, both personally and politically. Personal tragedy
struck the Forsyth family early in the year. On 13 March 1872, Charles Forsyth
met a violent death in a Royal Street saloon. A lengthy coroner’s investigation
could only conclude that “the cause of death was a pistol shot wound from a
hand to the jury unknown.” In a fairly crowded bar, no witnesses could actually
give evidence as to what happened. One witness even speculated that the death
might have been a suicide. Expressions of sympathy poured in from across the
South. The Memphis Gazette offered a typical word: “The death of Col. Charles
Forsyth is a great loss to Mobile, especially to its commercial circles. To the
venerable and beloved Col. John Forsyth, we extend our sincere sympathy un-
der an af®iction which earth affords no consolation.”66 Charles left behind his
wife Laura and three young children, Charles Jr., Elizabeth, and Margaret.

Fortunately for Forsyth’s mental state (but not his physical condition), the
upcoming presidential campaign diverted his mind from his personal grief. On
8 May 1872, he attended a meeting of the Democratic National Committee in
New York. The committee set July 9 as the date for the national convention to
be held at Baltimore. While en route to New York, Forsyth learned of the
nomination of Horace Greeley by an upstart Liberal Republican convention in
Cincinnati. The Liberal Republican movement began in Missouri where a coa-
lition of Liberal Republicans and Democrats wrested control of the state from
the regular Republicans. In January of 1872, the Missouri Liberals issued a call
for a nominating convention to meet in Cincinnati. The Liberals wanted an
alliance with Southern conservatives on the basis of home rule and amnesty in
return for a Southern promise to accept the Reconstruction amendments and
to enforce the basic rights of the freedmen. Forsyth warned Democrats to have
nothing to do with the Cincinnati convention. His logic was fairly simple. If
some Republicans and Democrats worked together, the election would pit
“Grant against the ¤eld.” If his own party remained separate, it would result in
a “uni¤ed Democracy against the Republican tickets.” He invoked the memory
of the 1860 election—except this time the roles would be reversed.67

The nomination of Greeley, editor of the New York Tribune, presented a
complicated dilemma for the Democrats. According to the New York World,
Greeley was “the most conspicuous and heated opponent of the Democratic
party that could be found in the whole country.” Another Northern newspaper
reported “Greeley has spit and stomped upon every principle of the Democracy
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during his entire life.”68 Forsyth himself commented that Greeley was “the most
pronounced enemy of the Democratic party.” The ill feelings were mutual, as
Greeley once made the statement that “all Democrats might not be rascals, but
all rascals are Democrats.” Despite his dubious track record, Greeley did have
a few redeeming qualities to the Democrats. Although he had certainly sup-
ported Radical positions on the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, he had
called for amnesty for former Confederate of¤cials and for an end to military
rule in the South. Greeley felt that Reconstruction governments had done all
they could and it was now time for the freedmen to take up their own cause.
Additionally, the Democratic leadership knew that if the Liberal Republicans
and the Democrats promoted rival tickets, a Republican victory appeared cer-
tain. Any chance of denying Grant a second term depended on the unity of the
opposition.

The controversy soon engulfed the ranks of the Democratic faithful. The
national committee was torn over what course to take regarding the upcoming
national convention. Many wanted to “fall into the unopened arms of Cincin-
nati Republicans” and immediately endorse the Greeley nomination. Others,
including Forsyth, wanted to take no action until the Democratic National
Convention. Forsyth was receiving advice from back home to go ahead and
embrace the Cincinnati ticket. Some actually suggested that the Democracy
should not even hold a national meeting. He rejected this counsel, instead
expressing the belief that the action of the Cincinnati group had actually
strengthened the hand of the Democrats in that it required the endorsement of
his party in order to be successful. Forsyth expressed this opinion directly to
Greeley in a private interview on 10 May 1872. In a frank discussion, he told
the New York editor, “The South would go for him, if we could do no better,
to beat Grant; but we thought we could do better and were going to give it a
fair trial.” Since this was the ¤rst time he had personally met Greeley, Forsyth
could not resist giving his readers a personal evaluation. He thought Greeley
had in him “the stuff to make a ‘bully’ Democrat could we get him in proper
training.” He also felt it a shame that his Northern counterpart had not been
born in the South because Greeley probably “would have slept with a cockade
in his night cap and . . . been a ‘red-hot’ before-breakfast secessionist.”69

The light-hearted personal re®ection notwithstanding, Forsyth was greatly
concerned over what he saw as a premature rush to “Greeleyism.” His main
concern appeared to be over the timing of the move: “If we do not wait for
Baltimore to speak, we shall be cut up and shorn of our balance of power
strength before the polling commences.” Again, with what he saw as simple
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political logic, he pondered: “If a Democrat in Alabama may break ranks and
run after Greeley, why may not a Democrat in Indiana . . . break ranks and run
after Grant.” To those who felt Greeley was the only possible candidate with
national appeal, Forsyth once again suggested that General Hancock, who, in
his words, was “the only great soldier who, when the war ended, remembered
that the military was subordinate to the civil powers,” would make a stellar
choice.70

Forsyth returned to Mobile on 4 June 1872, but two weeks later journeyed
back to New York, forgoing the Alabama State Democratic Convention. Before
leaving, the editor wanted to make sure his views on Greeley received proper
circulation. Questioning the wisdom of his own party, he believed the Demo-
crats were squandering a great opportunity. He noted, “The late split in the
Radical party had opened an opportunity for a brilliant victory by the Demo-
cratic party on its own broad and ancient principles, and with its own statesmen
as candidates leading to that victory. We use the word had opened. But we do
not believe that the path is now opened.” In a rare moment of harsh public
criticism of his beloved party, Forsyth complained that “the Democratic party
has the numerical force but no longer the courage and the con¤dence to win
victory single-handed.” Again thinking back to 1860, Forsyth wanted the
Democrats to, this time, stand ¤rm over a divided Republican Party. His fear
was that Greeley’s nomination had the potential to do just the opposite. In
words that would be dif¤cult to revise, he wrote: “The Register is unalterably
against Greeley, because as a representative of the great idea symbolized by the
Cincinnati Convention, he is a dead failure, and if we follow him, we follow
him to defeat and disgrace.”71

This bold pronouncement opened him up to much scrutiny and ridicule.
On 21 June 1872, he was in New York as one of the national Democratic
leaders summoned to the so-called Fifth Avenue Hotel Conference. After sev-
eral hours of debate, someone got the idea to poll each state to ascertain repre-
sentative views. With Alabama being the (alphabetically) ¤rst state, Forsyth had
to break the ice. Incredibly, he voiced what seemed to be enthusiastic support
for the Greeley ticket. Newspapers from around the country had a ¤eld day at
the Mobilian’s expense. The Paducah Kentuckian (described by the Register as a
“cheeky little paper”) perhaps best asked the question on everyone’s mind. Di-
rectly quoting his June 18 editorial, the Kentucky paper noted that “On June
20th, only two days later, the editor of the Register, Col. John Forsyth, is re-
ported to have spoken at the Fifth Avenue Conference in favor of the Liberal
movement, endorsed emphatically the Cincinnati ticket and platform, and
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pledged Alabama for Greeley and Brown by a large majority. Will the Register
rise and explain?” A more prosaic version came from the St. Louis Republican.
Under the heading “An Ancient Mariner Foundered,” the Missouri newspaper
waxed eloquently: “If any man doubts the strength of the political current now
sweeping over this country and tossing the pure fabrics of politicians, let him
note the ease with which it twirled the most stalwart of the old Democratic
elements. While Col. John Forsyth was in New York attending the meeting of
the Democratic National Committee, and trying to fend off the rising gale of
Greeleyism by frequent letters to the New York press and to his own journal,
the Mobile Register, the latter yielded to the prevailing in®uence and headed
straight for the peaceful Horatian heaven.”72 Back home, a clearly embarrassed
Forsyth could only defend his inconsistency by stating that he spoke for himself
on June 18 and not for the state.

The Democratic National Convention did indeed nominate Greeley and
also adopted the Cincinnati platform verbatim. Forsyth endorsed the nominee
as the only way Southern votes would be “recorded against the radical adminis-
tration” and because “between Grant and almost any nominee of the Demo-
cratic party, it cannot hesitate to choose.” However, for the only time in his
career, Forsyth openly rejected his party’s platform, stating, in his opinion, that
it contained “principles enunciated that we cannot conscientiously subscribe to
even at the bidding of a Democratic convention.” Although he did pledge to
support the ticket, one can sense that it was to be a half-hearted effort. While
he publicly promised to “take a stand by our Democratic brethren,” he wanted
his readers to know that “for the future of this course, we are free from respon-
sibility.”73

Forsyth did not attend the 1872 Democratic National Convention (the ¤rst
such meeting he had missed since 1848—excepting the war years). Nearing age
sixty, the editor was beginning to feel the physical strain of many personal and
political battles. While the national convention was in progress, the Register
printed the following notice: “Sunday night’s train over the Mobile and Ohio
Road once more carried our Editor-in-chief away from his post; this time for a
protracted absence in the mountains of Virginia and other health-giving re-
sorts. The unceasing strain and excitement of long political editorship have ren-
dered Col. Forsyth temporarily un¤t for duty at his desk.” The ailing journalist
did not return to Mobile until a week before the November election. The long
silence seemed to underscore the lack of enthusiasm he felt for the Democratic
ticket. In his own words, he returned “in the last days of the most momentous
political con®ict that has ever been fought on American soil.”74
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After the disastrous defeat in which Grant won 56 percent of the vote (the
highest percentage for any candidate between 1828 and 1904), carried all but
six of the Southern states, and led the Republicans to reclaim their two-thirds
majority in the House and hold to a similar margin in the Senate, Forsyth
could only wonder, “Have we a Republic?” He could also not resist pointing
out that “We thought we saw something pretty clearly at the beginning of the
late political ®ood [of support for Greeley], and it turns out that, in a measure
at least, we did.” He also somewhat sarcastically remarked that “nothing is
more odious than the ‘I told you so.’ ”75

The dejected journalist began to vent his pent-up frustrations and concerns.
“The real defeat of the election is not of Mr. Greeley. It is a defeat of republican
principles, a defeat of free government, a defeat of reconciliation between the
States, a defeat of integrity and responsibility in the administration of the Fed-
eral Government.” The election also seemed to unleash some of Forsyth’s most
virulent racial language. The defeat was the result of what happened “when
800,000 dummies were admitted to the ballot box.” The freedmen, the “blind
instruments of power,” knew “just as little about the objects and efforts of their
votes as so many oxen and mules.” In a bitter conclusion, he complained “the
Blacks were given the ballot to sustain the Radical party—to be its slaves—just
what they are.”76 For John Forsyth, the ¤rst seven years after the war repre-
sented a personal low point. Political and ¤nancial disasters as well as personal
grief sapped much of the spirit and strength out of the aging journalist. Al-
though he would not live to see another Democratic president, his ¤nancial
situation would continue to worsen, and he would never fully regain his health,
one last zenith—the “redemption” of Alabama and the national Congress was
approaching.
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The year 1873 marked the start of the decline of John Forsyth’s edi-
torial prominence. His health, which troubled him in the latter part of the
previous year, never completely recovered. The ailing journalist increasingly
found himself away from his beloved post. At the advice of his doctor, Forsyth,
in the late spring, embarked on a trip to Europe. This journey, his ¤rst trip
across the Atlantic since he had traveled as a boy with his father, was designed
to get Forsyth away from the stress of the daily operation of the newspaper. In
the editor’s own words the respite would “give rest to a pate that has been used
as a football so many years in the Register of¤ce.” Apparently his physician had
given him strict orders as to what he should and should not do while away. In
one of his ¤rst letters home, he noted that while on the trip, he was “forbidden
to think as well as to smoke.”1 Forsyth sent home a series of reports while on
his European tour. His accounts were to be done “without strenuous effort,”
which would have defeated the trip’s purpose. Thus the Register subscribers read
about the style of dress in Liverpool (“Few Americans and certainly no French-
men would fail to observe the bad taste of women’s dressing”), various public
and private events, landscapes, and architecture. The vacationing journalist
also gave his opinions on various aspects of life in London, Paris, Berlin, and
Vienna.

Try as he might, Forsyth was not one who found it easy to relax. At every
stop he seemed to be reminded of some issue or controversy he had left behind
on the other side of the Atlantic. When he observed the neatly paved streets of
even the smallest European towns, he could not resist a dig at Mobile: “I have
not seen a town, great or small, since I left home that is unpaved. I am inclined
to think that there is no town or city the size of Mobile in the civilized world
that has not had the enterprise and good sense to consider health and comfort
and beauty in covering its streets with some kind of pavement.” When he saw
the prevalence of industrial development between Paris and Berlin, he noted,
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“I begin to entertain even a lively hope that somewhere within the next ten
centuries our own slow little gulf city may feel the impulse of the steam genius
of our age, and take step with the march of its generation.”2

Certainly Reconstruction politics were never far from Forsyth’s mind. While
listening to a patriotic rendition in a London opera house, he could not help
but ponder his own “political disabilities.” He remorsefully noted that “It was
not a little troubling to a poor devil to whom ®ag and country had been de-
prived by an act of a Radical Congress.” While in Europe, he periodically re-
ceived copies of the Register. Often, after such deliveries, he would go off on a
tirade in reaction to what he had read. One such issue contained a call for
immigrants to come to the South. Forsyth penned a response in which he stated
he felt immigration “contains the germ of Southern rehabilitation in prosperity
and power.” Of course by immigration he, in effect, meant white, northern
Europeans, who would “assure the preservation of the White civilization of our
state, and to stay the tendency, backed by the force of Federal in®uences, to a
enervated and accursed mongrelism.” One illustration seems to perfectly typify
Forsyth’s futile attempt to unwind while on the grand tour. In September, he
was on a train en route to Vienna. As the sun came up, he got his ¤rst glimpse
of the beauty of the Austrian Alps. At about the same time, someone informed
him that a fellow passenger in the next car had a fairly recent edition of the
New Orleans Picayune. Forsyth jumped from his seat and literally ran to ¤nd
the gentleman. For the next couple of hours, he “devoured the ‘Pic’ and left the
Alps for a more convenient season.” Forsyth began the return voyage on 18 Oc-
tober 1873. He was reported to be in New York on the last day of the month.
He pronounced a somewhat ambivalent benediction on the entire experience:
“I have seen a good deal, and learned some things, I hope, and having come, I
am glad that I came. But I am satis¤ed not to repeat the visit.” Apparently the
trip did not ful¤ll its purpose as the Register, in November, noted that, “Owing
to extreme fatigue incident on a long trip,” Forsyth would be out of the of¤ce
for a while longer.3

Although clearly no better physically, when Forsyth returned to the states he
was temporarily bolstered by what he sensed was a revolution in the political
currents. Before returning to Mobile, he traveled from New York to Milwaukee.
While there, he was present for an election in which “the Radicals heard thun-
der and smelled brimstone all along the borders of Wisconsin.” The state
Democratic Party regained the governorship and the state legislature. Forsyth
saw this as a sign that “signalized the broken power of a nightmarish party.” He
used this victory as an opportunity to lecture those who, he felt, had sold out
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the Democrats in the last presidential election. “When a political party throws
down its ®ag and fears its own principles, it confesses its failure and deserves to
become what it makes itself.”4

Even though the Radical Republicans fared well in the 1872 presidential
and congressional elections, momentum clearly began to shift away from their
cause. Several reasons explain this phenomenon. First, the national debate of
1872 succeeded in articulating and advertising the idea of reconciliation. Some
Radical editors actually praised timid enforcement of the new Reconstruction
measures as “discretion and forbearance.” Reconciliation between the sections
took precedence over reconciliation between the races. Second, the Radicals
appeared to lose their political nerve when it came to the freedmen. As one
historian noted, “the cause of the Negro seemed to appeal more to people’s
sense of drama when the blacks were yet to be bought and sold than when they
were involved in politics and patronage.” Black suffrage, according to Forsyth,
had “enabled the Radical party to hold the power of the Federal Government
in its hands for a few years.” However, he continued, by 1874, it was the “re-
tributive force that is pulling down about Radical hands the political structure
it helped to build up.”5

As the 1874 state and congressional off-year elections drew near, the Demo-
crats in Alabama smelled the blood of a wounded opposition. Forsyth and
his Register staff determined to pull no punches to make this campaign a
success. One almost gets the idea that Forsyth—his health now noticeably
failing—realized this campaign might be his last. On 4 July 1874, the Register
announced the kick-off of the summer and fall campaign season. Under the
headline “To Your Tents White Men,” Forsyth issued a call for a “Democratic,
Conservative, and White Man’s Convention of Mobile County,” to be held on
July 14. The purpose of the meeting was to select delegates for a state Demo-
cratic convention. During the campaign, his columns became more openly hos-
tile to black citizens than ever before. In the aforementioned July 4 editorial,
Forsyth recruited “all upon whom nature has conferred a white face and a white
blood to be defended from the contamination of miscegenation, and the damn-
ing disgrace of subordination to race inferiority.” Even more blatantly racist was
his urging that “all turn out and answer to the roll call of White supremacy
over the black monkey mimics of civilization.” The Register published large ad-
vertisements for the coming county convention under the headlines of “Let
White Men Unite” and “White Men Should Govern the State.”6

The state convention assembled on 29 July 1874, in Montgomery. The dele-
gates concerned themselves with three items of business. First, the conclave
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nominated General George S. Houston as the Democratic candidate for gover-
nor. Second, candidates were nominated for two at-large congressional vacan-
cies. Since west Alabama had no representation, the body named Burwell B.
Lewis of Tuscaloosa to ¤ll one of the positions. In the agreed-on system of
rotation, Mobile normally would have received the nomination for the other
spot, but two names were presented from the city—John Forsyth and C. C.
Langdon. On the ¤rst ballot, Forsyth received twenty-¤ve votes to Langdon’s
seven. Forsyth asked that his name be taken out of consideration, but on the
second ballot, he garnered an increased vote total. This split among two Mobile
candidates paved the way for the defeat of both and guaranteed that Forsyth
would never sit in the United States Congress. The body elected General
William H. Forney of Calhoun to the remaining seat.7

The third item of business—the adoption of a state platform—went off
more smoothly. As Forsyth stated, “In the present aspect of Southern politics,
the one overwhelming need of release from Negro government is so absorbing
a question, that it is not easy to think of any other.” The convention delegates
did not spend much time in divisive debate because, as Forsyth observed,
“when a man’s dwelling is in ®ames, the paramount interest of the moment is
to save it from destruction, and all questions of its subsequent economy are
intuitively postponed for a calmer occasion.”8

On August 18, Mobile’s Democracy gathered across from Bienville Square
for a large rati¤cation rally. The Register contained a description of the lively
scene: “Long before 8 o’clock a dense crowd assembled around the stand, and
was constantly augmented by the arrival of club after club, with nearly every
member on the roll in its ranks. Several transparencies, with appropriate and
inspiring transcriptions, were seen in the long line as it rapidly moved to the
place of assemblage. Barrels of tar, torches, ¤reworks, and other modes of illu-
mination were displayed along the streets.” County Democratic committee
chairman Price Williams nominated Forsyth to serve as president of the meet-
ing. Forsyth made the opening address and, according to one account, “al-
though he said he was physically unable to speak, he made one of his most
telling speeches.” In the oration, Forsyth spoke of a revived Democracy and the
“glad tidings of Democratic victories.” He went on to recount Radical short-
comings and con¤dently predicted a November victory.9

The next step in the redemption process was another Mobile County Demo-
cratic meeting—this time to nominate a slate of candidates for local and state
of¤ces. Although he was obviously in poor physical health by this time, the
assembly elected Forsyth as one of its nominees for the state legislature. Surpris-
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ingly, Forsyth accepted the nomination. The local Democracy held yet another
rati¤cation meeting/celebration. At this gathering, Forsyth made one of his last
public speeches for the cause of the Democratic Party. According to one ob-
server, the aging editor was “met with a rousing and gratifying reception, sev-
eral minutes having elapsed before the cheering and demonstrations of those
present had suf¤ciently subsided for him to proceed.” Forsyth took this oppor-
tunity to defend his long record as a Democrat and to once more lash out at
the Republican Congress. On the former issue, Forsyth, perhaps weary of
people questioning his party loyalty, recounted his many years of party service
and sarcastically commented that he “thought about asking some gentleman to
give him a certi¤cate showing that he, the speaker, was a Democrat.” Regarding
the latter issue, Forsyth observed that “since the Southern representatives were
driven from the Congress of the United States, that body has been adopting
injudicious and tyrannical measures.” Furthermore, he concluded, “The North
does not know enough of liberty to govern well.”10

Forsyth could not physically take part in the last two months of the cam-
paign. In October 1874 illness again forced him to take a leave of absence
from his editorial duties. On October 20 the Register reported that he was
“gradually gaining strength” and (expressing con¤dence in a November victory)
“will doubtless be ready to take his seat in the General Assembly in a few
weeks.” One negative bit of information came out regarding Forsyth during
the campaign. The Register noted a rumor that “some persons will not vote for
John Forsyth for the legislature because that gentleman, when Mayor, allowed
Negro evidence in his court.”11 Even Forsyth’s long advocacy of Southern
causes during nine years of Reconstruction did not win forgiveness from some
“unreconstructed” Mobilians.

During the last week before the election, the Mobile Democracy could
scarcely control its glee. By now aware of Democratic triumphs in other parts
of the nation, the time of Alabama’s redemption seemed close at hand. On
31 October 1874 (Forsyth’s sixty-second birthday), the city of Mobile wit-
nessed jubilant demonstrations on the corner of Government and Royal Streets.
This location—the same as the Kelley Riot seven years earlier—placed the ex-
cited mobs just outside of the house in which the ailing Forsyth remained bed-
ridden. Under the glare of Roman candles and sky rockets, a long procession
of “honest White men” paraded down Government Street. One large sign read
“For the Register, the White man’s paper.” At least one sign proclaimed “For
Col. John Forsyth.”12 The Democratic leadership around the state realized they
had the necessary votes to oust the Republicans.
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John Forsyth could not have been emotionally prepared for the results of the
November 3 election. Large headlines in the Register the day after the tally pro-
claimed, “The Strike For Freedom,” “White Supremacy Sustained,” and “The
White Men as a Unit.” The lead editorial triumphantly noted that “the returns
from all parts of the Union show great gains for the Democratic party,” and “it
appears that the Democratic and Conservative ticket [including Forsyth] is
elected by a handsome majority.” The news from other states was just as “glo-
rious.” Massachusetts, South Carolina, New York, Florida, Louisiana, Pennsyl-
vania, Virginia, and Georgia all experienced great Democratic victories.13

As the dust settled, Forsyth and the Democrats truly reveled in their good
fortune. Several facts from the late elections bore out the devastating nature of
the Republican Party’s ¤rst great catastrophe in their twenty-year history. The
Democrats captured the United States House of Representatives for the ¤rst
time since the beginning of the Civil War. A Republican majority of 111 be-
came a Democratic majority of 79. The new House contained 182 Democratic
and 103 Republican members. Long excluded from the deliberative body, the
Confederate leaders returned with a vengeance. Of the 107 House members
elected in the new Southern or border state delegations, 80 had served in the
Confederate army—including 35 former Confederate generals.14 In the Senate,
the Democrats cut the Republican majority in half. Nationwide, the Democrats
won 19 gubernatorial races.

Forsyth pronounced his own benediction on Reconstruction: “In the new
light of deliverance and of blessed liberty that has dawned upon the people, the
Register wishes to propose two questions: First—IS THERE A DEMOCRATIC
PARTY IN THE UNITED STATES? Second—Have not the people endured
enough of contumely humiliation, wrongs, public devastation and private im-
poverishment to say to the carpet-bag emissaries and incendiaries of Radicalism
and their leading domestic abettors ‘THUS FAR SHALT THOU GO AND
NO FARTHER’?” Forsyth, who never doubted the correctness of his own
course of action, noted with satisfaction that “the State of Alabama is Demo-
cratic in every branch, and that the people of the United Sates are at last come
to their senses.”15

After the election of 1874, John Forsyth quickly disappeared from the pub-
lic eye. He did make a brief physical recovery, as the Register of November 21
reported that the “Hon. John Forsyth left the city last night for Montgomery
to take his seat in the Legislature.” On November 24, Forsyth made an appear-
ance in the lower chamber. One legislative correspondent described Forsyth
as “the only member of the House who has a national reputation” but whose
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“feebleness at the time may prevent his taking an active part in the discussions
of the House.” The house membership offered Forsyth the position of speaker
“as a slight recognition of his life-long service in the cause of the principles of
his party and the defense of the people of the state.”16 Although declined due
to the “feebleness of his health,” this offer must have brought great satisfaction
to Forsyth, who, in his ¤rst stint in the state legislature, had been routinely
referred to as a “Douglas traitor.” Forsyth had indeed won the appeal of time.

Forsyth’s health continued to decline after 1874. Rarely was his name men-
tioned on the pages of the Register nor was he listed in the numerous local and
state Democratic gatherings. In 1875, his doctors pronounced him on the verge
of “nervous prostration” and ordered “total cessation of all mental labor.” For-
syth turned over the sole charge of the paper to Thomas Cooper DeLeon and
abandoned the of¤ce for an extended rest. Many editorials attributed to Forsyth
during this period were actually penned by DeLeon, who noted, “The most
enjoyed compliment ever paid me by the press anywhere, was its copying my
editorials and their ascription to him [Forsyth].” Forsyth stayed away for nearly
a year and then brie®y returned to Mobile. According to DeLeon, Forsyth had
“lost all his ¤re and much of his zest for his loved game—politics.”17

One last controversy marred Forsyth’s ¤nal months at the Register—one that
dealt not with politics, but ¤nances. In the decade after the end of the war, the
Register changed ownership four times. In 1870, William D. Mann was forced
to sell the business to Isaac Donovan in order to settle an outstanding debt. In
1872, Donovan was caught in the same trap. Having made a bad investment
in Grand Trunk Railroad bonds, he likewise had to give up sole ownership of
the enterprise. A business corporation under the name of the Register Printing
Association (with Donovan as president) assumed control. In 1874, Forsyth,
who had been retained as editor-in-chief during each of these transfers, be-
came co-owner of the Register for the last time. Forsyth formed a partnership
with John L. Rapier to publish the newspaper under the name “Forsyth and
Rapier.”18

The business continued to struggle ¤nancially. Forsyth complained, “South-
ern people do not sustain their newspapers as it is in the popular interest to do.”
After the Panic of 1873, many Southern newspapers indeed went out of busi-
ness. The Register, while still acclaimed across the South for its strong editorial
stands, struggled mightily to stay ¤nancially solvent. A ¤nal embarrassment
came to Forsyth in the form of a lawsuit ¤led against him by his partner,
Rapier. In April of 1876, Rapier ¤led a complaint in the Mobile Chancery
Court that brought several charges against the senior partner. Rapier claimed
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that in 1874, just after he and Forsyth agreed to a partnership plan, Forsyth
announced plans to go to New York to accept a job with another newspaper.
Apparently, some of Forsyth’s “political friends” talked him out of the move by
promising to raise six thousand dollars to invest into the Register. With this
¤nancial backing supposedly assured, Rapier signed on to the partnership. The
promised funds never materialized, but the Register and its owners limped ahead
for the next two years. In the suit, Rapier contended that while he had in-
vested over twenty-eight hundred dollars of his own capital into the company,
“Forsyth, in fact had no money and could only contribute his skill and talents
as an editor.” Although he certainly recognized that Forsyth was the main
drawing card of the paper, his “skill and talents” alone could not hold off the
Register’s numerous creditors. Rapier asked the court to dissolve the partnership
and appoint a receiver to handle the business end of the company until the
debts could be paid. On 25 April 1874, the court issued a subpoena ordering
Forsyth to appear in court.19

Forsyth wasted little time in responding to the charges. The promise of the
funds was never, in his opinion, a precondition of the partnership agreement.
Additionally, he felt that the Register had made enough money over the previous
two years (according to his estimate, at least eight thousand dollars per annum)
to pay the bills. He blamed Rapier, who as business manager “has had entire
control of the books, receipts, and expenditures.” With better business over-
sight, the company should have not only have satis¤ed its creditors, but “left a
large surplus as pro¤ts.”20

On May 17, the court dissolved the two-year-old partnership. In addition,
the presiding judge appointed Joseph Hodgeson to act as receiver over the liq-
uidation of assets. The Register was basically bankrupt and Forsyth’s dream of
owning the newspaper was once again crushed. Creditors rushed forward to
demand their share of the soon to be liquidated property. The Gulf City Paper
Company led the way with an outstanding claim of ¤ve thousand and thirty-
¤ve dollars. Forsyth and Rapier both realized that even during this dif¤cult
time, there was no way to ever balance the ledgers unless the Register stayed
in business. All during the Chancery proceedings, the proud journal never
missed an issue. Perhaps aware that they were reaching the point of no return,
Forsyth and Rapier entered into some type of negotiations. On June 29, the
former partners signed a paper that stated, “The proceedings in Chancery now
pending . . . may be dismissed, as they have arrived at a satisfactory settlement
of their partnership affairs out of court.” The court accepted their decision and
vacated all its previous orders and dismissed the immediate claims of the vari-
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ous creditors.21 Rapier and Company, with Forsyth retained as editor, would
publish the Register. John L. Rapier owned the newspaper until his death in
1905. He spent most of next decade trying to straighten out the ¤nancial plight
of the business. Forsyth’s editorial career now existed in name only. Although
the Register masthead proudly bore his byline, the old editor was seldom pres-
ent. Once more seeking rest and solitude, he journeyed to the western Alleghe-
nies, but, in the spring of 1877, obviously near death, abruptly returned home.

John Forsyth died on 2 May 1877. The Register of the next day (its columns
draped in black) printed a lengthy obituary. Retracing Forsyth’s career, the ar-
ticle concluded that the late editor, “stricken down by the insidious enemy, dis-
ease, spent his last strength in battling with Alabama’s foes; and stretched upon
the ¤eld he helped to win, was cheered by the cry of victory, bore to his ears.”
At 10:30 a.m. on May 4, Forsyth’s body was taken from his residence to the
Christ Church where “a large congregation of Mobile citizens was assembled
to testify by their presence, their love and respect for the honored dead.” Rev.
A. J. Drysdale read the Episcopal burial service. After the singing of “Rest
Spirit Rest” (reportedly Forsyth’s favorite hymn), a funeral cortege traveled to
the Magnolia Cemetery where the ¤nal interment took place. In an ¤tting
twist, the Alabama Press Association convention happened to be meeting in
Mobile when Forsyth died. The entire group attended the funeral to pay ¤nal
respects to its most distinguished member.22

For the next several days, the Register reprinted tributes to Forsyth that had
appeared in newspapers across the nation. The New York Sun reported that “for
a whole generation his name has been familiar among the journalists of the
country; he has been regarded as a leader by a large portion of the Southern
press, and he has often exercised a measure of control over popular opinion and
in matters of policy that no other Southern editor has equaled since the days
of Father Ritchie.” The Atlanta Constitution noted that “Colonel Forsyth was
not only what is technically called a ®uent and vigorous writer, but genius
added to observation imparted to his style a classical brilliancy not often found
in editorial writing.” Referring to the recent end of Reconstruction, the New
York World stated, “His loss will be sincerely felt; but he lived to see the victory
of justice and the law, and to know that the land he loved was reaping the
harvest of his unfaltering ¤delity to her best interests.” Even his old adversaries
at the Montgomery Advertiser admitted, “His loss will be keenly felt not only in
the state, but throughout the Union where he was so well and favorably known.
For to his marked ability he added great personal worth and a high character
for integrity and devotion to principle.”23
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Forsyth’s fame quickly faded. On 31 October 1912, the city of Mobile rec-
ognized the centennial of his birth. After several speeches and resolutions, the
crowd dispersed and John Forsyth’s name once again vanished from the public
consciousness. As one historian later noted, “John Forsyth was one of the more
notable Southern journalists of the nineteenth century. Probably no man in the
history of Alabama devoted more energy to what he determined the political
and economic course the state should follow—only to be forgotten in the pro-
cess.” This assertion is basically correct, as modern history texts rarely mention
the Mobile editor. The most recent, comprehensive textbook on Alabama his-
tory has only two (one-sentence) references to Forsyth—as Douglas’s campaign
manager and, later, as a commissioner to the Lincoln administration. Perhaps
one example best typi¤es the historical amnesia regarding Forsyth. A recent
article about Mobile’s Magnolia Cemetery highlighted prominent citizens bur-
ied within its grounds. The article (properly) listed Braxton Bragg, former Ala-
bama governor John Gayle, and author Augusta Evans Wilson, among others.
John Forsyth was nowhere to be found on the list. The sad irony of this omis-
sion was that it came on the front page of the Mobile Register.24

Forsyth’s contemporaries often expressed the idea that he did not receive just
recognition. In 1872, the Montgomery Advertiser stated “there is no position the
state could confer upon him that he would not richly deserve for long, exacting,
and important service in the most arduous and responsible of all professions.”
Two years later, the Tuscaloosa Times claimed, “he has rendered long, faithful,
and splendid service to the South, and to the cause of the party of which he is
a leading ornament and support. He deserves recognition at the hands of the
party, for his ¤delity and valuable services, and will adorn by his talents and
virtue, any of¤ce within its power to bestow.” The Montgomery Advertiser once
concluded about Forsyth, “we trust the day may yet come when Alabama may
have it in her power to manifest her appreciation of his abilities and high char-
acter.”25 Since over 125 years have passed since Forsyth’s death, and the day for
which the Advertiser wished never arrived, what then is the ¤nal evaluation of
John Forsyth? Any such assessment must weigh both the criticisms and praises
heaped on Forsyth by his contemporaries.

His numerous critics usually based their concerns on one of three issues—
family connections, personal motivations, or political causes. The longest last-
ing criticism centered on his illustrious family ties. Dating back to his editorial
beginnings in 1837, Forsyth had to constantly answer the charge that he was
the son of privilege, living off of the name of his famous father. Even death
could not free him of this association. Nearly every obituary notice printed in
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out-of-state newspapers began with the obligatory reference to John Forsyth Sr.
Some, like the New York Herald, could not help making a ¤nal comparison of
the two men: “The son inherited much of the talent of the father, though with-
out the readiness of the elder for public speaking.”26 Throughout his lifetime,
John Forsyth Jr. never repudiated or spoke unfavorably about his father, yet at
the same time, he made a conscious effort to seldom invoke his family name,
even when doing so would have been to his advantage. This may explain why
Forsyth rarely mentioned anything about his own immediate family. In forty
years of editorial writing, one is hard pressed to ¤nd even a passing comment
concerning his wife or children. An exception is when, on more than one oc-
casion, he wrote in defense of his son Charles. While it is true that Forsyth’s
¤rst public of¤ce came as a favor from Andrew Jackson to his father, his sub-
sequent positions came as a result of personal merit or at least as political favors
earned through his own efforts. The charge that his father set him up in the
newspaper business also appears unfounded as John Forsyth Sr. held little es-
teem for the journalism profession in general. The newspaper venture may ac-
tually have been the not so hidden attempt of an ambitious son to distance
himself from his famous father.

The second criticism, at ¤rst glance, appears more serious. Many felt that
Forsyth used his newspaper merely for political and/or economic gain. Indeed,
a few weeks after his death, one of his political associates commented, “The
editorial profession was with him not a chosen and darling vocation, but merely
a means to an end, and that his goal was political of¤ce.” This writer also
noted, “No professional journalist ever showed less penchant for composition.”
This charge seems very odd when one considers the context of the day. Criti-
cism of a nineteenth-century editor for being a partisan politician is much like
faulting a priest for being overly religious. From his ¤rst day at his desk until
he took his last breath, John Forsyth never claimed to be anything other than
a voice for the Democracy. Furthermore, he made it clear that the Register was
his own voice. Once in 1860, someone referred to the Register as a “Douglas
Organ.” A response appeared quickly: “If the Register is an organ in any sense,
it is the organ of Mr. Forsyth. It has never received an impulse from anyone
else.”27

If ¤nancial gain was Forsyth’s driving ambition in his operation of the Reg-
ister, it was de¤nitely an unful¤lled ambition. Although the Mobile Register
gained national prominence and notoriety for its editorial stance during For-
syth’s long tenure, commercial success never followed. In actuality, Forsyth’s
devotion to his editorial career probably prevented him from pursuing other
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avenues of monetary gain. The talented penman had ample chances to branch
out in his writing. One correspondent speculated that Forsyth could have made
a tidy pro¤t by writing accounts of his experiences in Mexico, or about the
Charleston convention of 1860, or even a travel guide–style account of his Eu-
ropean adventure. Additionally, the editor had at least one chance to leave Mo-
bile to accept higher paying employment elsewhere. As we have seen, he turned
down an offer to become editor-in-chief of the New York Herald—with a salary
of over seven thousand dollars per year. His explanation, if sincere, casts doubts
as to his economic greed. He stated, “Having abided with my people in the days
of adversity—it was my wish, if my life should be spared, to be with and
among them, when time and justice, and their own manly courage should work
out their deliverance from the baleful toils and snares of miscalled Radical re-
construction.”28 Obviously, Forsyth did stand to reap economic gains from
some of the projects and causes he promoted in his newspaper. However, it
must also be noted that even when such ventures failed (i.e., the Nicholson
paving ¤asco), and he no longer stood to gain anything, he never stopped
championing the same course of action. There is no question Forsyth promoted
railroads in the 1870s while owning stock in the railroad companies. Obvi-
ously a con®ict of interest charge can legitimately be raised. However, one must
also note that Forsyth promoted railroads in Columbus in the 1840s when he
owned no stock. Promoting developments such as street paving, harbor im-
provements, gaslights, and railroads were consistent themes during Forsyth’s
career.

A ¤nal criticism concerns the positions Forsyth took on a variety of key
political issues. More often than not he found himself on the losing side of
political contests or policy struggles. In Mexico, his protectorate scheme was
pushed aside by President Buchanan’s plan of land acquisition. His support of
Stephen A. Douglas went against the vast majority of his own state party. His
early acceptance of Reconstruction earned him the reputation of being a coop-
erationist. His record in presidential politics was certainly less than stellar.
Forsyth was not on the winning side in a presidential election after 1856. In his
own Democratic Party, he had not supported the eventual presidential nominee
since he backed Franklin Pierce in 1852. His opposition to Greeley’s nomina-
tion in 1872 was the last of his losing political causes. His contemporaries often
found humor in Forsyth’s ill-fated stances. Once in 1869, commenting on un-
founded rumors that Forsyth was about to switch his allegiance to the Repub-
lican Party, the [Republican controlled] Mobile Nationalist mockingly stated,
“We sincerely hope not, for he brings disaster to every cause he advocates.”29
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Had Forsyth died in 1872, one might be tempted to consider his career of
political advocacy a disappointing failure. However, by 1874, with the great war
fading into bitter memory, and Reconstruction having nearly run its course,
many of Forsyth’s contemporaries came to (perhaps grudgingly) realize that he
had been correct on many of the positions that he had championed during
the previous four decades. The best example of this reevaluation was his course
of action in 1860–61. His support of Douglas and opposition to immediate
secession—easily the most unpopular stances of his long career—came to be
accepted by many of his former adversaries as a most prudent course. In 1866,
after the brutal ¤nality of defeat, Forsyth stated that he could not deny himself
the “pride and pleasure” of hearing his former political enemies admit their
mistakes. One of his most vocal critics con¤ded to Forsyth that “Those men at
the South who had the sagacity to comprehend and appreciate the statesman-
ship of Douglas and the far-reaching scope of his doctrines, and the nerve to
advocate and defend them, were the wisest men among us, and deserve most
of the public esteem. We were honest, and meant our county good, but were
all wrong.” Forsyth took comfort in the fact that “Time was an appellate
judge.”30

What then is a ¤tting epitaph for John Forsyth? Although seldom remem-
bered today, Forsyth was a giant of nineteenth-century journalism. He was rec-
ognized in both North and South as a dominant journalistic and political
¤gure. One New York writer spoke for many when he noted about Forsyth
“His death will leave a void in the councils of the party in his state and in the
ranks of Southern journalism which it will be hard to ¤ll.” John Forsyth de-
served such respect then and he deserves our study today. Forsyth must be held
up as an example of one who, right or wrong, stuck to his beliefs and party.
His old adversaries at the Mobile Times summed up this idea: “However much
others differed with John Forsyth in his political course through life, none can
deny him the mead of steady devotion and principle and ¤rm adherence to
conviction.” When, in 1874 Forsyth got ownership of the Register for the ¤nal
time, he was asked if his editorial position would be modi¤ed. His response was
swift and sure: “Its [the Register’s] principles were ¤xed long ago, and they are
engraved upon the body of the times within whose sphere and epoch it has
lived. I have no changes to make.” Enemies of the Register could certainly argue
against the positions that Forsyth took, but they suffered credibility problems
when they questioned the consistency of the one taking them. The Vicksburg
Herald, in 1872, perhaps expressed this quality best when its editor simply
stated, “We never doubted where John Forsyth stood.”31
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Two decades before his death, in a speech given to Mobile’s Franklin Society,
Forsyth presented a good summary of his journalistic philosophy. In closing the
long talk, he said, “How noble the in®uence that belongs to the conductor of
a Press who sways it only for his country’s good—who can measure the perilous
mazes of that untrodden path, where the mere partyist never dares to enter.”
He concluded this speech with an illustration that compared the editor’s pen to
a sword. It was the unique privilege of the editor “to be able with one hand to
wield the universal armor of truth and with the other to smite its enemies.”
From 1837 to 1877, John Forsyth used his pen as a sword for the Democracy.
We must be careful not to base our evaluation of Forsyth strictly on the results
of his many battles. A. W. Dillard, a long-time acquaintance of Forsyth, offered
this ¤nal word on the editor’s career: “The leader of a forlorn hope, whether he
succeeds or not, is entitled to the tribute of praise due to courage.”32
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Lincoln administration for start of war,
131; con¤scation of federal property,
127; Congress of the Confederate
States of America, 127; demand for
full evacuation of Fort Sumter, 129

Constitutional Union Party, 54, 55, 114
Cooper, William J., Jr., 68
cooperationists, 125
Corcoran, W. W., 110
Craven, Avery, 2
Crawford, George W., 37, 38, 41, 44, 46
Crawford, Martin J., 52, 54, 127, 128, 130
Crawford, William Harris, 6, 8
Creek War, 37
Cuba, 64, 70
Cuevas, Luis, 90, 92–94
Cumming, Henry, 10
Current, Richard N., 131
Cushing, Caleb, 110, 114

Dana, Charles A., 69
Davis, Jefferson, 42, 59, 127–31, 134–36,

142, 143
DeLeon, Thomas Cooper, 180
Democratic National Convention of

1840, 23
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Democratic National Convention of 1856,
72, 75, 98

Democratic National Convention of 1860,
100, 107, 109–14

Democratic National Convention of 1868,
163–64

Democratic National Convention of 1872,
171–72

Democratic Party: anticipated free reign in
South after demise of Whigs, 65; assig-
nation of blame for panic of 1837, 20;
captured U.S. House of Representa-
tives in 1874, 179; complaints about
Whig tactics in 1840, 24; damaged by
Kansas-Nebraska Act, 64; dissatisfac-
tion with Pierce administration, 58;
Fifth Avenue Hotel Conference, 171–
72; in Georgia, 46–48; and presidential
election of 1848, 48; principles of non-
intervention and popular sovereignty in
1856, 99

Dillard, A. W., 187
Donovan, Isaac, 180
Douglas, Stephen A., 86; and 1860 Demo-

cratic Convention, 110, 112–13; as
author of Kansas-Nebraska Act, 60–
61, 98; bond with Forsyth, 58; as
Buchanan’s main rival, 72, 86; as chair-
man of the Congressional Committee
on Territories, 98; devoted energies to
preservation of the Union, 115; as
epitome of abolitionist evil in South-
ern mind, 99–101; falling out with
Buchanan, 103; Forsyth’s correspon-
dence with, 97, 102, 126; Forsyth’s last
meeting with, 130; Forsyth’s support
of, 2, 3, 60, 98, 100, 102–17, 120;
Freeport Doctrine, 99–100; interest
in railroad construction, 59–60; and
passage of the Compromise of 1850,
53; “popular sovereignty” as espoused
by, 100–101; rejection of the pro-
slavery Kansas Lecompton constitution,
99–100

Dowling, D. J., 19
Dred Scott case, 99, 107
Drysdale, A. J., 182

Duf¤eld, S. B., 140
Dunning, William, 145, 153

Eaton, Clement, 15, 16
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 70
English Convention Debt, 81

Falconet, Francis P., 84
Farragut, David G., 142
Federalists, 15, 16
Ferdinand VII, 7
Fillmore, Millard, 52–53
“¤re-eaters,” 110, 117. See also Ultraists
Fitzgerald, Michael, 165
Fitzpatrick, Benjamin, 15, 21, 75, 101,

105, 113–14
Fleming, Walter, 145
Foner, Eric, 146, 149, 155
Force Bill, 8
Formisano, Ronald P., 30
Forney, John, 123
Forney, William H., 177
Forsyth, Anna (sister), 6
Forsyth, Charles, Jr. (grandson), 169
Forsyth, Charles (son), 10, 135, 142, 148–

49, 158, 169, 184
Forsyth, Clara Meigs (mother), 6
Forsyth, Clara (sister), 6
Forsyth, Elizabeth (granddaughter), 169
Forsyth, Fanny Johnston Houston (grand-

mother), 5–6
Forsyth, James (great-great-great grand-

father), 5
Forsyth, John, Jr.

—early and personal life: birth, 10;
critical evaluations of career, 183–
85; criticism of his family ties, 183–
84; death, 182; declining health,
172, 174, 178, 180; education, 10;
European tour of 1873, 174–75;
Grave. Magnolia Cemetery, Mobile,
Alabama, 122; as member of Co-
lumbus, Georgia guards, 37–38,
119; in Mexican War, 38–46; paral-
lel nature of career with that of his
father, 2–3; personal tragedy in loss
of son, 169; photo of ca 1837, 118;
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photo of in 1861, 120; photo of in
Mobile Register of¤ce during Recon-
struction, 121; political relationship
with father, 31; postmaster/editor
roles in Georgia, 4, 34–36, 50; re-
turn to Columbus, Georgia to ad-
minister family estate, 32–34

—as journalist: on attack by Brooks on
Sumner, 70; charges that he used
newspaper for political and/or eco-
nomic gain, 184; co-owner of the
Register for last time, 180; decline
of editorial prominence, 174; early
days at the Register, 1, 4, 11, 13–
14; farewell to Register readers be-
fore Mexican sojourn, 73–74;
helped war effort in role as editor
and commentator, 135; helped war
effort in role of editor, 139–44;
journalistic philosophy, 187; large
government printing contracts, 4;
last editorial of 1864, 143; lifelong
association with Mobile Register, 11;
offer to become editor-in-chief of
the New York Herald, 185; purchase
of Columbus Times, 34; racist col-
umns, 173, 176; and Rapier’s law-
suit over partnership in Register,
180–82; return to Register after
Mexican career, 98; return to Regis-
ter in 1854, 57; as a Southern edi-
tor, 2. See also Mobile Commercial
Register

—and Mexico: appointment as Minis-
ter to Mexico, 2, 4, 73–74; argu-
ments for loan to Mexico, 82; atti-
tude regarding the Mexican people,
40; backing of Soulé mission to
Mexico, 86, 87; and Buchanan, 81–
86; charges of Benjamin and la Sére
against, 86–88; goals of Mexican
mission, 79–80; letter to Stephen
Douglas asking for support, 88–
89; and Montes-Forsyth treaties,
80–83; New York Times account of
his side of Mexican controversy,
97; protectorate idea for Mexico-

U.S. relations, 80–81; recall from
Mexico, 95–96; refusal to submit
Buchanan’s treaties to Mexico, 83–
84; and Zuloaga government, 90–95

—and Alabama politics: and 1837
Panic and the Mobile economy, 18;
and 1838 economic problems, 19–
20; and 1856 Alabama Democracy,
99; and 1859 election to Alabama
legislature, 104–6; and 1874 elec-
tion to Alabama legislature, 177–
80, 179–80; and 1875 Mobile
Democracy rati¤cation meeting/
celebrations, 177–78; and Alabama
banking system problem, 21, 22.
See also Forsyth, John, Jr.: and Na-
tional Politics, and Reconstruction,
Civil War and Confederacy

—and national politics: 1806 support
for Douglas, 2, 3, 60, 98, 100, 102–
17; and 1840 Democratic Conven-
tion, 23; and 1840 election, 26–27;
and 1848 presidential election, 48–
50; and 1850 Nashville Southern
Convention, 52; and 1856 Demo-
cratic Convention, 72; and 1856
election campaign, 71, 72–73; and
1856 support for Pierce, 58, 70–71;
and 1860 Baltimore Democratic
Convention, 111, 113–14, 116–17;
and 1860 Charleston Democratic
Convention, 108–9; and 1860 elec-
tion role, 98, 107–17, 186; and
1868 Democratic National Conven-
tion, 163–64; and 1872 Demo-
cratic National Committee meeting,
171–72; and 1872 presidential cam-
paign, 169; and 1874 state and con-
gressional elections, 176–79; and
1875 Mobile Democracy rati¤ca-
tion meeting/celebrations, 177–78;
accused of attempting to overthrow
the Democratic Party, 111–12; ad-
herence to convictions, 186; assault
on the Know-Nothing Party, 67–
69; call for unity among Demo-
cratic Party after Kansas-Nebraska
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controversy, 64; and Compromise
of 1850, 51–54; consistently op-
posed to any form of a national
bank, 21; and Douglas campaign
in Alabama, 115; endorsed under-
taking to lead a band of Southern
emigrants to Kansas, 63–64; falling
out with Buchanan, 103; on Kansas-
Nebraska controversy, 60, 61; letters
to Stephen Douglas, 88–89, 102,
126; on nativism, 66; often on the
losing side of political contests or
policy struggles, 3–4, 185; opposi-
tion to California’s admission to
Union as free state, 50–51; opposi-
tion to Greeley as Democratic nomi-
nee, 170–73; personal ¤nancial re-
wards through party patronage, 4;
on political division between Feder-
alists and Republicans, 15–16; pro-
ponent of economic development in
the South, 11, 166; re®ections on
Lincoln, 162–63; and sectional rift
over slavery in Kansas, 62–64; and
service in honor of Harrison, 28;
and Southern Rights movement,
49–50, 54–55; support for general
ticket system of election, 28, 29;
support for Mexican War, 37; as
United States Attorney for the
Southern District of Alabama, 4,
10; and Whigs, 16, 23–26. See also
Forsyth, John, Jr., and Reconstruc-
tion

—and Civil War and Confederacy: ad-
vocation of secession, 49, 51, 53–
54, 115, 124, 125; commission to
Washington to negotiate “friendly
relations” between U.S. and Confed-
erate States, 127; “Committee for
Defense” of Mobile, 131–32; con-
cern about use of Confederate trea-
sury notes as payment for city taxes
and fees, 132–33; ®ed Mobile in ad-
vance of Union Army, 146; helped
organize the Alabama 3rd Infantry
Regiment Militia, 134; helped war

effort in role of editor, 135, 139–
44; last editorial of 1864, 143; as
mayor of Mobile, 132–34; per-
ceived shift in attitude regarding
secession, 123–24; plan for enlisting
slaves in the Confederate military,
143; procurement of arms and sup-
plies, 134; report on Kentucky cam-
paign for Bragg, 136–39

—and Reconstruction: and 1868
Democratic National Convention,
163–64; attempt to defeat rati¤ca-
tion of new constitution, 161; cover-
age of Johnson impeachment, 162;
early relationship with the Freed-
man’s Bureau, 149–51; early sup-
port for state constitutional conven-
tion, 149; editorial on campaign of
1868, 164–65; focus on economic
concerns, 165–68; focus on restor-
ing white rule to the South, 168;
and Nicholson paving project, 167–
68; opposition to calling of a new
state constitutional convention, 159–
60; as provisional mayor of mobile,
151; reaction to Reconstruction
Acts, 156–57; reevaluation of Re-
construction, 154–55, 179; restora-
tion of Register of¤ce, 148; saw the
Fourteenth Amendment as the
de¤ning issue in 1866 elections,
155–56; signing of loyalty oath,
147–48; on Southern representa-
tives to Congress, 153; threats and
intimidation directed at potential
black voters, 157, 160, 161–62;
transition from optimistic coopera-
tionist to bitter antagonist, 2, 145,
146; on white supremacy, 154

Forsyth, John (son), 10, 134–35
Forsyth, John, Sr. (father), 6, 10, 23–24,

118, 184; and Buchanan, 81–82; ca-
reer, 2–3; death, 32; ¤rst public of¤ce,
6; as governor of Georgia, 7–8; hon-
orary pallbearer for Harrison, 10; as
secretary of state, 8–9; in U.S. House
of Representatives, 6–7; as United
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States minister to Spain, 7; in U.S.
Senate, 7, 8; views regarding slavery,
9; visit to Mobile, 31

Forsyth, Julia (sister), 6
Forsyth, Laura (daughter-in-law), 169
Forsyth, Margaret (granddaughter), 169
Forsyth, Margaret Hull (wife), 10
Forsyth, Mary (sister), 6
Forsyth, Robert (brother), 6
Forsyth, Robert (grandfather), 5–6
Forsyth, Rosa (sister), 6
Forsyth, Virginia (sister), 6
Fort Gaines, 134
Fort Morgan, 134, 143
Fort Moultrie, 128
Fort Pickens, 127, 128
Fort Sumter, 127–29, 131
Fourteenth Amendment, 154
France, settlement of American claims

against, 8–9
Franklin, John Hope, 145
Frederick Jackson Turner School, 14
Freedman’s Bureau, 147, 149–51
Freeport Doctrine, 99–100
Free-Soilers, 50, 62
Fugitive Slave Law, 58, 64, 70, 73
fusion system, 46

Gadsden, James, 73, 75, 91
Gadsden Purchase, 58, 76, 78, 80, 83, 84
Gayle, John A., 13, 183
Gazette and General Advertiser, 13
general ticket system, 14, 28, 29
Georgia: and 1851 governor’s race, 54–55;

antebellum political structure, 46–47;
Democratic Party, 46–48; Forsyth Sr.
as governor of, 7–8; removal of Native
Americans from, 8; Southern Rights
Party, 53, 54–55; Whig Party, 46–48

Georgia Convention, 53–54
Gettysburg, Battle of, 140
Goray, Jose de, 84
Grand Trunk Railroad, 167
Granger, Gordon, 146, 148
Grant, Ulysses S., 143, 164, 165, 168–

69, 173

Greeley, Horace, 169–73
Gulf City Paper Company, 181

Haile, E. O., 148–49
Halstead, Murat, 109, 110, 112
Hamilton, Alexander, 15
Hamilton, Holman, 58
Hancock, Win¤eld Scott, 163, 171
Hardee, William J., 134, 137
Harper’s Weekly, 158, 164, 165
Harris, Jacob, 57
Harrison, William Henry, 9, 23, 24, 26,

27, 29
Hawes, Richard, 137, 139
El Heraldo, 91
A History of the Old South (Eaton), 15, 16
Hodder, Frank, 59
Hodgeson, Joseph, 181
Hooper, Johnson Jones, 105
Horton, Gustavus, 159
Houston, Fanny Johnston. See Forsyth,

Fanny Johnston Houston (grandmother)
Houston, George S., 152, 177
Houston, Sam, 36
Howard, John H., 54
Howard, Oliver Otis, 149, 150
Hughes, Archbishop John, 66
Hull, Margaret. See Forsyth, Margaret

Hull (wife)

Illinois Central railroad, 59
immediate secessionists (“straight-

outs”), 125
immigration, new heights in the 1840s

and 1850s, 65–66
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, access rights

across, 84–88
Iverson, Alfred, 33, 51, 54

Jackson, Andrew, 4, 8, 10, 15, 17, 23,
30, 184

Jackson, Henry R., 38, 41, 42
Jacksonians, 21
Jay, John, 6
Jennings, Needler R., 87
Johnson, Andrew, 4, 165; amnesty and res-
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toration plans, 148; attempted to revive
state governments in the rebel states,
152; impeachment, 162; urged rati¤ca-
tion of Thirteenth Amendment by
Southern States, 151; version of a
Reconstruction plan, 146, 147

Johnson, Herschel V., 47, 51, 114,
123–24

Johnson, Richard M., 23, 24
Johnston, Joseph E., 5
Juárez, Benito, 78, 90, 91, 94, 97

Kansas, 60, 64
Kansas-Nebraska Act, 1, 57, 59–65, 98, 99
Kelley, William D., 157–59
Kendall, Amos, 10, 23
Kibby, Epapheas, 11, 13, 19
King, William Rufus, 58, 59, 67
Know-Nothing Party, 57, 65–69; fused

into the Republican Party, 69; hatred
of Roman Catholics, 66; powerful
force in Alabama politics, 67; split over
the slavery issue, 69; success at the
national, state, and local levels in
1854, 67

Krum, John, 113
Ku Klux Klan, 165

La Fuente, Juan Antonio de, 79
Lane, Joseph, 114
Langdon, C. C., 177
Lanzas, José de Castillo, 95, 96
La Sére, Emile, 85–89, 96
Leadbetter, Danville, 134
Lecompton constitution, 99–100, 101
Lee, Colonel Henry (“Light-Horse

Harry”), 5
Lee, Joseph, 50
Lee, Robert E., 135, 143, 164
Lerdo de Tejada, Miguel, 80, 81
Lewis, Burwell B., 177
Lewis, Dixon H., 21
Liberal Mexican Reforma, 76–78
Liberal Republicans, 169
Lincoln, Abraham: ¤rst inaugural address,

128; Forsyth’s re®ections on, 162–63;

nomination and election, 114, 115,
117; plan of Reconstruction, 147

Louisiana Tehuantepec Company, 85
Lyon, Francis S., 106

Macon Messenger, 44
Manly, Basil, 126
Mann, William D., 166, 167, 180
Marcy, William L., 37, 73, 75–76, 79, 81,

82, 96
Mardi Gras society, 168
Mares, José Fuentes, 91–92
Maysville Road veto, 16
McClung, James, 15
McCormick, Richard L., 15
McDonald, Charles J., 47, 51, 52, 55
McKitrick, Eric L., 145–46, 149
McLane, Louis, 8
McPherson, Edward, 153
McWhiney, Grady, 17
Meek, Alexander B., 104
Meigs, Clara. See Forsyth, Clara Meigs

(mother)
Meigs, Josiah, 6
Memphis Appeal, 137
Memphis Gazette, 169
Mercantile Advertiser, 13
Merchants and Planters’ Journal, 13
Mexican War, 36–37
Mexico: 1854 “Plan of Ayutla,” 78, 82;

and access rights across Isthmus of
Tehuantepec, 84–88; Ayutla Revolt,
76, 78, 82, 91; Conservatives, 77, 78;
Constitution of 1857, 91; Guerrero,
78; independence from Spain, 76; Lib-
erals, 76–80; physical decimation, 76;
Reforma period, 76–78; War of the
Reform, 90, 97

Middleton, Lewis A., 57
Migel, Salomen, 94
Milledgeville Southern Recorder, 46
Missouri Compromise, 50, 58, 60, 69, 99
Missouri Liberals, 169
Mobile, Alabama: 1819 entrance to Union

as part of Alabama, 12; in the 1830s,
12–13; 1838 and 1839 natural and
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man-made disasters, 19; 1863 bread
riot, 141; 1871 Democratic control of
government, 168; citizens unwilling to
support war cause, 141–42; ¤nancial
and transportation center of cotton
trade, 12; “hour of trial,” 142–43;
large Roman Catholic population, 66;
major problems during ¤nal two years
of the war, 140–42; recognition of cen-
tennial of Forsyth’s birth, 183; refusal
to allow black testimony in mayor’s
court, 150–51; Summerville, 193n11;
surrender to Union forces, 144

Mobile Advertiser, 125
Mobile Commercial Register, 11
Mobile Daily Commercial Register: in 1840,

25; and 1874 state and congressional
elections, 176–79; consolidation with
Mobile Advertiser, 207n31; coverage of
1868 election campaign, 163; date of
origin, 190n16; description of 1874
rati¤cation rally of Mobile Democ-
racy, 177; effect of economic down-
turn of 1837 on, 18; endorsement of
Buchanan, 72; ¤rst report of the death
of Harrison, 27; focus on economic
concerns, 165–68; Forsyth’s obituary,
182; as Forsyth’s voice, 184; against
Greeley, 171; merger with Mobile
Times, 166; name changes, 11, 189n1;
on Pig Iron Kelley’s speech and subse-
quent riots, 158, 159; promotion of
Forsyth’s ¤nancial interests, 166–68;
racist attacks on freedmen, 160; report
of 1874 elections, 179; report of Bragg
campaign, 136–39; report on Forsyth’s
European tour, 174–75; struggle to
stay ¤nancially solvent, 180–82, 184;
threats and intimidation directed at
potential black voters, 161; tributes to
Forsyth from newspapers across the na-
tion, 182; warning against victory for
the abolitionists, 102; war of words
with Advertiser, 114

Mobile Daily Commercial Register and
Patriot, 11

Mobile Daily News, 148
Mobile Democracy, 103–4, 177
Mobile Evening, 148
Mobile Gazette, 11
Mobile Herald and Tribune, 35
Mobile Monitor, 13
Mobile Nationalist, 185
Mobile Patriot, 11
Mobile Paving Company, 167
Mobile Railroad Company, 59
Mobile Times, 166, 186
Monroe, James, 6, 7
Montes, Ezequiel, 80, 83
Montes-Forsyth treaties, 80–83
Montgomery, Alabama, 15
Montgomery Advertiser, 100, 102, 105,

114, 135, 182, 183
Montgomery Confederation, 106
Montgomery Mail, 67, 105
Moore, Andrew B., 103, 104, 125, 134
Moreno, Thomas, 78

Nashville Southern Convention of 1850,
52, 53

National Era, 102
Nationalist, 158, 159
Native Americans, removal from Georgia, 8
nativism, 66, 67, 69
Nebraska, 60
Nebraska Territory, controversy over pro-

posed organization of, 58–61
Nelson, Samuel, 129
New Mexico Territory, 98; organization of,

59; slavery in, 58; statehood move-
ment, 50

New Orleans and Mobile Railroad, 167
New Orleans Daily True Delta, 148
New Orleans Picayune, 175
New York Herald, 184
New York Sun, 182
New York Times, 73–74, 97, 158
New York Tribune, 169
New York World, 169, 182
Nichols, Roy Franklin, 117
Nicholson Pavement project, 166–68, 185
nulli¤cation crisis of 1832, 8
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Ocampo, Melchor, 78, 91, 92
“Old Buck’s Boys,” 110
Old Southwest, 12
Order of the Star Spangled Banner, 65
Ordinance of 1787, 98
Ostend Manifesto, 64
Overall, G. Y., 104

Paducah Kentuckian, 171
Panic of 1837, 14, 17–18, 20–21
Panic of 1873, 180
Parsons, Lewis E., 148–52
partisan press, 2, 4
party patronage, as a source of income, 4
Perman, Michael, 146
Pessen, Edward, 17
Pickens, Francis W., 129
Pickett, John T., 128
Pierce, Franklin, 4, 57–58; acquiescence to

the slavery faction, 71; appointment of
Forsyth as Minister to Mexico, 73, 75;
endorsement by Forsyth, 70–71, 72,
75; and Kansas-Nebraska Act, 60; rejec-
tion of Montes-Forsyth treaties, 81;
speci¤cally de¤ned Forsyth’s Mexican
mission, 79

“Pig Iron” Kelley Riot, 157–59
Plan of Ayutla, 76, 78, 82, 91
Plan of Tacubaya, 90, 91
“political revivalism,” of the late 1830s, 30
Polk, General, 137
Polk, James, 4, 34, 36–37
Pope, John, 156, 159, 160
popular sovereignty, 60, 64, 100–101
Potter, David M., 59, 62
presidential Reconstruction, 145, 152–53
“Proclamation to the People of the North-

west,” 136
Prologue to Con®ict (Hamilton), 58

Radical Republicans, 145, 160; collapse of
in the South, 165; Forsyth on, 156;
and Johnson, 147; momentum shifted
away from their cause, 176; never con-
trolled either house of Congress, 153;
threat to dominance in South, 168–69

railroads: impact on Kansas-Nebraska Act,
59–61; plan for transcontinental rail-
road, 60; sectional competition over
routes, 58–60

Ramiréz, Ignacio, 78
Rapier, John L., 180–82
Rapier and Company, 182
Rather, Dan, 2
readmission act, 162
reconciliation, 168, 176
Reconstruction: congressional elections of

1866, 155–56; ex-Confederates elected
to national legislature, 152–53; histori-
ography of, 145; policy affected by
economic concerns, 165; presidential
phase of, 145, 152–53; South per-
ceived that cooperation offered the
quickest return to white domination,
149. See also Forsyth, John, Jr., and
Reconstruction

Reconstruction: Political and Economic
(Dunning), 145

Reconstruction Acts, 156, 160, 162
redemption process, 177
Reforma, 76–78
Register Printing Association, 180
Reid, Samuel G., 135
Reid, Thomas Y., 38
Republican Party, 16, 68; 1868 National

Convention, 164; 1874 elections, 179;
antislavery rhetoric, 70; Cincinnati
Republicans, 170; denounced anti-
foreigner movement as a form of big-
otry, 69; emergence of, 57, 65; versus
Federalists, 15–16; and Know-Nothing
Party, 69; Liberal Republicans, 169; vi-
sion of attaining majority party status
among antislavery groups, 69. See also
Radical Republicans

Rhett, Robert Barnwell, Jr., 53, 128
Richardson, William A., 109
Richmond Dispatch, 128
Richmond Enquirer, 17, 25, 139
Richmond Whig, 137
Ritchie, Thomas, 17, 25
Roman, Andre B., 127, 130
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Roman Catholic Church: animosity to-
ward in U.S., 65, 66; in Mexico, 76, 77

Russell, William H., 130

Samford, William F., 99, 101, 103,
104, 124

Sanford, Thaddeus, 11, 13, 32
Santa Anna, Antonio López de, 77–78,

84, 90
Savannah Georgian, 34
Savannah Republican, 130
Schlesinger, Arthur M., Jr., 25
Scott, James C., 78
secession convention, 125, 126
Seibels, John J., 106, 112–14
Sellers, Charles Grier, Jr., 14, 20
Seward, William H., 50, 62, 128–31
“Seward fanaticism,” 69
“Seward Republicans.” See “Black Republi-

cans”
Seymour, Horatio, 163, 164
Shepard, F. B., 103
Sherman, William, “March to the

Sea,” 143
Shorter, John Gill, 134
Sinkin, Richard, 77
Slaughter, James, 108
slavery: dilemma over expansion in the

territories, 98–99; failure of the Com-
promise of 1850 to bring closure to
question, 58; and Kansas Lecompton
constitution, 99–100; and Know-
Nothing Party, 69; in New Mexico
Territory, 58; sectional rift over in
Kansas, 62–64; in Utah, 58; views of
Forsyth Sr. on, 9

Slidell, John, 36, 85, 86, 89, 110
Sloo, A. G., 84, 86
Slough, Robert H., 141, 146, 150, 151
Smith, Caleb, 130
Smith, Kirby, 137
Smith, William Hugh, 163
Soulé, Pierre, 86, 87, 112
South: perceived that cooperation offered

the quickest return to white domina-
tion, 149; threat of Radical Republi-
cans to, 168–69; threats to rights of

blacks in, 168; vigorous two-party sys-
tem in antebellum period, 14

Southern Convention of 1850, 52, 53
Southern Know-Nothings, 65
Southern press, 2
Southern Rights Party, 1, 3, 150; 1850 de-

feat in Georgia Convention, 54; 1851
convention, 55; 1851 Georgia gover-
nor’s race, 54–55; critics of, 50; fac-
tions, 53; Forsyth and, 3, 49; reintegra-
tion into national Democratic party
organization, 55; Ultraists, 53, 100,
103, 110, 117; Yancey and, 48

“Southern Rights Resistance Party” of
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